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ABSTRACT 
The geometry, friction and lubrication of normal human ankle 
joints have been investigated. The joints exhibited converging-
diverging surfaces in the direction of motion. The cyl indrical 
form of the measured surface contours indicated that a reduced 
radius of about 0.35 m gave a good representation of the ankle 
joint geometry. 
Human ankle joint specimens were tested in a joint simulator. 
Although considerable difficulties were encountered in the measure-
ment of the very small coefficient of friction between the cartilage 
surfaces, an upper I imit of about 0.01 was identified for this 
important tribological feature of synovial joints. 
An equivalent bearing to represent the ankle joint was pro-
posed which consisted of a rigid cyl inder covered with a compl iant 
layer sliding on a rigid plane. The dimensions for this geometry 
were based on the measurements of the present study. Theoretical 
models were developed to estimate the cyclic variation in elasto-
hydrodynamic film thickness and coefficient of friction for the 
ankle during walking. 
Theoretical minimum film thicknesses of about 1 ~m were 
estimated along with coefficients of friction up to 0.001. The 
theoretical predictions of the cycl ic variation of film thickness 
remained small compared with the magnitude of the film thickness 
itself. Furthermore, the theoretical film thicknesses were 
smaller than the measured Ra roughnesses for cartilage which appear 
in the 1 iterature. When a very considerable increase in the 
bulk viscosity of the lubricant was introduced into thecalculations 
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film thicknesses of about 18 ~m and coefficients of friction up 
to 0.01 were estimated. This value for film thickness was 
sufficient to separate the surface asperities of healthy articular 
cartilage. 
Unless thin film mechanisms, such as an increased lubricant 
viscosity or micro-elastohydrodynamic lubrication act, the present 
study indicated that full fluid film lubrication cannot be 
sustained. However, the predicted film thicknesses were not 
much smaller than the surface roughness of cartilage and the 
abil ity to generate and preserve fluid films was found to be 
greatly enhanced by the entraining and squeeze film action. Thus, 
the modes of lubrication for normal human ankle joints must 
include a significant contribution from elastohydrodynamic 
lubrication. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
The following notation. was used throughout the thesis. 
Special notation, or notation which was confined to a particular 
section only, has been defined in the text. 
a 
b 
B 
d 
E 
EI 
n 
F 
FI 
h 
h 
c 
h 
c 
h 
o 
e 
L 
M 
Half length of dry contact area when surface 
tractions are neglected. 
Half length of equivalent bearing (Figure 5.2.1). 
Twist angle (Figure B.l). 
Effective elastic layer thickness (Figure 5.2.1). 
Surface deformation (Figure 7.2.1). 
Elastic modulus. 
Reduced modulus. 
Dynamic viscosity. 
Load. 
Load per unit width. 
Time averaged load per unit width for one cycle. 
Profile for the steady state solution from Section 7.6 
at a particular time. 
Film thickness. 
Central film thickness excluding surface deformation 
in Sections 7.2 and 7.6. 
Central film thickness at a particular time in 
Section 7.7. 
Minimum film thickness at a particular time. 
Twist angle (Figure B.l). 
Length for plane inclined surface bearing model 
(Figure 6.3. t). 
Slope for plane inclined surface bearing model 
(Figure 6.3.1). 
ix 
~ Coefficient of friction. 
p Fi 1m pressure. 
Po Dry contact stress for the contrained column model. 
R Reduced radius. 
R1 Talus radius. 
R2 Tibia radius. 
Ra (.e.~t/"'c. l/iI~ tJlI~J't:.til! dev iat ion of surface. 
r True cyl inder radius. 
c 
r Measured profile radius for ankle. 
m 
r Joint component radius for equation 4.4.1. 
s 
a Composite surface roughness. 
T Torque in Chapter 4. 
TO Dynamic torque. 
TS Static torque. 
Tf Frictional torque. 
t Time. 
Period of cycle. 
Lower surface velocity (Figure 5.2.1). 
Upper surface velocity (F i gure 5.2.1) . 
Entrainment velocity, 
U1 + U2 
2 u 
uA Time averaged entrainment velocity. 
v Poisson's ratio. 
V Relative surface velocity. 
Xe Exit boundary point (Figure 7.6.1). 
B 
o 
H 
P 
S 
• T 
u 
w 
x 
Dimensionless Groups 
b Starvation factor, i 
Layer thickness, ~ 
h Film thickness, R 
h 
o Minimum film thickness, R 
Pressure, f. 
E't Squeeze factor, ~
t Time, t 
p 
nUA Speed, E'R 
F I 
A 
Load, E'R 
n 
x Co-ordinate in direction of surface motion, R 
x 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
2 
The human ankle joint is a bearing system of considerable 
sophistication. Widely varying dynamic loads and velocities are 
imposed which can result in the severe situation of the highest 
loads occurring when the entraining velocities are zero. The 
synovial fluid which acts as a lubricant has non-Newtonian 
characteristics and it also contains boundary lubricating additives. 
The bearing material consists of a thin layer of cartilage, which 
is a viscoelastic material having a high porosity and low permeability. 
It is attached to relatively rigid bone of a trabecular structure. 
The bearing surfaces are capable of self repair when damaged, but 
only at a slow rate compared to most other body tissues. Yet the 
human ankle joint usually has a trouble free service I ife of about 
seventy years throughout which it functions with friction forces 
of about one percent of the normal loading. 
However, synovial joints do not always remain healthy and the 
pain and degeneration associated with various types of arthritis 
may be considered as a bearing failure. Such failures in engineering 
bearings are often caused by impaired lubrication. However, th is 
cannot be stated with certainty in relation to synovial joints. 
There is evidence to suggest that in rheumatoid arthritis the 
joint failure is related to direct biochemical attack, but in 
osteoarthrosis mechanical factors such as wear, fatigue of the sub-
chondral bone (Radin, 1974) or the articular cartilage (Weightman 
et aI, 1978) are involved. Recently, evidence has been presented 
which indicates that osteoarthrosis is a mildly inflammatory disease 
involving hydroxyapatite and pyrophosphate crystals (Huskinson 
et aI, 1979). 
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Although lubrication failure has not yet been directly I inked 
to the initiation of arthritic disorders, it is clear that in-
adequate lubrication must play some role in the subsequent de-
generation of the joint. The human ankle joint has a low incidence 
of primary osteoarthrosis compared with the hip and the knee 
(Stauffer et aI, 1977). However, loads (Seireg and Arvikar, 1975; 
Stauffer et aI, 1977) and normal stresses on the surfaces 
(Greenwald, 1976) appear to be similar to those acting at the hip 
and the knee. It therefore seems possible that the human ankle 
may experience better lubrication protection than other highly 
stressed synovial joints which exhibit a higher incidence of de-
generation. 
When synovial joint surfaces are severely damaged due to trauma 
or arthritic disease, a total joint replacement is often inserted. 
Prosthetic joints, although inferior to natural ones, are themselves 
remarkable bearings. They have a service I ife of about two decades 
with coefficients of friction somewhat higher than those experienced 
by healthy, natural joints (Unsworth et aI, 1975) and some pro-
gressive damage to the surfaces (Dowling et aI, 1978). The 
materials used in prosthetic joints are less compliant than the 
natural tissues. However, some attempts have been made to intro-
duce elastomeric materials having a compliance similar to cartilage 
{Medley et aI, 1980; Unsworth et aI, 1980}. 
The lubrication of human ankle joints has been considered in 
both experimental and theoretical investigations reported in this 
thesis. The purpose of these studies is to provide background 
information for the diagnosis, treatment and possibly the prevention 
of arthritic disease. Certain aspects are relevant to the 
development of current and proposed joint replacements. In the 
general field of Tribology similar analytical and experimental 
studies arise in such diverse areas as elastomeric seals (Swales 
et at, 1972; Ruskell, 1980), vehicle tyres (Moore, 1980) and 
stylus-record contact (Jamison et at, 1978). The normal human 
ankle joint exhibits a geometry which is more amenable to theo-
retical analysis than that of other synoviat joints. The 
experiments reported in the present thesis involved dissected 
human specimens and the parameters for the theoretical studies 
were chosen with reference to the ankle joint. However, the 
generality of the investigation must be emphasized. 
4 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE MECHANICS OF NORMAL SYNOVIAL JOINTS 
6 
2. 1 I NTRODUCT I ON 
The study of the lubrication of normal human ankle joints may 
be considered as part of the more genera) investigation into the 
mechanics of normal synovial joints. The literature on this topic 
is extensive. An over-view is presented in this chapter and used 
subsequently in both the development and the interpretation of the 
present research effort. Certain review articles on various 
aspects of synovial joint mechanics provide background for this 
chapter (Swanson and Freeman, 1970; Radin and Paul, 1972; Wright 
et al, 1973; Torzi)) i, 1976; Higginson, 1978; McCutchen, 1978; 
Swanson, 1979; Weightman and Kempson, 1979; Dowson, 1980; 
Wright and Medley, in the press). 
Synovia) joints permit relative sliding of surfaces with low 
friction and negligible wear while transmitting loads without 
damaging any of the structural components. A general model for 
synovial joints is shown in Figure 2.1.1. Most of the research 
work reported to date on the mechanics of synovial joints has been 
focussed on the subchondral bone, articular cartilage, meniscus 
and the synovial fluid. This may be attributed to the fact that 
severe dysfunction of a synovial joint occurs when these tissues 
are damaged either by trauma or a disease process. Thus, as shown 
in Figure 2.2.1, the present discussion considers only these tissue 
components. Also, most of the investigations of synovial joint 
mechanics have dealt with the hip, knee and ankle. Therefore, 
the present discussion concentrates on these joints, although it 
is expected that similar mechanisms act in other human synovial 
joints. Before the overall mechanical functions of synovial 
muscle 
synovial 
fluid 
articular 
cartilage 
,----medullary 
canal 
cort ica I 
bone 
7 
subchondral 
bone 
tendon -~ \W~~:::::5::::~ +--- ligament 
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I 
I 
/ 
/ 
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fibrous 
capsule 
synovial 
membrane 
L - -regiol1 considered in present 
discussion 
F i gu re 2. 1 • 1 • A general mechanical model for synovial joints. 
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joints, such as sliding and load transmission, are considered, a 
detailed examination of the intrinsic mechanical properties of 
each tissue component is presented. 
2.2 SYNOVIAL JOINT COMPONENTS 
Subchondral Bone: 
The bone found directly underneath the articular cartilage 
has a trabecular structure with a thin covering plate as shown in 
Figure 2.2.1. The internal cavities contain red and yellow 
marrow and interconnect through the structure. The thickness of 
the subchondral bone plate, the width of the individual trabeculae 
and the cavity dimensions are all of the order of 1 mrn (Swanson 
and Freeman, 1966). 
ind i vidua I 
trabeculae 
articular 
cart i lage 
~~~ ~ 9 ~subchondral 
'If) /} '-.J i\~ I bone plate 
cavities 
containing marrow trabecular 
Subchondral bone 
Figure 2.2.1 : Subchondral bone structure. 
Bulk subchondral bone behaves elastically under ordinary in 
vivo conditions (Swanson and Freeman, 1966; Pugh et aI, 1973a, 
1973b). Small specimens of bulk subchondral bone have compressive 
elastic moduli approximately one order of magnitude lower than that 
of cortical bone (Radin et aI, 1970b). Tests on individual 
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trabeculae (Townsend et al, 1975) indicate that the trabeculae 
have an elastic modulus of approximately the same value as that 
of cortical bone. Thus the web-like structure of trabecular 
bone accounts for its low bulk elastic modulus by allowing more 
deflection compared to a solid bone mass as shown in Figure 2.2.2. 
applied load 
, 
, 
I 
, 
, 
appl ied load 
, 
, ......,.--deformed 
.....-- shape 
I 
(a) A single trabecular 
specimen 
(b) An equivalent sized 
cortical bone specimen 
Figure 2.2.2 Deformation of a single trabecula compared 
to cortical bone of equivalent size for the 
same applied load. 
It follows that the compressive strength increases with the 
bulk density (Behrens et al, 1974; Ducheyne et al, 1977). 
However, plugs of bone with the same bulk density may have 
different compressive strengths due to their internal trabecular 
architecture (Behrens et at, 1974; Pugh et at, 1973b). The 
marrow apparently does not playa significant role in the response 
to ordinary in vivo loads (Swanson and Freeman, 1966). However, 
in rapid plastic deformation involving large scale fracture of the 
trabeculae the marrow doe~ resist a significant portion of the 
imposed load (Hayes and Carter, 1976). Occasionally individual 
10 
trabeculae are fractured in vivo (Radin et aI, 1973b) but this 
does not significantly affect the overall mechanical properties 
of bulk subchondral bone (Ducheyne et al, 1977). 
Articular Cartilage: 
A detailed description of articular cartilage has been 
published recently (Freeman, 1979). A layer of articular carti-
lage, about 2.5 mm thick, covers the subchondral bone, as shown in 
Figure 2.2.3. It is composed of 60 - 80% by weight water 
apparently divided approximately equally between the cells, 
proteoglycan gel and the free interstitial fluid (linn and Sokoloff, 
1965) . The remaining tissue is approximately 40% by weight 
chondrocytes, 35% by weight collagen and 25% by weight 
proteoglycans. 
interstitial synovial f_lu~id=-_ 
fluid motion -----~~ "free" interstitial 
\DC~\%-- chondrocyte 
proteoglycan gel ~~\.\ ( collagen fibre 
containing weakly 
"bound" interstitial ~ f 
fluid ~ (. ! I 
\ subchond ral 
flu i d 
bone 
Figure 2.2.3 Articular cartilage structure. 
The surfaces of articular cartilage appear smooth to the 
naked eye but light and electron microscope studies have shown 
surface depressions 20 - 40 ~m in diameter and 0.3 - 15 ~m deep 
(Clarke, 1973). USing profile measuring devices Ra surface 
roughnesses in the range of 2 - 6 ~m have been measured 
(Walker et aI, 1968; Clarke, 1973; Sayles et aI, 1979, Thomas 
et aI, 1980). 
The interstitial fluid in articular cartilage is composed 
of water and positively charged solutes. It is able to move 
within and across the surface of cartilage as shown in Figure 
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2.2.3. The proteoglycan gel is composed of a protein core which 
has glycosaminoglycanbranches containing fixed negatively charged 
groups. The interstitial fluid, containing positively charged 
solutes, is bound by weak electrostatic forces to these fixed 
negatively charged groups. The chondrocytes or cartilage cells 
synthesize the protein for the proteoglycans and the collagen. 
The collagen fibres are in the order of 1 ~m diameter and form a 
fine mesh network with specific orientations at various locations 
within the cartilage. 
The collagen fibre network apparently entangles and immobi-
lizes the proteoglycan gels. Thus cartilage stiffness is a 
result of the proteoglycan gels pushing against the collagen 
fibre network. When cartilage deforms under load the permeability 
of the proteoglycan gel allows the weakly bound interstitial 
fluid to be mechanically squeezed out to join the free interstitial 
fluid. The free interstitial fluid can move within the cartilage, 
away from the loaded regions, and across the cartilage surface 
into the synovial fluid. This fluid motion is impeded, and thus 
deformation resisted, by the small size of the pores within the 
proteogl~can gel and between the collagen fibres. 
Further resistance to deformation and flow results from the 
osmotic pressure within the proteoglycans. The osmotic pressure 
is caused by the outflow of the interstitial fluid with its 
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positively charged solutes. This leaves the fixed negative 
charged groups in close proximity, resulting in forces of electro-
static repulsion (Edwards, 1967). Also the collagen fibre net-
work begins to stretch and possibly re-orientate (McCall, 1969) 
to resist the imposed forces, causing tensile stress in the 
fibres. This complicated response to loading is shown in Figure 
2.2.~. Osmotic pressure may also be considered to act on a 
larger scale across the cartilage surface as interstitial fluid 
is expressed into the synovial fluid and proteoglycan gels of net 
negative charge repel each other. 
coli agen fibres 
proteoglycan gel ( with 
internal osmotic pressure) 
(in tension holding 
gel in pi ace) 
i nte rst itia I 
fluid mot ion 
(resisted by small 
si ze of pores and 
oppos i ng osmoti c 
pressure) 
fixed negatively 
cha rged 9 roups 
(repel each other 
creating osmotic 
pressure) 
positively charged 
solutes(carried 
away by flow) 
Figure 2.2.~ : Internal mechanisms resisting 
cartilage deformation. 
Upon removal of the load, collagen fibres relax and osmotic 
pressure pulls fluid into the cartilage and ultimately into the 
proteoglycan gels. This behavior makes cartilage a viscoelastic 
material, since its behaviour is time dependent and recoverable 
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as shown in Figure 2.2.5. It is interesting to note that inter-
stitial fluid can be pulled in from the synovial fluid but differs 
from it by the absence of certain molecules in synovial fluid 
which are apparently too large to enter the cartilage pores. 
Time 
Figure 2.2.5 Time dependent cartilage deformation. 
A number of recent studies have sought to determine the 
complex microscopic interaction of collagen fibre tension, osmotic 
pressure and resistance to interstitial fluid flow when cartilage 
deforms under various load patterns. These studies have used 
or developed theory for small specimens of articular cartilage 
from humans and animals. 
A generalized viscoelastic model for the deformation of 
cartilage with an indentor has been developed recently (Parsons 
and Black, 1977). This formulation extended and combined 
previous models for cartilage viscoelasticity (Hayes and Mockros, 
1971) and indentation testing (Hayes et aI, 1972; Hori and 
Mockros,1976). It was use'd to show that, in a normal ionic 
environment, collagen fibres in the surface regions of cartilage 
are not pre-stressed under no load conditions (Parsons and Black. 
1979) • 
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Recent studies have also attempted to model both interstitial 
fluid flow and matrix deformation separately (Higginson et aI, 
1976; Mansour and Mow, 1977; Mow et aI, 1980). Such models 
are sensitive to the decrease in permeabil ity which occurs as 
cartilage is compressed (Maroudas et aI, 1968; Mansour and Mow, 
1976) . Thus, it is very difficult to separate the various 
internal mechanisms of cartilage deformation. However, flow 
independent viscoelastic properties of cartilage with its surface 
layer removed have been measured for small shear strains (Hayes 
and Bodine, 1978). This study showed that, for a given load, 
collagenase digestion or proteoglycan depletion each gave 
characteristic increases in deformation while increasing the 
cross-linking of the collagen fibres decreased deformation 
Further campI ications in the detailed study of cartilage 
mechanics result from the changes in collagen fibre orientation 
and proteoglycan distribution from the surface to the bone inter-
face. This tissue variation has been studied mechanically by a 
number of groups (Kempson et aI, 1968, 1973; Maroudas and 
Bullough. 1968; Cameron et aI, 1975; Woo et aI, 1976, 1979). 
The significant differences in mechanical properties 
reported by each of these groups indicate that models which 
15 
assume a homogeneous isotropic cartilage layer must be applied 
with caution. 
The investigationsof the intrinsic mechanical properties of 
cartilage begin to show potential in detecting pathogenic physico-
chemical changes. Unfortunately, their use in characterising 
the overall response of cartilage to in vivo loading patterns 
~f\ has not be realized as yet. However, some studies have examined 
the behaviour of small cartilage specimens subject to cycl ic 
compressive stress patterns similar to those believed to act in 
vivo (Johnson et al, 1977; Higginson and Snaith, 1979). After 
the first few cycles the cartilage response was essentially 
elastic with a very small amount of non-recoverable creep occurring 
during each cycle. Eventually a final cycl ic steady state was 
reached as shown in Figure 2.2.6. A model was introduced which 
considered the non-recoverable creep accumulated during previous 
cycles to be part of the specimen's history. Instantaneous 
elastic modul i were evalu'ated at various creep strains. Then, 
with the measured rate of creep, cartilage response was charac-
terized. As expected, the instantaneous elastic modulus was 
found to increase with increasing creep strain. 
Men i sc i : 
The menisci are present in the knee but not the hip or ankle 
joints. The two menisci in the knee are half-moon shaped fibro-
cartilage structures having approximately triangular cross-
sections as shown in Figure 2.2.7. The thickness at the joint 
periphery is in the order of 5 mm, which is approximately equal 
to the combined thickness of the articular cartilage layers. 
zero load 
I 
lin phase 
c 
o 
.-
~ 
o 
-• Q 
I 
~ 
non-zero deformat ion 
Time 
Figure 2.2.6 
crosS-sect iona I 
view 
Figure 2.2.7 
The steady state response of cartilage 
to cyclic loading. 
c i rcu m feren t ially 
orientated collagen 
fibre weave 
Menisci structure. 
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The menisci are approximately 70% by weight water with collagen 
comprising about 75% by weight of the remaining tissue (Peters 
17 
and Smill ie, 1972). With its high collagen ~ontent the meniscus 
is similar to a ligament in composition rather than articular 
cartilage. The collagen fibres exhibit significant circum-
ferential orientation with some radial links between them (Cameron 
and Macnab, 1972) as shown in Figure 2.2.7. 
The tensile strength (Bullough et aI, 1970) and tensile 
elastic modulus (Uezaki et aI, 1979) of the menisci are in the same 
range as those of articular cartilage, with fairly wide variations 
depending on collagen fibre orientation. The response to tensile 
forces is mainly elastic, as opposed to viscoelastic, and probably 
results from changes in collagen fibre orientation (Uezaki et aI, 
1979) • 
Synovial Fluid: 
Synovial fluid is a I ight yellowish liquid contained within 
synovial joints in the region bounded by the synovial membrane 
and the articular cartilage surfaces as shown in Figure 2.2.8. 
It is essentially a dialysate of blood plasma with the addition of 
approximately 3 mg/ml hyaluronate macromolecules. These macro· 
molecules are believed to be added to the plasma component by the 
synovial membrane and may combine directly with protein elements 
in the fluid or interact only mildly when in solution (Wright et 
aI, 1973). By including water within their domain, hyaluronate 
macromolecules are believed to assume an approximately spherical 
shape in synovial fluid with a radius of about 1 ~m. Synovial 
fluid also contains a smaller glycoprotein molecule which may be 
involved in lubrication of the cartilage surfaces (Swann, 1978). 
hyaluronate 
macromolecules 
~ .. : 
• 
synovial fluid.·: • 
• • • 
• • • 
ccHtilage 
bone 
capsule 
1--- capillaries 
synovial membrane 
Figure 2.2.8 Synovial fluid structure. 
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Sxnovial fluid, I ike .many polymer solutions, recovers to some 
extent after being deformed or, in other words, it exhibits some 
elasticity. If synovial fluid is sheared, but not compressed, 
between two surfaces in relative motion, it imposes resisting 
shear and normal forces on the surfaces as shown in Figure 2.2.9 
(Ogston and Stanier, 1953). The normal forces are very small 
compared to the physiological loads estimated to act through 
synovial joints. Thus synovial fluid is not bel ieved to resist 
deformation significantly in vivo due to its elasticity (Ogston 
and Stanier, 1953; Caygill and West, 1969). 
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shear "tt----normal 
force ----..-\.--..~,.-.a,... force 
mot ion 
F i gu re 2.2.9 Forces on the surfaces caused by 
tangential motion but not compression 
of the interposed synovial fluid. 
In contrast to its elasticity, the resistance to shear 
resulting from the fluid viscosity is an important factor, when 
combined with lubrication mechanics, in the deformation or flow 
of synovial fluid in vivo. Extensive measurements of the 
viscosity of synovial fluid for humans and animals have been 
recorded (Ogston and Stanier, 1953; Davies, 1967; Palfrey and 
White, 1968; Davies and Palfrey, 1969; Cooke et aI, 1978). These 
studies show reasonable agreement (Swanson, 1979). Viscosity 
decreases as shear rate increases and eventually approaches a 
constant value that is somewhat larger than that of water as 
shown in Figure 2.2.10. This behaviour is believed to be caused 
by tangling of the macromolecules at low shear rates and eventual 
separation at higher shear rates (Ogston and Stanier, 1953). 
For a given shear rate, the viscosity of synovial fluid has also 
been found to increase with increasing hyaluronate concentration 
(Ogston and Stanier, 1953; Negami, 1964), or decreasing temperature. 
(Ogston and Stanier, 1953; Evangelista et at, 1978). 
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Figure 2.2.10 
water 
Shear Rate 
The viscosity variation of synovial 
fluid with shear rate. 
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The viscosity combined with the elastic behaviour of synovial 
fluid has led to elaborate viscoelastic models to characterize 
the deformation and flow of the lubricant (Lai et aI, 1977, 1978). 
However, one difficulty in comprehensive model I ing of synovial 
fluid flow in vivo results from the possibility that the apparent 
viscosity may not be a property of the fluid alone. Theoretical 
investigations have been reported of fluid flow through passage-
ways with dimensions similar to those of particles within the 
fluid. The apparent viscosity of synovial fluid depends on many 
features, including the extent to which the passageway surfaces 
inhibit particle spin (Allen and Kline, 1971). 
The apparent viscosities of thin layers of synovial fluid 
sheared between cartilage and glass surfaces have been measured 
and shown to be two orders of magnitude higher than that of bulk 
synovial fluid (Walker et aI, 1970). In this study, structured 
layers about 10 ~m thick were observed on cartilage surfaces. 
These layers were bel ieved to be rich in hyaluronate and protein 
elements of synovial fluid and a theory was developed to explain 
the formation and the viscosities of these layers (Dowson et al, 
1970). Thus, macromolecular interaction with the cartilage 
surfaces may cause significant changes in the apparent viscosity 
during thin film flow of synovial fluid. 
Concluding Remarks on Synovial Joint Components: 
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In general, the deformation of synovial tissues subject to 
external loading depends on local composition and structure as well 
as the complex behaviour of the various internal elements. 
However, the deformation can be approximated as elastic in order 
to gain some insight into the comparative behaviour of the tissues 
in vivo. Thus, the elastic modul i of various synovial joint 
tissues are given in Table 2.2.1. along with some common ortho-
paedic implant materials. Synovial fluid is not included in 
Table 2.2.1. since its elastic modulus is negl igible compared with 
the more sol id tissues. It is noted that the viscosity of bulk 
synovial fluid at high shear rates is a few times greater than that 
of water. 
Having considered some simpl ified material constants to 
describe the load-deformation response of synovial joint tissues, 
it is important to remember that the exact behaviour and internal 
mechanisms responsible for this behaviour cannot be ignored. 
They are essential to many of the larger scale mechanisms of load 
transmission and lubrication which are discussed subsequently. 
Table 2.2.1 The elastic modul i of synovial 
joint components and some materials 
used in joint replacement. 
Approximate 
Material Elastic Modulus 
(MPa) 
Vi tall ium 105 
Cortical bone 104 
Individual subchondral trabeculae 104 
Bone cement (PMMA) 103 
, UHMW polyethylene 103 
Bulk subchondral bone 102 - 103 
Articular ca rt i I age 10 - 102 
Meniscus to 
2.3 LOAD TRANSMISSION 
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Both normal (perpendicular) and tangential forces are trans-
mitted in vivo from one cartilage surface to the other during 
common activities I ike walking. The normal forces result from 
the static and dynamic effects of the body mass plus muscle and 
ligament tensions. During walking they vary from close to zero 
up to as much as eight times body weight (Paul, 1967, 1976; 
Seireg and Arvikar, 1975). The tangential forces result from 
friction during sl iding motions. Since these friction forces 
are only about 1% of the normal forces they will be ignored in 
this discussion of load transmission. However, the subject of 
friction will be considered in a later section on lubrication. 
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As shown in Table 2.2.1, cartilage and menisci have elastic 
modul i much lower than bulk subchondral bone, which itself has a 
much lower modulus than cortical bone. The purpose of this soft 
structure is apparently to "spread" the transmitted forces and 
thus reduce peak normal stresses at the cartilage surfaces. This 
serves to enhance lubrication., However, the joint tissues must 
be able to withstand the transmitted forces without sustaining 
progressive damage. This ability is as important to overall 
joint function as the lubrication of the surfaces. 
To examine the way in which loads are transmitted through 
the joint tissues, it is convenient to consider the transmission 
of peak loads first and then consider the additional dynamic 
effects present during the in vivo transmission of these peak 
loads. This division allows a complete description of the 
spectrum of mechanisms which act to reduce high local forces in 
load transmission. 
Peak Load Transmission: 
The reduction of high local transmitted forces (or stress con-
centrations) within the joint tissues occurs by what will be termed 
internal and external mechanisms. High forces transmitted through 
specific tissue may result from local geometry, such as the bone 
asperities at the cartilage-subchondral bone interface, or from 
large scale geometry. 
Internal mechanisms may exist within cartilage to reduce 
transmitted forces (Weightman and Kempson, 1979). Support for 
the existence of these internal mechanisms results from the 
observed increase in subchondral bone damage which occurs when 
the same stresses are imposed on arthritic as on healthy joint 
surfaces (Freeman et aI, 1975). The possible mechanisms of 
reducing stresses within cartilage include the development of 
tensile stresses in the collagen fibre network and local flow of 
interstitial fluid. These mechanisms are shown in Figure 2.3.1. 
t ransm itt ed 
forces 
collagen fibres 
in tension --:> • 
(caused by -~ 
.po 
proteoglycan ~
swelling, 
hydrostatic 
pressure and 
fibre re-orientation) 
interstitial 
fluid flow 
(causing swelling 
of proteog Iycans 
and hydrostat ic 
pressure in 
peripheral region) 
Figure 2.3.1 Possible internal mechanisms of 
articular cartilage force spreading. 
There is some conf! ict in the I iterature concerning the 
amount by which internal mechanisms in cartilage are capable of 
reducing transmitted forces. Recent mathematical model I ing of 
cartilage (Askew and Mow, 1978) and subchondral bone (Hayes et 
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aI, 1978) suggests that cartilage layers are too thin to accompl ish 
significant internal force spreading. 
Internally subchondral bone can spread high normal forces 
by virtue of its trabecular structure and thickness. Hayes et 
aI, 1978). This is done by inducing tensile stresses in 
laterally remote trabeculae as shown in Figure 2.3.2. 
t ran s mitt ed 
forces 
Figure 2.3.2 Possible internal mechanisms of 
subchondral bone force spreading. 
On a larger scale, certain factors create external force 
spreading mechanisms. The internal architecture of subchondral 
bone varies both normally and tangentially to the joint surfaces 
(Raux et aI, 1975; Behrens et aI, 1979). These variations may 
serve to spread transmitted forces evenly from the cortical bone 
through the subchondral bone (Hayes et aI, 1978). Al so, it has 
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been suggested that high tensile stresses in the subchondral bone 
plate may act to reduce compressive stresses in the trabecular 
subchondral bone (Jacob et aI, 1976). 
Cartilage itself has property variations across the joint 
surfaces (Kempson et aI, 1971; Cameron et aI, 1975), although it 
has been estimated that such variations do not significantly alter 
the transmitted forces (Weightman and Kempson, 1979). However, 
it is generally agreed that cartilage, being much more deformable 
than subchondral bone, plays a more significant role in increasing 
the size of contact areas. This reduces normal stresses in both 
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the cartilage and the subchondral bone (Day et al, 1975; Freeman 
et al, 1975; Weightman and Kempson, 1979). Cartilage visco-
elasticity serves to further increase the contact areas and thus 
enhances this mechanism of load sharing. The abil ity of cartilage 
to increase contact areas is shown in Figure 2.3.3. The menisci 
in the knee also playa significant role in increasing contact 
areas and spreading transmitted forces (Seedhom et al, 1974; 
Shrive, 1974; Walker and Erkman, 1975; Maquet et al, 1975; 
Seedhom, 1979; Seedhom and Hargreaves, 1979). 
Jlimposed V load 
con tact st ress 
> 
rigid surfaces soft surfaces 
Figure 2.3.3 The abil ity of a soft surface to deform which 
increases contact areas and thus reduces peak 
contact stress for a given imposed load. 
Some synovial joints also appear to reduce peak contact stresses 
by having a sl ightly smaller radius of curvature for the concave 
than for the convex surface (Greenwald et al, 1971, 1976). This 
mechanism is shown in Figure 2.3.4 and essentially serves to 
distribute the contact stress more evenly over the joint surface. 
The knee joint achieves a similar effect through the presence 
of the menisci (Seedhom and Hargreaves, 1979). In addition 
to geometry, this mechanism depends on the deformation of 
cartilage and menisci to create a conforming joint under peak 
loading conaitions. 
con tact 
stress contact 
st ress 
low load ing high loading 
(a) LCli/i(J.- radius of curvature for concave 
than for convex surface 
contact 
stress 
contact stress 
low loading 
(b) Sfr\ol/er radius of curvature for concave 
than for convex surface 
Figure 2.3.4 A method of achieving a more even 
distribution of contact stress magnitudes. 
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Dynamic Effects in Peak Loading Transmission: 
The magnitude of the transmitted forces, which a particular 
region of tissue experiences, is reduced by the internal and 
external mechanisms mentioned previously. Under dynamic loading 
conditions, additional mechanisms act to reduce transmitted forces. 
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The creep of the cartilage, due to its viscoelastic properties, 
may create large contact areas during a period of static loading. 
The larger contact areas may then help to reduce contact stresses 
during the rapid appl ication of peak loads. 
Subchondral bone plays an important role as a shock absorber. 
Although cartilage, synovial fluid and the menisci all have 
intrinsic shock absorbing properties, they are present in layers 
too thin to achieve significant attenuation of transmitted forces 
( Ra din and P a u I, 1 969, 1 970 a) • However, subchondral bone, which 
is not so intrinsically energy-absorbing, is present in much thicker 
layers. It apparently provides enough deflection to reduce the 
accelerations of the body mass and thus significantly reduce the 
dynamic transmitted forces (Radin et aI, 1970b; Radin and Paul, 
1971a, 1971b, 1973). This mechanism is shown in Figure 2.3.5. 
Also subchondral bone may prevent the spl itting of cartilage under 
peak dynamic loads by providing constraint at the bone-cartilage 
interface (Findlay and Repo, 1978). 
There is one more mechanism which arises during dynamic load 
transmission. During dynamic in vivo activities in which both 
loads and velocities vary, it has been observed that cartilage 
increases in thickness (Ingelmark and Ekholm, 1948; Ekholm and 
Ingelmark, 1952). This may enhance the previously mentioned 
internal mechanisms by which cartilage spreads transmitted forces, 
since more interstitial fluid would be present. Also the 
differences in radii of curvature between concave and convex 
surface curvatures may change such that the contact stress is more 
evenly distributed (Oberlander, 1978). Finally, having an 
increased cartilage thickness would allow more cartilage de-
formation, if required, as load and velocity patterns changed. 
Figure 2.3.5 
dynamic 
load 
Dynamic load attenuation by subchondral bone. 
Concluding Remarks on load Transmission: 
In overall load transmission an important function of 
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cartilage and menisci appears to be the ability to deform and create 
larger contact areas. An important function of subchondral bone 
appears to be its role as a shock absorber. In all these joint 
tissues internal force spreading mechanisms and local tissue 
variations may also influence load transmission. It is difficult 
to select anyone mechanism as being the most important, since 
changes in any of them may increase stresses to abnormal levels 
in some region of the synovial joint. 
2.4 LUBRICATION MECHANICS 
The low friction forces arising during the relative sl iding 
of articular cartilage surfaces may be attributed to effective 
1 ubr icat ion. When synovial fluid is removed from a fresh 
cadaveric joint, oscillation under load produces higher friction 
and significant damage to the cartilage surfaces in a few hours 
(Clarke et aI, 1975). Thus in vivo joint lubrication appears 
to depend on synovial fluid or one of its components. The exact 
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way in which this occurs is not yet known. A number of different 
mechanisms have been suggested in the I iterature and are discussed 
separately in this section. However, during routine in vivo 
activities 1 ike walking it is 1 ikely that a number of different 
modes of lubrication act on a given surface region at various 
times (Dowson, 1967). Little research has been done on the 
lubrication of intact joints during the specific load and velocity 
patterns which occur in vivo. 
Fluid Film Mechanism: 
When a fluid lubricant is present in a bearing,films can be 
generated by the motion of converging-diverging surfaces. The 
viscosity of the lubricant causes its layers adjacent to the moving 
surfaces to "stick" together when shear is imposed by the surface 
mot ion. As a result, lubricant is pulled into the "contact" 
region by an 'entraining ' action of the moving surface. If 
enough lubricant is entrained the surfaces are separated by a thin 
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fluid film. This means that the integral of the pressures in 
the lubricant film balances the appl ied load. This mechanism is 
shown in Figure 2.4.1 for the simpl ified case when only one 
surface is in motion. 
load 
• velocity----
COntact stress 
~-~.c.....;t 
Figure 2.4.1 An example of fluid film lubrication. 
It is common engineering practice to calculate a theoretical 
lubricant film thickness by assuming that the surfaces are perfectly 
smooth. If this film is thick enough to separate the real surface 
asperities it can be predicted that full fluid film lubrication 
occurs. In engineering appl ications, experimental techniques 
may be used to verify these predictions. Effective fluid films 
can be established which are only a few microns thick. 
If the bearing surfaces remain rigid, the process by which fluid 
films are entrained is known as hydrodynamic lubrication. The 
lubrication of human finger joints by a hydrodynamic mechanism has 
been considered (Pagowski et aI, 1976). However, when the film 
pressures are large enough to deform the surfaces the region of 
contact (close surface proximity) is increased. This reduces the 
film pressures required to balance the applied load. As a result 
lubricant can be drawn between the surfaces at higher loads or 
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lower velocities than in hydrodynamic lubrication. This mechanism 
is called elastohydrodynamic lubrication and is depicted in 
Figure 2.4.2. The possibil ity of elastohydrodynamic lubrication 
of this type occurring in synovial joints has also been examined 
(Dintenfass, 1963; Tanner, 1966; Higginson, 1978; Dowson, 1967, 
1980) . 
~oad 
• velocity ~ velocity 
rigid elastic 
ri gid rigid 
Hyd rody nam ic E lastohydrodynam ic 
Figure 2.4.2 A comparison between hydrodynamic 
and elastohydrodynamic lubrication. 
During in vivo activities such as walking, the relative surface 
velocities are zero for the instants at which the directions of 
surface motion are reversed. When low or zero velocities occur 
the fluid film which may have been built up during the higher 
velocity periods is sqeezed out from between the surfaces as shown 
in Figure 2.4.3. A high lubricant viscosity extends this process 
so that films may remain until the surface velocity increases again 
and more lubricant is entrained between the surfaces. The 
surface deformation plays an additional role in trapping fluid 
within the contact region by being less deformed at the periphery 
as shown in Figure 2.4.3. Squeeze film behaviour has been 
studied in some detail for synovial joint models (Fein, 1967; 
Higginson and Norman, 1974a, 1974b; Gaman et al, 1974; Rhode et 
al, 1976, 1979; Rybicki et al, 1978, 1979). 
reg ion of low 
contact stress 
and thus less 
surfdce deformat ion 
Figure 2.4.3 
load~ 
~velocitY 
elastic 
rigid 
,..----t ra pped 
fluid 
Elastohydrodynamic sqeeze film behaviour. 
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Complete analytical or experimental proof of the existence of 
adequate fluid films in synovial joints during common in vivo 
activities has not been achieved. However, current analytical 
estimates suggest that elastohydrodynamic films are not quite thick 
enough to prevent surface asperity interactions (Dowson, 1980; 
Marnell and White, 1980). Experimental work with cadaveric hip 
joints under in vivo load and velocity patterns have suggested 
that fluid films exist (O'Kelly et al, 1978) but mechanisms other 
than elastohydrodynamic may have helped to produce them. In another 
recent study, statically-loaded cadaveric joints were frozen and 
sectioned to reveal fluid films much thicker than those predicted 
by current elastohydrodynamic theory (Terayama et al. 1980). 
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A number of features of synovial joints have obvious beneficial 
effects on their potential to develop elastohydrodynamic films. 
The deformation of cartilage and menisci by definition enhances 
film formation. The joint geometry is important in creating 
the required converging-diverging surfaces and in helping to reduce 
the required film pressures by encouraging large contact areas. 
The previously mentioned possibility of sl ightly smaller 
radius of curvature for the concave compared with the convex surface 
may play an important role in enhancing fluid entrapment during 
squeezing actions. High synovial fluid viscosity would enhance 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication during both sliding and squeezing. 
The higher viscosity of synovial fluid at low shear rates may play 
an enhancing role during squeezing actions (Piotrowski, 1975). 
On the other hand, gross surface roughness would break up fluid 
film formation and allow intimate level surface contact. A number 
of more subtle effects may also contribute to the development of 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication in synovial joints. Some of these 
are discussed in the next section as separate mechanisms. 
Special Thin Film Lubrication Mechanisms: 
Two enhancing mechanisms, which depend to some extent on 
cartilage porosity, may occur in very thin film lubrication of 
synovial joints. The first, weeping lubrication, proposes that, 
once some of the opposing cartilage surface asperities begin to 
touch, interstitial fluid is expressed from the cartilage into the 
gap between the cartilage surfaces as shown in Figure 2.4.4 
(Lewis and McCutchen, 1959; McCutchen, 1962, 1967. 1969, 1978). 
Thus more fluid is available for lubrication purposes. This 
theory further postulates that the contacting asperity tips are 
protected by boundary lubrication and this concept is discussed in 
a later section. Weeping lubrication has been criticised on 
the grounds that the amount of fluid expressed may not be 
significant (Higginson and Norman, 1974). 
~ocities 
velocit~ 
interstitial 
fluid motion 
Figure 2.4.4 Weeping lubrication of synovial joints. 
Boosted lubrication, the second mechanism, proposes an 
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alternative behaviour in which fluid passes into the cartilage and 
laterally between the contacting asperities. The process involves 
a filtering of synovial fluid films in which the water and small 
solute components may be forced into the cartilage or laterally 
out of the contact zone leaving an increased concentration of 
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hyaluronate macromolecules as shown in Figure 2.4.5. (Dowson 
et aI, 1968, 1970; Walker et aI, 1968, 1969, 1970; Longfield et 
a I, 1969), The concentrated fluid in the contact zone is 
postulated to have a much higher viscosity and this enhances fluid 
film lubrication. This theory also includes the possibil ity that 
the filtering occurs through absorbed surface layers of hyaluronate 
macromolecules (Unsworth, 1972). 
h y a I u ro nat e 
rich gel 
load~ 
--r0Cilies 
veloCil~ motion of low molecular weight 
sol ids and water 
Figure 2.4.5 Boosted lubrication of synovial joints. 
Boosted lubrication has been criticised on the grounds that 
the calculated film thicknesses are too large for lateral filtering 
through the surface asperities or for filtering through cartilage to 
occur (Maroudas, 1979). However, when small cartilage specimens 
were used in friction experiments and quickly frozen at a time 
when boosted lubrication theory predicted thick films) such films 
were observed subsequently using scanning electron microscopy 
(Walker et aI, 1970; Walker and Gold, 1973). 
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Recent analytical work has suggested that fluid may flow into 
cartilage at some locations and out of cartilage at other locations 
within a joint (Ling, 1974; Mansour and Mow, 1917). If so, both 
boosted and weeping lubrication may occur simultaneously. 
However, the fluid flow into or out of cartilage is slow compared 
to physiological loading times and thus may not be a particularly 
effective mechanism for the lubrication of synovial joints 
(Higginson, 1978). 
A very recent theory, which has not been investigated experi-
mentally, proposes a mechanism by which fluid viscosities higher 
than those of the bulk lubricant may exist in thin films. Micro-
polar lubrication models (Allen and Kline, 1971) have been applied 
to synovial joints (Tandon and Jaggi, 1979). Essentially the 
theory suggests that the hyaluronate macromolecules tend to spin 
in a synovial fluid film and this spin is inhibited by the close 
proximity of the cartilage surfaces. The result is that the 
effective viscosity is increased in these thin films and this leads 
to enhanced fluid film lubrication. This concept is illustrated 
in Figure 2.4.6 along with a possible extension of the theory 
which predicts that when the cartilage surfaces are moving, the 
macromolecules may migrate towards them. Such motion of particles 
to the high velocity regions has been observed in blood flow 
(Goldsmith, 1971). If this particular mechanism does occur it 
might contribute to the build up of hyaluronate surface layers 
which would further increase thin film viscosities. 
tendency to spin 
inhibited by surface ~Ioad 
..... veloci\Y ___ 
hyalu ronate 
macromolecule 
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d uri n 9 slid i ng 
Figure 2.4.6 Micropolar lubrication of synovial joints. 
Boundary Mechanisms: 
Boundary lubrication involves the sliding and shearing of 
adsorbed layers on the surfaces. The adsorbed layers thus protect 
the underlying surfaces and maintain low friction. Th is mechan i sm 
is illustrated in Figure 2.4.7. 
adsorbed 
surface 
layer 
load' 
"veloc i ty 
velocity 
.,. 
possible dry 
contact 
Figure 2.4.7: Boundary lubrication of synovial joints. 
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The protein elements in synovial fluid appear to be directly 
involved in boundary lubrication by attaching themselves to the 
cartilage surfaces (Linn and Radi~ 1968; Wilkins, 1968; Radin et 
aI, 1970c, Swann, 1978; Davies et aI, 1979, 1979). Hyaluronate 
macromolecules (Maroudas, 1967, 1969, 1979) and water molecules 
(Davies et aI, 1979) may also contribute to the surface layers. 
These layers appear to have internal repulsive electrostatic forces 
(Roberts, 1971) which create osmotic pressure (McCutchen, 1966; 
Davies et aI, 1979) capable of resisting compression. It has also 
been suggested that fat within the cartilage may act as a boundary 
lubricant (Little et aI, 1969). 
Concluding Remarks on Lubrication Mechanics: 
Studies of friction in cadaveric hip joints using cycl ic time 
varying loads and velocities suggests that fluid film lubrication 
predominates (O'Kelly et aI, 1978). Other plausible, though 
sometimes confl icting, lubrication mechanisms have been suggested. 
It would appear that the lubrication of synovial joints is a complex 
process involving a number of mechanisms. Furthermore, it is 
unl ikely that one particular mechanism or combination of mechanisms 
will operate universally as the loading and sl iding conditions are 
changing continuously in synovial joints. Thus synovial joint 
lubrication remains an enigma in spite of considerable research 
effort. 
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2.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE MECHANICS OF NORMAL SYNOVIAL JOINTS: 
Each mechanism proposed for the various aspects of synovial 
joint function has been discussed in physical and anatomical terms. 
Further insight can be gained by considering the major anatomical 
features of synovial joints and mentioning, for each feature, a 
number of associated mechanisms. 
The size and trabecular structure of the subchondral bone mass 
aids in spreading transmitted forces. In addition, the large 
deflections which result from in vivo loading have suggested that 
subchondral bone is the major shock absorbing tissue in synovial 
joints. 
The articular cartilage layers have low elastic modul i, which 
allow enough deformation to create large contact areas. In 
load transmission these contact areas ensure that the contact stresses 
are maintained at reduced levels. Also, fluid film lubrication is 
enhanced by large contact areas. The fluid flow within and across 
the surface of cartilage produces viscoelastic behaviour which may 
further increase contact areas when high loads are imposed for long 
periods of time. Fluid flux across cartilage surfaces may con-
tribute to lubrication by boosted or weeping mechanisms. Also, the 
internal fluid flow, along with the reinforcing collagen fibre net-
work, may act to reduce stress concentrations within cartilage. 
Synovial fluid contains protein molecules which are adsorbed 
onto the cartilage surface and apparently act as a boundary 
lubricant. The bulk viscosity of synovial fluid is proportional 
to its concentration of large hyaluronate macromolecules. In thin 
film flow the concentration of hyaluronate macromolecules may 
increase resulting in high apparent viscosities. If this occurs 
fluid film lubrication becomes plausible for a wider range of 
activities in vivo. 
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The opposing articular surfaces of synovial joints have sl ightly 
different curvatures. In the hip joint, the concave surface 
apparently has asmallerradius of curvature than the convex surface. 
This geometry may help to reduce the maximum contact stresses 
during high loading and to extend the duration of elastohydro-
dynamic squeeze films which act in synovial joints. The surface 
incongruity also ensures that regions of converging-diverging 
geometry exist which provides favourable conditions for fluid film 
lubrication during 51 iding. 
The experimental verification of the various load transmission 
and lubrication mechanisms presents immense difficulties. In a 
living synovial joint there is likely to be a certain tolerance 
of abnormal motion and loading. Ultimately, studies of the gradual 
failure processes in synovial joint tissues may determine the 
clinical relevance of the numerous mechanisms described. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SURFACE GEOMETRY OF THE ANKLE JOINT 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The components of synovial joints and the mechanics of their 
interactions are described in some detail in the previous chapter. 
While recognizing that all synovial joints have similar features, 
the study of the human ankle joint in particular must include some 
knowledge of the local anatomy. 
The bones in the vicinity of the ankle joint are shown in 
Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. The ankle joint, sometimes referred to 
as the talocrural joint, permits rotation of the foot in a 
posterior-anterior plane of vertical orientation. In other words, 
the simultaneous raising of the toes and lowering of the heel 
involves flexion of the ankle joint. The side-to-side motion of 
the foot, or rotation in a medial-lateral plane of horizontal 
orientation involves the subtalar joint between the talus, 
navicular and calcaneus bones. The combined motion of the ankle 
joint and the subtalar joint is analogous to the action of a 
universal joint. Many activities, including walking, involve this 
combined motion (Hicks, 1953; Morris, 1977). 
Not only do the ankle and subtalar joints move simultaneously, 
they also have a common t igamentous structure as illustrated in 
Figures 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. Some of the I igament bands connect tibia 
and fibula to the talus, white others bypass the talus and connect 
with the calcaneus and navicular bones. 
The ankle joint itself is composed of three pairs of 
articulating surfaces between: 
i) medial malleolus and talus 
ii) tibia and talus 
iii) lateral malleolus and talus. 
Tibia 
ANTERIOR Ankle joint 
(talocrural) 
Navicular 
Figure 3.1.1 
Talus 
POSTERIOR 
Calcaneus 
Sagittal section of the foot showing 
bone structure. 
Tibia 
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LATERAL 
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F i gu re 3. 1 .2 Frontal section through the ankle showing 
bone structure. 
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Figure 3.1.4 
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Calcaneo-tibial band 
Medial ligament of the ankle. 
Pos ter i or 
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ligament 
POSTERIOR 
Calcaneo-fibular 
1 i gament 
Interosseus 1 igament 
ANTERIOR 
Lateral view of the ligaments of the ankle. 
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The lateral malleolus, formed by the distal end of the fibulc) is 
held in place against the tibia by an interosseus ligament as 
shown in Figure 3.1.5. This I igament provides some compl iance 
to the lateral constraint imposed by the lateral malleolus on the 
talus. The articulation between the lateral malleolus and the 
talus transmits a portion of the normal load on the ankle joint. 
However, most of the load is transmitted through the tibia-talus 
articulation (Lambert, 1971). 
Interosseus 
ligament 
LATERAL 
Figure 3.1.5 
MEDIAL 
capsule 
Anterior view showing the ankle joint 
capsule and the interosseus ligament 
connecting the fibula to the tibia. 
A normal ankle joint with the various connecting tissues 
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dissected away is shown in Figure 3.1.6. The articulation between 
tibia and talus appears at first glance to be simply a contact 
between two congruent cylindrical surfaces of finite width. 
However, the talus surface has been described qual itatively by 
Barnett and Napier (1952) as having three radii of curvature as 
shown in Figure 3.1.7. This suggests that a changing centre of 
rotation may occur during ankle joint flexion . 
Pos te r i or view Anterior view 
Figure 3.1 . 6 A dissected human ankle joint. 
(Joint number I of Table 3.2.1) . 
Lateral profile Med i alp rof i 1 e 
Figure 3.1.7 
POSTERIOR ANTERIOR 
r 2 
Talus surface curvatures according to 
Barnett and Napier (1952) . 
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Instantaneous centres of rotation have been measured for 
normal ankles under weight bearing conditions by a number of research 
groups (Sammarco et aI, 1973. Ambrosia et aI, 1976; Partasca et aI, 
1979; Rastegar et aI, 1980). In all these investigations the 
location of the instantaneous centres moved by about 10 mm during 
ankle flexion. The apparent congruity of the tibia-talus 
articulation has been challenged by Greenwald et al (1976). They 
found that under low loads, up to 25 percent of the peak load 
during walking, separate medial and lateral contact areas exist. 
As the load was increased these areas merged to give contact over 
most of the tibial surface. 
A number of prosthetic joints have been designed for the human 
ankle (Kempson et aI, 1975; Stauffer, 1976; Pappas et aI, 1976). 
Each of these designs replace the natural geometry with congruent 
cyl indrical surfaces. This gives a single axis of rotation for 
the prosthetic ankle yet does not appear to affect the gait of the 
pat i ent. 
The functional success of the prosthetic ankle has some 
important impl ications. It is apparent that the I igament structure, 
which is retained in the joint replacement procedure, does not 
impose motion much different from a fixed axis rotation during 
walking. Thus, the changing instantaneous centres of rotation for 
the natural ankle are likely to be caused by the surface contours 
rather than imposed I igament constraints. Furthermore, these 
changing centres do not appear essential for normal walking. 
The determination of detailed three dimensional characteristics 
of synovial joint surfaces is a complex procedure. Recent I Y 
Scherrer and Hillberry (1979) appl ied a surface fitting procedure 
using a network of "patches" to a joint surface. They intended 
to combine this procedure with mathematics involving spatial 
linkages to study the relative positions of the joint surfaces 
du ring mot ion. 
The purpose of the present study is to evaluate geometrical 
parameters for both the theoretical and experimental investigation 
of ankle joint lubrication. Current models of synovial joint 
lubrication for complete joints under typical in vivo conditions 
involve many approximations (Dowson, 1980). Thus, it is felt 
that the following simpl ifying assumptions can be made without 
losing the essential geometrical characteristics of ankle joint 
lubrication: 
i) Only the tibia-talus articulation is considered. 
ii) The motion is considered to be rotation in a single 
posterior-anterior plane of approximately vertical 
orientation. 
iii) The central regions of the contact areas have circular 
profiles when considered in planes parallel to the 
direction of motion. 
The present study uses dissected human specimens. It 
includes the results from measuring surface curvature and 
sectioning to examine cartilage thickness. 
3.2 Dissection of the Joint Specimens: 
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Eight ankle joint specimens were dissected in the present study. 
These specimens were obtained from amputations for severe vascular 
disease. The operations were performed at Leeds General 
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Infirmary. As such, the group of patients involved may not have 
been as active as the general population, especially in the latter 
stages of the vascular disease. The specimens were collected 
immediately following amputation and frozen intact until required 
for dissection. More specific details are given in Table 3.2.1, 
including the label1 ing of each joint by number. 
Joint Age Body (years) Sex Weight Comments 
(N) 
I normal 
" 
normal 
III pathological 
IV 66 Male 510 pathological 
V 59 Male 687 pathological 
1 48 Male 711 normal 
2 52 Male 
- normal 
3 67 Female 696 normal 
Table 3.2.1 Details of the ankle joint specimens. 
The dissection procedure involved a systematic removal of the 
soft tissues surrounding the ankle joint. This was performed 
using a standard scalpel (with frequent blade changes), tweezers 
and self-gripping clamps. In some cases surgical scissors were 
used to remove tissue from the edges of the cartilage layers. A 
bone saw or chisel was used to remove bone in the final stages of 
the dissection. Surgical gloves were worn at all times to avoid 
the possibil ity of contacting disease from the specimens. Physio-
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logical sal ine solution (0.9% NaCI) was available for soaking 
the joint surfaces to prevent dehydration. 
dissection is shown in Figure 3.2.1. 
The equipment used for 
The procedure itself began with an incision through the soft 
tissues surrounding the subtalar joint as shown in Figure 3.2.2. 
The lower portion of the foot was detached from the talus by 
cutting all the I igaments attached to the navicular and calcaneus 
bones. Next the soft tissues surrounding the tibia and fibula 
were removed. At this point, the talus was still held in place 
by the posterior talo-fibular I igament and some bands of the 
medial I igament. The talus was then separated from the tibia 
and fibula. Upon separation the joint surfaces were covered with 
tissue paper soaked in sal ine solution. The interosseus 1 igament, 
connecting fibula to tibia, was then severed and the fibula 
discarded. 
The final stage of the dissection involved removing as much 
tissue as possible from the talus and tibia, excluding the cartilage 
itself. A test tube clamp attached to a retort stand was often 
used to hold the joint segments. This stripping of tissue 
promoted firm fixation when the bones were eventually mounted in 
tubular holders using plaster of Paris as a fixing agent. For 
the mounting, it was necessary to trim some part of both the tibia 
and the talus which were not involved in the ankle articulation •• 
This was accomplished using a bone saw or chisel. 
Throughout the latter part of the dissection procedure, it 
was considered particularly important to keep the joint surfaces 
covered with tissue paper soaked in physiological saline solution 
at all times. This avoided the possibil ity of structural damage 
to the cartilage caused by dehydration. 
F i gu re 3.2. 1 The equipment used for the joint 
dissection. 

Figure 3.2.2 The initial incision through the 
soft tissues for the joint dissection. 
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Joint numbers I and II were used for prel iminary trials to 
develop the technique. Figure 3.1.6 of the previous section shows 
ankle joint number I with fibula still attached to the tibia. 
The surface dimensions and features of joint number I I were 
recorded in an approximate fashion as shown in Figure 3.2.3.(s~' ~~.4-g) 
Joint numbers I I I, IV and Vall showed visual evidence of 
various amounts of pathological surface damage as illustrated by 
Figures 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, respectively. The extensive 
white deposits on the surface of joint number IV completely 
destroyed the slippery nature of the cartilage surface. This 
condition apparently did not affect the subtalar joint since it 
retained a normal surface appearance. 
These damaged joints were excluded from the present study of 
normal ankle joint geometry. They are shown in Figures 3.2.4, 
3.2.5 and 3.2.6 for general interest. One observation of some 
relevance to the present study concerns the parallel scars torn in 
the surfaces of the joints shown in Figures 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. 
These scars appear to be caused by abrasive action during motion. 
The orientation of some of the scars formed reasonably straight 
parallel I ines when examined in plan view. This suggests that 
little rotation of the talus about the long axis of the tibia 
occurred in vivo. 
In the present study, joints numbered 1,2 and 3 were used 
in a detailed measurement procedure. The cartilage surface of 
these joints had a smooth shiny appearance similar to that 
revealed previously by Figure 3.1.6. It was assumed that these 
joints were normal and healthy enough to provide typical geometrical 
parameters. 
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Figure 3.2.4 Surface appearance of joint number I I I 
Figure 3.2.5 Surface appearance of joint number IV 
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Figure 3.2.6 Surface appearance of joint number V 
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3.3 Al ignment of the Joint Components 
Before the surface features of joints numbered 1, 2 and 3 
were measured, the talar and tibial components of each were al igned. 
The orientation of the co-ordinate axes shown in Figure 3.3.1 was 
chosen for these joints, all of which were left ankles. The 
alignment technique involved mounting both talus and tibia in 
tubular holds as shown in Figure 3.3.2 The talus was penetrated 
by a self-tapping screw attached to a sol id metal cyl inder. The 
metal cylinder was gripped by three screws which acted through 
tapped holes in the wall of the tubular holder. Only two of these 
screws are revealed by the longitudinal section of Figure 3.3.2. 
The tibial component was held in a tubular holder of shorter length 
than the holder for the talus. The internal surface was sl ightly 
tapered and once again three screws acted through tapped holes in the 
tube wall. However, in this case, the shaft of the tibia was 
gripped directly by the screws. For joint number 2 a screw was 
inserted into the medullary canal of the tibia. The head of the 
screw was attached to a disc of larger diameter than the tabular 
holder. This device helped to hold the tibia in a fixed position. 
With both joint components in place, small adjustments were 
made in their relative positions until the following conditions, 
illustrated in Figure 3.3.2, were achieved: 
i) virtually all of the tibial surface was in nominal 
contact with the talus; 
ii) the talus holder was aligned parallel to the z-axis; 
iii) the maximum z co-ordinate for the talus surface was at the 
centre of its own and the tibial articulating surface with 
respect to the anterior-posterior length. 
Figure 3.3.1 
z 
y 
x 
The co-ordinate system for ankle joint 
numbers 1, 2 and 3. 
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ANTERIOR 
x .. 
Figure 3.3.2 
Talus holder 
, 
Plaster of Paris 
POSTERIOR 
• 
• Tibia holder 
• • 
Plaster of Paris 
z 
Longitudinal section of the joint components 
in their holders. 
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iv} rotation of the joint yielded motion principally 
in the x - z plane. 
This positional arrangement was accomplished by using only a set 
square and visual estimates. The determination of the plane of 
rotation was aided by the length of the talus holder (175 mm) which 
was moved while keeping the tibia stationary. Usually the 
achievement of the specified position for al ignment corresponded 
to a vertical position for most of the talar region which arti-
culated with the lateral malleolus. 
Once the joint components were al igned both talus and tibia, 
including screws and fixtures, were encased in plaster of Paris. 
In previous trials with joint numbers I, I I and I I I, acryl ic bone 
cement was also employed. However, the moisture at the scraps 
of tissue still adhering to the bone surface caused the cement to 
shrink away from the interface. The resulting fixation was some-
what less than optimal. To avoid migration of stray particles 
onto the cartilage surfaces, a layer of self-curing sil icone rubber 
was placed over the surface of the plaster-of-Paris. 
The fixation during alignment was altered for joint number 3. 
Instead of using three screws to hold the tibial shaft, some 
thickened plaster of Paris was appl ied directly. The appropriate 
adjustments in the positions of both tibia and talus were made 
before the plaster of Paris could harden. Then with the tibia in 
the correct position, the plaster of Paris was given time to set 
before more was added to completely encase the tibial shaft. This 
procedure required more skill and famil iarity with the ankle joint 
than the one used on joint numbers 1 and 2. 
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3.4 Measurement of Surface Features: 
Considering the co-ordinate system defined in Figure 3.3.1, 
the joint components were al igned to provide rotation about aline 
parallel to the y-axis such that motion was in the x - z plane, 
predominantly in the x-direction. The true shapes of the arti-
culating regions were somewhat irregular as shown in Figure 3.2.3. 
However, measurements of surface dimensions were recorded in the 
x - y plane as shown in Figures 3.4.1,3.4.2 and 3.4.3. The 
dimensions of equivalent rectangular bearing surfaces are shown 
in Table 3.4.1. 
! 
Joint Width I Length Length 
Number in the of of 
I 
y-direction Tibia I Talus 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 
J 
1 27 31 ~8 
2 26 27 34 
3 26 27 34 
- - -
Average 26 28 35 
Table 3.4.1 Characteristic surface dimensions. 
The surface curvatures were measured along the numbered 1 ines 
of Figures 3.4.1 to 3.4.3 which were oriented in the direction of 
mot ion. The lines with the same numbers on tibia and talus for 
a specific joint touched during articulation. This feature was 
achieved by carefully marking a touching point on both talus and 
tibia at the periphery of the contact zone. This common reference 
POSTERIOR 
F i gu re 3.4. 1 
y 
1 LATERAL 
~ t 4 3 
22 , T ANTERIOR ~ t ~31 ~ 
MEDIAL 
y 
t LATER_A_L ___ --. 
___ 4 iT 
__ -=3;..-_ 4 31 
L ~ ~ 
~38 -1 
MEDIAL 
~ X 
TIBIA 
.. X 
TALUS 
Surface dimensions for joint number 1 including 
the 1 ines (1,2,3 and 4) along which the 
surface profiles were measured. 
All dimensions are in mm. 
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Figure 3.4.2 Surface dimensions for joint number 2 
including the lines (1,2, 3, 4 and 5) 
along which surface profiles were measured. 
All dimensions are in mm. 
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Surface dimensions for joint number 3 
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which the surface profiles were measured. 
All dimensions are in mm. 
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point on each surface was extended in the direction of motion to 
produce two touching lines. During the surface profile measurements, 
the positions of the other lines were establ ished at 4 mm spacings 
from the original line using a micrometer controlled specimen table. 
A Talycontor instrument made by Rank Taylor Hobson was used 
to measure the surface profiles. This instrument uses a surface 
contacting pin attached to a counter-weighted stylus arm. Essentially, 
it is similar in principle to the more famil iar Talysurf instrument, 
except that large rather than small scale surface features are 
measured. The standard pin used to contact the surface has a 
sharp conical point. This reduces pin tip radius effects on the 
measured profiles. However, a sharp pointed pin could both tear 
and sink into the soft cartilage surfaces thus producing inaccurate 
results. This danger was avoided by constructing a special pin 
with a precision ball glued into a spherical seating to form the 
tip as shown in Figure 3.4.4. With this pin, the tip radius 
influenced the measurements and the effect was included in the 
curve fitting procedure described in the next section. 
The cartilage thickness was measured for joints numbered 2 and 
3 at certain points along the lines used for the surface profile 
measurements. The technique involved marking some of these lines 
on the cartilage surface using a felt tipped pen. A fine-toothed 
hack saw was then used to cut the joint surfaces along the marked 
lines. Cartilage thickness was measured with a Profile Projector 
made by Nikon. This instrument produced an image in colour on 
a large circular screen, 400 mm in diameter. A photograph of the 
Figure 3.4.4 
2S 
0.794 ± 0.003 
The special pin made for the Talycontor. 
All dimensions are in mm. 
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screen image is shown in Figure 3.4.5. Reference I ines were super-
imposed on the image and could be moved independently by precision 
micrometers. These traversing micrometers were connected to a 
digital display unit. Cartilage thicknesses were measured for 
each cross-section in a radial direction. 
Figure 3.4.5 The screen image of the Profile Projector 
showing a posterior-anterior cross-section 
of an ankle joint. 
For the purposes of this study, thickness measurements were 
performed in the posterior, middle and anterior regions of each 
cross-section. The resulting values for thickness are I isted in 
Table 3.4.2. 
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Joint Component I Line Thickness Humber 
I Posterior Middle Anter i or (mm) (mm) (mm) 
2 Talus t 1.5 1.7 1.4 
3 1.3 1.4 1.2 
5 1.4 1.3 0.9 
Tibia 1 1.3 1.7 1.5 
3 0.9 1.7 1.1 
5 1.0 1.6 1.3 
3 Talus 1 1.1 1.3 0.8 
2 1.2 1.3 1.0 
4 1.3 1.1 0.9 
Tibia 1 1.0 1.1 1.1 
2 1.0 1.0 1.1 
4 1.0 1.2 1.1 
Table 3.4.2 Cartilage thickness measurements. 
3.5 Calculation of Surface Radii of Curvature 
The Talycontor instrument was used to measure surface profiles 
of joint numbers 1, 2 and 3. The graphical output from the Taly-
contor was converted to discrete digital data by hand and entered 
into computer data files. A curve fitting procedure in which the 
surface profile was represented by the arc of a circle was developed 
specifically for ankle joints. However, the curve fitting pro-
cedure included provisions for determining the parts of the profile 
which did not conform to this chosen form. To accomplish this, an 
estimate of the precision of an individual profile was required. 
A profile was taken twice consecutively and differences were 
within 0.25 percent. 
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The details of the curve fitting procedure are listed as follows! 
i) A least squares method was used to obtain a best fit 
circle based on all the profile data. The mathemat i ca 1 
development and the computer programme for this task are 
included in Appendix A. 
ii) Points were excluded from one of the ends of the profile 
so that an equal number remained on either side of the 
midpoint of the fitted arc. 
iii) Another curve fit was performed using the computer program 
1 isted in Appendix A. 
iv) If the radius calculated using any single point involved 
in the circle fit was not within 0.25% of the radius of 
the fitted circle, then a point from each end of the arc 
was excluded from the next circle fit. 
v) Step numbers ii), iii) and iv) were repeated unt i 1 all 
the points involved in the fitted circle had radii within 
0.25% of the radius of the fitted circle and were equal 
in number on either side of the midpoint of the fitted arc. 
The curve fitting procedure was appl ied to the data from the 
26 individual profi les shown in Figures 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. 
The results showing all the data collected are presented in Figures 
3.5.1 to 3.5.6 using symbols defined in Table 3.5.1. It can be 
seen from these Figures that an arc of a circle provided a good 
representation of the profile geometry. 
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Symbol DeScription 
1 , 2, ... Prof i le line numbers shown in Figures 
3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 
M Medial 
L Lateral 
A Anter i or 
p Posterior 
0 Points included in least squares fit 
x Points not included in least squares fit 
+ Centre of fitted circle 
I I 10 mm 
arc of fitted circle 
-------- Extension of arc of fitted c i rc 1 e I 
I 
Table 3.5.1 Symbols for Figures 3.5.1 to 3.5.6 
The calculated radii of curvature for each profile are given 
in Table 3.5.2. In lubrication theory, the reduced radius of 
curvature is a useful parameter. The radi i are deemed to be 
positive for convex and negative for concave surfaces, and hence, 
for the profiles recorded, the following equation was adopted for the 
reduced radius of curvature. 
Table 3.5.2. 
= 
= 
= 
talus radius 
tibia radius 
reduced radius 
The resulting values are included in 
(3.5.1) 
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Figure 3.5.1 The surface profiles for the talus of 
ankle joint number 1. 
(See Table 3.5.1 for definitions of the 
symbols used above). 
Figure 3.5.2 
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10mm 
The surface profiles for the tibia 
of ankle joint number 1. 
(See Table 3.5.1 for definitions of 
the symbols used above). 
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The surface profiles for the talus 
of ankle joint number 2. 
(See Table 3.5.1 for definitions of 
the symbols used above). 
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The surface profiles for the tibia 
of the ankle joint number 2. 
(See Table 3.5.1 for definitions of 
the symbols used above). 
Figure 3.5.5 
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The surface profiles for the talus 
of ankle joint number 3. 
(See Table 3.5.1 for definitions of 
the symbols used above). 
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Figure 3.5.6 
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The surface profiles for the tibia 
of ankle joint number 3. 
(See Table 3.5.1 for definitions of 
the symbols used above). 
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Joint Line \ Radius Rad ius Reduced 
Number \ for for Radius Talus Tibia 
( n1TI) {mm} { rn} 
1 1 22.5 26.0 0.17 
2 22.0 23.6 0.32 
3 22.3 22.4 2.46 
4 22.3 22. 1 .. 
-- --
Average 22.3 23.5 0.44 
2 1 17 .8 18.5 0.47 
2 18.6 19.2 0.60 
3 19.3 19.6 1.26 
4 20.3 20.2 • 5 20.9 21.2 1.48 
\ 
-- I --
Average 19.4 19.7 1.27 
3 1 19.7 24.0 o . 11 
2 
\ 
20.0 23.1 
\ 
o. 15 
i 3 21.2 22.3 0.43 4 21.8 23.3 0.34 i - I 
Average 20.7 23.2 
I 
0.19 
Table 3.5.2: Surface curvature values for ankle 
joint numbers 1, 2 and 3. 
• reduced radius undefined. 
3.6 Accuracy of the Computed Radi i of Curvature 
In Section 3.1 the assumption was made that the central 
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regions of the measured profiles were circular. This appeared to 
be the case as shown in Figures 3.5.1 to 3.5.6 and for each joint 
small changes'occurred in the extent of this central region and the 
evaluated radius. The radi i of curvature ha''ebeen used to calculate 
reduced radii of curvature as I isted in Table 3.5.2. A sma 11 error 
in a radius curvature could cause a large error in the reduced 
radius. Thus, a careful examination of the accuracy of the 
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calculation was necessary before the values recorded in Table 
3.5.2 could be incorporated into an assessment of the overall 
geometry of the ankle joint. 
The first error to be considered involved the special pin 
shown in Figure 3.~.~. The spherical tip of the pin had a 
radius tolerance of ± 0.003 mm. The influence of pin tip radius 
on the radius of curvature was given by equations (A.20) and (A.21) 
of Appendix C. Cartilage dehydration was mini~ized throughout all 
the experimental procedures by keeping the surfaces soaked in 
physiological sal ine solution. However, in the ~O seconds 
required for a traversal of the Talycontor stylus. dehydration 
cou I d occu r • This may have caused inaccu~acy in the determination 
of the radius of surface curvature by reducing the cartilage 
thickness. This inaccuracy was estimated as ± 0.02 mm based upon 
two successive traversals without wetting the surface. The 
Talycontor mechanism itself had a tolerance which can be estimated 
from the manufacturers specifications as to.08 mm. 
The possibil ity of the pin tip sinking into the soft cartilage 
was evaluated by using the following Hertzian formula from 
Timoshenko and Goodier (1951): 
2/3 
r i 
d 
-= L
3(1 - -J2)FJ' 
4E R 2 R P P 
where ~ = 0.5 (representative value for Poisson's ratio 
of cartilage) 
E =12 MPa (representative value of the elastic 
modulus of cartilage) 
F = 0.04 N (maximum stylus load from the manufacturer's 
specification) 
R = 0.79~ mm (pin tip radius) p 
The calculated indentation of the pin tip was d = 0.004 mm and 
from this value a tolerance of ± 0.004 mm was chosen. 
The average radius of curvature for all the surfaces was 
calculated from Table 3.5.2 as 21 mm. The percentage errors 
associated with various aspects of a profile measurement could 
thus be estimated using this average radius and the specified 
error ranges as 1 isted in Table 3.6.2 
Possible sources Estimated 
of error percentage 
error 
Pin tip radius 0.01 
Cartilage dehydration 0.10 I 
Talycontor mechanism 0.38 
Pin indentation 0.02 
Table 3.6.1 Some error estimates associated 
with profile measurements. 
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In Section 3.3 the al ignment procedure adopted in the present 
study was described. Since much of the al ignment was accompl ished 
"by eye", significant inaccuracies may exist in the values listed 
in Table 3.5.2 
In Appendix B two types of misalignment which may arise in the 
measurement of a cylindrical surface using the Talycontor instrument 
are described. The measured joint surfaces were approximately 
cylindrical as indicated in Table 3.5.2. Thus, the equations 
developed in Appendix B could be used to estimate the errors. 
An aligned cyl inder would have its horizontal (y) axis 
perpendicular to both the direction of stylus motion (x) and the 
z-axis. In Appendix 8 incl ination in the vertical (y z) plane 
is described by a tilt angle (e) while rotation in the horizontal 
(x - y) plane is described by a twist angle (a). 
It was convenient to define the peak point for a profile as 
the point with maximum ~ co-ordinate. The co-ordinate system for 
the ankle is defined in Figure 3.3.1. During the Talycontor 
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measurements, peak point co-ordinates were recorded with respect to 
arbitrary locations of the origins for each joint component as 
listed in Table 3.6.2. 
The points obtained for each component do not provide a 
precise representation of the medial-lateral profile. However, if 
the joint surfaces were cyl indrical and aligned perfectly, lines 
joining the peak points would have zero slope in the y - z and x - y 
planes. The slopes were calculated using the computer program 
I isted in Appendix C for a linear regression based on a least 
squares criterion. The evaluated slopes in the y - z and the 
x - y planes can be used to estimate tilt and twist angles res-
pectively. The peak points, least squares slopes and estimated 
tilt and twist angles are shown in Figure 3.6.1 for the tibia of 
joint number 3 and the estimated tilt and twist angles for each 
joint component are listed in Table 3.6.3 
Equation (8.3) is developed in Appendix 8 to estimate the 
effects of tilt and twist on the measured radius of a cylinder. 
Equa t ion (B. 3) imp lies 
r 
c 
2 r 
= __ ---.;..;m~_ 
cose + ~ 
COSC1 
(3.6.1) 
Joint Component Line Peak Point Co-ordinates Number 
1 
2 
3 
Table 3.6.2 
x y z 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 
Talus 1 17.6 a 6.3 2 16.6 4.0 5.6 
3 16.2 8.0 5.7 4 16. 1 12.0 6. 1 
Tibia 1 13.4 0 4.2 
2 13.4 4.0 3.6 
3 13.0 8.0 3.9 4 13.0 12 .0 4.2 
Talus 1 
-
-
-2 14.7 4.0 6.9 
3 15.0 B.o 6.2 4 15.0 12.0 6.2 
5 15. 1 16.0 7.3 
Tibia 1 
-
I 
- -I 2 12. 1 I 4.0 5.3 3 12.7 8.0 4.8 
4 12.9 12.0 5.5 5 13. 1 16.0 4.9 
Talus 1 15.7 0 6.3 
2 15.7 4.0 5.6 
3 15.3 8.0 5. 1 4 15.6 12.0 5. 1 
Tibia 1 11. 1 0 3.2 2 11.4 4.0 2.7 
3 11.7 8.0 2.5 4 12.7 12.0 2.5 
Peak point co-ordinates with respect to 
arbitrary origins for each component. 
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4. 
Z (11JTI) 
3. 
MEDIAL 
2. 
o. 
13. ANTERIOR 
x (mm) • 
12. 
MEDIAL LATERAL 
11. 
4. 8. 12. o. 4. 8. 12. 
y(mm) Y(mm) 
(a) Tilt (b) Twist 
Figure 3.6.1 Peak points, least squares slope and 
estimated tilt and twist angles for 
the tibia of joint number 3. 
(Dimensions are expanded in the x 
and z directions.) 
Joint Component Average Estimated Estimated 
Number measured tilt angle twist angle 
rad ius e a 
(mm) (degrees) (degrees) 
1 Talus 22.3 0.9 7.0 
Tibia 23.5 0.4 2.3 
2 Talus 19.4 1.8 1.7 
Ti b ia 19.7 0.8 4.6 
3 Talus 20.7 6. 1 1.0 
Tibia 23.2 3. 1 7.3 
Table 3.6.3 Estimated tilt and twist angles. 
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where rm is the measured radius, e is the tilt angle, Q is the 
twist angle and r is the true cyl inder radius. 
c 
The inaccuracy caused by tilt and twist was estimated by 
applying equation (3.6.1) to the values of average radius, tilt 
angles and twist angles listed in Table 3.6.3. The differences 
between the radius values calculated using equation (3.6.1) and 
the average measured radii are listed as estimated percentage 
errors in Table 3.6.4. 
Joint I Component Average Estimated 
Number \ 
\ 
1 
2 I 
\ 
3 
Table 3.6.4 
measured percentage 
radius error 
(mm) 
Talus 22.3 0.37 
Tibia 23.5 0.04 
Talus 19.4 0.003 
Tibia 19.7 0.16 
Talus 20.7 0.28 
Tibia 23.2 0.34 
Estimated percentage error in the 
average radius of curvature values 
caused by misal ignment. 
The percentage errors from Tables 3.6.1 and 3.6.4 were summed to 
yield a total error for the average measured radii of each joint com-
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ponent. These errors could themselves be used to estimate the errors 
in the reduced radii of curvature for each joint. The error in 
reduced radius of curvature was expressed by applying the following 
equation 
R% = (3.6.2) 
where R%, R1% and R2% were estimated percentage errors in the 
reduced radius of curvature, average measured radius of the talus 
and the average measured radius of the tibia respectively. 
Equation (3.6.2) follows from the methods outl ined by Kl ine and 
McCl intock (1953). Equations (3.5.1) and (3.6.2) impl ied that 
R% = R (::%f + (:~%f (3.6.3) 
The total errors in the average measured radii and the reduced 
radii of curvature are 1 isted in Table 3.6.5. 
Joint Component Average measured Reduced Radius 
Number radius 
Value Percent Value Percent 
(mm) error (m) error 
1 Talus 22.3 0.88 
Tibia 23.5 0.55 
both 0.44 20 
2 Talus 19.4 0.51 
Tibia 19.7 0.67 
both 1.27 55 
3 Talus 20.7 0.79 
Tibia 23.2 0.85 
both o. 19 10 
Table 3.6.5 Total errors in the radii of curvature. 
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3.7 Selection of a Simple Geometry for Hydrodynamic Lubrication 
Analysis of the Ankle Joint 
The simple geometry of a partial journal bearing with a layered 
surface was chosen to represent the ankle joint. Values from 
Tables 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and3.5.2 were used to specify average di-
mensions for this simple geometry as shown in Figure 3.7.1. 
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In the theoretical analysis of joint lubrication presented in 
this thesis, the reduced radius was a parameter of major 
importance. For the average dimensions shown in Figure 3.7.1 
the reduced radius was 0.35 m. 
Some of the average dimensions could be compared to those 
chosen by Kempson et al (1975) for their standard sized prosthetic 
ankle joints. The rather close correspondence shown in Table 
3.7.1 indicated that these dimensions from the present study can 
be classified as typical. 
The specification of a simple geometry for synovial joint 
lubrication studies is quite common in the 1 iterature. A 
recent review by Dowson (1980) described the hip as a ball-in-
socket with a reduced radius of 0.10 - 1.00 m. In a similar 
manner ranges for the ankle joint dimensions can be chosen based 
on the present measurements as 1 isted in Table 3.7.2. The 
reduced radius of curvature based on average values is 0.35 m with 
a range of 0.19 to 1.27 m. The range is similar to the range 
estimated by Dowson (1980) for the hip. 
Dimension 
Width 
Tibia length 
Talus length 
Tibia radius 
Talus radius 
Table 3.7.1 
Average value Stand.:trd sized 
from present ankle joint 
study prosthesis designed 
by Kempson et al 
(1975) 
(mm) 26 25 
(mm) 28 25 
(mm) 35 34 
(mm) 22.1 21 
(mm) 20.8 21 
Comparison between average dimensions of 
the present study and those for the ankle 
joint prosthesis designed by Kempson 
et al (1975). 
r 260, 
I 
TIBIA 
I ! 
• I 
• 1.2 
1.2 
LATERAL 
TALUS 
Figure 3.7.1 
I 28. I 
TIBIA 
ANTERIOR 
TALUS 
MEDIAL 
~ 35. ----i 
The simple ankle joint geometry for lubrication model I ing. 
All dimensions are in mm. 
00 
UI 
Dimensions Average Range 
value 
Tibia ca rt i I age thickness (mm) 1.2 0.8 - 1.7 
Talus cart i lage thickness (mm) 1.2 0.9 - 1.7 
Width (mm) 26 22 
- 31 
Tibia length (mm) 28 27 - 31 
Talus length (mm) 35 34 - 38 
Tibia radius (mm) 22.1 18.5 - 26.0 
Talus radius (mm) 20.8 17.8 - 22.5 
Reduced radius (m) 0.35 0.19- 1.27 
Table 3.7.2 The average values and ranges for the 
important dimensions representing the 
geometry of the ankle joint. 
3.8 Concluding Remarks 
Some general features of the ankle joint surface have been 
measured in order to specify a simple geometry for subsequent 
hydrodynamic lubrication analysis. The simple geometry can be 
discussed in a qualitative manner based on the measurements given 
in the present study. 
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In Section 3.1 assumptions were made which reduced the number 
of features measured. Only the tibia-talus articulation of the 
ankle was investigated since it transmits most of the joint load 
(Lambert, 1971). The selection of a single plane of motion was 
supported by the successful prosthetic replacement for the ankle 
which had this characteristic (Kempson et aI, 1975). 
The ankle joint specimens were obtained from a special ized 
group of patients. Normal healthy joints were selected by 
visual examination. The chances of this selection procedure 
fail ing to detect mildly diseased jointswere lessened somewhat 
by the low incidence of primary osteoarthrosis in the ankle 
(Stautter et aI, 1977). 
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The joint surfaces were measured with the cartilage in a 
relaxed state. However, cartilage creep may occur during in vivo 
activities which would change the reduced radius of curvature 
(Higginson, 1978). Ekholm and Ingelmark (1952) measured increases 
of 5 - 10% in the separation between the femur and tibial plateau 
as a result of exercise. They claimed that the knee joint 
cartilages increased in thickness. It is therefore possible that 
the calculated reduced radii of curvature could have been affected 
by in vivo activities. However, the measurements of Ekholm and 
Ingelmark may have included swell ing of the menisci. In any 
case, increases in cartilage thickness can have various effects 
on surface curvature depending on the region in which it occurs. 
Thus, it was hoped that the calculated reduced radius of curvature 
for relaxed cartilage surfaces would provide a satisfactory 
approximation to that occurring in vivo. 
The surface profiles measured in the posterior and anterior 
regions of the talus deviated by about 0.5 mm from a circular 
profile. A similar small deviation from circularity was found by 
Barnett and Napier (1952) and is probably responsible for the 
changing axis of rotation reported by Sammarco et al (1970) and 
others. The measured radii of both talus and tibia vary from 
medial to lateral regions by about five percent, as shown by 
Table 3.5.2. The overall effect was a considerable variation 
in reduced radius of curvature for both the medial-lateral 
direction and as joint flexion occurs. This variation exceeded 
the maximum error estimated in Table 3.6.5 for the reduced 
radius of curvature due to errors in measurements. 
In spite of the uncertainty in specifying reduced radii of 
curvature for the ankle joint, there remains strong evidence from 
the present study to suggest that converging-diverging surfaces 
are a typical feature of the joint. It is suggested that the 
simple geometry adopted and the average dimensions deduced 
adequately represent the ankle joint for subsequent hydrodynamic 
lubrication analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANKLE JOINT FRICTION EXPERIMENTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
A number of experimental approaches have been employed 
previously in the study of synovial joint lubrication. Some 
investigators such as McCutchen (1962) and Walker et al (1968) 
examined the friction between small sections of synovial joint 
surfaces and glass. Other investigators have used rubber, glass 
and metal surfaces in various combinations as analogues for par-
ticular aspects of synovial joint lubrication (McCutchen, 1966; 
Higginson and Norman, 1974). Research involving artificial 
surfaces has assisted the development of understanding the 
various lubrication mechanisms described in Chapter 2. However, 
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the behaviour of these model experiments may not adequately represent 
synovial joints in vivo. Thus, it is also necessary to study whole 
joints under conditions similar to those occurring in vivo. 
In general, the friction force at the cartilage surface were 
measured in the various studies of whole joints. It was hoped that 
the type of lubrication could be ascertained from these friction 
measurements. Initially attempts were made to use intact finger 
joints in friction measuring devices (Jones, 1936; Barnett and 
Cobbold, 1962). However, the surrounding muscles, I igaments and 
joint capsule contributed to the measured friction (Wright and 
Johns, 1960; Barnett and Cobbold, 1962). Thus, most of the 
measurements of friction directed towards an improved understanding 
of joint lubrication were usually carried out with dissected 
synovial joints. 
The present study used the dissected human ankle joints 
described in Chapter 3 in a joint simulator apparatus. Attempts 
were made to measure the friction between the cartilage surfaces 
,n order to gain insight into the lubrication of ankle joints 
in vivo. 
4.2 Literature Review of Whole Joint Friction Experiments: 
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The magnitude of the friction between the cartilage surfaces 
of whole joints was first estimated by Jones (1934). He measured 
a static coefficient of friction for a dissected knee joint from 
a horse. Later Charnley (1960) performed a similar experiment on 
a human knee joint and obtained a range for the static coefficient 
of friction at various normal loads. This range of friction 
coefficients included the result obtained by Jones. The details 
of these early measurements of static friction are I isted in 
Table 4.2.1. Jones did not detect a difference in friction when 
saline solution was appl ied to the joint surfaces instead of 
synovial fluid. However, if the surfaces were allowed to dry, 
the static coefficient of friction increased dramatically as 
shown in Table 4.2.1 
Free Swinging Pendulums: 
Synovial joints are subject to large motions in vivo. Thus, 
although static friction provides an estimate of whole joint 
friction behaviour, most subsequent investigations concentrated on 
measuring the friction forces between moving cartilage surfaces. 
Various types of apparatus have been used to measure dynamic friction. 
Possibly the simplest was a pendulum with a synovial joint at the 
fulcrum. The intention was to determine the coefficient of friction 
from the rate of decay in pendulum ampl itude (Barnett and Cobbold, 
1962; Clarke et aI, 1975). It was originally thought that the 
Tab Ie 4.2. I 
Investigator 
Jones 
Charnley 
Measurements of static coefficients of friction for synovial joints 
Year Joint lubricant load Stat i c 
Publ i shed (N) Coeffi c ien t 
of Friction 
1934 horse knee synovial 125 0.02 
sa line 125 0.02 
dry 125 0.27 
1960 human knee synovial 27-2675 0.005-0.023 
CD 
N 
presence of a lubricant film between the surfaces could also be 
detected by the rate of decay of the pendulum ampl itude (Jones, 
1936; Charnley, 1960; little et aI, 1969). However, Barnett 
and Cobbold (1962) showed experimentally that this was not true 
in all cases. Furthermore, Unsworth et a I (1975) produced 
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analytical estimates which suggested that the presence of fluid 
film lubrication in synovial joints would be very difficult to 
detect from the rate of decay in pendulum ampl itude. Thus, both 
Unsworth et al (1975) and O'Kelly et al (1978) measured friction 
directly without using the rate of decay of the pendulum ampl itude. 
In spite of these problems, pendulum devices have been widely 
used. Some details of the investigations using pendulums are 
listed in Table 4.2.2. The investigations of Clarke et al (1975) 
and Unsworth et al (1975) showed that the removal of the synovial 
fluid caused an increase in the coefficient of friction. 
When Ringer's or buffer solution was used instead of synovial 
fluid, the coefficient of friction increased in the studies of 
Little et al (1969) and Clarke et al (1975). In most of the 
studies included in Table 4.2.2. the coefficient of friction de-
creased with the increasing load. However, some of the individual 
experiments of Unsworth et al (1975) showed regions where the 
coefficient of friction increased with increasing load. Also, 
Swanson and Freeman (1970) stated that the experiments of little 
et al (1969) showed increasing friction with increasing load. At 
low loads, both Unsworth et al (1975) and O'Kelly et al (1978) 
obtained some results showing a decrease of friction coefficient 
with decreasing pendulum velocity. 
Table 4.2.2 Studies using a synovial joint at the fulcrum of a free swinging pendulum 
Investigator Year Joint Lubricant Load Initial Angular Publ i shed (N) OJ sp 1 acemen t 
(degrees) 
Charnley 1960 human ankle synovial 134 5 
Barnett & 1962 dog ankle synovial 4 7.5 
Cobbold synovial 1 1 7.5 
Little et al 1969 human hip synovial 890 
ringers 890 
Unsworth et al 1975 human hip synovial 134 5 
synovial 1480 5 
dry 134 5. 
dry 1250 5 
Clarke et al 1975 human hip synovial 450 10 
synovial 1700 10 
buffer 450 10 
buffer 2000 10 
dry 450 10 
dry 1800 10 
o I Ke I 1 yet a 1 1978 human hip bovine 100 5-10 
synovial 1500 5-10 
Coefficient 
of Fricti on 
0.014-0.024 
0.028 
0.018 
0.005-0.012 
0.009-0.018 
0.04-0.01 
0.022-0.015 
0.125-0.075 
0.055-0.018 
0.032 
0.015 
0.038 
0.026 
O. 1 
0.039 
0.05-0.08 
0.018-0.05 
CD 
~ 
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This velocity behaviour, together with the observed decrease 
of the coefficient of friction with increasing load indicated that 
some fluid film action was taking place. However, at higher 
loads and lower velocities these trends were not so pronounced. 
Thus, all the investigators I isted in Table 4.2.2. suggested that 
a mixture of fluid film and boundary lubrication occurred in their 
experiments, except Charnley (1960) and Little et al (1969) who 
proposed boundary lubrication. The increase in friction co-
efficient when Ringer's or buffer solution was used in place of 
synovial fluid also supported the view that boundary lubrication 
prevailed. The Ringer's and buffer solutions had lower viscosity 
than synovial fluid. Thus, if full fluid film lubrication occurred, 
a lower coefficient of friction would have been expected for the 
lower viscosity fluids. In certain experiments O'Kelly et al 
(1978) found evidence that fluids of lower viscosity than synovial 
fluid exhibited lower coefficients of friction. 
It became increasingly clear that the loads and velocities 
encountered in the synovial joints tested in free swinging pendulum 
experiments affected the type of lubrication developed. 
Driven Pendulums: 
At the same time as work on free swinging pendulums was in 
progress, some investigators were starting to use driven pendulums. 
The surface velocities and amplitudes of rotation were much closer 
to those occurring in common activities in vivo than in the case 
of free swinging pendulums. However, these devices appl ied a 
constant load throughout the cyclic oscillation. Thus, the low 
loads and high surface velocities which occurred during the swing 
phase on weight bearing joints were not adequately simulated. 
Details of some of the driven pendulum experiments are 
listed in Table 4.2.3. These investigations showed an increase 
in the coefficient of friction when saline or buffer solution was 
used in place of synovial fluid. Contrary to the findings from 
the free swinging pendulum experiments of Unsworth et al (1975) 
and O'Kelly et al (1978), the coefficients of friction decreased 
with increasing velocity in all the investigations, except those 
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of Faber et al (1967). In this study, an increase in the "fluid" 
component of friction was reported with increasing velocity. 
However, they tested intact rabbit's knee joints at high 
velocities and predicted extremely low film thickness values based 
upon friction measurements. 
Finally, Radin et al (1970) and Radin and Paul (1971) showed 
an increase in the coefficient of friction with increasing load, 
while Linn (1968) showed the opposite effect. 
Simulators: 
An experimental apparatus which applied cycl ic time varying 
loads and velocities was first used on an animal joint by Linn 
(1967). This joint simulator was a modification of the driven 
pendulum apparatus used by Linn to generate the results listed 
in Table 4.2.3. To allow subtraction of torques generated by 
misal ignment of the load axis, the same load pattern was appl ied 
for clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation. As a result, the 
low load, high surface velocity part of the swing phase was not 
represented. However, low load regions did occur with moderate 
surface velocities. 
Table 4.2.3 Studies using driven pendulum devices 
I nves t i ga tor Year Joint lubricant load Published (N) 
Faber et al 1967 rabbit knee synovial 40-120 
Linn 1967 dog ankle bovine 180 
synovial 180 
sal ine 180 
sa line 180 
Li nn 1968 dog ankle bovine 90 
360 
synovial 90 
360 
Rad i net a 1 1970 bovine ankle synovial 980 
synovial 4900 
buffer 980 
buffer 4900 
Radin & Paul 1971 bovine ankle synovial 890 
synovial 4448 
buffer 890 
buffer 4448 
Amplitude of Frequency 
Rotat ion (cpm) 
(de!Jrees) 
+ 10 240-600 
-
+ 18 5 
+" 18 200 
+ 18 5 
+" 18 200 
+ 18 5 
+ 18 200 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
Coeff i ci en t 
of Friction 
0.04-0.08 
0.01 
0.004 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.009 
0.004 
0.0035 
0.006 
0.01 
0.011 
0.01 
0.0062 
0.0112 
0.0117 
0.0115 
co 
...., 
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I linn (1967) did not follow up his prelimnary work on the 
simulator apparatus. However, ten years later O'Kelly (1977) 
published an extensive study using a hip joint simulator. Once 
again similar load patterns were applied during clockwise and 
counter-clockwise rotation. 
The results of Linn (1967). O'Kelly (1977) and O'Kelly et al 
(1978) are summarized in Table 4.2.4. A term composed of surface 
velocity divided by load was used by O'Kelly to correlate with 
the friction coefficient. If the friction coefficient increased 
as this term increased then fluid film lubrication predominated. 
Such behaviour was also demonstrated by Cudworth and Higginson 
(1976) for a rigid cyl inder sl iding over a compliant layer under 
constant load and velocity conditions in the presence of a Newtonian 
lubricant. 
Whether it was correct to assume that the simple correlation 
reported by Cudworth and Higginson appl ied to the dynamic conditions 
imposed by the simulators used by linn and O'Kelly remained uncertain. 
However, assuming the correlation was val id, Table 4.2.4 shows that 
Linn's results indicated boundary or mixed lubrication, while 
O'Kelly's results supported fluid film lubrication. 
Viscosity Effects: 
It is not clear from the various studies summarized in Tables 
4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 whether fluid film or boundary lubrication 
predominates in synovial joints during activities such as walking. 
In an attempt to clarify this situation both linn (1968) and 
O'Kelly (1977) conducted experiments with fluids of much greater 
viscosity than synovial fluid. Representative results are 
Table 4.2.4 Studies using joint simulators 
Details of Investigation 
Linn (1967) 
- dog ankle 
- talus radius ~ 8.2 mm 
- lubricated with saline 
- motion + 18.1 0 at 40 cpm 
o I Ke I 1 y (I 977) 
- human hip 
-femoral head radius ~ 26mm 
- lubricated with saline 
- motion + 80 at 37-68 cpm 
0 ' Ke 11 yet a 1 { 1978} 
- human hip 
-femoral head radius ~ 26mm 
- lubricated with bovine 
synovial fluid 
- motion + 80 at 37-68 cpm 
v (velocity) 
(!!!!!) 
s 
1.8 
10.85 
4-25 
13-18 
20-26 
4-25 
13-18 
20-26 
F (load) 
(N) 
54 
165 
1271-2383 
530 
530 
1271-2383 
530 
530 
V 
F 
(mm ) 
s.N 
0.033 
0.066 
0.021-0.01 
0.024-0.034 
0.039-0.049 
0.0021-0.01 
0.024-0.034 
0.039-0.049 
J..I (coefficient 
of friction) 
0.021-0.034 
0.012 
0.012-0.031 
0.029-0.039 
0.039-0.054 
0.01-0.05 
0.025-0.061 
0.035-0.085 
U) 
U) 
summarized in Table 4.2.5. Linn (1968) recorded a decrease in 
friction with increasing viscosity and O'Kelly measured similar 
behaviour at low velocities. However, at higher velocities and 
lower loads O'Kelly measured an increasing friction coefficient 
with increasing viscosity. Thus, it appeared that fluid film 
lubrication could be encourage~ by introducing high viscosities 
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and velocities along with low loads. The drop in coefficient of 
friction under higher load and lower velocity conditions may be 
interpreted as evidence of mixed lubrication. Again a problem 
exists in determining the appropriate conditions for synovial joints 
and thus applying these observations to activities in vivo. 
Lubricant Constituents: 
Another approach to gaining insight into the relative contri-
bution of boundary and fluid film effects in synovial joint lubri-
cation was developed by Radin et al (1970). They tested a bovine 
ankle in a driven pendulum with a load of 1115 N and a frequency 
of oscillation of 40 cpm. Constituents of bovine synovial fluid 
were destroyed biochemically and the resulting friction measurements 
are summarized in Table 4.2.6. The low friction appeared to 
depend on the presence of protein. The absence of hyaluronate, 
which would reduce the synovial viscosity, did not seem to affect 
the friction. Thus Radin et al concluded that the lubrication of 
synovial joints was boundary in nature and required the protein 
constituents in synovial fluid. This result was supported by the 
more detailed work of Swann et al (1974). 
Table 4.2.5 The effect of varying lubricant viscosity 
Details of the Investigation Joint Lubricant Viscosity Load Average Average 
(Cp) (N) Ve loci ty Fr i c t ion 
(mm/s) Coeff i ci ent 
Linn (1968) dog ankle buffered sal ine 0.96 178 7 0.0076 
driven pendulum bovine synovial + 1.2 178 7 0.0037 
hyalurondaise 0.0037 bovine synovial 5.2 178 7 
dog ankle buffe red sa line 0.96 178 7 0.0156 
bovine 
synovial + hyalurondaise 2 178 7 0.0068 
bovine 6.4 178 7 0.0075 synovial 
bovine 
synovial concentrated 10.7 178 7 0.0059 
o I Ke 1 I y (I 977 human hip ringers I 1964 6 0.018 
simulator ringers + hyaluronic acid 29 1964 6 0.012 
ringers + hyaluronic acid 58 1964 6 0.013 
ringers 1 530 20 0.022 
ringers + hyaluronic acid 29 530 20 0.035 
ringers + hyaluronic acid 58 530 20 0.043 
...a 
o 
...a 
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Average 
Lubricant Coefficient 
of Friction 
bovine synovial fluid 0.0025 
bovine synovial fluid without hyaluronate 0.0026 
bovine synovial fluid without protein 0.0051 
buffer solution 0.0052 
Table 4.2.6 Experiments on constituents of synovial 
fluid by Radin etal (1970). 
However, the results obtained by O'Kelly et al (1978) did not 
support this view of the importance of boundary lubrication, since 
the destruction of the protein element in synovial fluid did not 
significantly alter friction in their experiments. The destruction 
of the hyaluronate had only a marginal effect and tended to increase 
friction. 
Concluding Remarks on Previous Whole Joint Friction Experiments: 
In whole joint friction experiments a vast number of contra-
dictory findings have been reported. It is of some interest to 
simply list these findings as shown in Table 4.2.7. 
Various joints with different geometries were subject to rather 
arbitrary ranges of load and velocity. Obviously, this makes it 
difficult to compare results. Also, since different testing 
equipment was used and friction forces were small, various types 
of errors probably distorted the results I isted in Table 4.2.7. 
Figure 4.2.7 Some contradictory observations in whole joint friction studies 
Observation 
Replacing synovial 
fluid with saline 
solution increases 
fri ct i on 
Increasing load 
reduces fr i c t i on 
coeff i ci en t 
Increasing velocity 
decreases friction 
Increasing velocity 
divided by load in 
s i mu 1 a to r exp t . 
decreases friction 
coeff i c i en t 
Increasing viscosity 
decreases friction 
Removing protein 
increases friction 
Supporting 
Linn (1967 
Li nn (1968 
Li ttle et al (1969) 
Radin et al (1970) 
Radin & Paul (1971) 
C I a rke eta I (I 975 
Barnett & Cobbold (1962) 
Clarke et al (1975) 
o ' Ke I lye t a I ( I 978) 
Linn (1967) 
Linn (1968) 
Linn (1967) 
Li nn (1967) 
Rad in eta I (1970) 
Swann eta 1 (1974) 
Opposing 
Swanson & Freeman (1970) 
Radin et al (1970) 
Radin & Paul (1971) 
Faber et al (196]) 
o ' Ke 1 lye tal ( I 978 ) 
O'Kelly (197]) 
0' Ke 1 lye t a I ( 1 978) 
Both 
o I Ke I 1 yet a I (1 978 ) 
Unsworth et a I (1975) 
Unsworth et al (1975) 
o ' Ke 1 I y (1 97]) 
0' Ke 11 yet a 1 ( 1978) 
...& 
o 
w 
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4.3 General Description of the Ankle Joint Simulator: 
The simulator used in the present study was a modified version 
of the hip joint simulator described by O'Kelly (1977). The hip 
joint simulator has also been described in two recent publications 
(O'Kelly et al. 1977. 1978). A sketch of the simulator as used 
in the present study is shown in Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The 
two roll ing element bearing and the two hydrostatic bearings shown 
in Figure 4.3.1 had their centres al igned with the approximate 
centre of curvature of the talus surface. The upper loading 
assembly oscillated about this fixed centre in a vertical plane. 
The lower loading assembly was constrained by eight linear bearings, 
two for each of four fixed guide pillars, so that only vertical 
motion could occur. Only two of these eight 1 inear bearings 
appear in Figure 4.3.1. 
The power required to apply the cyclic load and oscillating 
motion to the joint was suppl ied by a belt driven from an electric 
motor with a Kopp variable speed control (Kapak Induction Motor. 
G.E.C. Machines). The belt drive rotated a steel cam which 
suppl ied input to the hydraul ic circuit used to load the ankle 
specimens. The same shaft which drove the cam was also connected 
to a scotch yoke which converted rotary motion to sinusoidal linear 
reciprocating motion. This linear motion was appt ied to a rack 
and pinion which oscillated the upper loading assembly. A 
simpl ified representation of this gearing system is shown in 
F i gu re 4.3. 1 • 
The torque assembly shown in Figure 4.3.2 floats on hydro-
static bearings. as shown in Figure 4.3.1. so that any torque about 
the talus centre was constrained by the Kistler force transducer. 
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Figure 4.3.1 Sketch of a medial-lateral section 
of the ankle joint simulator apparatus. 
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The oil used for the hydrostatic bearings ~Shell HVI-6S0) had a 
viscosity of approximately 2 Pa.s and was supplied by a 0.746 kw 
Pratts hydraul ic pump. 
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The following modifications were made for the present investi-
gation to the joint simulator used by O'Kelly (1977). 
i) A new cam was designed and fabricated to create a load 
pattern which approximated that encountered in the swing 
phase of the ankle during walking. 
ii) A hydraul ic line was replaced with one of larger diameter, 
fewer bends and shorter length to help the cam follower to 
stay in contact with the cam. 
iii) A 1 imit switch was attached to the simulator to signal the 
load and friction recording instrumentation at a known 
angular displacement of the upper loading assembly. 
iv) The Kistler force transducer was moved from under the 
torque assembly to the position shown in Figure 4.3.2. 
v) The oil in the hydraulic pump which suppl ied the hydro-
static bearings was changed to one which was thirty times 
more viscous. 
vi) Styro-foam pads, rubber spacers and flexible tubing were 
used to help isolate the vibrations of the hydraul ic pump 
from the Kistler force transducer. 
vii) Fixtures were made for mounting the ankle specimens that 
allowed small scale adjustments to be made to the positions 
of the joint components. 
fabricated. 
Al ignment pins were also 
These modifications will be discussed in detail in subsequent 
sections of this chapter. 
4.4 Load, Displacement and Velocity Imposed by the Simulator: 
Considerable data on the displacement of the ankle joint in 
vivo was presented by Murray et. al (1964). Values for the loads 
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on the ankle during walking were estimated analytically by Seireg 
and Arviker (1975), while Stauffer et al (1977) used both analytical 
and experimental methods to give displacement and loading of the 
ankle joint during walking. 
In the present study a hardened steel cam was designed to 
actuate the loading system as described in Appendix D. The heat 
treatment used to harden the cam was necessary because the stress 
imposed by the cam follower was sufficient to deform a mild steel 
cam. In the previous investigations of O'Kelly (1977) difficulty 
occurred in keeping the cam follower in contact with the cam through-
out the loading cycle. As a result the imposed load increased in a 
series of sharp peaks. This problem did not occur to the same 
extent in the present study. During a cycle only one rather than 
two load peaks were imposed. This reduced the maximum rate of 
change of the cam radius. The shape of the cam was controlled 
by the theory developed in Appendix D. Also, the hydraul ic 
line from balancing cylinder I to the master cyl inder, shown in 
Figure 0.1, was shorter, largerin diameter and had fewer bends 
than the line used by O'Kelly (1977). This promoted rapid flow 
of oil from the master cyl inder and helped the follower to stay 
in contact with the cam as the radius descreased. In the 
operation of the simulator for the present study the cam follower 
briefly lost contact with the cam at the toe-off position shown 
in Figure 0.2. 
The loads imposed by the joint simulator were measured by a 
force transducer made by applying strain gauges to the walls of 
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a flanged tube which occupied the position normally used for the 
ankle specimens. This special force transducer, described in 
detail by O'Kelly (1977), was connected to a bridge ampl ifier 
(Tinsley Telcon Ltd.). A low pass filter with a stabil ized power 
supply (Farnell E30/2) was employed to reduce noise in the signal. 
The voltage output from the bridge ampl ifer was then recorded 
during a load cycle with a Tektronix storage oscilloscope. The 
oscilloscope was triggered by a signal from a limit switch mounted 
on the simulator and activated when the upper loading assembly 
reached a known angular displacement. 
The voltage output from the oscilloscope was converted to 
load using the calibration curve shown in Figure 4.4.1. The 
cal ibration curve was obtained by placing the force transducer in 
a Howden testing machine, recording the load required to produce 
specific voltages and applying the least squares computer program 
listed in Appendix C. The loads were measured with the pinion 
gear detached since the special force transducer would not allow 
oscillatory motion of the upper loading assembly. 
The load pattern obtained for the cam used in the present 
study is shown in Figure 4.4.2 along with the predicted load of 
Seireg and Arvikar (1975) and Stauffer et al (1977) for a person 
weighing 440 N. In general, joint loading has been estimated as 
directly proportional to body weight during walking. It has been 
shown that both measured and predicted loads for the hip vary, 
F (Load in N) 
2000 
1000 
F i gu re 4.4. 1 
F = 2.84 x 103V - 13 (N) 
o 
(Standard error is 12 N) 
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Cal ibration curve for 
special force transducer 
0.6 0.8 
v (voltage on oscilloscope). o 
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depending on the stride length and walking speed as well as the 
body weight (Paul, 1976). Such variation must also occur in the 
ankle joint forces. Thus, the load pattern experienced by a 
particular ankle specimen during walking can only be approximated. 
The load pattern applied by the simulator had a form similar 
to that predicted by previous ,investigators for a body weight of 
440 N as shown in Figure 4.4.2. Since the loading pattern could 
not be altered easily (see Appendix D), the same load was appl ied 
to each specimen in the present experiments. The value for body 
weight of 440 N was exceeded by the subjects listed in Table 3.2.1. 
Thus, peak loads in excess of those predicted during walking werp. 
generally avoided. However, the swing phase loads were somewhat 
larger than those predicted by Seireg and Arvikar (1975) as shown 
in Figure 4.4.2. This was necessary since low loads could not 
be imposed or recorded with enough precision by the present 
apparatus. 
The accuracy of the loading system depended on a number of 
factors. As stated previously, the centres of the roller bearings 
of the loading assembly had to be al igned with the centres of the 
hydrostatic bearings of the torque assembly. If the roller bearing 
centres were lower than the hydrostatic centres, the load at all 
points in the cycle decreased, since the minimum driving circuit 
pressure decreased. This occurred to some extent with the mounting 
of the ankle specimens. A test was conducted with the loading 
assembly 2.6 mm below the al igned position. The special force 
transducer recorded a peak load some twenty five percent below the 
normal level, while the swing phase loads decreased by about 
fifty percent. The compl iance of the specimens also affected the 
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imposed load. Tests were conducted with a rubber disc (3.5 mm 
thick, elastic modulus of about 25 MPa) between various parts of 
the special force transducer. Variations of about five percent 
occurred in the peak load while variations of about twenty percent 
occurred in the swing phase load compared to the loads recorded 
with the rigid force transducer. In addition to these possible 
inaccuracies, the cal ibration curve shown in Figure 4.4.1 produced 
uncertainties in the imposed forces of about one percent for the 
peak load and about ten percent for the swing phase loads. 
In the present experiments, cycle times of 0.8s and 1.2s 
were used along with the period of 1.0s recorded in Figure 4.4.2. 
The changes in loading pattern were small compared with the other 
inaccuracies involved in the loading system and were thus neglected. 
The displacement of the ankle specimens in the simulator was 
adjusted by changing the radius of the connection point on the 
scotch yoke mechanism. Sinusoidal displacements were imposed by 
the scotch yoke and an ampl itude of 9° was set for the experiments. 
O'Kelly (1977) chose an ampl itude of 8° for her experiments with 
hip joints. 
The displacement of the ankle during walking has been measured 
by Murray et al (1964) and Stauffer et al (1977) and their results 
are shown in Figure 4.4.3, along with the displacements imposed 
by the simulator. Obviously, the range of motion in the simulator 
was less than that encountered in vivo, but it was hoped that the 
loweramplitude of imposed displacement would I imit the effects of 
the changing axis of rotation of the ankle when it was forced to 
oscillate about a fixed centre by the simulator. 
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The relative surface velocity of the ankle during walking was 
estimated from the displacement curves of Murray et al (1964) and 
Stauffer et al (1977) using an average radius of curvature of 21 mm 
for the ankle components. These velocity patterns are shown in 
Figure 4.4.4 with the simulator velocity calculated using the same 
average radius. It was appar~nt that higher velocities existed 
in normal walking than those imposed by the simulator. However, 
the precision of the calculation of surface velocities during 
walking depend on estimating slopes of the displacement curves and 
this was very poor. As a result, values for relative surface 
velocity during walking were not known with precision for the 
ankle joint. 
The following equation related relative surface velocity in 
rnm/s to the period of oscillation for a component radius of r 
s 
in mm. 
0.987 rs 
V =----
tp 
cos (2n f-) (~) 
p s 
(4.4.1) 
where t is the period of oscillation in seconds and t is the time p 
in seconds. The period of oscillation was set to 0.8 , 1.0 and 
1.2 s in the course of the present experiments. 
4.5 Friction Measurement: 
The Kistler force transducer shown in Figure 4.3.2 was con-
nected to a charge ampl ifier also made by Kistler. The output 
from the charge ampl ifier was passed to an ultra-violet recording 
device made by Southern Instruments. The same limit switch 
mentioned in Section 4.1 was used to trigger a vertical 1 ine on 
the recording paper at a known angular displacement of the torque 
V (Relative surface 
velocity in mm/s) 
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Figure 4.4.4 The cyel ic relative surface velocity imposed on the 
ankle specimens by the joint simulator and some 
velocity estimates for the ankle during walking, 
all for a joint component radius of 21 mm. 
" 
assembly. This system measured the torque imposed on the tibia 
of the ankle specimen during operation of the simulator. The 
oil supplied to the hydrostatic bearings shown in Figure 4.3.1 
was the same as that used by Unsworth et al (1975) in their 
pendulum apparatus. In the present study and that of Unsworth 
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et a1 (1975) it was assumed that the resisting torque imposed by 
the hydrostatic bearings was negl igible. 
The Kistler force transducer, charge ampl ifier and the ultra-
violet recorder were used previously by both Unsworth et al (1975) 
and O'Kelly (1977). However, in the hip joint simulator used by 
O'Kelly the transducer was placed underneath the torque assembly 
shown in Figure 4.3.2. When increasing torques were applied to 
the torque assembly with zero normal load imposed, the resulting 
deflection of the ultra-violet recording instrument increased in 
a linear fashion. But when the peak normal load was appl ied 
statically to the torque assembly, the deflection of the ultra-
violet recorder did not achieve a unique value for a specific 
applied torque. In other words, when a specific torque was 
appl ied the recorder gave a specific deflection. However, if 
the torque was increased and then allowed to return to its 
previous value, the deflection remained at a higher value than 
previously. The same "hysteresis" effect ocurred when the 
specific appl ied torque was momentarily decreased. 
for this behaviour is illustrated in Figure 4.5.1. 
One explanation 
Bending of 
the screw which was inserted into the Kistler force transducer may 
have interfered with the force applied to the transducer. 
Loosening or tightening the locki~nut shown in Figure 4.5.1 did 
not solve the hysteresis problem. However, the normal load 
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Figure 4.5.1: A possible explanation for the hysteresis 
observed when calibrating the transducer 
in the configuration used byO'Kelly (1977). 
became significantly coupled with the measured force at the 
Kistler transducer if the locking nut was not tightened to a 
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specific and critical tension. As a result of these difficulties, 
the Kistler force transducer was moved from under the torque assembly 
to the position shown in Figure 4.3.2. The transducer was placed 
0.210 m from the centre of rotation. In this position, most of 
the normal load was carried by the hydrostatic bearings. 
A second major problem was encountered with pump vibration. 
The oil used in the hydraulic pump and supplied to the hydrostatic 
bearings had a viscosity of about 0.07 Pa.s. At the pressures 
and flow rates required to support the torque assembly, vibrations 
from the pump produced significant noise in the Kistler force 
transducer measurements. The vibrations were reduced by placing 
the pump on a styro-foam pad, interposing rubber pads where the 
hydraulic lines touched the simulator frame and replacing a section 
of the hydraul ic line with a reinforced flexible tube. In addition, 
an oil with a viscosity of 2 Pa.s was used in the pump. The new 
oil was particularly effective in reducing the vibrations. 
The Kistler force transducer was calibrated by applying known 
torques in both the clockwise and counter-clockwise direction when 
both swing phase and peak loading was statically imposed. All 
the results were included as input to the least square computer 
program listed in Appendix C. The resulting cal ibration curve 
is shown in Figure 4.5.2. The scatter in the data used for cal i-
brat ion was mainly a consequence of a rapid drift in the output 
from the charge amplifier. 
In the experiments of O'Kelly (1977) the simulator was used 
on hip joints. Since the hip was bel ieved to articulate with a 
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fixed centre of rotation for the applied displacements, the torques 
measured by the Kistler force transducer were divided by the joint 
radius to yield the friction force between the cartilage surfaces. 
However, the ankle has been described by many investigators 
(Sammarco et al, '973; Ambrosia et aI, 1976: Parlasca et al, 1979; 
Rastegar et aI, '980) as havingoa changing axis of rotation. 
Unfortunately, the simulator oscillates about a fixed centre. The 
range of motion in the present experiments was thus reduced to 
about half that measured for the natural ankle during walking. 
However, it was felt that the assumption of a fixed centre of rotation 
could not be made. 
An analysis of the forces acting on the torque assembly was 
carried out to determine the influence that a changing centre of 
rotation would have on the measured torques. If surface deformation 
is neglected the contact between the talus and tibia can be considered 
to occur along a single I ine which is represented as a point CA 
in Figure 4.5.3. The motion of the simulator occurred about a 
fixed centre (C), with a particular angular velocity (w) at a given 
instant in time. A radius of curvature (r 1) of the anterior 
portion of the talus, with a specified centre (e,) was us~d to 
represent the talus surface as shown in Figure 4.5.3. However, 
the radius of curvature, r 1, changed to r3 for the posterior surface 
of the talus as described qual itatively in Chapter 3. In this 
analysis the radius of curvature of the tibia surface (r2) remained 
fixed with centre (C 2) which differed from the fixed centre of 
oscillation of the simulator. 
The action of the load (F) and friction force (F f > acting on 
the tibia at CA is shown in Figure 4.5.4. 
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Figure 4.5.4 The contact forces on the tibia. 
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Assuming the coefficient of friction between the cartilage 
surfaces was low, the load acted along the line connecting Cl , 
This gave rise to the specification of an angle, ~, 
and distance, dN ' in the analysis of the load action. The f ric t ion 
force was assumed to act on the tibia in the direction of motion. 
Thus, since Cl , C2 and C were designated as distinct points, a 
second angle, S, was associated with the action of the friction 
force. 
The torque assembly with associated forces, angles and dis-
tances is shown in Figure 4.5.5. The Kistler force transducer 
was represented as a simple pinned support and the hydrostatic 
bearings were represented as simple rollers. It was assumed 
that the forces imposed in the x-direction were resisted by the 
Kistler force transducer connection (FTX ) and that the pressure 
in the hydrostatic bearings may be represented by a single vertical 
force (Faz) acting through the centre (C). The Kistler force 
transducer measured the force, FTZ ' shown in Figure 4.5.5. 
Summing the forces on the torque transducer shown in Figures 
4.5.4 and 4.5.5 yielded: 
F tan ~ + Ff cosS + FTX = 0 (4.5.1) 
and - F + F f sinS + F B2 + F TZ = 0 (4.5.2) 
in the X and Z directions respectively. Summing the moments about 
point C yielded: 
FdN 
- -' + F r M + FTZ dT = 0 cos~ f (4.5.3) 
Since the torque assembly was constrained by the hydrostatic 
bearings and the Kistler force transducer, dynamic effects were 
deemed negl igible. 
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Figure 4.5.5 The forces on the torque assembly. 
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It was considered 1 ikely that Ff sinS and FTZ would be small 
compared to F and this allowed equation (4.5.2) to become, 
FS:x..ii F 
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However, the terms in equation (4.5.1) and (4.5.3) were of similar 
magnitude and further reduction was difficult. The values of dT, 
F, rM and FTZ were known in the present experimental design but 
«, S, Ff , FTX and dN remained unknown with only equations (4.5.1) 
and (4.5.3) linking them together. The system was statically 
indeterminate and thus required further measured values to provide 
an evaluation of the friction force acting at the cartilage 
su rfaces. 
To accomplish this a static loading procedure was included in 
the experimental design. It was decided to move the upper loading 
assembly by hand to an equally spaced number of positions in its 
displacement cycle and to apply the load corresponding to that 
position. The loads were appl ied statically, the upper loading 
assembly being held in position by the pinion gear whilst the 
lower loading assembly was constrained to have only vertical 
motion by the eight linear bearings. Thus, it was assumed that 
equation (4.5.3) appl ied to this situation with Ff = O. In other 
words, the following equation described the static loading 
situation: 
Fd T N .. 
- s 
(4.5.5) 
cos« 
where Ts = FTZdT for the static loading conditions. The values 
of the static torque (T ) were measured at a number of points in 
s 
the cycle and since the corresponding dynamic torque (TO = ~TZ dT) 
was known at each particular point, equation (4.5.3) could be 
used to yield: 
Tf = TS - TO 
where Tf = Ff rM 
(4.5.6) 
The static loading procedure was accompl ished by turning the 
cam shaft to the appropriate position using a spanner. The 
positions were identified by markings on the belt drive wheel 
which had been made with reference to a known position in the 
simulator cycle. The load which the cam appl ied statically 
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through the hydraulic circuit was different from the dynamic load 
as described in Appendix D. However, a cal ibration procedure was 
performed using the special force transducer described in Section 
4.4. The driving circuit pressure was altered using the hand pump 
shown in Figure 0.1, until the oscilloscope voltage attained the 
value which corresponded to the dynamic load for that position in 
the cycle. The least squares computer program in Appendix C was 
used to yield the cal ibration curve shown in Figure 4.5.6. 
When anankle joint specimen was used in the simulator, the 
dynamic torques were recorded with the Kistler force transducer. 
The static loading procedure was then performed. Once the 
appropriate pressure existed in the driving circuit, the upper 
loading assembly was raised manually with a lever and allowed 
to sink back into contact with the torque assembly. This was 
intended to introduce a squeeze film between the surfaces so that 
excessive static friction did not occur between the cartilage 
• 
surfaces as the loading assembly settled into position. The 
tendency of the loading assembly to shift laterally was prevented 
by the pinion gear and the eight I inear bearings. Thus, static 
friction forces which would require the possibil ity of lateral 
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Figure 4.5.6 Cal ibration curve for the static loading procedure. 
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motion were not considered likely to exist and the raising and 
lowering of the loading assembly was probably not necessary. 
In the derivation of equations (4.5.1), (4.5.2) and (4.5.3) 
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it was stated that dynamic effects were negl igible since the torque 
assembly was held in place by the hydrostatic bearings and the 
connection to the Kistler forc~ transducer. However, during the 
loading cycle a sl ight deflection of the hydrostatic bearings 
occurred in the z-direction. It was considered possible that 
small shock loads might be recorded by the Kistler force trans-
ducer. If so, friction forces which did not exist would be 
predicted by equation (4.5.6.) To test this hypothesis, spacers 
were inserted in place of a joint specimen and the pinion gear was 
detached so that no oscillation occurred. Care was taken to 
ensure that the load line passed through the 1 ine connecting both 
the hydrostatic and the roll ing element bearing centres. One of 
the spacers was made of rubber (3.5 mm thick having an elastic 
modulus of about 25 MPa) to approximate the compliance of the 
ankle joint specimens. With this test configuration, the Kistler 
force transducer was loaded as if a partially al igned ankle was 
oscillating in the simulator with zero friction between the 
cartilage surfaces. Both static and dynamic measurements of 
torque were performed as shown in Figure 4.5.7. The small 
recorded torque indicated that deflection of the hydrostatic bearing 
had occurred. The differences between static and dynamic torques 
shown in Figure 4.5.7 indicated that some shock loading might have 
occurred. However, these differences were well within the 
precision of the measuring procedures. For the torque values, 
errors up to 0.1 Nm were possible as indicated by the standard 
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comparison with subsequent plots). 
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error quoted in Figure 4.5.2. In addition, inaccuracy in speci-
fying the imposed loads occurred in both static and dynamic 
procedures. 
Larger differences of about 0.4 Nm were recorded between the 
static and dynamic torques when the rubber spacer was replaced by 
a steel one. Therefore, the stiffness of the specimen appeared 
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to increase the shock loading on the Kistler force transducer. 
However, the ankle specimens were probably closer in compl iance to 
the configuration which included the rubber spacer. 
4.6 Mounting of the Joints 
A total of five joints were mounted in the ankle simulator. 
These joints have been described in Chapter 3 and they were included 
in the measurements of surface radii of curvature. The tubular 
sleeves used to hold the joint components (shown in Figure 3.3.2) 
were themselves used in mounting fixtures to place the specimens 
in the simulator. 
Joints numbers II and II I were mounted and used to develop 
the experimental technique. The complete mounting procedure was 
applied to joints number 1, 2 and 3. The joint components were 
initially fixed in plaster of Paris using the procedure described 
in Section 3.3. The surface profiles had been measured and the 
radius of curvature of the closest profiles to both medial and 
lateral sides of the talus had been calculated as described in 
Section 3.5. Dividers were used to enable the approximate 
centres of the arcs representing the su rfaces to be marked on 
tubular sleeve containing the talus for both the medial and 
the 
lateral sides. The sleeves containing the talus was then inserted 
into the mounting fixture shown schematically in Figure 4.6.1. 
screw in slot to 
permit adjustment 
of position 
o 
screw for gripping the tubular sleeve 
which contained the talus 
-t 
The tubular sleeve for 
holding the talus 
Figure 4.6.1 Schematic of the talus fixture. 
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The mounting fixture could displace and rotate the sleeve which 
held the talus since its various connecting screws were located 
in slots. 
The tibia and talus with some of their mounting fixtures are 
shown in Figure 4.6.2. 
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The mounting of the tube containing the tibia involved the 
three levelling screws shown in Figure 4.6.2 and two clamps which 
held the rim of the tube onto the torque assembly. A schematic 
representation of this mounting fixture is shown in Figure 4.6.3. 
The talus mounting fixture was simply attached with four screws to 
the top of the upper loading assembly. A mounted ankle specimen 
is shown in Figure 4.6.4. Al igning pins were attached to the 
inside of the torque assembly as shown in Figure 4.6.4. 
Gauge blocks were placed under the base of the loading assembly 
so that the centres of the rolling element bearings and the hydro-
static bearings were aligned. The joint components and mounting 
fixtures were placed into the simulator. The talus mounting 
fixture was fastened to the upper loading assembly but the tubular 
sleeve which held the talus remained loose. The sleeve was then 
positioned by hand until the aligning pins touched the marked 
centres mentioned previously. The six screws in the talus fixture 
which held the talus sleeve were carefully tightened. Since these 
screws were position on two horizontal planes, the sleeve could be 
tilted from the vertical, if required. The tubular sleeve con-
taining the tibia was then raised using the levelling screws until 
it made nominal contact with the talus. Once ~gain the tibia 
could be tilted sl ightly by setting each levelling screw at a 
different height. Once in position the tibia sleeve was clamped 
to the torque assembly. 
Figure 4.6.2 The tibia and talus with some 
of their mounting fixtures. 
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Figure 4.6.3 Schematic of the tibia mounting fixture. 
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Figure 4.6.4 A mounted ankle specimen. 
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Having completed a trial mounting of the ankle specimen, 
the various screws were tightened and a low load appl ied. With 
the pinion gear detached, it was possible to oscillate the upper 
loading assembly by hand. In general t the joint seized up at 
some point in the oscillation. If this occurred various small 
adjustments were made to the position until the torque imposed 
during the oscillation by hand was small. Trials under full 
load were then conducted with the pinion gear in place. Again 
adjustments were made until the measured torque was minimized. 
It was also important to keep the tibia located in the centre of 
the talus with respect to the anterior-posterior dimensions of 
the contact region. The mounting procedure could take from half 
an hour to four hours depending on the conformity of the particular 
joint specimen. 
The complexity of the mounting procedure meant that a minimum 
of two days was required to test a particular ankle joint. On 
the first day the specimen which had been thawed out overnight, 
was dissected, fixed in the tubular sleeves and measured using the 
Talycontor instrument as described in Chapter 3. The joint com-
ponents were then stored overnight in a refrigerator while keeping 
the surfaces soaked in saline. The mounting and friction 
experiments were performed on the second day. 
4.7 General Experimental Procedure: 
Certain general procedures adopted in the operation of the 
sl.mulator must be considered in addition to the detailed factors 
described earlier. 
The minimum driving pressure (PM) had to be set ptior to each 
test session. This involved inserting the special force transducer, 
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disconnecting the pinion gear and running the simulator for about 
ten minutes. The minimum driving pressure was then adjusted until 
the peak load specified for the friction experiments was attained. 
If the simulator was used continuously, the load pattern remained 
stable. However, if the simulator was left for about twenty 
minutes, the load had to be re-checked. Also, if the static loading 
procedure was introduced the minimum driving pressure had to be 
set again. 
In general, the torque changed little when the simulator was 
running with an ankle joint in place. However, the torque values 
recorded in the present study were all obtained after about three 
minutes of running at the specified conditions. This helped to 
avoid the possibil ity of friction transients (Linn, 1967) which 
would have influenced the measured torque. 
Two lubricants were used in all the experiments. Initially, 
saline solution (0.9% NaCl) was used with a cycle period of 1.0 s. 
Next, bovine synovial fluid replaced all the sal ine and was allowed 
to soak the surfaces for a minimum of about twenty minutes. 
The ankle joint simulator and associated instrumentation are 
shown in Figure 4.7.1. Some of the equipment mentioned in 
previous sections is also visible. 
4.8 Results of a Preliminary Study with Ankle Joint I: 
When the cam had been fabricated and the limit switch in-
stalled, joint number I was tested in the simulator. The joint 
fixtures had been fabricated but only three screws existed in the 
talus fixture for gripping the talus holder and the al ignment pins 
had not been constructed. The friction experiment with joint 
number I had a torque measuring system similar to that used by 
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O'Kelly (1977) and it is possible that hysteresis~might have 
affected the measured torque at high loads. Also, for this 
experiment, the oil flow rate to the hydrostatic bearings was 
reduced because of vibration from the pump which seriously dis-
torted the measured torques. As a result, contact may have 
occurred in the hydrostatic bearings leading to the recording 
of reduced torques. In addition, the static loading procedure 
described in Section 4.6 was not appl ied in this experiment. 
Despite the many limitations, the results of the friction 
experiment on joint number I have been included in this thesis. 
However, since it was considered a prel iminary study its main 
purpose was to guide the development of the more elaborate pro-
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cedures for testing further joints such as those numbered 2 and 3. 
The dynamic torque was measured as shown in Figure 4.8.1. 
Small changes appeared in the torque curve when sal ine was used 
as a lubricant instead of bovine synovial fluid and when the period 
of the cycle (t ) was altered. p Also, the position of the joint 
was adjusted in an attempt to improve the al ignment. This caused 
a change in the shape of the torque curve as well as increases in 
the magnitude of the torque shown in Figure 4.8.1. 
It was not possible to locate the point of zero torque in 
Figure 4.8.1 since the Kistler force transducer output drifted 
significantly in about 60 seconds. This problem was solved in 
the investigations of O'Kelly (1977) and Linn (1967) by applying 
the same load pattern for clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation. 
The zero point was then located by a "folding" method. However, 
in the present experiment, in which an attempt was made to simulate 
swing phase loading, this technique could not be appl ied. 
t 
- = 0 t 
P 
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0.25 0.75 1.0 
T ~ 1 N.m 
-- - --
+ +- +- +- + 
standard, bovine synovial fluid, t = 1.0 s 
P 
changes when saline used 
changes when t = o. 8 5 
P 
changes when t = 1.2 s 
P 
- - - changes when joint position altered 
Figure 4.8.1 Measured torque (T) versus dimensionless 
time(t/t ) for joint number 1 p 
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After the dynamic torques had been measured, a constant load 
was applied and the static torques measured at various positions 
in the cycle. This was an earlier version of the static loading 
procedures described in Section 4.6. Since the load was not 
constant, the static torques could not be compared directly with 
the correponding dynamic values. However, significant static torque 
values were recorded and it became clear that the dynamic torque 
values alone could not be used directly to determine friction in 
the ankle joint. 
4.9 Results for Ankle Joints 2 and 3: 
The full experimental procedure was employed in testing ankle 
joints 2 and 3. The dynamic torque was measured as outl ined in 
Figure 4.9.1 and 4.9.2. The torque curves for different cycle 
periods and lubricants were identical. However, the range of 
torques recorded for joint 2 was much smaller than that for joint 
3. 
The dynamic torque curves are also shown in Figures 4.9.3 and 
4.9.4 along with the static torque values. The zero positions for 
the dynamic torque curves were established by using the static 
torque values which had accurate zero values. Considering Figure 
4.5.5 and equation (4.5.6), it was noted that for the frictional 
torque (Tf ) to oppose the motion, the static torque (TS) must have 
exceeded the dynamic torque (TO) for 0.25 < t/t p < 0.75. For all 
other portions in the cycle TO > TS' Thus, during the swing phase 
the dynamic torque TO had a magnitude which was less than TS until 
t/tp • 0.75 and then greater than TS for the remainder of the cycle. 
The dynamic torque curve was relocated until it satisfied this 
£ 
t 0 
-= 
t 
P 
Figure 4.9.1 
0.25 0.75 1.0 
T = 1. 0 N.m 
curve for bovine synovial fluid 
at t = 0.8 • 1.0 and 1.2 s p 
and saline at tp = 1.0 s. 
Measured torque (T) versus dimensionless 
time (tit) for joint number 2. p 
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t _ 0.0 
--
t 
P 
Figure 4.9.2 
0.25 0.75 
T = 1.0 N.m 
curve for bovine synovial fluid at 
t = 0.8 s, 1.0 sand 1.2 sand s~l ine at t = 1.0s. 
P 
Measured torque (T) versus dimensionJess 
time (tit) for joint number 3. p 
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criterion as closely as possible and by this means the commom zero 
for dynamic and static torque curves were establ ished. This 
procedure produced good agreement between static and dynamic torque 
throughout the cycle as shown in Figure 4.9.3 and 4.9.4. This 
clearly suggested that frictional torques were small compared with 
the torques arising from the al ignment of the joint specimen. 
4.10 Discussion of the Results: 
The present study was intended to follow and extend the work 
of O'Kelly (1977). The magnitude of load and velocity appl ied in 
the present study to human ankle joint specimens were similar to 
those appl ied by O'Kelly and the resulting measured torques were 
also about the same. However, the present study did not yield 
the variation of friction between the cartilage surfaces throughout 
theapplied cycle observed by O'Kelly. 
The measured dynamic torque curves shown in Figures 4.8.1, 
4.9.1 and 4.92 all exhibited a striking similarity to the loading 
curves. The effect of load on the Kistler force transducer measure-
ments was small when the load axis was al igned as shown in Figure 
4.5.7. Thus, it appeared that misal ignment of the joint components 
had occurred in the cycle. The mounting procedure could not eliminate 
this misal ignment. This suggested that the centre of rotation moved 
during the oscillation. This view was supported by the higher 
torque values measured for joint 3 compared with joint number 2. 
In Chapter 3, much poorer conformity of the surfaces of joint 3 
(R = 0.19 m) were recorded. On the other hand joint 2 had excellent 
conformity (R = 1.00 m). 
The measured torques changed when the position of the joint 
components was altered by a small amount as illustrated in Figure 
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4.8.1. Thus, the torque measurements from the present study were 
not unique for a particular ankle joint specimen. 
When the accuracy of the measuring system was considered, it 
was clear that no significant differences existed between the static 
and dynamic torque measurements recorded in Figures 4.9.3 and 4.9.4. 
The rather large apparent difference between peak static and dynamic 
torque shown in Figure 4.9.4 was believed to result from setting the 
centre of rotation of the upper loading assembly lower than its 
position during the setting of the minimum driving pressure. 
This would have caused lower appl ied loads as discussed in Section 
4.4 and thus lower dynamic torques. 
By carefully considering Figures 4.9.3 and 4.9.4 it was possible 
to select maximum possible friction coefficients which applied to 
both the peak and the swing phase load regions. Friction co-
efficients of up to 0.01 would have remained undetected due to the 
difficulties in measurement associated with the present experiments. 
Friction coefficient of this magnitude have been recorded for the 
cartilage surfaces of synovial joints in many previous investigations 
as discussed in Section 4.2. 
4.11 Concluding Remarks: 
The experimental procedures outl ined earl ier were not capable 
of detecting and recording the low coefficients of friction for 
cartilage surfaces from human ankle joint specimens. It can, 
however, be stated that friction coefficients lower than about 
0.01 must have occurred. 
The present study did show the difficulties involved in 
testing a joint with a changing centre of rotation in a simulator 
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of the present form. Obviously, a much more sophisticated machine 
is required to overcome this I imitation. 
The load, velocity and angular displacement of the ankle joint 
have been described in this chapter. These conditions will be 
applied in subsequent theoretical studies. Both the present 
experimental situation and conditions similar to those occurring in 
the ankle during walking will be modelled. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THEORETICAL MODEL FOR ANKLE JOINT LUBRICATION 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
A number of different approaches have been employed in 
theoretical studies of synovial joint lubrication. Each of these 
approaches makes an initial assumption concerning the lubrication 
of synovial joints in vivo. In some investigations boundary 
lubrication was assumed to occur (Radin and Paul, 1972). In 
others it was assumed that the surface asperities of cartilage 
were in close proximity, and this formed the basis of both the 
weeping (McCutchen, 1978) and boosted (Dowson et al, 1970) lubri-
cation theories as discussed in Section 2.4. The concepts of 
boosted and weeping lubrication were extended in elaborate studies 
of the flow of the interstitial fluid within and across the surface 
of cartilage (Torzill i, 1976). However, if full fluid film 
lubrication exists in synovial joints in vivo, the models involving 
close proximity of the cartilage asperities may not apply. 
Human synovial joints have compl iant surface layers (cartilage) 
on a relatively rigid backing (subchondral bone). The converging-
diverging surface geometry and oscillating motion are capable of 
entraining the surrounding lubricant (synovial fluid). It is known 
that bearings with these characteristics can generate self-acting 
fluid films (Tanner, 1966; Dowson, 1967; Bennett and Higginson, 
1970). In assessing the mode of lubrication in a bearing it is 
customary to assume that fluid film lubrication occurs and then 
to compare the predicted film thickness generated between smooth 
surfaces with the composite surface roughness of the bearing 
surfaces. If the calculated film thickness is large enough to 
separate the surface asperities, full fluid film lubrication 
can be anticipated. Elastohydrodynamic lubrication occurs when 
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the film pressures are sufficient to deform the compl iant surfaces, 
as described in Section 2.4. 
A considerable simplification of the analysis occurs if it 
is assumed that the cartilage can be treated as a simple elastic 
material. Studies of the properties of cartilage have shown that 
it behaves essentially like an elastic sol id when subject to cycl ic 
loading patterns (Johnson et al,' 1977; Higginson and Snaith, 1978). 
Investigation of squeeze film lubrication for a bearing which 
modelled the synovial joint and included porous elastic surfaces, 
indicated that the porosity had a small effect on full fluid film 
lubrication (Higginson and Norman, 1974a). 
Thus the theoretical model developed in this thesis considers 
the cartilage to be an elastic surface layer exhibiting converging-
diverging surfaces. The entraining action of such a bearing 
lubricated by a fluid lubricant was then considered and the details 
of the model were based on the human ankle. A representative 
geometry was obtained as outl ined in Chapter 3, along with toad and 
velocity conditions for walking similar to those described in 
Chapter 4. The cartilage surfaces were assumed to be perfectly 
smooth and to be held apart by synovial fluid·. A similar approach 
was used by Higginson (t978), Rybicki et al (1979) and Dowson 
(1980). 
The predicted fluid film thicknesses will be compared with 
the surface roughnesses for cartilage quoted by Clarke (1979) and 
Sayles et al (1979). If the estimated film thicknesses are much 
smaller than the heights of the surface asperities, other lubri-
cation mechanisms must also act. In this case, the present 
theoretical model would identify imposed conditions contributing 
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to the breakdown of full fluid film lubrication. However, if the 
predicted fluid film thicknesses exceed the heights of the 
surface asperities, the present theroretical model may provide a 
detailed description of the lubrication mechanics of the human 
ankle during walking. 
5.2 An Equivalent Bearing for ~he Ankle 
In FIgure 3.7.1 a partial journal bearing with compliant 
surface layers was used to represent the geometry of the ankle 
jo i nt. The theoretical model I ing required a further geometrical 
transformation to an equivalent bearing. This faciI itated the 
appl ication of a standard form of the Reynolds equation and allowed 
comparison with the theory developed by other investigators. 
The equivalent bearing is shown in Figure 5.2.1 and the following 
standard, reduced form of the Reynolds equation was adopted. 
n 
h 
----~----------------~--~------------------~---- ~x 
-b o b 
F i gu re 5.2. 1 An equivalent bearing for the ankle. 
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(5.2.1) 
U1 + U2 The entrainment velocity U= 2 where U1 and U2 are the U1 
surface velocities of the bearing, and in the present case U= T . 
The derivation of the Reynolds equation in this form required the 
following assumptiOns: 
i) The fluid was Newtonian. 
ii) The flow was laminar and inertial forces could be 
neglected. 
iii) Body forces (e.g. gravity) were negligible. 
iv) The film thickness (h) was small compared to the radii 
of curvature of the surfaces and the contact dimensions. 
v) The lubricant was incompressible. 
vi) There was negl igible variation in pressure (p) and 
viscosity (n) through the thickness of the film. 
vii) There was no sl ip at the surface-fluid interface. 
viii) The lubricant flow occurred in the x-direction only 
(i.e. the equivalent bearing was infinitely wide). 
ix) The surfaces were impermeable and thus only the 
entrainment velocity (u) could draw lubricant into 
the contact. 
x) The surfaces did not stretch in the x-direction. 
The assumption of a Newtonian lubricant can often be relaxed 
in lubrication theory while still using equation (5.2.1). 
However, in the present analysis the lubricant was assumed 
Newtonian in spite of contrary finding at low shear rates by 
investigators such as Cooke et al (1974). 
The results of Cooke et al indicated that the assumption was 
reasonably accurate for shear rates greater than 103 l/s. 
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The assumption that lubricant flow took place only in the 
x-direction was particularly important in the theoretical analysis, 
since it simplified the entire solution. It was supported by 
the possible seal ing effects of the cOntact in the medial and 
lateral malleol i regions of the ankle joint. Greenwald et al 
(1976) reported that contact initiated in these regions as static 
loading was increased from zero. However, if the length of the 
contact was long compared to the width and the side regions were 
not sealed, the possibility of significant side leakage and thus 
two dimensional flow existed (Dowson and Whomes, 1967; Roberts 
and Swales, 1969). In any case, it was anticipated that the 
assumption of one dimensional flow would yield film thickness 
predictions which would give a good indication of the potential of 
fluid-film lubrication in the ankle joint. If the present analysis 
does not yield encouraging values of film thickness from the point 
of view of fluid-film lubrication, consideration of side-leakage 
will lead to less optimistic predictions. 
The assumption of impermeable surfaces was discussed in 
Section 5.1, and the assumption of the lack of surface stretching 
has been supported by Linn (1967), He estimated that shearing of 
the cartilage surfaces in canine ankles was too small to stretch the 
surfaces enough to enhance fluid film lubrication. 
5.3 Values of the Governing Parameters: 
Two sets of values of the governing parameters were con-
sidered for the equivalent bearing shown in Figure 5.2.1. The 
first set, designated case A, was chosen to represent the ankle 
during the friction experiments. The second set, designated 
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case B, was chosen to represent the ankle in vivo during walking. 
The sensitivity of calculated film thickness and coefficient of 
friction to variations in the chosen parameters will be considered 
in Chapter 8. Cases A and B will be used as basic reference 
conditions throughout the remainder of this thesis. 
A reduced radius of curvature (R) of 0.35 m was chosen and 
calculated using the average values for talus and tibia radii 
of curvature listed in Table 3.7.2. This value was used in both 
cases A and B. The calculation of a reduced radius of curvature 
for the equivalent cylindrical geometry was described by Dowson 
and Higginson (1966). It was noted that errors in geometric 
equivalence occurred when the contact length approached the indi-
vidual component radii. This condition was possible for the ankle 
geometry if contact existed over the entire tibia as shown in 
Figure 3.7.1. However, it should be noted that the selected 
component radii for the ankle were themselves approximations. 
Furthermore, it has been suggested by Dowson and Higginson (1966) 
that the effect on estimated film thickness of errors caused by 
the reduced radius approximation is often quite small. Thus, the 
value for reduced radius of curvature of 0.35 m was used throughout 
the analysis, although alternative values can readily be introduced. 
The x-axis for the equivalent bearing shown in Figure 5.2.1 was 
a geometric transformation of the curved surface of the tibia. 
Thus, the bearing length (2b) must follow the arc of the tibia 
profile. A value for b of 15.2 mm was calculated using the 
average length of the tibia listed in Table 3.7.2. This value 
was used in both cases A and B. 
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The thicknesses (d) of the elastic layer for the equivalent 
bearing was chosen as 2.4 mm by summing the average cartilage 
thicknesses listed in Table 3.7.2. The validity of simply adding 
the two cartilage layers will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
This value was also used in both cases A and B. 
The entrainment velocity, u, for case A was chosen for a 
period, t , of 1 s. 
P 
Since only the tibia moved in the friction 
experiments the entrainment velocity was half the surface velocity. 
Using the average talus radius listed in Table 3.7.2 and equation 
(4.4.1) the following expression was derived for entrainment 
velocity; 
U .. 10.3 Icos 6.28 t I (mm/s) (5.3.1) 
The entrainment velocity was always positive because the direction 
from which fluid was entrained did not matter to the theoretical 
formulation. For case 8, a somewhat higher entrainment velocity 
was derived for the ankle joint during walking. Both Stauffer 
et al (1977) and Murray et al (1964) recorded relative angular 
displacemnt when both surfaces of the ankle were moving. From 
these measurements relative surface velocities were estimated as 
shown in Figure 4.4.4. Unfortunately, the entrainment velocity 
could not be determined from relative velocity unless one surface 
was stationary. Thus, without a better alternative, it seemed 
logical to assume that for case B one surface remained stationary 
while the other had a velocity with the same functional form as 
that used in the friction experiment. The entrainment velocity 
for case 8 was again half the velocity of the moving surface. 
Returning to Figure 4.4.4 the chosen entrainment velocity was; 
u" 30.0 Icos 6.28 t I (mm/s) (5.3.2) 
which acted over a period of 15. 
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The loading cycle applied in the friction experiments is shown 
in Figure 4.4.2. The load pattern only approximated that pre-
dieted during walking as discussed in Section 4.4. However, the 
proportion of the load which would be transmitted by the talus-fibula 
contact was not known with certainty. Thus, for both cases A and B 
the load per unit width (F') was calculated by dividing the load 
applied by the simulator by the average ankle width of 25 mm shown 
in Table 3.7.2. The values for the chosen load per unit width are 
1 isted in Table 5.3.1 for a cycle period (t ) of ls. p 
The lubricant viscosity chosen for case A was 5 x 10-3 Ns/m2 
which corresponded to that found by Cooke et al (1978) for bovine 
synovial fluid. The shear rate for this value of viscosity was 
103 lis. However. the shear thinning found by Cooke et al had 
a decreasing rate and thus the chosen constant value should be 
a reasonable approximation when higher shear rates exist. For 
-2 2 
case S, a viscosity of 1 x 10 Ns/m was chosen which corresponded 
to that found by Cooke et al (1978) for human synovial fluid at 
a shear rate of 103 l/s. 
The selection of higher viscosity values for synovial fluid 
will be discussed in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. 
The selection of the elastic' modulus (E) for the equivalent 
bearing shown in Figure 5.2.1 required careful consideration. 
The characterization of cartilage as a linear elastic material at a 
given creep strain was accomplished by Johnson et al (1977) and 
Higginson and Snaith (1979). Thus, if the creep of a synovial joint 
during walking was known and remained reasonably constant, it 
would be possible to specify the effective elastic modulus. 
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t (s) Load (kN) F' (1oad per p unit width 
kN/m) 
0 0.392 15.08 
0.05 0.561 21 .58 
O. 1 0.798 30.69 
o. 15 1.061 40.81 
0.2 1.203 46.27 
0.25 1.541 59.27 
0.3 1.939 74.58 
0.35 2.277 87.58 
0.4 2.155 82.88 
0.45 1.628 62.62 
0.5 1. 169 44.96 
0.55 0.717 29.88 
0.6 0.325 12.50 
0.65 0.250 9.62 
0.7 0.190 7.31 
0.75 0.190 7.31 
0.8 0.244 9.38 
0.85 o. 190 7.31 
0.9 0.291 11. 19 
0.95 0.325 12.50 
1.0 0.392 15.08 
Table 5.3.1 The loads and loads per unit 
width (F') for both cases A and B. 
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However, Johnson et al tested small cartilage specimens in un-
confined compression with a non-porous platen pushing on the cartilage 
surface. They recorded elastic moduli for cartilage in the range 
10 - 20 MN/m2 for creep strains up to 0.3. On the other hand, 
Higginson and Snaith tested small cartilage specimens in confined 
compression with a porous plate~ pushing on the cartilage surface. 
They recorded much higher elastic modul i 2 in the range 50 - 150 MN/m 
for creep strains up to 0.3. 
It was necessary to decide which values to use in the present 
analysis for a whole joint surface. Freeman et al (1975) applied 
cyclic loading (46 - 2237 N at 0.33 Hz) to entire hip joint specimens 
After 2000 cycles creep strains were about 0.16 and values of the 
average stress divided by the strain occurring in one cycle gave 
an elastic modulus of about 10 MN/m2 • Thus, a representative 
elastic modulus of 16 MN/m2 was chosen for both cases A and B. 
Finally it was necessary to select a value of Poisson's ratio, 
(v), for the equivalent bearing. Estimates of Poisson's ratio in 
compression have been made by a number of investigators as shown in 
Table 5.3.2. It was convenient for model I ing purposes to select a 
value of 0.5 for both cases A and B. However, theoretical calcu-
lations will also be performed for a Poisson's ratio of 0.4 in 
Chapter 7 to enable an estimate to be made of the significance of 
this parameter. 
Investigator Year v (Poisson's ratio) 
Hayes and Mockros 1971 0.37 - 0.42 
Hori and Mockros 1976 0.44 - 0.49 
Johnson et al 1977 0.50 
Table 5.3.2: Estimates for Poisson's ratio in compression. 
5.4 The Selection of Dimensionless Groups: 
The following dimensionless groups were selected for the 
theoretical analysis: 
h H="R' \1, P = fr 
T t X x =- = -t r p 
nUA FA 
I Elt 
U =- W = EIR S = ----2. EIR n 
d 
o = R b B ., R v 
where h = film thickness 
R = reduced radius of curvature 
~ = coefficient of friction 
ho = minimum film thickness at a particular instant 
in time 
t = time 
t = period for cyclic loads and velocities p 
x = spacial co-ordinate 
n = dynamic viscosity 
UA = time averaged entrainment velocity for one cycle 
2E 
EI = ~_-V""'2 reduced modulus where E is the elastic 
modulus and v is Poissonls ratio, both 
for the layer. 
FAI = time averaged load per unit width for one cycle 
d = thickness of effective layer of elastic bearing 
material 
b = half bearing length in direction of motion 
v = Poisson's ratio 
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It was convenient to identify each dimensionless group by name and 
to state whether it was a variable or a fixed parameter as shown 
in Table 5.4.1. 
Dimensionless 
group 
H 
T 
x 
u 
w 
s 
D 
B 
Table 5.4.1 
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Des ignat ion 
Film thickness (variable) 
Coefficient of friction (variable) 
Minimum film thickness (variable) 
Pressure (variable) 
Time (variable) 
Co-ordinate in direction of surface 
motion (variable) 
Speed (fixed parameter) 
Load (fixed parameter) 
Squeeze factor (fixed parameter) 
Layer thickness (fixed parameter) 
Starvation factor (fixed parameter) 
Poisson's ratio (fixed parameter) 
Identification of the dimensionless groups. 
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5.5 Concluding Remarks; 
The various assumptions involved in the theoretical analysis 
presented in this thesis have been outl ined. This included the 
introduction of an appropriate form of the Reynolds equation and 
the designation of an equivalent bearing for the ankle joint. 
Two main sets of conditions have. been considered in this analysis 
of the ankle joint. They were designated as case A, representing 
the ankle joint in the friction experiments, and case B, repre-
senting the ankle joint in vivo during walking. The representative 
parameters defining conditions in each of these cases are 1 isted 
in Table 5.5.1, along with the values for the dimensionless groups 
which had fixed values in the two cases. 
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Parameter Dimension Case A Case B 
(represent i ng (representing 
the friction the ankle joint 
experiments) in vivo dur ing 
walking) 
R m 0.35 0.35 
b mm 15. 1 15.2 
d mm 2.4 2.4 
t s 1.0 1.0 P 
UA mm/s 6.5572 19.099 
F' A kN/m 33.726 33.726 
2 0.005 0.01 n Ns/m 
EI MN/m2 42.667 42.667 
u 2.195x10- 12 1 .2 79x 10 -11 
W 2.258xl0-3 2.258xl0-3 
s 8.S33xl09 4.267xl09 
0 6.8S7xlO-3 6.857xl0-3 
B 4.343xlO -2 4.343x10 -2 
" 
0.5 0.5 
Table 5.5.1 Parameter values for the two basic cases 
(A and B) considered in subsequent analysis. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE PLANE INCLINED SURFACE BEARING MODEL 
163 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The full analysis of the lubrication of ankle joints taking 
account of the compliant layers of bearing material and the cyclic 
nature of the loads and speed is a formidable task. In the study of 
piston ring lubrication, equation (S.2.1) has been solved for rigid 
parabolic surfaces using an implicit numerical procedure (Dowson et 
al, 1979). The lubrication of the equivalent bearing shown in 
Figure 5.2.1 for conditions of constant load and velocity has been 
considered in a number of recent studies (Hooke and O'Donoghue, 1972; 
Cudworth and Higginson, 1976; Gupta, 1976; Varnum and Hooke, 1977; 
Cudworth, 1978). Reasonable agreement between theory and experi-
mental results has been obtained in these studies. However, it 
appears that no analysis has been undertaken for the lubrication 
of bearings consisting of layers of compliant material on a hard 
backing subjected to time varying loads and velocities. 
It was therefore decided to approach the problem in two ways. 
In the first case deformation in the cartilage was modelled by 
representing the bearing by a simple, rigid plane incl ined surface 
bearing subjected to cycl ic, time dependent loads and velocities. 
In a subsequent analysis account was taken directly of surface 
deformation in the compliant layer. In this chapter the first 
approach is considered in some detail. The different approximation 
of surface deformation will be adopted in Chapter 7. 
6.2 Simpl ifying Assumptions For Surface Deformation: 
A full solution procedure would have to consider the generation 
of thicker or thinner films of lubricant within the contact as 
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imposed conditions changed with time. This situation has been 
described by Gibson et al (1972) in the study of start up friction 
of O-ring seals. However, their analysis was not extended to cyclic 
time varying conditions. 
In the present analysis, the assumed plane profile was permitted 
to adjust itself immediately throughout the cycle to accommodate 
changes in load and velocity. Thus, the procedure required some 
estimation of the surface profiles which occurred for various con-
ditions of steady state sliding. When the entrainment velocity was 
zero a condition of pure squeeze film lubrication existed. Once 
again a profile for pure squeeze film lubrication was required. 
In the theoretical analysis of the lubrication of compl iant 
sol ids under conditions of steady state sliding and pure squeezing, 
the surface profile has often been approximated by a plane con-
figuration. Bagl in and Archard (1972) examined a cylinder sliding 
under steady state conditions over a half space of low elastic 
modulus. They assumed a plane incl ined surface profile for the 
Hertzian region of the contact and obtained excellent agreement with 
the full numerical solution of Swales et al (1972). For pure squeeze 
film lubrication of a cylinder approaching a compl iant layer, 
Cudworth and Mykura (1980) also assumed a plane surface profile. 
The theroretical predictions for a Hertzian contact were similar to 
those obtained in the theoretical analysis of Herrebrugh (1970). 
However, the experimental results of Cudworth and Mykura showed much 
thicker films than predicted for both Hertzian and layered contacts. 
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As mentioned previously, a plane surface configuration was 
assumed to approximate the profiles for steady state sliding and pure 
squeezing. This simpl ifying assumption allowed the lubrication 
of the equivalent bearing shown in Figure 5.2.1 to be approximated 
by the cyclic time varying lubrication of a plane inclined surface. 
The length and inclination of this surface was allowed to vary 
throughout the cycle. This type of problem has also been solved 
by Ruddy et al (1979) for a piston ring with a profile which changed 
with time as a result of ring twist effects. 
When pure squeezing motion occurred, the plane surface was 
assumed to extend over the dry contact zone which was calculated 
without including surface traction effects. The same approximation 
for the dimensions of the plane surface was assumed by Cudworth and 
Mykura (1980). The required dry contact length was obtained from 
the data presented by Gupta·and Walowit (1974). 
When a non-zero entrainment velocity occurred, a method of 
estimating both the length and incl ination of the equivalent plane 
inclined surface bearing was required. This was accompl ished by 
considering the published solutions fot the steady state sliding of 
a cylinder on a compliant surface layer. The following formulae 
were developed from the results of Varnum and Hooke (1977) and of 
Hooke and O'Donoghue (1972) for minimum film thickness under steady 
state conditions: 
h 
o 
-= R 
d 0.4875 
1.159 (-) OK 
a 
a for d ~ 2 
(6.2.1) 
where 
h 
o 
-= R 
-O.2396(~) 
1. 335 e d • K 
a for d ( 2 
[2"u(6 
K = ER 
(~~) 0.2 
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(6.2.2) 
The half length of the dry contact (a) was again obtained from the 
data presented by Gupta and Walowit (1974). Equations (6.2.1) and 
(6.2.2) required that the pressures in the lubricant film were close 
to the dry contact stresses. 
The length of the plane inclined surface was initially chosen to 
be equal to the length of the dry contact zone. An iterative pro-
cedure was used to select a slope which gave a steady state film 
thickness for the plane inclined surface bearing equal to that pre-
dicted by equation (6.2.1) or (6.2.2). The following equation was 
used for the steady state film thickness of the plane incl ined 
surface: 
F'M2 
-= 12nu [ 
ML] 2ML In 1 + ho - 2ho + ML (6.2.3) 
where M is the slope of the plane surface and L is the length in the 
direction of motion. In general, such a solution could not be 
obtained. Thus, the plane inclined surface was extended in length 
until the gradient of the film pressure distribution became zero at 
a distance of half the dry contact length from the point of minimum 
film thickness. The result was a plane inclined surface bearing 
with a pressure distribution similar to the dry contact stress and 
a steady state film thickness equal to that predicted for a cylinder 
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sliding on a compl iant layer. The features of the assumed plane 
inclined surface are illustrated in Figure 6.2.1. 
The network of simplifying assumptions which were adopted in 
the present study effectively reduced the procedure for allowing 
for the effects of surface deformation to an easily implemented 
iterative procedure. It was then necessary to incorporate this 
procedure into a solution for the eyel ie time varying film thickness. 
... 
yUndeformed 
...... surface ~ ,., 
..... 
'" ... 
""" 
-a a -a a 
~ ~ ----x ~x l ~ l ~ 
.. 
U. 
Wedging and squeezing action Pure squeezing 
F i gu re 6.2. 1 The features of the assumed plane inclined 
surface for approximating deformation. 
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6.3 Lubrication Analysis: 
For the analytical formulation it was convenient to describe 
the geometry of the equivalent plane inclined surface bearing as 
shown in Figure 6.3.1. 
F' 
t o +a +L 
..,. x 
U. 
Figure 6.3.1 The geometry of the plane incl ined 
surface adopted for Section 6.3 only. 
For this geometry equation (5.2.1) became: 
(6.3.1) 
where the entraining velocity u = U, /2 in this case. The film 
thickness (h) for the assumed geometry of a plane incl ined surface 
bearing is given by: 
h • h + Mx o 
The slope (M) of the equivalent plane 
assumed to change immediately at each 
in Section 6.2. However, the actual 
inclined surface 
instant in time 
bearing surface 
much more slowly. The representation of the bear i ng 
(6.3.2) 
bearing was 
as discussed 
would change 
geometry by 
a plane inclined surface was thus expected to give a reasonable 
prediction of changes in minimum film thickness (h ) without 
o 
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necessarily representing fully the details of film geometry. 
These observations were particularly important in determining an 
expression for squeeze film velocity. 
Equation (6.3.2) implies that, 
ah dho a 
- = - + - (Mx) 
at dt at 
and that any location (x), 
In a full squeeze-film analysis involving changes in the film 
profile throughout the cycle, it would be necessary to take 
account of both terms on the right hand side of the equation. 
However, this introduces considerable complexity into the analytical 
formulation. Also difficulty is introduced into the numerical 
procedures since the current value of [~~J is not known until the 
solution is obtained. Furthermore, forward extrapolation for [~~J 
would add considerably to the numerical effort and computing time 
and hence it was decided to approximate the squeeze-film velocity 
by the following expression and to see how rapidly the film thickness 
changed with time in the final solutions. 
ah dho 
- .. -at dt (6.3.3) 
In the event, the effect of combined entraining and squeeze-film 
action was found to maintain a remarkably small cycl ic variation of 
minimum film thickness and hence it was concluded that the approxi-
mation to squeeze-film velocity represented by equation (6.3.3) 
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would be adequate for the present purpose. The approximation of 
the squeeze film velocities will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
The following standard boundary conditions for a plane inclined 
surface bearing were appl ied: 
p = 0 at x = a 
p = 0 at x =: L 
Substituting equations (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) into equation (6.3.1), 
integrating the resulting expression twice with respect to x and 
applying these boundary conditions yielded the following expression 
for pressure distribution: 
p =: 12n x(L - xl [HU - ~l 
(2h + ML)(h + Mx)2 
o 0 
Considering the following expression for applied load, 
L 
F' • 1 p dx , 
(6.3.4) 
equation (6.3.4) was Integrated and re-arranged to give the following 
first order differential equation: 
dh
o 
--dt ML + Mu 
( 1 + h
o
) 
(6.3.5) 2ML . 
2ho + ML - In 
The adoption of equations (6.3.2) and (6.3.4) in the derivation of 
an expression for the coefficient of friction (~) of a fluid film 
bearing yielded the following expression: 
~ · ~~, [8 In [1 + ~;l 12 ML HLJ 2h + 0 
dh [6 [1 + ~;l 12 ML HL) n 0 In (6.3.6) -~ crt 2h + 0 
FIGURE 6.".1 fLOWCHART fOR THE SOlUT 1011 PROCEDURE 
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( v) 
-
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I-
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use equation (6.4. I) 
to calculate u 
interpolate f' value 
interpolate a value 
sDlve for h t."qual ion ... 
(&.2.1) or ~&. 2.2) and 
sub" i tute into 
t'~ua t ion (6.2.3) 
use b i sec t ion to solve 
equa t ions (E).2. 3) and 
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In Section 6.2, the iterative procedure for determing the slope (M) 
of the plane inclined surface required that; 
le = 0 at x = a • ax 
Equation (6.3.4) implied that: 
2h a 
o 
L = h - Ma 
o 
6.4 The Solution Procedure: 
The general form of equation (6.3.5) is as follows: 
dh 
~ = f (h ,t) dt 0 
(6.3.7) 
Equations of this form can be solved by using standard numerical 
routines for first order differential equations (Hornbeck, 1975). 
In the present study, solutions were computed using a fourth order 
Runge-Kutta routine. The following entrainment velocity function 
was incorporated into the solution procedure; 
211't 
cos-t 
P 
(6.4.1) 
Values of the load per unit width (F') were required in the 
solution procedure and a cubic spline interpolation routine 
(Numerical Algorithms Group - EOIADF) was implemented to obtain values 
of F' at any instant. The half length (a) was also evaluated using 
the same interpolation routine on the data of Gupta and Walowit 
(1974) . 
The slope (M) and length (L) of the equivalent plane inclined 
surface were calculated at each instant in time by evaluating (h
o
) 
using equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.2). Equation (6.3.7) was then 
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substituted into equation (6.2.3) and a simple bisection routine 
was used to iterate for the value of H. 
It was important to notice that h in equation (6.2.3) represented 
o 
a steady state value, while h in equation (6.3.7) represented the 
o 
value of the current time step. After M had been calculated, 
equation (6.3.7) was used to evaluate L. It was noted that the 
solution of equation (6.3.7) required a knowledge of the current 
value of (h ) which itself required the value of L to be known. The 
o 
previous value of (h ) was thus adopted in the current evaluation of 
o 
L. 
The absolute minimum film thickness (h ) encountered during a 
o 
complete cycle was given an arbitrary value at t = O. The Runge-
Kutta routine was appl ied by dividing the cycle into a number of 
equal time steps. The solution was then marched out until cor-
responding values of successive cycles agreed within a specified 
tolerance. In this manner a steady but cycl ic solution was cal-
culated for the variation of h with time. The step size was then 
o 
halved and the final cycle re-calculated. If corresponding values 
agreed within a specified tolerance the cycle was accepted as an 
accurate solution for h • 
o 
Automatic step size halving was employed 
as a standard method to control round-off and truncation errors 
(Hornbeck, 1975), 
Once the cyclic variation of minimum film thickness (h ) had 
o 
been ascertained the pressure distributions (p) and coefficients of 
friction (~) were determined using equations (6.3.4), (6.3.5) and 
(6.3.6), 
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When the entrainment velocity was zero, the slope (M) was zero and 
the length l was equal to the dry contact length (2a). 
equat ion (6.3.5) reduced 
dh F'h 3 
0 0 
-- = 
- nl3 dt 
equation (6.3.4) reduced 
6 n x (2a - x) 
p = - 3 
h 
o 
to, 
to, 
dh 
o 
dt 
and finally, equation (6.3.6) indicated that 
11 = 0 
Furthermore, 
The entire solution procedure is summarized by the flowchart 
shown in Figure 6.4.t. The procedure was implemented using the 
computer program listed in Appendix E. 
6.5 Comparison with the Analysis of Modest and Tichy: 
Modest and Tichy (1979) developed approximate closed form ex-
pressions for load capacity when sinusoidal normal motions and constant 
sliding velocity were imposed on a plane inclined surface bearing of 
infinite width. Their solution included fluid inertia effects and 
was restricted to normal motions which were small compared with the 
film thickness. 
A check on the derivation of equation (6.3.5) and the magnitude 
of numerical errors was achieved by solving a case which allowed 
direct comparison with predictions based upon the analysis of Modest 
and Tichy. Fluid film thicknesses were ascertained using the solution 
procedure outline in the present chapter with the following imposed 
conditions: 
n = O. 1 Pa s 
u = O.l/n m/s 
F' = 318.31 ( 1 
L = 0.05 m 
M = 0.0002 
t = 5 s p 
- O. 1 sin(0.4 n t)) N/m 
From the analysis of Modest and Tichy it was clear that fluid 
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inertia effects were negligible for this case. The solution was 
obtained by slightly modifying the computer program listed in 
Appendix E. The tolerance for convergence was set at 0.0001. 
The variation with dimensionless time (T) of the coefficient of 
friction (~) and minimum film thickness (h ) are shown in Figure 
o 
6.5.1 (included at the end of this chapter), along with a sample 
pressure distribution and the surface shape at T = O. The load 
, 
function (F~FA ) and the velocity function (u/uA) are also shown. 
The amplitudes of the fluctuations in film thickness were 
obtained from the computed results. These values were used in 
the expressions derived by Modest and Tichy to yield: 
F' = 318.25 (1 - 0.097 sin(O.4 n t)) N/m 
This expression for load was compared to the imposed load and a 
maximum difference of 0.3% was calculated. This suggest~d that the 
sections of the solution procedure involving the time varying be-
haviour of the plane inclined surface configuration had been correctly 
formulated. Also for this case the numerical errors were probably small. 
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6.6 Comparison with the Analysis of Hirano and Murakami: 
It was possible to perform a further check on the simpl ifying 
assumptions concerning surface deformation which were considered in 
Section 6.2. Hirano and Murakami (1975) performed a series of 
experiments in which a compl iant Hertzian contact was subjected to 
cycl ic, time varying entrainment velocities. The cycl ic variation 
of the coefficient of friction was recorded as a function of time. 
The compliant bearing surfaces were photoelastic and thus the stress 
distribution within them could be monitored. Asperity contact during 
51 iding caused asymmetry in the observed stress distribution because 
of the large surface tractions developed. Therefore, for each set 
of lubrication conditions, Hirano and Murakami were able to ascertain 
whether or not a fluid film separated the surfaces. 
The geometry of the experimental apparatus was that of a nominal 
1 ine contact, and the entrainment velocity was sinusoidal with the 
following general form: 
uAn I 2nt 
u = ~ ICOS ~ 
p 
A constant load per unit width was applied. 
(6.6.2) 
Four cases were selected to check the solution procedure used in 
the present study. The details of the lubrication parameters which 
describe these cases are I isted in Table 6.6.1 and include the compo-
site surface roughness value (0) of the surfaces. The value of 
composite surface roughness will be compared to film thickness 
predicted by the present solutions procedure to indicate whether fluid 
film lubrication was likely to have occurred. The findings of 
Hirano and Murakami (1975) are summarized in Table 6.6.2. 
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Table 6.6.1 The lubrication parameters for the cases selected 
from the analysis of Hirano and Murakami (1975). 
Case R F' E t a n uA (mm) (kN!m) (MN!m2 ) p (UM) (N.s!m2) (s) (mm/s) 
30 
2 30 
3 30 
4 30 
Table 6.6.2 
Stroke 
length 
(mm) 
30 
10 
30 
3 
20 3200 0.425 o. 5 60.0 o. 19 1.5 
20 3200 0.425 0.5 20.0 0.19 1.8 
20 3200 0.425 2.08 14.4 o. 19 1.35 
20 3200 0.425 0.2 15.0 o. 19 1.35 
A summary of the findings for the selected cases 
of Hirano and Murakami (1975). 
Hertzian Asperity Peak Reason for film 
length contact fr ict ion breakdown 
(mm) 
1.25 No 0.0104 
1.25 No 0.0079 
1.25 Yes 0.033 Asper i ty contact 
1.25 Yes 0.01 + • 12 "Fi 1m instabi 1 i ty" 
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Modifications were made to the program listed in Appendix E 
to allow the four cases selected from the work of Hirano and Murakami 
(1975) to be solved. The tolerance for convergence was set at 
0.001 • The formula of Swales et al (1972) was used in place of 
equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.2), with the recognition that it did not 
apply when, 
F I 
< 5 (2 n u E'R)O.5 
However, it was found that this term was never less than 5 for 
cases 1 to 4. 
The results are shown in Figure 6.6.1 (included at the end of 
this chapter) and include some experimental data from the work of 
Hirano and Murakami (1975), 
Good agreement was shown between the results in Figure 6.6.1, 
which were calculated using the present solution procedure, and those 
of Hirano and Murakami. The coefficients of friction measured by 
Hirano and Murakami had peak values similar to those predicted by 
the present analysis. If fluid film breakdown was assumed to occur 
when the film thickness fell to about three times the composite 
roughness value (Johnson et al, 1972), the fluid film thickness 
predicted for case 3 indicated regions where asperity contact might 
have occurred. Case 4 was described by Hirano and Murakami as 
exhibiting "film instability". The similarity between the film 
thickness predicted by the present analysis and the measure of the 
composite roughness suggested that a breakdown in the lubricant film 
may have occurred in both cases 3 and 4. It was also noted that the 
peak pressures for all cases were quite close to the Hertzian 
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maximum. This suggested that the equivalent plane incl ined surface 
configuration adopted here gave a pressure distribution similar to 
that occurring under dry contact conditions. 
6.7 Appl ication to the Ankle Joint: 
The solution procedure developed in this chapter was applied to 
the conditions described in Table 5.5.1 for cases A and B. Case A 
represented the ankle joint in the friction experiments described in 
Chapter 4 and case 8 represents the ankle joint in vivo during walking. 
The conjunction was assumed to be fully flooded for the present 
solution procedure. 
The computer program I isted in Appendix E was used with a 
convergence tolerance of 0.0001. The results are shown in 
Figure 6.7.1 (included at the end of this chapter). 
In Figure 6.7.1, the inlet extent of theplane inclined surface 
was always less than the starvation parameter (8). Thus, the 
assumption of a fully flooded inlet zone was not contradicted. 
Starvation will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
The film thickness predicted for the ankle joint during the 
friction experiments were about 0.2 ~m. When this value was 
compared with the estimated values of surface roughness (Ra) of 
articular cartilage 2-6 ~m quoted in Chapter 2, it was deemed 
unlikely that continuous fluid films could be sustained. It was 
recognized, however, that increases in a parameter such as the 
reduced radius of curvature (R) might dramatically increase the 
predicted film thickness. This will be discussed in Chapter 8. 
The conditions adopted for case B gave rise to film thickness 
predictions of about 0.7 ~m. This value was still much smaller 
than the estimated height of the surface asperities and hence 
boundary or perhaps mixed lubrication was considered to be likely. 
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A full discussion of the role of elastohydrodynamic lubrication 
in ankle joint lubrication will be presented in Chapter 8. 
6.8 Concluding Remarks: 
The equivalent bearing representing the ankle described in 
Chapter 5 has been analysed. A number of simpl ifying assumptions 
have been made concerning the surface deformation and in the present 
analysis the ankle joint was represented by a form of plane incl ined 
slider bearing. A solution procedure was developed and implemented 
on the computer. The results for various cases were generated in 
a computing time of about 20 sec of Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
time. The analytical formulation has been checked directly by 
comparing the theoretical predictions with the results of previous 
investigators. It was concluded that the present analytical pro-
cedure offered a reasonable approach to the solution of a very 
complex situation in elastohydrodynamic lubrication with considerable 
uncertainty in the geometry, material properties and imposed con-
ditions for the film conjunction. However, it was deemed to be 
necessary to investigate further some of the assumptions involved 
in the plane inclined surface model. This will be accompl ished in 
the next chapter. 
Figure 6.5.1 Results for Comparison with the Work 
of Modest and Tichy. 
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Figure 6.7.t The solution for the conditions listed in 
Table 5.5.t for Cases A and B. 
Case A (for ankle joints during friction 
experiments). 
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Case B (for ankle joint in vivo during walking). 
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CHAPTER 7 
THE CONSTRAINED COLUMN DEFORMATION MODEL 
210 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The plane inclined surface bearing model showed reasonable 
agreement with the investigation of Hirano and Murakami (1975). 
However, the equivalent bearing which represented the ankle joint was 
subject to widely varying loads and had a totally different geometry 
to that considered by Hirano and Murakami. Thus, it was deemed to 
be necessary to examine the assumptions made in developing the plane 
inclined surface bearing model. In particular the following 
assumptions were examined: 
(i) The pressure distribution corresponded closely with the 
dry contact pressure which would act when surface 
tractions were absent. 
(ii) The inlet zone was fully flooded. 
(i ii) Poisson's ratio of cartilage was chosen to be 0.5 and 
formulae based on the publ ished data for elastic layers 
with this value for Poisson's ratio were employed. 
(iv) The cyl indrical geometry of the equivalent bearing 
which represented the ankle joint was approximated as 
a plane inclined surface configuration. 
(v) Steady state profiles were adopted at each instant in time. 
(vi) The squeeze film velocity at all points on the bearing 
surface was assumed to equal the squeeze film velocity 
at the point of minimum film thickness. 
(vii) In Chapter 5 a single surface layer which was equal in 
thickness to the combined cartilage thickness was used 
in the equivalent bearing to represent the campI iant 
material in the ankle joint. 
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The analytical complexity which led to the original formulation 
of the plane inclined surface bearing model prevented a rigorous 
examination of all these assumptions. 
The basic cyl indrical geometry of the ankle joint was preserved 
in the lubrication analysis presented in this chapter by employing a 
simple deformation model. This model was first suggested by 
Higginson (1966) in a study of journal bearings with compl iant 
surface layers. The deformation model considered the surface layer 
to act as a constrained column. In other words, deformation could 
only occur in a direction normal to the layer surface. When 
Poisson's ratio of the layer approached 0.5 the deformatio~pre­
dieted by this model become increasingly inaccurate. 
Dowson and Taylor (1967) studied thrust bearings with compl iant 
layers and showed that the constrained column model remained reason-
ably accurate for a Poisson's ratio of about 0.45. This was also 
found by Castelli et al (1967) in a similar study of thrust bearings. 
Bennett and Higginson (1970) investigated the lubrication of a 
cyl inder sliding on a compl iant layer. The constrained column 
model was employed and the effectiveness of a thin compl iant layer 
in generating lubricant films was noted. Both Dowson and Taylor 
(1967) and Bennet and Higginson (1970) made reference to synovial 
joint lubrication in their investigations. 
In this chapter the constrained column model was employed with 
a Poisson's ratio (v) of 0.4. This value was at the low end of the 
range of Poisson's ratio measured for cartilage in compression as 
I isted in Table 5.3.2. 
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7.2 Formulation of the Constrained Column Model: 
The expression for surface deformation {o} of a surface layer 
modelled as a constrained column was derived by Higginson (1966) 
and Dowson and Taylor (1967), and hence the derivation will not be 
repeated here. The following expression for surface deformation 
was used: 
o =p~ 
E [1 _ 2'}) 1 - v (].2.1) 
The constrained column model is shown in Figure 7.2.1. It was 
noted that 6 - 0 if v = 0.5, irrespective of the appl ied pressure 
(p). However, for v < 0.5, the deflection was directly proportional 
to the appl ied pressure. Also no lateral deformation could occur 
and thus the deformed surface did not bulge upwards at the edges of 
the contact as shown in Figure 7.2.1. 
figure 7.2.1 : The constrained column deformation model. 
Expressions were developed by Bental and Johnson (1968) for a 
cylinder with an attached elastic layer making contact with a rigid 
plane without generating any surface tractions. These expressions 
allowed the half contact length (a) and dry contact stress distri-
bution (PO) to be calculated and were used in the following form 
in the present study: 
.-
!..115~£.:.(1 
R I • R ER L 
1/3 
+ v)(l - 2v)l 
1 - v J (7.2.2) 
5 
o 
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Po (a) (a) (1 - v) r x 21 y= 0.5 d R (1 + v)(l - 2v) II - (a-) ) 
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0.2.3) 
As stated previously, a Poisson's ratio of 0.4 was adopted in 
this chapter. The constrained column deformation model provided 
an approximation for the surface deformation and the accuracy of 
this approximation was indicated by the graph in Figure 7.2.2 which 
was developed by Meijers (1968) in his comprehensive study of the 
deformation of surface layers. The graphs shown in Figure 7.2.2 
indicated that the approximation of the constrained column model 
for v ... 0.4 was as good as that for \) = 0.3 for the range of aid in 
the present study and better than that for v = 0.45. 
In the study of elastohydrodynamic lubrication, the following 
expression has been widely used for the film thickness of acyl inder 
on a plane configuration, 
2 
x 
h = he + 2R + 0 
where h is the central film thickness 
c 
For the present analysis equation 
2 p.d r 1 - 2}] h • h x + 2R +-c. E t 1 - \) 
(7.2.4) 
excluding deformation. 
(7.2.1) imp lied; 
(7.2.5) 
When the squeeze film veloc.ity was zero, this expression was directly 
substituted into the Reynolds equation and the subsequent solution 
involved a single equation. 
The conventional method of iterating between the elasticity and 
Reynolds equations sometimes causes numerical instabil ity when 
solving for compl iant materials subjected to high loads (Swales et 
aI, 1972; Cudworth and Higginson, 1976). Recently Ruskell (1980). 
developed a procedure in which the elasticity equations were com-
bined directly with the Reynolds equation. The procedure did not 
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exhibit numerical instabil ity for the range of values considered 
by Ruskell in a study of rectangular rubber seals. Thus, one 
advantage of adopting the constrained column model to approximate 
surface deformation lay in the possibil ity of avoiding numerical 
instability by solving a single equation which directly combined 
the elasticity and Reynolds equations. 
7.3 The Oynamic Solution Procedure 
The strategy for the dynamic solution procedure is outlined 
in this Section. As in Chapter 6 the squeeze film velocity was 
approximated by: 
3h dho 
-a-at dt 
Also the surface profile at any instant in time was assumed to be 
that which would result if the instantaneous load and velocity were 
held constant. However, in the present analysis, the steady state 
profiles were determined by using the column deformation model and 
the Reynolds equation with the appropriate boundary conditions. 
The exact profi les, rather than a plane incl ined surface approxi-
mation, were then substituted into the dynamic solution procedure. 
Initial values for the dynamic routine were supplied by a 
variation of the plane inclined surface bearing model described 
in Chapter 6. This was very important since the dynamic solution 
procedure was very expensive in computer time and thus convergence 
in as few cycles as possible was desirable. 
The dynamic solution procedure is shown in Figure 7.3.1. 
Parts I, 2 and 3 correspond to the three main computer programs 
1 isted in Appendix F. The use of the data bank, shown in 
Figure 7.3.1, was particularly important. Key parameters for the 
steady state profiles which were computed in Part 1, were 
FIGURE 7.3.1 FLOWCHART OF THE DYNAMIC SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
Part 1 
Generate steady 
state profiles 
for each time 
step 
Part 2 
Solve plane incl ined 
surface bearing model 
to generate starting 
values for Part 3 
Part 3 
The dynamic routine 
Has 
the solution 
converged to cyclic 
steady state and the 
tolerance satisfied 
when step size 
halved? 
o 
l> 
... 
l> 
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transferred to the dynamic solution of Part 3. The steady state 
profiles were then reconstructed in Part 3 and used in the solution. 
The uncoupl ing of the solutions for steady state profiles allowed 
more computer time to be available for the dynamic routine. A 
number of interpolation routines were included in the coding of Part 
3 to select values at time steps for which Part had not been solved. 
However, the dynamic solution procedure did not actually require them 
for the case considered in this chapter, since convergence occurred 
with a small number of time steps. 
7.4 Implementation on the Computer: 
The design of a complex numerical solution procedure was 
accomplished by following certain guidel ines in much the same way 
asstrat~gic axioms are followed in the game of chess. It will 
be shown that substituting the constrained column deformation model 
into the Reynolds equation yielded a first order differential 
equation with specified boundary conditions which could be solved 
for pressure. Bearing in mind that instabil ity could occur at 
high loads, it was decided to use a "shooting" code instead of a 
finite difference solution procedure. The shooting code involved 
solving the specified boundary value problem as an initial value 
problem. Initial value routines were then used to solve the equation 
repeatedly as a characteristic parameter within the equation was 
adjusted until the boundary conditions were satisfied. In the 
text by Gladwell and Sayers (1980), the advantages of shooting 
codes were considered to include sophisticated error analysis and 
the availabil ity of higher order methods. Higginson (1966) 
reached a similar conclusion when he used a shooting code with 
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a fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical routine to solve a similar 
equation. However, Higginson noted that numerical instability 
still occurred at high loads. In the present study a fourth 
order Runge-Kutta numerical routine was initially employed. It 
was found that considerable computing time and an excessive number 
of steps across the contact were required (up to 10,000). Also, 
the instabil ity noted by Higginson occurred when single precision 
(7 digit) arithmetic was used. 
In this situation, Hornbeck (1975) recommended that a numerical 
package routine be incorporated and hence the NAG (Numerical 
Algorithm Group -Oxford) library routines were used. The 9anger 
of introducing error at a particular time step was recognized and 
thus the NAG I ibraries were used for all the numerical integrations 
involved in the overall solution procedure as wel 1 as for solving 
the first order differential equation which arose in the solution 
of steady state profiles. 
The rationale behind this major strategic decision was 
described by Shampine (1980) who wrote, 
IIPhysical scientists are often so conscious of the defects 
in their crude models that they presume that crude methods 
will suffice for the solution of the models. Quite the 
contrary. Crude accuracy suffices, but the solution must 
be reI iable. This requires very good codes because 
ret iabil ity is difficult to achieve at crude accuracies ll • 
Throughout the numercial analysis in this chapter, step size 
halving was employed whenever the NAG library for integration 
(D01GAF) was used. When the routine for solving first order 
differential equations (D02EBF) was used the tolerance was reduced 
by 1/10 and the solution repeated until corresponding points 
agreed to a specified tolerance. 
The NAG library routines employed in this chapter are listed 
in Figure 7.4.1. Also the interpolation routine used in 
Chapter 6 is included. 
A Runge-Kutta-Herson routine (D02BDF) was used to ascertain 
whether the equation solved for the steady state profiles was 
stiff. It was found to be stiff, especially so near the exit 
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boundary. A stiff equation has rapidly changing transient terms 
in the general solution which explode if the numerical solution 
strays slightly from the true solution (Hornbeck, 1975). Stiff-
ness has been described in some detail by current te~ts on numerical 
methods (Hall and Watt, 1976; Gladwell and Sayers, 1980). 
The dynamic routine used a fourth order Adams predictor-
corrector pair to solve for each time step. A modifier equation 
was applied to the predictor equation and the corrector equation 
was iterated until the film thickness converged. A final evalu-
ation of the squeeze film velocity was then obtained. This mode 
of operation is known as PH(EC)n E where P is the predictor equation, 
H is the modifier equation, E is the evaluation equation, C is 
the corrector equation and n is the number of iterations of EC. 
Details of this numerical routine were described by Lambert (1973). 
The local truncation error was also estimated based on the P and 
final C values. 
7.5 The Lubrication Parameters for Case C: 
The full dynamic solution procedure was solved for a single 
case in this chapter, which was designated as case C. The para-
meters are listed in Table 7.5.1 and the discrete values for the 
applied load per unit width (F') are I isted in Table 7.5.2. A 
F i gu re 7. 4. 1 
Code 
E01ADF 
EOIBAF 
E02BBF 
DOIGAF 
D02BDF 
D02EBF 
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Numerical Algorithm Group (NAG) 
library routines employed in the 
computer programs of this thesis 
General 
Operation 
Interpolation 
Interpolation 
Curve Fi tting 
Quadrature 
Ordinary 
Differential 
Equations 
Ordinary 
Di fferential 
Equations 
Brief Description 
-interpolates by fitting 
cubic spl ine functions 
(simplified form of 
EOIBAF combined with 
E02BBF) 
-determines cubic spl ine 
interpolant to a given 
set of data 
-evaluates a cubic spl ine 
from its B-spline 
representation 
-integrates a numerically 
supplied function using 
third-order finite 
difference formulae with 
error estimates 
according to method of 
Gill and Miller (1972) 
-solves first-order ordinary 
differential equation 
using a Runge-Kutta-Merson 
method 
-a stiffness check is 
available 
-solves a stiff first-order 
ordinary differential 
equation using a variable 
order, variable step ~ear 
method and returns the 
solution at points 
specified by the user. 
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Table 7.5.1 Parameter Values for cases C and CI 
Parame ter Dimension Case C Case CI 
R m 0.30 0.30 
b IT1Tl 16.0 t6.0 
d mm 2.4 2.4 
t 5 1.0 1.0 
P 
uA mm/s 6.9382 6.9382 
F' A kN/m 35.083 35.083 
n Pa.s 0.01 O.ot 
E' MPa 38.095 38.095 
U 6.07txl0- 12 6.071xlO- 12 
W 3.070xlO- 3 3.070xIO- 3 
S 3.8tOxtO 9 3.810xlO 9 
D 8.000xlO- 3 8.000xlO- 3 
B 5.333xIO-2 5.333xI0- 2 
II 0.4 0.5 
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Table 7.5.2 The load per unit width (F') 
Cases C and C1 
t F' 
(s) (kN/m) 
0 12.79 
0.05 18.94 
o. 1 27.40 
o. 15 37.62 
0.2 49.13 
0.25 60.64 
0.3 78.57 
0.35 93.92 
0.4 94.19 
0.45 81.13 
0.5 49.13 
0.55 35.06 
0.6 13.32 
0.65 6.91 
0.7 5.66 
0.75 4.38 
0.8 6.42 
0.85 6.42 
0.9 6.91 
0.95 9.47 
1.0 12.79 
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second set of parameters, designated as case Cl,was also considered 
by using the program I isted in Appendix E, which had been appl ied 
to generate results in Chapter 6. Case C1 had a Poisson's ratio 
of 0.5, but in all other respects it was identical to case C. 
As mentioned previously, the dynamic procedure for the constrained 
column model adopted a Poisson's ratio of 0.4. 
The plane inclined surface bearing model was modified for the 
case C conditions. Instead of using data from the 1 iterature, 
the results from steady state solutions of the constrained column 
model were taken from the data bank as shown in Figure 7.3.1. 
In Chapter 6, the dry contact length was found to be too short to 
give an iterative solution for the slope (M). Thus the condition 
~ • 0 at x = a was specified and the contact length extended 
maintaining this specification. However, for the constrained column 
model the bearing length was always long enough to achieve an 
iterative solution for the slope. Thus ~ = 0 at x = a was not 
imposed. This was considered a minor change in procedure. The 
computer program which implemented the procedure is 1 isted in 
Part 2 of Appendix F. 
Figure 7.5.3 (included at the end of this chapter) shows 
results for cases C and C1. In addition, the first four graphs 
include cases A and B for reference. 
In Figure 7.5.3, the variation of H with T for case C1 was 
o 
in the same range as those for cases A and B. The coefficients 
of friction (~) also showed a similar variation with time. Since 
the results for case Cl were in the range of those for cases A 
and 8, it was clear that the conditions described by case C1 were 
not much different from those for cases A and 8. As mentioned 
previously case C was the same as case Clexcept for the 
Poisson ratio value. Thus, case C which will be used to generate 
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a full dynamic solution in this chapter, imposed conditions 
quite similar to cases A and B. 
However, case C which adopted a lower Poisson's ratio (v = 
0.4) than case C1 (v = 0.5) exhibited a film thickness some sixty 
percent larger than that predicted for case C1. This was appa-
rently a consequence of the larger dry contact zone which occurred 
for case C (v = 0.4) as shown in the plots of pressure distribution 
in Figure 7.5.3. However, the minimum film thickness of about 
0.54 ~m remained much smaller than for the heights of the surface 
asperities of cartilage. This indicated that the selection of 
a Poisson's ratio in the range of 0.4 - 0.5 was unlikely to change 
the findings of this thesis significantly. 
The results for case C provided a set of starting values for 
the dynamic routine as shown in Figure 7.3.1. 
7.6 Generation of the Surface Profiles: 
The surface profiles required at each time step were generated 
by performaing a solution of the combined Reynolds and elasticity 
equations for the constant load and entraining velocity. The 
co-ordinate system adopted for this analysis is shown in Figure 
7.6.1. 
where 
For this situation equation 
~x [h3 ~) = 12nu ~~ 
U, 
u = T 
n 
I 
-b 
(5.2. 1) became: 
0.6.1) 
F' 
I I x 
0 
.. 
xe 
U1 
Figure 7.6.' Geometry for steady state solution 
using constrained column model. 
The following boundary conditions were specified 
p = 0 
p = 0 
~ = 0 dx 
at x = -b 
at x = x 
e 
at x = x 
e 
p > 0 for -b < x < xe 
xe 
F' = r p dx 
J 
-b 
(7.6.2) 
(l.6.3) 
(7.6.4) 
(l.6.s) 
(].6.6) 
When combined with equation (l.2.5) equations (7.6.1), (7.6.3) 
and (7.6.4) reduced to 
[x2 - xe2 
d 12nu ').R + A.p E.£ -= r-------:~-__ ~-.J-dx 2 3 
x hc + 2R + A.p 
(7.6.7) 
where A -= ~ [1 - 2v2 1 E 1 - 'V 
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The numerical solution procedure consisted of the following 
five steps for a specified load (F') and velocity (u): 
(i) 
( i i) 
[
(iii) 
(i v) 
(v) 
specify xe 
specify hc 
solve equation (7.6.7) for p 
iterate until equations (7.6.2) and (7.6.5) 
are satisfied. 
(i.e. p - 0 at x = -b 
p D 0 for -b < x < x ) 
e 
iterate until the specified F' approximately 
equals that computed from equation (7.6.6). 
The initial specification for x and h were obtained from 
e c 
equations (6.2.1) or (6.2.2) and (7.2.4) along with an inter-
polation (NAG E01BAF, E02BBF) of the data from Gupta and Walowit 
(1974). Unfortunately, the author was initially unaware of the 
study by Bentall and Johnson (1968), otherwise equations (7.2.2) 
and (7.2.3) would have been used to specify initial values much 
closer to the required solution. 
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The solution of equation (7.6.7) required the use of the Gear 
method for solving stiff differential equations (NAG D02EBF) as 
discussed briefly in Section 7.5. This method was variable-step, 
variable-order and employed backward differentiation (BDF) or 
Adams predictor-corrector pairs, depending on local stiffness. 
When local stiffness was severe, as it was near x = x , the BDF 
e 
formulaewere required and the Jacobian expression for equation 
(7.6.7) was used in a Newton iteration at each step. 
The iteration for h was performed with a bisection routine. 
c 
Coupled with the Gear method, the codingconstitutesa "shooting" 
code for solving equation (7.6.7) subject to the conditions im-
posed by equations (7.6.2) and (7.6.S). 
The integration of the pressure distribution was accompl ished 
using the method of Gill and Miller (1972) (NAG D01GAF). This 
method involved using four point finite difference formulae and 
resulted in a cubic interpolation of the integrand. An indication 
of the reI iabil ity of the answer was achieved by comparing it with 
the corresponding answer obtained from a process of piecewise 
quartic interpolation of the integrand. 
The iteration for xe was performed with a bisection routine. 
Rel iabil ity checks were performed by automatically reducing both 
tolerances and step size within the computer program as outl ined 
in Section 7.4. 
The program which solved for the steady state profiles is 
1 isted in Part 1 of Appendix F. The results for various points 
in the cycle for Case C is shown in Figure 7.6.2 (included at the 
end of this chapter). 
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The profiles shown for T = 0.25 and 0.75 corresponded to 
u = 0.Ot57 uA rather than zero. Thus, these profiles had a 
slight incl ination which would not occur during pure squeezing 
action. 
The almost vertical rise of all the profiles at x = x was a 
e 
consequence of the large expansion of the vertical scale compared 
to the horizontal one which thus distorted the cyl indrical 
geometry. 
The dry contact stress from equation (7.2.3) was included in 
Figure 7.6.2 and coincided exactly with the computed hydrodynamic 
film pressures except for a very sl ight deviation in the inlet 
pressure sweep. This deviation was so small that it could not be 
shown in Figure 7.6.2. This supports the assumption that the 
steady state pressure curve was close to the dry contact stress 
for the solutions of cases A and B in Chapter 6. Also, the 
lubrication solution would have the same formulation for layers 
of half the thickness on both surfaces. However, equation 
(7.2.3) had the layer on one surface only. Since the contact 
dimensions and pressures coincided, it was demonstrated that for 
the constrained column model, two surface layers can be simply 
added to give a single layer on one surface. One would not expect 
thin layers with v = 0.5 to behave much differently from those 
with v • 0.4 and therefore the assumption made in Chapter 5 con-
cernlng the construction of an equivalent bearing layer thickness 
was supported. 
Finally, by carefully observing the inlet pressure sweep, 
it was observed that unless the contact zone approached quite 
closely to the bearing length (b), lubricant starvation would be 
avoided. 
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7.7 The Dynamic Routine: 
The co-ordinate system shown in Figure 7.6.1 was again 
adopted to formulate the dynamic routine. However, for this 
situation the squeeze film term in the Reynolds equation must be 
included. Thus equation (5.2.1) became: 
subject to the same boundary conditions as imposed in Section 7.6. 
However, the surface profile at an instant in time was, 
h .. h + f(x) 
o 
where f(x) was the profile from the steady state solutions of 
Section 7.6. 
For the same reasons as specified in Chapter 6, the squeeze 
film velocity was approximated as 
ah dho 
- .. --
at dt 
The set of equations describing the dynamic situation simpl ified to: 
a 12n dh ] 
.!2..-_____ ~u (f(x)-f(x» +~ (x - x) 
ax ( h + f (x») edt e 
o 
(7.7.1) 
subject to the conditions imposed by equations (7.6.2), (7.6.S) 
and (J.6.6). 
The following expression for coefficient of friction was developed 
from the formulation of Cudworth and Higginson (1976). 
x 
e 
lJ = _1 J r 2 nu - !! 2£1 dx F I l h 2 ax) 
-b x 
e 
dx (7.7.2) 
and this was evaluated using numerical integration within the 
computer program listed in Part 3 of Appendix F. 
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The numerical solution procedure consisted of the following 
steps: 
(a) . 
(b) 
specify h at t = 0 
o 
solve h for one cycle using the following 
procedu~e at each time step 
( i ) 
( i i) 
specify h o . 
specify x 
e 
[
(iii) 
( i v) 
(v) 
"f dho specl y -dt 
solve equation (7.7.1) for p 
iterate until equations (7.6.2) and 
(7.6.5) are satisfied 
(v i) 
(i.e. p = 0 at x = -b and 
p = 0 for -b < x <. xe ) 
iterate until specified F' approximately 
equals that computed from equation (1.6.6) 
1--- (vi i) iterate until h converges. 
o 
(c) iterate until h converges for the cycle. 
o 
The initial specification for h was obtained from a solution 
o 
generated by the plane incl ined surface bearing model" At each 
time step the intial specification of h was calculated by a fourth 
o dh 
order Adam - Bashforth formula. This formula required (dto) 
values to be suppl led from previous time steps and initially these 
were supplied by the plane incl ined surface bearing model. 
The irntial specification of x was set equal to x derived from 
e e 
the steady state solution required to generate the surface profile, 
and that of dh Idt from the previous time step. 
o 
For the first 
time step this was obtained from the plane incl ined surface bearing 
model. 
The solution of equation (7.7.1)was accompl ished by numerical 
integration using the method of Gill and Miller (1972) (NAG D01GAF) 
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which was described in Section 7.6. The first step which occurred 
at x was subdivided to cope with the rapidly changing pressure 
e 
gradient. 
The surface profile required in equation (7.7.1) was obtained 
from the steady state solution. The present dynamic routine 
contained steady state solution coding and obtained initial ho 
and x specifications from a data bank, the latter being generated 
e 
by separate runs of the program listed in Part 1 of Appendix 
F. The built in interpolation routine of the Gear method (NAG 
D02EBF) was used to generate a large number of surface profile 
points. Further interpolation was accompl ished by a simple 1 inear 
routine. Thus, although f{x) was a numerically specified function, 
it was available to equation (7.7.1) at any position (x) and time 
( t) • 
dh 
The iteration for (dto) was performed with a bisection routine. 
Coupled with the numerical integration of the pressure gradient, 
the coding constituted the evaluator step for the numerical method 
used to solve h for the cycle. 
o 
The integration of the pressure distribution was accompl ished 
by a second application of the method of Gill and Miller. The 
iteration for x was performed with a bisection routine. 
e 
The solution of h for each time step was performed using a 
o 
fourth order Adams predictor-corrector pair. This routine has 
been discussed in Section 7.4. Step size halving was used to 
check reliabil ity and the local truncation error was monitored. 
The convergence to a cycl ic st.eady state was accomp1 ished in the 
same fashion as described in Chapter 6. 
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The entire dynamic solution procedure was run for the 
conditions designated as case C. In general, the tolerances 
employed in the dynamic solution procedure were set at 0.001. 
However, to avoid excessive computing times the tolerance for the 
step size halving employed for the fourth order Adams predictor-
corrector pair was increased to 0.0075. The number of 1 ines of 
coding and the Central Processing Unit (CPU) times for the various 
parts are shown in Table 7.7.1. The CPU time required for Part 3 
was drastically increased if the starting values were not accurate 
or if some of the internal convergence factors were not optimal. 
Thus, general use of this procedure would involve enormous com-
puting expense. 
Program 
Part 1 - generation of 
steady state 
profiles 
Part 2 - plane incl ined 
surface bearing 
model 
Part 3 - dynamic routine 
TOTALS: 
lines CPU time (s) 
783 568 
722 20 
1551 3415 
3056 4003 
Table 7.7.1 The computer resources required for the 
full dynamic solution procedure. 
The results for case C are shown in Figure 7.7.1 (included at 
the end of this chapter) along with those generated by the plane 
inclined surface bearing model of Part 2 in Appendix F. It was 
necessary to impose a small entrainment velocity at T = 0.25 
and 0.75 for the full dynamic procedure to converge as shown in 
the entrainment velocity graph of Figure 7.7.1. 
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The minimum film thickness calculated by the plane inclined 
surface bearing model was almost identical to that calculated 
by the full dynamic procedure throughout the cycle. Thus, the 
plane inclined surface bearing model provided a reasonable approxi-
mation for the more real istic cyl indrical geometry. 
The assumption that the squeeze film velocity could be 
approximated by 
ah dho 
~=F 
was made for both sets of results shown in Figure 7.7.1. As 
mentioned previously this assumption was made in order to reduce 
the analytic and numerical complexity of the solution. In the 
results shown in Figure 7.7.1) the assumption that the steady state 
profile existed at each instant in time caused the shape to change 
rather rapidly throughout the cycle. In Table 7.7.2)the central 
and minimum film thickness values are I isted for various points 
within the cycle. 
A first order backward difference formula was used to estimate 
squeeze film velocity in Table 7.7.2. It was clear that consider-
ably largervalues for squeeze film velocity occurred at the centre of 
the contact than at the point of minimum film thickness. The approxi-
mation adopted for the squeeze film velocity was only exactly correct 
at the point of minimum film thickness. However, to determine whether 
the approximation caused significant errors in the calculated film 
thickness, the role of squeeze film lubrication was examined. In 
Figure 7.7.2 the dimensionless film thickness is shown for the 
dynamic solution. Also, the dimensionless film thickness is shown 
which would occur if squeeze film velocities were neglected. In 
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Table 7.7.2 Estimated squeeze film velocities (dh /dt) 
c 
at x = 0 for the solution shown in Figure 7."7.1. 
dh dhc 
t h h 0 
0 c CIt crt 
S IJm IJm IJm/s IJrn/s 
a 0.538 0.633 0.090 0.144 
0.125 0.542 0.597 -0.025 -0.288 
0.25 0.535 0.541 -0.064 -0.392 
0.375 0.528 0.578 -0.044 0.296 
0.5 0.525 0.594 0.006 O. 128 
0.625 0.529 0.598 0.044 0.032 
0.75 0.527 0.536 -0.063 -0.496 
0.875 0.525 0.615 0.084 0.632 
1.0 0.538 0.633 0.090 0.144 
3 ~ 
t-
el) 
2 
1 r-
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
o o 
I I ,.. I I I I I _ I I 
F i gu re 7. 7 .2 
0.5 T 
o h for steady state solutions as 
p~eviously shown in Figure 7.6.2. 
h for dynamic solution 
o 
procedure. 
The dynamic and steady state solutions 
at various points in the cycle. 
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c 
-
1.0 
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other words, the values for steady state film thickness calculated 
in Section 7.6 are plotted at various points in the cycle. 
The squeeze velocity occurring at T = 0.75 was then set 
equal to -0.496 x 10-6 mIs, which was estimated in Table 7.7.2 to 
occur at the centre of the contact for the present dynamic solution. 
This value was large compared with the value of -0.063 x 10-6 mls 
occurring at the point of minimum film thickness. Allowing the 
higher squeeze velocity to occur for 1 18 of the cycle would cause 
the minimum film thickness to decrease by 
dh 
c ~ho = ho - ~ • ~t 
Using the values 1 isted in Table 7.7.2 for T = 0.75 gave a decrease 
in minimum film thickness of about 12 percent. Thus, it was con-
sidered unl ikely that the approximation adopted for the squeeze film 
velocity would significantly affect the accuracy of the computed 
results in the present models. 
Finally, a comment can be made concerning the assumption that 
the surface profiles at each instant in the cycle had the shape 
that resulted when a steady state solution was performed with the 
constant load and velocity. The extent to which this would occur 
was not known. However, in Figure 7.7.1 it was shown that the 
minimum film thickness throughout the cycle was not particularly 
sensitive to change in the profile shape, since both plane incl ined 
and cyl indrical geometry gave a similar result. This indicated 
that the assumption concerning the profile shape may have a small 
effect on the accuracy of the dynamic model. 
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7.8 Concluding Remarks: 
A dynamic solution procedure was developed in this chapter 
for cyl indrical geometry. The procedure was appl ied to the case C 
conditions which were similar to those considered for the ankle 
joint in Chapter 6. The film thickness remained reasonably con-
stant throughout the cycle and had magnitudes approximately equal 
to those calculated for case B in Chapter 6. Results for case C 
were also calculated using the plane incl ined surface bearing 
model. The remarkable similarity, especially for minimum film 
thickness, indicated that the plane inclined surface could be used 
to approximate the true cyl indrical geometry. 
A number of the assumptions involved in the theoretical models 
were discussed. Based on the findings of the present chapter it 
was considered reasonable to assume that the lubrication of the ankle 
joint was described adequately by the plane incl ined surface bearing 
model developed in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 7.5.3 Results for cases C and C1, with cases A and B 
also shown on the first two plots. 
Case B (for ankle joint in vivo 
during walking) 
Case A (for ankle joint during the 
friction experiment) 
- - - - - - - Case C1 (similar to case C 
except v = 0.5) 
Case C (special case for Chapter 7 
with v = 0.4) 
Maximum dry contact stress for v = 0.5 
and no surface traction 
• Maximum dry contact stress for v = 0.4 
solved using the column model. 
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The steady state profiles solved by applying 
load and velocity equal to the instantaneous 
values at various points in the cycle. 
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plane inclined surface bearing model 
maximum dry contact stress for the 
constrained column model 
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CHAPTER 8 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF FEATURES OF 
ANKLE JOINT LUBRICATION. 
264 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The plane inclined surface bearing model was developed in 
Chapter 6 and applied to case B which represented the ankle joint 
in vivo during walking. The calculated minimum film thickness 
remained essentially constant throughout the cycle at a value of 
about 0.6 ~m. The more comprehensive study of Chapter 7 provided 
support for many of the assumptions made in developing the plane 
inclined surface bearing model. It was also shown in Chapter 
7 that decreasing the Poisson's ratio to 0.4, which was at the 
lower end of the range reported in the literature and specified 
in Table 5.3.2, resulted in increases of about sixty percent in 
minimum film thickness. Therefore, if the Poisson's ratio of 
0.4 existed and the other conditions specified in case B were 
appl ied, the minimum film thickness might increase to about 1 ~m. 
This indicated that changes in some of the assumed parameters for 
case B, within approximate physiological limits, could significantly 
influence the estimates for film thickness. 
Seven eases are examined in the present chapter in which 
various groups of parameters in case B are altered to represent 
Individual variations in physiology, activities other than walking 
and various theories of previous investigators. Film thickness, 
pressure distributions and coefficients of friction were calculated 
using the plane incl ined surface bearing model described in 
Chapter 6. The calculated film thicknesses were compared to 
the measured Ra roughness of ~-6 ~m for cartilage quoted in 
Chapter 2. The coefficients of friction were also compared to 
the value of 0.01 which was measured in various studies as 
described in Chapter 4. 
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8.2 Description of the Specified Cases: 
The cases considered in this chapter were designated as Bl, 
B2, ••• B7, and a ,brief descriptive title was specified for each 
case along with the parameter changes compared with the standard 
case B, as shown in Teo ble, 8.2.1. The exact details of the 
parameter values are 1 isted in Te:blc.! 8.2.2 and the corresponding 
values of the dimensionless groups are 1 isted in T~b/~: 8.2.3 
for each case. 
Cases Bl and B2 were selected to represent in an approximate 
fashion athletic actions such as running. The value of effective 
modulus (E
'
) adopted for case B3 was at the lower limit of the 
measured values of Johnson et al (1977). The changes in carti-
lage thickness (d) and reduced radius of curvature, R, were within 
the ranges specified in the results presented in Chapter 3. 
The values assumed for viscosity (n) in cases B4 and B5 were 
chosen based on investigations into the "boosted" lubrication 
theory for synovial joints (Walker et al, 1970; Unsworth, 1972; 
Walker and Gold, 1973) which has been described in Chapter 2. 
In these experiments a flat ended cyl indrical section of a human 
joint surface was subjected to reciprocating motion. Synovial 
fluid was introduced between the flat cartilage surface and a glass 
counterface. After a few second the cartilage surface was 
quickly frozen and studies with the scanning electron microscope 
revealed lubricant layers a few microns thick on the surface. 
Using the squeeze film relationship for a circular plate 
{Higginson, 1978a} an apparent viscosity of 2 to 3 N.s/m2 was 
calculated. While it cannot be ascertained whether effective 
viscosities of this magnitude occur in whole joint 
lubrication, it is considered important to examine 
Table 8.2.1: 
Case 
8 
81 
B2 
83 
B4 
85 
B6 
B7 
General description of cases 81 to B7 
considered in this chapter compared to case 8 
Oescr i pt i on 
ankle joint in vivo during walking 
running lightly (uAx2, t xO.S) p 
running heavi 1y (uAx2, t xO.S, FA'x2) P 
soft conforming joint (E' xO.5, 
dx1.2S, Rx2) 
enhanced viscosity (nx300) 
enhanced viscosity (nxlOO) 
squeezing with low shear rates 
(h xlO at t=O, nx2) 
o 
squeezing with high shear rates 
(hoxlO at t=O) 
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J • 
Table 8.2.2 
Case R 
(m) 
8 0.35 
8\ 0.35 
82 0.35 
B3 0.70 
B4 0.35 
B5 0.35 
*86 0.35 
*B7 0.35 
Parameter values for cases 8 and 8\ to 87 
b 
(mm) 
15.2 
\5.2 
15.2 
15.2 
15.2 
15.2 
15.2 
\5.2 
d t uA F' 1"\ P 
(rrm) (5) (mm/s) (kN/m) (N.s/m2) 
2.4 1.0 19.099 33.726 0.0\ 
2.4 0.5 38.197 33.726 0.01 
2.4 0.5 38. 197 67.452 0.01 
3.0 1.0 19.099 33.726 0.01 
2.4 1.0 19.099 33.726 3.00 
2.4 1.0 19.099 33.726 1.00 
2.4 \.0 19.099 33.726 0.02 
2.4 1.0 19.099 33.726 0.01 
* h = 5.986 ~m at t=O for each cycle 
o 
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E' 
(MN/m2) 
42.667 
42.667 
42.667 
21. 333 
42.667 
42.667 
42.667 
42.667 
Table 8.2.3 Values of the dimensionless groups for 
cases Band 81 to B7 
Case Uxl0 11 Wxl0 3 Sxl0-9 Dxl0 3 
B 1.279 2.258 4.267 6.857 
Bl 2.558 2.258 2.133 6.857 
B2 2.558 4.517 2. 133 6.857 
B3 1.279 2.258 2. 133 4.286 
B4 383.7 2.258 0.01422 6.857 
85 127.9 2.258 0.04267 6.857 
B6 2.558 2.258 2.133 6.857 
B7 1. 279 2.258 4.267 6.857 
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Bxl02 
4.343 0.5 
4.343 0.5 
4.343 0.5 
2. 171 0.5 
4.343 0.5 
4.343 0.5 
4.343 0.5 
4.343 0.5 
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this effect in the model adopted in the present study. Finally, 
the concept of squeeze film lubrication for synovial joints 
(Higginson, 1978) was examined for cases s6 and B7. 
8.3 Results: 
The resu I ts were generated for cases Band 8t us i ng the 
computer program listed in Appendix E. The tolerance was 
specified as 0.001 and in general computing times were about 20 s 
(cpu) • The characteristic load and velocity curves for all cases 
are shown in Figure 8.3.t. The variation of dimensionless minimum 
film thickness (H ) and coefficient of friction (~) with time (T) 
o 
are shown in Figure 8.3.2. The minimum value of h and the 
o 
maximum value of ~ for the cycle are I isted for each case in 
Table 8.3.1. 
8.4 Discussion: 
The variation of h throughout the cycle was small, except 
o 
in cases B6 and B7 which examined the squeeze film mechanism, 
as shown in Figures 8.3.2 and 8.3.3. Thus, for the purposes of 
general discussion the minimum h which occurred in the cycle was 
o 
. considered. From the values listed in Table 8.3.1 it was .clear 
that only massive increases in viscosity gave film thicknesses 
larger than the estimated Ra roughness of 2-5 ~m quoted in 
Chapter 2. However, it is still possible that the thin film 
lubrication mechanism descri,bed in Chapter 2 may be invoked, or 
even micro-elastohydrodynamic lubrication associated with 
asperities on the 'soft' cartilage layers to facil itate effective 
lubricat ion. 
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Table 8.3.1 
Case 
8 
81 
82 
83 
B4 
85 
86 
87 
Values of minimum h and maximum ~ occurring 
o 
during the cycle. 
Minimum ho Maximum 1.I 
for the for the 
cycle (\.1m) cycle 
0.566 0.00102 
0.852 0.00135 
0.690 0.00104 
0.998 0.000952 
16.0 0.0107 
8.69 0.00675 
1. 36 0.000890 
0.948 0.000631 
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The squeeze film mechanism described by Higginson (1978a) 
does not appear at first glance to be very effective in increasing 
film thickness values. However, as shown by comparing the minimum 
values of h for cases B6 and B7, viscosity incteases enhance the 
o 
ability of the squeeze film mechanism to preser~e fluid films. 
Also, reasonably thick films are shown in Figure 8.3.3 throughout 
the stance phase for cases B6 and B7. Thus, if joint surfaces 
were pulled apart to create thick films during the swing phase, 
squeeze film lubrication might be effective. It was noted that 
for the swing phase loading assumed in the present study, thick 
films were not generated. 
The various values for the dimensionless groups which describe 
the cases considered have been I isted in Table 8.2.3. Although 
considerable variation occurred in the squeeze factor dimensionless 
group (5) the maximum coefficient of friction which occurred in 
. U 
a cycle could be correlated with (w) as shown in Figure 8.4.1. 
Cases B6 and B7 were excluded from Figure 8.4.1 because a special 
condition had been imposed on the steady state cycle. The results 
shown in Figure 8.4.1 suggested that the abil ity of the ankle joint 
to entrain lubricant with high viscosities or entrainment velocities 
would be an important factor in its potential to sustain fluid 
film lubrication. 
The pressure distributions calculated in the solution of 
case B3 showed that lubrication starvation would occur. Thus, 
the film thicknesses calculated were probably not very real istic. 
In the solution for case B4 the peak pressure was always con-
siderably less than the maximum dry contact stress. This 
suggested that the viscosity of 3 N.s/m2 might have been too 
-'4 
10 
F i gu re 8.it. 1 
'" 
0 .... 
u 
-w 
The maximum coefficient of friction (~) 
occurring in a cycle vs U/W. 
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high for the plane inclined surface model to provide accurate 
results. 
8.5 Concluding Remarks; 
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Unless special thin film lubrication mechanisms act, it appears 
that the ankle joint cannot sustain full fluid film lubrication. 
The ability to develop and sustain fluid films is greatly enhanced 
by elastohydrodynamic and squeeze-film action. However, the role 
of micro-elastohydrodynamic mechanisms has yet to be fully explored. 
Fluid films in the order of 1.0 ~m have been estimated and this 
value was certainly not entirely negl igible compared to the surface 
roughness of cartilage. The advantages of an increased lubricant 
viscosity have been clearly demonstrated. Therefore, if synovial 
joints do experience fluid film lubrication a viscosity enhancing 
process in combination with conventional and local elastohydro-
dynamic action may provide the mechanism. 
CHAPTER 9 
OVERALL CO"'~I ONS AND RECOMMHlDAT IONS 
FOR FUTURE WORK 
278 
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A wide ranging study has been performed on the lubrication 
of normal human ankle joints. The overall conclusions of this 
study now follow: 
(i) The surfaces of human ankle joints in a relaxed state 
exhibit a converging-diverging configuration. Profiles 
of dissected ankle joints were measured in the direction 
of motion and found to be essentially circular in the 
central zone. When other dimensions of the articu-
lating surfaces were considered, it was possible to 
represent the ankle joint with the geometry of a 
partial journal bearing with good accuracy. An 
average reduced radius of curvature of 0.35 m was 
deduced based upon the measured profiles. 
(ii) Experiments were performed with ankle joints mounted 
in the simulator used by O'Kelly (1977). Great 
difficulty was encountered in measuring the friction 
forces. However, the coefficients of friction which 
occurred during the experiments were estimated to have 
been less than 0.01. 
(iii) It was possible to specify an equivalent bearing 
consisting of a rigid cylinder with an attached com-
pliant layer sl iding on a rigid plane to represent the 
ankle joint for elastohydrodynamic lubrication analysis. 
Specific values for the dimensions of this bearing were 
based on the measurements recorded in this the~is. 
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(iv) In the lubrication analysis, the elastic deformation 
of the surface was initially taken into account by 
assuming that the deformed bearing shape could be 
represented by a plane inclined surface configuration. 
A simple solution procedure was developed for the 
lubrication of compliant cylindrical surfaces subjected 
to cycl ic time varying load and velocity conditions. 
The accuracy of this procedure was supported by the 
agreement with specific cases from the work of Modest 
and Tichy (1979) and the work of Hirano and Murakami 
( 1975). When the uncertainty in geometry, material 
properties and imposed conditions for the ankle was 
considered, the plane incl ined surface bearing model 
was deemed to provide a reasonable approach to a very 
complex situation in elastohydrodynamic lubrication. 
(v) Further support for the plane inclined surface 
bearing model was achieved by the implementation of 
a dynamic solution procedure which included a more 
complete, constrained column model of the elastic 
deformation of soft layers on cyl indrical sol ids. 
This dynamic solution procedure required large com-
puter resources. However, a solution for a single 
case with specified parameters which represented the 
ankle joint gave remarkable agreement with the results 
of the simple plane incl ined surface bearing model. 
(vi) Solutions were generated for a range of parameters, 
representing the normal human ankle joint. For the 
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standard set of parameters, chosen to represent the 
ankle joint during walking, the minimum film thickness 
throughout the cycle remained reasonably constant at 
about 0.7 101m. This was considerably less than the 
Ra roughness estimated for cartilage of 2 - 6 ~m 
(Walker et aI, 1968~ Clarke, 1973; Sayles et al. 1979; 
Thomas et aI, 1980). The maximum coefficient of 
friction occurring in the cycle was found to be 0.001. 
Changes in selected groups of parameters failed to 
increase the film thickness and coefficients of 
friction significantly from those calculated for the 
standard case. When a large film thickness was intro-
duced at the start of the cycle, it decreased r~pidly 
to about 1 ~m. Thus, in the present model,squeeze-
film action was not capable of preserving thick films 
which might be generated during the swing phase in 
walking. 
(vii) In the theoretical investigation only one change in 
the standard set of parameters gave thick films com-
pared with the surface roughness of cartilage and 
coefficients of friction similar to those measured 
by previous investigators. When, in an extreme case 
2 the viscosity was increased from 0.01 to 3 N.s/m , 
film thicknesses of about 18 IJm and coefficients of 
friction up to 0.01 were calculated. The massive 
increase in viscosity was based on apparent viscosities 
estimated from the results of Walker et al (1970) and 
Unsworth (1972). 
Recommendations for Future Work: 
The theoretical models developed in the present thesis 
have not been verified with experiments for a compl iant layered 
geometry subjected to both dynamic loads and velocities. 
Friction experiments could be conducted with the appropriate 
cylindrical geometry. Assuming a reasonable agreement with 
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the theory developed in this thesis, it is further proposed that 
small cyl indrical sections should be shaped from ankle joint 
surfaces for similar friction experiments. It would be of 
particular interest to investigate the breakdown of fluid film 
lubrication for the natural surfaces in the presence of synovial 
fluid. 
This proposed programme is a return to the approach of 
Walker et al (1970), except that a cylindrical geometry would be 
used as well as theory for combined entrainment and squeeze film 
action which is now available. The study could then be extended 
to the testing of whole joints in a simulator apparatus. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CURVE 
FITTING THE SURFACE PROFILE DATA 
A.1 
An outline of the curve fitting procedure for the ankle joint 
surfaces was described in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. The procedure 
requires the mathematical development of a circle fitting method 
to use on the data points from each of the profiles. The mathe-
matical developmen.t of a circle fitting method was accompl ished 
by Dr. R.D. Pollard (Department of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering. leeds University) and computer coding for it was 
written by Dr. D.E. Newland (Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
leeds University). The present Appendix summarizes their work 
and incorporates it into a computer program written specifically 
for the ankle joint surfaces. 
The graphical output from the Talycontor was digitized with 
respect to an arbitrarily selected origin. Consider N data points 
and let(x., y.) be the co-ordinates of the ith data point. It 
I I 
was useful to apply the following linear transformation to the 
data. 
Yi I - y. 
• • 
ty • 
• 
-7 
Note that 
tx. 
tx.' == tx. 
• • 
I 
- N-N == 0 
and 
ty. 
ty I • ty - N --l == 0 i i N 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
. (A.4) 
A2 
The surface profile data obtained from the Talycontor 
included small amounts of error in both x and yeo-ordinates. 
Furthermore, the radius of the circle of best fit was the quantity 
required, thus a suitable least squares criterion was 
(A. S) 
where (A', B') are the centre point co-ordinates in terms of the 
X, - y' co-ordinate system and R was the radius for the circle of 
best fit. It was convenient to find eventually the circle of best 
fit in terms of the original x - y co-ordinate system. This was 
accomplished using the following reverse transformations. 
Ex. 
I A· A' + N 
Ey. 
B • B' + ---!.. 
. N 
(A.7) 
(A. B) 
where (A, B)· are the centre point co-ordinates in terms of the 
x - y co-o~dinate system for the circle of beit fit. 
geometrical terms are shown in Figure A.l. 
(x. ,y.) 
I I I 
or (x.' ,y. ) 
I I 
y 
y' 
x, 
--... _ ..... 
x 
The various 
Figure A.l The geometrical terms involved in the 
circle fitting method. 
A3 
The standard least square derivation may proceed as follows: 
To minimize E set 
Equation A.S implies 
Iz. = 0 
I 
IZ.X.I - A'Iz. - 0 I I I 
IZ.y.1 - BIz .• 0 
I I I 
where z. = (x. 1 - A,)2 + (y.1 - B,)2 _ R2 
I I I 
(A.9) 
(A. 10) 
(A.11) 
Substituting equation (A.9) into equations (A.l0) and (A.ll) yields 
and 
Iz .x.' • 0 
I I 
Iz. y. I = 0 
I I 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
Substituting equations (A.3) and (A.4) into the expanded form of 
equations (A.9), (A.12) and (A.l3) yields 
(A. 14) 
2 I 3 2 2A' r(x.
'
) + 2B Ix.ly.' = t[(x.') + x.'{y.'} ] 
I I I I I I 
(A. 1 S) 
2A I rx. y. + 2B I I (y . ' ) 2 = I [ (x. ' ) 2 y.' + (y. I) 3] 
I I I I I I 
(A. 16) 
Equations (A.1S) and (A.16) can be solved for A' and B' as follows: 
I ( y . I ) 2 I [ (x. ' ) 3 + x. ' (y . I ) 2] _ Ix. I Y • 'I [( X. I ) 2 Y • '+ ( y . ' ) 3 ] 
AI = I I. I I I I I I I 
. 2 [ I (x. ' ) 2 I ( Y • ' ) 2 - Ix.' Y .' Ix.' Y • ' ] 
I I I I I I (A.17) 
22332 E (x. I) t [(x. I) y. I + (y. I) ] - Ex. I Y . ' t [( x. I) +x.' (y i I) ] B'. I I. I I I I I I 
2 [ t (x. I ) 2 I ( Y • I ) 2 - Ix.' Y . I Ex. I y. ' ] 
I I I I I I (A. 18) 
Equations (A.1), (A.2), (A.7),(A.8), (A.14), (A.l]) and (A.18) 
constitute the required mathematical method yielding A, Band R 
for the circle of best fit. 
A computer program was written to find the circle of best 
fit. A listing of the'program and sample output are included 
at the end of this Appendix. The computer program has the 
following features specifically suited to the ankle joint 
measurements and the curve fitting procedure described in 
Section 3.5. 
(i) A spherically tipped pin was fabricated for use on the 
I 
I 
cartilage surfaces as described in Section 3.4. For the 
convex talus surfaces, the radius of the circle of best fit, 
R, was found for the output from the Talycontor. However, 
the actual radius of curvature for the surface was, 
R 1 -R-R. ta us pin (A.20) 
For the concave tibia surfaces the actual radius of curvature 
was, 
Rt . b. - R + R . I la pin (A.21) 
The geometrical basis for these relationships is demonstrated 
by exaggerating the pin size as show in Figure A.2. 
R . pin 
- --
Figure A.2 The geometry of the pin tip correction 
for talus and tibia surfaces. 
(ii) The required input values were defined in the computer 
coding (format statements 901-909) and again at the beginning 
of the output data file. Those values which remained 
constant throughout the present study were specified in the 
program rather than being read from the input data file. 
All the input values were printed at the beginning of the 
output data file to permit identification and checking of 
each run. A specified number of data points at the 
beginning and the end of the input data sequence could be 
omitted from the circle fit calculation. If the "% DIFF" 
value (defined and listed in the output file) for one of 
the points used in the circle fit exceeded the value of 
"PREC" specified in the input, a message (format statement 
801) was printed at the end of the output file. This was 
an important part of the curve fitting procedure described 
in Section 3.5. 
(iii) The computer program as 1 isted gave a multi-coloured. 
graphical output. The graph included in this Appendix is 
the same as the one generated by the listed program, except 
for the lack of colour. The data points excluded from the 
circle fit were adjusted for the pin tip radius as if the 
calculated radis of curvature applied to them and they were 
plotted in the output graph. This meant that they were 
not completely accurate but this error was sufficiently 
small to ensure that the profiles of the joint surface out-
side the fitted region were as shown in the output graph. 
FILE: CC fCRTRAN A L~CDS UNrV~RSITY VM/BS~ ~.16 
c 
C ltAST saUAR~S CURVE FIT FOR A~~L~ ~~~FIl~S 
C 
c-----------------~~----------------------------------------------------c 
C 
OIM[N~!ON ~(100),'(lOV),RC(100),E'100),~I(100),Y!(100) 
OI~~NSIQN ~C(100),YC(lOO) 
c .. - .. -.,-.- .... --~ _ ...... - .. ~ .. ------ ----. --- - .':"-
c 
,.. 
\,., INPUT 
c 
c--------------~--------------------READ(S,.) ~T,NS.NF 
R::ADC5,.' f( 
,REAO(~,., (YCCl),!=l,NT) 
DI) 4J01 1=1,100 
XC ( I ) =20. * (I -1) 
1t01 CO NT I~IU::: 
'RP=. 79 J15 
\'AG)(=20 
'~AGY=:?O 
C"tAJ<=2? • 
PPl::C=.25 
c-~----------------~----~-----------
c CH;::CI< 
C-----------------------------------
C 
98 
100 
101 
102 
f~P.~AT(' .... **+ I ~ PUT D A T a 
FOR ~1 t. TC ~ X , ' 1\ iJ. • , & JC, • l(' , 12 '< , ' Y' I ) 
F O~ NA T (' ',16, J)( ,~l o. J, 3)( .:: 10.3 ) 
FOF~~AT(' ",III) 
******-"" 
~ 
'" 
c . , 
.C 
9,01 " FORHA'T(. NT' (NU:-1S(R OF OA 1 A POI NTS, ••••••••••••••••••• 
902 FOR~1Al(' NS (4RRAY FOSl,TIGt. FOP 1ST LS fIT DATA PT) ••• 
90lFORMATC' Nf (ARRAY r:OSITIOf\fOR LAST LS FIT OA1AFT) •• 
'301t FQRHAT(" K (EQUALS OOR 1 FeR TALUS Off TIBIA' ••••••••• 
905 FORMATe' RF (PINTIF RADIUS' •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
906 fORMAT(' M_GX (MAGNIFIC~TICN ~F XC) ••••••••••••••••••• 
901 FOPMAT(' u'GY (MAENlfICATlC~ OF Ye) ••••••••••••••••••• 
908 FOR~AT(··C~AX (MA~I~UM RADILS ALLOWED IN PLOTS) ••••••• 
909 FORMAT(' PREC (I RANGE FOR I~CLUOING OA1A IN lS FIT) •• 
FORHAT(llt NOTES:'J) 
FORMAT(' (1.' XC IS THE X CC-ORCINATE~' 
F :) FY A T (. (2.) Y C I ~ THE: Y C C - ~ P. n I ~.A T E') 
FORMAT(' (~., xc ANO YC IN Expat.OED FCRH 
FO~MAT(. :N SA~E UNITS AS ·RP.'II) 
HUST BE ., 
',IS) 
',18) 
't 18) 
" 18) 
',£14.7' 
',18' 
" IS) 
" [14.1) 
·,E14.1) 
C 
606 
103 
603 
101t 
804 
106 FORMAT"" **** TH~ FOllOWI~G POINTS ARE TRA~SfORMED AND " 
+ ·PLCTT~D ****'1" 
WR IT~ (6,9I-H 
WRITf(.;,,901) ~T 
"'~ITE'S,90~) NS 
WRIT::(~,~O~J NF 
~ 
~ 
WRITE(6,90lf' K 
"P.IT::(6,90~) RP 
WRIT:::(6,~OE) ~AGX 
WRIT£(6.901. MAGY 
WRITE(6,90E) C~A~ 
WRIT~(6.90~) PREC 
WRITE(6.60£' 
ilRITE(6tl0~) 
WRITE:l6,60!) 
WRITE(6tlO~' 
WRITE(6,80't' 
WRITE (6 ,lOE , 
WRITE(6,lOD) 
00 1 l=l,Nl 
WRITE(6,lOl.I,XCC!),yC(!' 
1 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,lO" , 
c-----~----~~-~ _____ ~ ___ ~~~~_~_.~ __ _ 
C 
C 
C 
PP.EP 
00 10 1=1,"1 
XC(I'=XC(I./~AG)( 
YC(I)=YC(I)/~AGY 
10 CONTINUE 
N=O 
00 50 I =NSt~F 
N=N+l 
)('N)=~C(l) 
Y ( '\, = Y C·( 1 " 
50 CONTINUE 
c----------~--~~- ___ ~ ______________ _ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
L::AST 
(SUPPlI~O BY OPe O.~. NEWLA~D' 
c--------------~ ___ ~ ___________ ~ ___ ~ 
2 
3 
SIGX=O. 
SIGV=Q. 
DC 2 I=l,N 
SIGX=SIGX+)C(I' 
SI~Y=SIGV·"(I) 
CONTltiUE 
AVX =s I";)(/~ 
AVY=S IGY/N 
00 3 I=l,~ 
XI(I)=X(!)-~VX 
Y!(I'=V(!)-AVV 
CONTlttU~ 
S:GSQ=O. 
DC ~ I=ltN 
S!GSQ=SIGZ~.X!(!)'*~.Y!(!)*.2 
C;)~TINUE 
Y~ I=S I G~ Q/N 
( 
AK 
N" 
5 
OATA TI/0.I.T210.1.!2/0.I,T,/O.I,T5/0.' 
DC 5 I=l,N 
Tl=Tl+YI(T'·*2 
T2:T2+XI(I'**l+XIlI,.YI(I)*.2 
Tj=rJ+~!(r'*YI(!' 
T4=r'+XI(r.·*2*Yl(!)+YI(!)**3 
T~=T')+XI'I)**l 
CONTI~U:: 
:> :. N '" ~ = ~ • • , 1 :,. , 1- T 3- T j » 
Al=(Tl.T2-1~.T')/O:~CH 
a!=(T5.1'-lj.T~./:~~OM 
A=At+AV)( 
a=B:+AVY 
R:SQRT(CI+~I·AI+BI·HI) 
Et:,P;O. 
1<0 =0 
:JJ 11 :=1,1\ 
)(R=XC!' 
YP::YCI) 
R~Cl)=Sap.T(X~-A)**2+(YR-B) •• 2' 
~'!)=10).*(PCl;)-~)'R 
EC=Ad$C~(I» 
IF(~C.;T.?FEC) KJ=l 
EP.R:~RR+(P.(I.-~)··2 
11 C')NT r NIJ: 
STD:RR=SQRT(~RQ/(N-J)) 
P~R~R~=300.·$TD~R~/F 
P..:;C=R*P 
~ 
""<) 
c-~~-~~~~--~~~-~~~~~-~-~~~--~-~---
c 
c 
c 
ADJUSl 
c~-~~----~~---~---~~~--~~-~~~~~-----
IF(K.~Q.O' RA:R-R~ 
IfCK.EQ.l' ~A=R.RF 
c-~-~~-~--~~------------~-~~-----~-~ 
c 
c 
c 
OUTPUT 
c----------------------------~------1i& FORMAT(' CCNCAV~ T~~IA ~URFACE ~R"FILE M[ASUR~~'III' 
191 FORnAl(' CC~V£:X '_lUS SURFACE PROFILE ~EASURED.,II' 
198 FOP~AT(' * •• *** ~ U T PUT C ~ T 4 ••••• *'11" 
200 FORMAle' ( )( - ',El".1,2X,t, *. 2. ( Y - ·.El".l,~X,., •• 2 = 't 
+ ~1 •• 1111) 
201 FORMAT(' SVRFACE RACIUS =·,~14.1,lX, 
+ • ~HEN 40J~ST~D ~CR PI~ TID RACIUS.'I. 
202 FOR~AT(3X.·~O.',lX,·X-A·,15~t.Y-B·,1~Xt.RO.,11X." OIFF'II' 
203 FO~MAT(' ·,16,~f!XJE14.7)) 
204 FORMAT(' R =',~1 •• 1,2XJ·WIT~ A STANCAR~ ERROR CF ',EIO.3111) 
205 F~"AT(' A" t:.STIP'ATE OF ThE. t.NC:::I'TAlttTY IN THE P.ADIUS', 
+ ..... • E"AlUAT ION :', r.lO.J,' I" 
206 FIJR:tAT(' Tt-:: 8:-51 FIT C!RCL~ IS'/' 
201 FORMAT(' RC=SQRT«X-A.+*2+(Y-R'--2"/, 
20a FOR~~T(· s CIFf=100 •• (RD-P"R'/' 
~ 
~ 
20:' r~Hl.'H.TC· R = d~ST FIT R/.OI~S'/) 
210 FO~~ATe' A = ~~ST FIT X tC-CR~ ~CR CEhTRE'" 
211 F~P.~4T'. B = 8~$T FIT Y CO-O~O FC~ C£~TRE"'/' 
212 FORMATe//' •••• T"~ rOLLOWI~G POI~TS ARE USED IN T~E LS FIT 't 
. . ..... ". 
801 F"RptATC/' ('TA IN LS FIT EJCCEEOS pore') ~11 f)P~Al(/' WH~~C' L~CEaT.I~TY = lOO. • STANCARO £RRCq I ~'/' 
.WRIT:'(~.19f) 
IF(K.~a.O) ~Fll~(E,1?1' 
IF(K.~O.l) ~RIT~(€,l?bt 
WR IT E. ( c .201 , 
w~ ! T ~ ( 6 .20 e , 
W~!T::Cu.lOC;' 
WRIT£C6,21CJ 
"'P:T~(~,211 ) 
WRIT::: ( b .212 ) 
WRIT::«(,,20~' 
00 12 1=1." 
X(!)=)«!)-~ 
Y(l,=y(!,-f 
U~ IT:" ( (, ,20 ~» 1, X , ! ) • Y ( ! , , ('> C ( I , , ::: ( I ) 
12 CONTI"U:: 
";;.1 Tt.: (-:, .10~ J 
"~ITr.'~.20E) 
WRIT:(6,200) A.q,R~C 
W~ITE(6.20~' R,STD[RP. 
He IT:: ( (, .2 t) 1) 1 A 
Wq!T~(",20~' P~RERR 
W 01 T =- ( ~ ,Cal) 
! F( K 0 • :: !J • 1) .. R : T ~ ( 6 ,a 01 , 
~ 
~ 
c-~~~-~~~--~--~--~~----~------------c 
c 
c 
VISUAL 
c~~------------~-----~-----~---~--·--c 
C WARNING ••• I~ PRES!"T FORM GPAPHICS RECU!R~S DI~ENSJONS IN ~M 
C 
DO at :=l,t\T 
XCCI)=l<CClt-A 
YC (1' =VCC I J-ti 
Sl CONTIttU:': 
OC 52 ;:=I,I\T 
X~=XCCl' 
Y~=YC (!, 
IF(XR.~Q.O •• GCTC 11 
TH~TA=~TAN(ABS'YR/Xk) 
GOTO 72 
11 TH£TA=A5INCl.) 
72 CONTINUE 
IFCK.~Q.l) GOTO 53 
IFC)(R.L~.O.) wCtI)=XR+RP.CCS(THETA) 
IF(XR.GT.O.) XC'I'=~R-RP.CCS(THETA' 
YCCI,=YR-Rf*SINCThE1A) 
G010 52 
~ 
~ 
53 IF(X~.L~.O.' ~Cll)=X~-R~.C::(Th~T~) 
IFeXR.GT.O.) XC(I)=XP..~P.CC5cTH~Te) 
YC(!)=YR·=f·Sr~(T~:l£) 
S2 CONTI~U~ 
C'1A)(N=-l.*~~AX 
CALL PAPSF. (U 
CALL CTRF~l(l' 
CALL BLKPE. 
CALL PSFAC~(O.,1 •• O.'1.) 
CALL MA~(O.,l.,O •• l.) 
IFCK.rO.O) CALL PlOTCS(.ljt.3"T~LUS.,~) 
IFCK.EQ.l. CALL PLOTCS(e13,.3,'TIB!Ae,S' 
CALL PLOTC!(.13 •• ~15"~AD!US :',E) 
CALL TYP£NFCRA,2. 
CALL ~LOTC~(.25,.215"X UNC~~iA!~TY :',15) 
CALL TYP~NF(P~R~R~,2) 
CALL PLCTC~(.13'.2:J:'·('~LL :::I"::~S:~NS ~N ~~·.:)',23) 
CALL BLUPE~ 
CALL PSPACf(.Ol,.~1 •• 3~,.6) 
CALL "AP(C~AX~t:~~X,O •• C~AX) 
CALL AlC::S 
CAL L ,~ NP E: t. 
IF(NS.~Q.l' ~~T~ 61 
NS"'=NS-l 
CALL. PTOLOTO(C'VC,1.NS·1.2~B) 
CALL PTPLOT(2.,3.'ltl,2~6) 
61 CONTINU:: 
CALL R~OP~~ 
Ct.lL FT?L:l(x:,v:,r.:,tlJf,227) 
CALL FTPLCT(2.,~.,1,1,227' 
CALL G~hP:::~ 
IF(NF.~Q.~T) G:TO &2 
NFP=NF+l 
CALL PTOL01(XC'VC,N~P,~T,2~~) 
IF(~S.~Q.l) ~~LL PTCL~T(2.'~.'ltl.~~~t 
62 CONTINUE: 
CALL BLK~::~ 
CALL PCSIT~CO.,O.) 
CALL. Cl~CL.:'(=':') 
CALL C:PCLEH'Al 
·C,.Ll flLKP;;:~ 
CALL CTRSI2C.e) 
IF « (N::i .:: Q • 1 ) • A t\ J • ('.~ F • ::~ • N ~ » G l) ~ C :: 6.~.,.' 
CALL PLOTC~'~.t3.t'~OT US::~ I~ LS ~!Tt.l~) 
86 CONT!~U: 
CALL PLOTCS(4.t5."US~~ IN lS F!Tt,l~) 
CALL PSPAC~(6.,1.,O.'1.) 
~_LL MAPCC.,l •• O •• l.) 
CALL CTR~:Z(.JOT' 
C;' L L P LOT C ~ ( .0:3 , .5 '.: t ' ~~ ~ T :. ~ leo, • ~ ) 
CAL l P L (~T : ~ ( • ,s ~ , • ~.~ t ' ;. r JT:: ;., : , ~. , 2 ) 
c-~---:!;i_~::~~ _______________________________________ _ 
ST\OP 
~'4C 
AI3 
Exec utive 
FILE: J6 A 
EXEC SETUP FORTR~~ NAGF CCGHOST 
FI 5 OISK &2 CATA 
FI 6 DISK &3 CAT' 
LOAO &lCCLEAR 
EXEC PLOTFIL~ .~ 
SET BLIP * 
START 
Input • 
'" ........ 
• 
"'In 
• 
"., • 
,... -\D t\I 
... .. 
• . .. 
"" 
Q • 
...... 
w ", 
CI) ClI 
1%1 
• • 
" 
.. an 
::£ \0 .. 
.. 
.. 
"., .... 
• • ~ ...... 
too4 10 It) 
en 
ex ... .,., 
au • • .. 0' f\I 
.... 
..'" z 
:;) <C • 
'O' CI) 
U' '" C ", 
,..I trJ 
hJ .. • 
..J ... 
~ .... 
C\I 
• T'I rt' . 
. ,.. 
\U 
.... • 
"" .. rn C • ~ ~ '" 4 tu 
0 ~.-, 
• 
• to "., 
... J) 
.... U'I , 
I • 
..,." 
"", a. • 
• .. U 0 . ..., 
:II( !n ",,,, I 
N I <D 
•• It) 
ttl 
.tJ .:.n • 
..J "., ,N 
H 0 ", ...... 
U. "'0 I .t) I 
A/~ 
r' 
.~ 
Output 
FILE: VC JtTA LEEDS U~:VE~SITY V~/fS~ E.lf 
NT (NU~B~R OF ~ATA F01~TS' ••••••••••••••••••• 
NS (ARRAY POSITICN fJR 1ST lS FIT D~TA PT' ••• 
NF (ARRAY P~SITICl\ fOR LAST LS fIT ~A1A FT) •• 
K (EQUALS 0 OR 1 FOR TALUS OR TIBIA •••••••••• 
RP (PIN TIP RAJ!US~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MAGX (MAGNIFICA1ICN OF XC, ••••••••••••••••••• 
MAGV (HAGNlfICA;IC~ ~F V:, ••••••••••••••••••• 
CMAX (MAXI~U~ RACIUS ALLCWED IN ~lCTS) ••••••• 
PR~C (X RAhGE FOR INCLUC!NG DATA I~ LS ~IT' •• 
NOTES: 
(l.) XC IS THE ) CO-OR~!~AT~ 
(2.) YC IS T~E , C0-0R:I\AT: 
(3 •• XC AND VC l~ ~XPA~DEO FORM ~US~ "B~ 
I~ SAM: U~!TS AS ~P • 
3J 
6 
25 
o 
O. 1'= ~"1: C C.:: + 00 
20 
20 
O.2?OOOOO'::-G2 
O.250JO::O~-CO 
•••• TH: FCLLO~lNG POI~TS A~~ T?A~SFO~M~C ~N~ ~LCTT~D •••• 
N~. )( y 
1 0.0" • (j • S 30 ~. 02 
2 0.200£.02 -0.305::·0~ 
3 O."OO~·O2 ·O.11':'l~·U2 
• 0.600=-.02 O.3ItO~·01 5 O.lOU~+02 0.16'3:·02 , C.l00~+OJ 0.28":-+02 
1 0.120[-03 O.3~3:""+1l2 
8 O.lItOE+OJ 0.,,91:-02 
9 D.16('=-.0.5 n.573C:-+()2 
10 O.l~or·OJ 0.&"8:-+02 11 0.20J:.CS C.704~.02 ..., .. 
12 Q.220~·Ql 1) • 7 S2 ~ • (I 2 
13 O.2 thF+OJ 0.1.;"10::-·02 
1~ O.2uO~.C\ 0.31:;::·0; 15 C.23~:.'~J 0.9';0":-(2 16 O.lOu£+OJ IJ • ~ 3:; :-. 0 2 17 O.J21l~·O~ 
.: .835:. C ~ 18 O.,sItOC+OJ 0.820£+02 lq O. JlJ u! • (' 3 o • 1:.u". 112 20 0 • .330~·O3 0.11t8:".02 21 0.4 "JU: +0 oS o • (,0 I) : - I) c 22 O."20f+OJ u.62~):--O~ 23 O."4~:.Oj '~ .51+ 7=:- u~ 2. O .... bO~.03 J."5~?'·02 25 C."~'-.:lJ l:.ll+t+!"eOZ 
A/6 
2& 0.SQC~·03 O.210~+O2 
21 O.S20E+03 0.570£+01 
28 O.~~OE·03 -O.125~+O2 
29 O.560r·03 -O.3~3£+O2 
30 0.580£+03 -0.630:-+02 
•••••• 0 U T PUT OAT A ***** * 
CONvex TALUS SU~fAC£ PROFILE HE~SUR:O 
R : BtST FIT RAtI~S 
A : 8eST FIT x ((-OPO Fap. CENTRE 
8 = B£ST FIT V CC-ORO fOR C:NTRE 
•••• THE FOLlOWl~G POINTS AR£ US~O l~ THE lS FIT •••• 
HO. X-A .. -~ RO 
X OIFF 
1 -O.98111?5~.Ol O.1511JJSr:+02 
O.185151~E-02 O.t9~15~8r::-OO 
2 -o.a9111~~k-Ol 0.1 E":!It.3"!4':"'-O? 
O.1~~612t=·+(2 O.IS21~_5r--CO 
J -O.1~1119~::+Ol O.lb!30e35-:+02 
O.1F.53.10r-+C2 -0.,2J21C41~-Cl 
~ -O.u31119'=~-Ol \,).1721834 :--02 O.1"'51651::·C2 
-0. 120'-;C:04':+OO 
5 -0.5811195[.01 0.1 75'3334[+02 O.lPS2€2JE+02 
- o. ~~ 10 Q 3Jt" - C 1 
6 - ,-::. !i'j 11 Fi S~ - 01 ":.11;11~Jlf:+O: O.lf:;oq~e~+02 
-O.1·:H~~~14~-OO 
7 -O.3tJl11Q5~+Ol n.1811~J4~+02 a.18509';SS::+1'2 
-O.1561114r=:+OO 
8 - 0 • 2 -3 1 1 F; ~ ~- - 0 1 O.18:!C.3J4
r +02 O.1;jl1~b~-C2 -0.11 J5005~- 00 
9 -0.1311195::+01 0.184:e31tt:-02 
O.lQ5111~~+02 -O.11191f!IE+OO 
10 -O.~111';'jIf::+OO o .1 850 J Jit E + 0 2 
O.1";j2110r:+C2 -O.coSlf540::--Cl 
11 0.1 88fOlfE[+ 00 O.1852P.J5€"+02 C.l~~29Jl~+C2 
- O. 5226_5~r::-Ol 
12 0.11 ~t-EO~€'+Ol 0.1 P52~J:J=+02 
0.1 ::<)6 6 If _~ + C 2 O.141C? Q 6C?E+CO 
13 O.218~dO~:::+01 O.184'=J34~.02 O.leS82E9E+02 
o. ~3564J3t:+00 
lit o • .51tH:?OS::+OI ,) • 1 8 ~ C ~ ~ .. ::- - 0 2 O.1>:':'1~04~+C2 
o.aSS120=--C(I 
15 O.lfltJ~e05::+01 o .1~0:;3J4::+02 0.lS511~1r::+C2 
O.1112eeO€+00 
1t:. o ~'j18U'C!:: +01 O.17eCJ3"-:·O~ u • 1>1 5 4 Al C 1 r"' • (l 2 
O. 21J251 .. F'-O 1 
11 O.,lS~EO~~+Ol 0.17.7g3"J~+02 0.1 '''JIt161:--C2 
O.11f.O~f:2r--Cl 
13 L).11~f':O!:~-Ol 0.1 70;:e35~+02 O.1~53~~~F.+02 
-o.t.salt513~-03 
19 o .91-:H:~Q'';-: -01 o .1 0 E 0 ~ ~ ',J ::: • 02 
O.1~51291::-C2 -0.1407Al40::+00 
20 O.jlSeeO-~:+Ol O.lGOIJ~C;':+02 
O.lF51'4!0C:-C2 - o. 1321':! _1 t" + CO 
~ 
~ 
THE BEST FIT CIRCLE IS 
, X - O.1431120E+02 ) -. 2 + , Y - -O.14353J5E+O~ ••• 2 = O.34J694JE+OJ 
R = 0.1853900:.C2 WITH A STANO~RC ~RROP. CF 0.271E-Ol 
SURFAC~ RAO;US : O.111.524~+02 WHEN AC~USTEO FOR PIN TIP RADIUS. 
AN ESTIMATE OF THE UNCSqTAINTY IN THE RADIUS EVALU~TION = 0.433£+00 I 
WHERl % LNCERTAI~TY : 300. • ~TA~DARO rRROR I R 
;" /, 
~ 
~ 
PC 
POSTER! OR 
28 
26· 
22· 
2D 
12 
tu 
8 
6 
It 
2 
PLOT 
ANTERIOR 
o USED !N LS F!T 
X NOT USED !N LS F!T 
~1S .• j\) . ··5 Iv :5 20 
TALUS 
RADIUS = 17.7S % UNCERTAINTY = 0.44 
(ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM) 
APPENDIX B 
EFFECT OF MISALIGNMENT ON SURFACE CURVATURE 
MEASUREMENTS OF A CYLINDER USING A TALYCONTOR 
The Talycontor instrument, made by Rank Taylor Hobson measures 
surface shape by traversing a ,tightly loaded stylus across a surface. 
Vertical and horizontal co-ordinates are recorded graphically. If 
the axis of a cylinder is placed perpendicular to the direction of 
stylus motion, the radius of the cylinder can be evaluated from the 
graphical output •. However, if the axis of the cyl inder is not 
perpendicular to the direction of stylus motion and a short distance 
15 traversed, an inaccurate cylinder radius would be evaluated. 
Equations relating this source of error to misalignment angles are 
developed in this Appendix. These equations are required in 
Section 3.6 of Chapter 3 in which an estimate is provided of the 
accuracy of the surface curvature e~aluation for ankle joints. 
Two types of misalignment can occur as illustrated in 
Figure B.'. It is convenient to consider a "tilt" angle in the 
y-z plane and a "twist" angle in the x-y plane. The stylus is 
shown in Figure B.l at point A which is the p~ition of the maximum 
vertical or z co-ordinate. If the surface slope becomes very 
steep, the Talycontor cannot function properly. Thus, traversals 
can be considered as symmetric about point A and over distances of 
approximately one quarter the circumference of the cylinder. 
When the cyJ (nder of radius, r is tilted with angle a, the 
c 
measured surface profile is part of an ellipse as shown in 
Figure 8.2. The smallest possible evaluation for radius equals 
the radlus of curvature at point A. The radius of curvature at 
point A can be found using the following standard equation 
(Tuma t 1970). . 
axis 
axis when 
tilted 
z 
(tilt angle) 
angle) 
__ ~ ________________ x 
Talycontor 
mot ion 
Figure B.l Geometric definitions for tilt and twist. 
z 
1 
Point 
A ---~ 
SectIon A-AI 
Z 
A 
AI 
r .' r 
c co~e '~e 
-L~-- _i, 
-
direct ion. of 
Talycontor motion 
x 
Point 
AI 
... Fig"re B.2: Surface geometry when ti 1 t occurs. 
33 
cylinder 
axis 
Section A-AI 
z A 
Oi rect ion of 
Talycontor motion 
1- -
\ 
, 
cx-.,l 
x 
r 
C 
cosa 
-+----'-~---t--x 
• 
At 
Figure B.3 Surface geometry when twist'occurs. 
cyl inder 
axis 
... y 
r • 
For the ellipse shown in Figure B.2 
2 2 1/2 1 
z • (rc - x ) cos8 
which implied 
*lx-o· O 
and • -1 
x • 0 
Thus, when the tilt angle is a, the measured radius of curvature 
r TI is 
rTI • rc cose (B.1) 
When the cylinder of radius r is twisted with angle a the 
c 
measured surface profile is again part of an ellipse as shown in 
Figure B.3. In this case, the largest rather than the smallest 
possible radius equals the radius of curvature at point A. In a 
similar manner to the derivation of equation (B.l) the measured 
radius at point A, when twist occurs is, 
re 
r a-TW COSa (B.2) 
Equation (B.l) indicated that tilt causes the measured radius 
to be smaller than the actualcyl inder radius. However, equation 
(8.2) Indicates that twist causes the opposite effect. Thus, when 
both tilt and twist occur together the measured radius may be 
estimated as 
86 
Equations (B.l) and (B.2) imply 
'c , .-M 2 (cose + --1-) cosa (B.3) 
which ts used in Section 3.6. 
C1 
APPENDIX C 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR LINEAR REGRESSION 
The computer program listed in this Appendix performs linear 
regression using a least squares criterion. The equations involved 
in evaluating the least squares terms are found in a standard 
mathematics handbook (Selby, 1974). The value for standard error 
is calculated using the following equation: 
2 I(Yt - Bo - B1x i ) 
SE • N - 2 
where x t and Yi are the independent and dependent values for a 
single data point, Bo and B1 are the y-intercept and slope of 
the best fit 1 ine and N is the number of data points. The sample 
output Includes a graph which differs from the one which would be 
generated by the listed program simply by not having mUltiple 
colours. 
POIU: LSQ FOB'! BAN 1 LIEDS J H IV ERS Irr 'IVSSB S. 15 
C 
LEAST SQUARES CU5VB FITS lOR LINEAR, POVEk AIfD EXPOII!NTIAL CURVIS • 
... 
c 
~-~~----~~-----------~-~---~------------------------------------- . 
c 
C 
,.. 
~ 
.. 
C 
C 
ft ••••••••• EQrJALS J,l,2 FOR LINEAR, P)"ER OR EXPONEH1I1L 
: UR VES BE SPEeTI YE LY. 
•••••••••• NU:1B!R OF [ATA ?OIHT:i. 
N 2 •••••••• ~ UMRER Of' PI TTED CURVE for NTS USED IN FLOT. 
I ••••••••• INDEFEHDUlT 'ARIABLE • 
I ••••••••• OBPE NDG Nr VA HI ABLE. 
:---------------~-----------------------------------------~---------
c 
.. 
IMPLICIT REAL-8 (A-H, o-Z) 
DI!1E~SIOM Xl 60C) ,Y(6.0C, 
RE A t .. q XX C6J J ), II (6..i:J ), x F( 6 0 1», I F( 6v 1) , X I! AI, ,! II , I liA X, IttI N 
c----· . -----------------------------
c INPUT 
c---~---- -----------------------------
FEAD(S,-) K,N,N2 
READ'S,·) ex'I),I=1,N, 
READ(S,'" (Y(1),I=1,N) 
t") 
8.J 
·' , 
: .. -.................. ~ .-...... -.. _----,------_. 
C 
-... 
c 
CHBCK 
~-~-~ .-------~-~~~-~-~---~-~~-~ . 
98 rOlUUT(' It::' ,13,5][,'" :1,15, 'II, '12 =',15//) 
101) r:lll! IT( 51, Iff 0.' ,61, 'X', 12 X, '1'1/' 
101 P Oil PI l'r ( • • ,16 , lX, D1..i. 3. 31, 1:10.3 ) 
102 POB! IT I' • ,/ / ) 
WRITE( 5, ge, I,.,M2 
VBI TB (6 ,1 CO) 
DO 2 1= 1,N 
IRITE( 6,101) I,X( It ,J(I) 
2 C aNTI NDB 
WRlrB( 6, 1021 
:-----~--~------------------~~--------------
c 
PREP 
c 
:--~----------------------------------------1"11=1 (1 ) 
IMIrf=l( 1, 
YKII=Y (1 ) 
DO" 1 1= 1,~ 
I P (I (I I. GT. X lUX) X PI AX=X 'I) 
IF(I( II .LT.XMIN, XltIlf=I(I' 
Il'( 1,( II. GT. r ftlX, r !'!IX=f' I, 
IX(II=X(I) 
<"\ 
~ 
f J ( I) =Y ( I) 
, COHTIN!)! 
DX=(X~lX-X~IN)/~2 
Ir(K.EO.O) -;CTC l' 
11"( K • EO.~) GO TO 21 
DO 3 I =1 ,N 
XC=X (I» 
ye=T(I) 
X (I )=0 LC~';) (XC) 
J (I) =OLOG1 O( Te) 
3 : OItTI IU! 
G~T' 11 
21 C ON'll HUE, 
DO " I= 1,N 
YC=! (t ) 
! ( Il =OLOG 1 O( Ye) 
4 CONTINUE 
" CO.TINO! 
c---------------~---------------------------
.. 
.. 
C 
.. 
.. 
LEAST 
c-~-------~-~----------------------------OAT A S a Po 1 10. DO I ,S J fl21 o. Dj I , S J PI 3/0. DO 1 r S U PI "I o. 0" I , S UM 5/0.0 0 I 
DATA sa~ e/C.DCI 
DO 5 I=1,M 
IT=X(I) 
YT-Y (I' 
S 0 "1 = S U !, + X'./: • Y T 
SU!, 2=SO~ 2+YT 
SU!!3=SO~3+Xr 
s u fti4 a S a ~,,+ Xl' - • 2 
SU! 6=SU'! 6+!T" - 2 
5 C o ItT I 103 
B1 = (I •• smn -s U~2· 5 J! 3) I ( N· SU M4-S U M 3*" 2' 
BO=SU! 2/!f-5'· .3U~ 3IN 
'1 aN" SO!"-SU"3 ·"2 
r 2='" S U~ 6- SU!! 2"" 2 
CCOE'- 51"OScaT( l'1/1'2) 
DO 5 I-' ,IC 
t 1'=X ( I) 
fTcf (I' 
SU! S=SU! 5+( Y T-B~-B ,., X 'I) •• 2 
6 COITI ItU'! 
STOERi=DSQaT'.3U~)1 (N-2» 
..... ----,.....----_-....-..... _----,. -.. -------------------- , 
.. 
... 
C 
.. 
.. 
JOTPUT 
c • -------~-~---------~----~----200 rOI!tAT(115X. 't = ·,014.7,2X,'+ (' ,014.7,') • X'I/) 
201 rO.ftlTU1X,·SlANDABD liBOR :·,t14.711) 
2C2 roa~IT'1'1,'CORREL'TION :OEFFI:IENT :',D14.111) 
203 FO'PlATtSX, 't = ',01".7,2X,·'" X •• ',D1".711, 
2QI ~O.~lTt5x,.t 1& ·,n14.7,2X,'" " [14.7,'··X'111 
cs 
205 l'OB!lT(' lS30MES P:>Ilf'l (0.,0.) IS ON TElr; P'IrrED CUFVl" 
206 POI!UT(' CANMOT HAYE f = O. 1M THE INPUT OArA') 
888 10B~lT(' --------------------------------------------------') 
889 l'OI!!lT(/' SPECIAL CHECK POB !AVERICK POI5TS'II) 
890 POIIUT (//' '.2 X.' NO. ',7X, 'I', 9[,' f', 91, 'fCAt.' , 9X.' fDIPP'/) 
891 lOP~lT(' ',I3,3X,4(D1C.3,2I)) 
892 POlfS1T(//' &.OCK CLlSEB IP fIIlP EICEEDS • ,01:>.31/) 
IF (It.EO.1) t;CTC "2 
Il'(lt.EQ.2) GlTO 46 
IRIT!( 6 .9S8) 
VBIT! (6 .89 ~) 
IIIr!( 6.890' 
DO~' 1-' •• 
I C-X (I, 
fCALaBO. B1 "XC 
fC.f (I, 
fDIPP-D1BS(fC1L-f:, 
IIITE(6.891) I,IC,fC,YeIL,YtIPP 
81 CONTIN UE -
Eft AX -3. DO· STOIBR 
II1TI(6 ,9(2) EP.1X 
• I IT ! ( S t e 8 8 , 
11l1T!(6,200. BO.Bl 
IBITE(S,201) STDERB 
IIIT!( 6,202' ee:>El' 
~ OTO ." 
"2 COlt T IN tiE 
80-10.D'··80 
IRI TE (6 ,203' BO, Bl 
laITE( 6. 2(\1) STORRS 
laITE( 6 ,202' ceOEP 
IRIT! (6,205» 
G~T~ "" 
"6 C OITI IUE 
B~- 10. DO"· BJ 
81·10.DO··81 
VIIT! (6 ,2C .. ) SO. Bl 
laITI( 6.201) stDERa 
III TI (6 ,202' ceo!p 
III IT ! ( 6 t 2') 6 ) 
44 COlrIlftn: 
:------------~~~-~---~-------------------
c 
OIl 
... 
c 
YIStJlL 
: ------- . -... -.., .. ---..... -...-.----~--.. --------
1'."2+ 1 
DO 7-I-1,N' 
X,, I, al!!II.( 1-1) "OX 
7 COI,tD O! 
. -
I'(I.EQ.1) G3TO 52 
1'(K.£Q.2, 3CTC 55 
DO 8 I-l,.l 
r,. ( I, • 8 ~ B ,. Xl' I' 
IF (rp (I '.GT. ftUX, r~AXaf l( I, 
8 CONTIN U! 
~OTO 57 
52 CONTINU! 
DO Q I=1,N 1 
YF (I , = B'" X!" (I) " .. B1 
I l" (T P ( I ) • G T. Y ~ A X ) Y ~ A X = YF ( I ) 
<) ::ONTINOE 
GOT) 51 
56 CONT IN UE 
DO 10 I=1,ti1 
f F ( I , = 8 I) .. B 1· • X P ( I , 
IF, fP( t) .GT. YMAX, I! AX=YP( I, 
, 0 :: ON1'I NOE 
51 CONTINUE 
CALL PAPER(l) 
CALL C'IRF~T(l) 
XMAX=X! AX-1.1 
XftI N=X Po! J- .9 
X ~ IN =X~ IN'" 1. 1 
nUI:Y !AX·'. 1 
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APPENDIX D 
DESIGN OF THE CAM FOR THE ANKLE JOINT SIMULATOR 
The ankle joints in the simulator were subject to dynamic 
loads imposed by the cam driven hydraulic circuit shown in Figure 
0.1. When the cam rotated the follower was displaced in a 1 inear 
fashion from the position corresponding to contact with the minimum 
cam radius (rM). The magnitude of displacement can be written 
as (r - rM), where r is the instantaneous cam radius. This 
displacement caused a compression of the nitrogen bag in the accu-
mulator from a minimum gauge pressure (PM) to an instantaneous 
gauge pressure (p) in the driving circuit. Balancing cyl inder I 
applied a gauge pressure (PI) to the piston area (AMB ) of the 
master cylinder to reduce the oil leakage from the driving circuit. 
In a similar fashion,balancing cyl inder II appl ied a gauge pressure 
(PII) to the piston area (ALF) of the loading cyl inder to reduce 
oil leakage from the driving circuit and also to balance the 
weight of the loading assembly. 
The gauge pressure (p) in the driving circuit could be set 
to a specific value (PM) when the cam was stationary and the 
follower touched at the minimum radius (rM). This was accom-
plished by opening the valve and forcing oil into the driving 
circuit with the hand pump. 
The dynamic load (F) was estimated by applying a simple 
analysis to the driving circuit. The original design notes of 
Hr. 8. Jobbins (Department of Mechanical Engineering, leeds 
University) formed a basis for the present analysis. Hydrostatic 
equations were applied in the analysis of the hydraul ic circuit 
and simple thermodynamics was used to describe the compression of 
the nitrogen. 
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When the nitrogen bag completely filled the accumulator it 
had a volume of V and a gauge pressure of p • 
o 0 
As mentioned 
previously, the hand pump was used to force oil into the driving 
circuit. The volume of nitrogen at another gauge pressure (p ) m 
Is given by; 
Vo (po + PA) 
V -------M .PM+PA 
(0.1) 
where PA is the atmospheric pressure. However, once the valve 
in the driving circuit was closed and cam rotation began, the 
nitrogen was subjected to cyclic compression and expansion. With 
an instantaneous gauge pressure of p and an instantaneous volume 
of V, this process was assumed to be adiabatic, to yield. 
(0.2) 
A force balance on the loading cylinder yields: 
(0.3) 
The terms in this equation are shown in Figure 0.1, except for 
(W) which is the weight of the loading assembly. Fi na 11 y the 
continuity equation was applied to the hydraulic oil to yield the 
following expression for the instantaneous volume of nitrogen. 
V • VM - (r - r M) AMF (0.4) 
Equations (0.1), (0.2), (0.3) and (D.4) were combined to 
yield: 
1.4 
F • AMF - PA AlS+ W -PrrAlF 
The various parameters required to evaluate equation (0.5) are 
listed in Table 0.1. When values of these parameters are 
Table 0.1 Parametersfor the Cam Design. 
Parameter 
type Symbol Definition Value 
Not eas i ly PA Standard atmospheric pressure 1 .01 x 10
5 N/m2 
changed W Weight of loading assembly 418 N 
V Vol ume of accumulator 1.80 x 10-4 m3 
0 
AMF Piston area for the front 4.56 x 1(),3 m 2 
face of the master cyl inder 
ALB Piston area for the back face 4.36 x 10-
3 2 m 
of the loading cylinder 
ALF Piston area for the front face 4.56 x 10-
3 2 m 
of the loading cylinder 
Can be rM Minimum cam radius 0.0593 m 
altered 
PM Gauge pressure of nitrogen 1.45 x 10
5 N/m2 
when r • rM and cam stationary 
105 N/m2 PII Gauge pressure in balancing 1.68 x 
cylinder II 
substituted into equation (0.5) a non-linear relationship emerges 
between the force (F) on the ankle specimen and the cam radius (r). 
The design of the cam used for the experiments described 1n 
Chapter 4 was accompl ished by an iterative procedure. The 
required force pattern was first used to generate cam radius values 
predicted by equation (0.5). This was accomplished by using the 
first computer program 1 isted at the end of this Appendix. The 
cam was then cut and attached to the joint simulator. A force 
transducer was used in place of an ankle specimen to record the 
dynamic load generated by the simulator. 
Various dynamic effects caused higher forces than those 
predicted by equation (O.S) to be developed by the simulator. Thus, 
small portions of the cam were removed and pressures PM and PII 
adjusted until an acceptable load pattern was recorded. The 
second computer program listed at the end of this Appendix was 
used to evaluate the forces predicted by equation (0.5) for a 
proposed change in cam radius. This ensured that the loading 
pattern was not altered too drastically. 
The second computer program was used to calculate the force 
pattern predicted by equation (0.5). This is compared with the 
actual measured forces in Figure 0.3. The simple analysis 
developed in this Appendix provided a useful guide for the cam 
design. The final cam shape is shown in Figure 0.2. 
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APPENDIX E 
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APPENDIX F 
. 
THE CONSTRAINED COLUMN 
DEFORMATION MODEL 
"lUl';- 'Cll' ...... >A LUGS .... I".Un .-,ast f.U 
:.~.' ~~,·""""-~fjK1i'T~T-·------------------~~-------'--------------;;~::::: 
C .... IlEAO' aran CO ..... 'U::DtL SlCC"~' 
.c " I!t ... .. 
c .... le US ...... MIP.lIt :C'" ....,11. sse ... " 
C , 'SC •• ", 
C •••• ......... c~-.. ~.~·------... ----------·-------·------·----------~s!'t ••• ,. 
c 
.... "Clt Al; ...... -H.o-Z. 
....... ' .......... u ..... ppu .... ItItCf.l .......... H'''T ... ' •• 'AU 
orJlll!,stc ••••••••• u ..... cu .... c •• u. 
D.-.rr.SIOI ••••••• ICC ..... MC.O ..... lc'a •• PC: •• e. D.-c.u."eu ... ,u,., .. ,ftIUII •• T"CI celt,."e" ••• 'er C 10 .. 
• I~'."" '~t ••••. 
.1~n:OII'CSU' ... 2Clt1~ .. ,.Jn ......... D .. ~ao. 
C~O ••• 9C .... PSTOAEC~ •••• 
co--ew .I,t-.H •••• & •• lt.ll.ex.JI •• ,t 
,.u ....... "".P£OOI ... t",,I 
CALL ntTl' . 
P'·J.I'l,.a"!58'~ll2" 
c .... --------.. ~-----------c 'N..,T 
c-----------------~------·-At.' .... , .tI .. ~ 
• t .. , ••• •• .. •• 
_E&31"" .r.'P.!.~.T".YD.PI 
Ri&~Ct ••• IT.THt'" 
Il:aOI4." ,t .flST 
AtA')l4." tTeL 
• !., ••••• ,rCL.FPtOL 
M.O,4." "Ina 
Rta,e4." .faCT.~.CT 
At.OC., •• fl,F2.fl.-. 
RE'!:U •• , II.U 
~E.OC4 •• ' l'T".,. 
R:::.'C •••••• 
II£.OC., •• C.I! •• I:t •••• 
.t.a ..... CAlCU.rshIM. 
.t.oc •••• ,FtRCI •• l=l."&. 
Itt.!,. ••••• , 
.EAOC •••• CT'II •• I:.,". 
.t.O,4 •• , 'f£CI'.I: •• ~' 
SSC ... •• 
SSU .. .. 
S~ClU" 
::sell.1I 
nco .... 
SSCUI: • 
S!ctU" 
S!ClIl~' 
!!tOl.60 
SSClUJII 
S!COOlfO 
S!Uln" 
SHe" .. S!coua. 
!!C00110 
S!CO~231 
S!C.to240 
!CCH2!' 
SScrIJ2EO 
UC0021. 
$!CO"·O 
S!COOZCJO 
s!c .. n. 
UC .. ". 
s!COO~2. 
c--------------------------
SSCOOHI 
UCto.!" 
UCOOl" 
SH003EO 
S!COOHO 
sseoo ,!O 
$$CO.39. 
S!COO-U 
SSC.,. ... 
!4'COO.20 
S!CC~.31 
S!COO"" 
SSC304~O 
S!tO"4EI) 
UC00410 
s"-:co.·., 
!!C004fiO 
s~c~r'5l''' 
C C"'::CIC 
c-------------------·_·----" ~o~v.'c··, 
lDO 'O~-.,c· --------------------------_._----------------------'. 
· ._----------------------_._-----,. 
'II 
.928 
11' In 
116 
III 
Fl~·A·(  -_ ___________________________ •• 
•• -----------------------------~-.-----------------------____ a'"~ 'Cft~.r(/· •••••••• CPU :',Cll.3'. 
fO'l~" TC' • ,6 •• ' T ITP- ,12 •• ' UOE' .1211 ,'" "'0' .Il". 'f. '1' 
'O~.AIC· ',I •• 4(:I_.J,2".II' 
,o •• arc· •••• I _ PUT C'.' ••••• " 
fO"",,IC' •••• 0 U , P U, :l. I a •••• '1' 
S ~c DC 510 
S~COO"i2" 
S!CJ~· !!I 
:!!ClIO"'" 
S!e,o,)~fJ 
C 
FlU: SSCI 
C 
e 
F(II' .... & L£!DS U.I'ERSI" '.'8St f." 
11'. 'oll-.r •• _TIP~ I_C. OF I1-E sr~'5' ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ilfl '~II~'IC' U" CL'~[II Lr~J' FCII U' ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, ••• '~II".TC. ,. '.'S~u't 'ISCCSIT" ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'J" '~"T'- 'P C~!~IO~ OF CYCLE' •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'.01 'CII~'I' [ IE ... STIC -OOULUS C' L.YEII ••••••••••••••••••• 
If.' 'O~NA'" II III!OuetD R&DIUS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.'.2 '~II~.f" TN CL'YER TNICICNES!I •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• fOl F~.·A'" ve CWIO'" ef BE1.tl" ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
' •• 2 fOIl"&'" P. I~OISSO.S la'ie •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.f12 F~ •• a'I' ., 'fIL~S .aOIUS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Iftl Fo-~TC· t~'T. ' .. GULA •• M'lITUOE I. tt5I1EES' •••••••••• 
, •• , fa.~ATC· II C'~LET !CU~A~" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, ••• 'OR~'TC· .51 ItNITIlL NV"8EII Of S'EfS' ••••••••••••••••• 
a •• 9 ""~.'C. D'~L C,.IT:AL IIEL.TI'~ TeLEIiANCE '011 C02EEf ••• 
.'1' ',II."CI ~10l eR'LA'IVE INLtT PII!SSUII[ TCLEllaNCE ••••••• 
"'1 fOIlMaTC' f,TOL C~~LATI't LCID C.,aC:T' TOLEII •• CE ••••••• 
,.,. 'O.~ATC· FIITCL CTOLEIIANCE fCII '11 STEP DEPE~DE'C!' •••••• I'" "'I~.T(' MfACT eSC.lE ,aCTC~ ,o~ ~IL~ PLC.' •••••••••••• 
, ••• FOII~TC' .fACI CSC.LE FaCTCIl f,1I 'LeTS' •••••••••••••••• 
t416 ')~~.TC' '. c •• =at.~ •• I~:TI.L X! I-ell!'!.', ••••••••••• 
••• , fO~'.'C· ,~ •• ~:.E.f2. INIfIAL IE GUESS •••••••••••••••• 
141. 'OR~lTC· ,: CHlaN,.Fl. I.ITI'L HI rlC.t,t_T, ••••••••••• 
a •• , Fell"ATC' f. CM"'U:H"e'" IllrtlL HO 'U!SS' ••••••••••••• 
a.2. FOR~.TC· I, C.~·'E. Of POllTS ' .. C"EO, ••••••••••••••••• 
.'22 fOR~ArC' :2 (_L.B~R OF POI'T! P"INT!" ••••••••••••••••• 
a.2l f~"~A'C' IPr ePRlt' OPTION FCII eCNV!lIlrlC£ DaTA, ••••••• 
.~21 'O"M"C' "'I. CPRI.T OPTIO. '011 I e'CLtt ••••••••••••••• 
C 
112 
'll 
fO'"AT(' •• ' ••• 'H/!~ ••••• , •• 'T" •• 12 ••• A/A" •• 12 ..... '~,. 
'O~M&TC' ',I •• 4CC.t.l.2X •• !U 
II~IT!:CS.IOI' 
IlAIT!:(s,au. 
""rHCs,IOU 
IIIIIT£C5,~q. 
IIIU'~C5,UH' 
·1I'UEIS,UH' 
II~IHC5,UOU 
IItUTEn,IJO •• 
lIiUT~(~.UC" !: 
NT I";: 
lJ'" 
VI 
TP 
IIPITEC5.1JOlt It 
WRIT!(S,IJC2' TN 
IIqIT~C5.1'C!' ~O 
lilt I r::C5 ,ue2' 
VItIT~C~,IJIC' 
"~Ir: C S.111!' 
WIlt IT: C'l.I4C u 
VI! n~ ".l4C~. 
.. ~IH:(5.1~'H 
V-UEn.l4lO' 
.. /tIH C5 ,141 It 
W" I 1:: C 'j, 1414' 
..RIhCS.1SJ4. 
P. 
itT 
IHoa 
xl 
!\1St 
Olel 
?»TeL 
FPfGL 
"'''Itl 
Hf ACT 
, ,II' 
S$CG"~U 
Ucoa!" 
• .DI •• n 
S!Conu 
$!COO5,. 
5~CO"0' 
S!COUIt 
• ,!)l'. n 
• .Dt4. ft 
',0.'." sse 00 ". S!t006:' 
sseOlE •• 
S!COOto" 
S!eoo." 
sseCUJII 
sseODffl 
• ,DI' .1 • 
• tOt •• ,. 
• tOt4. Jt 
• .014. JJ 
• .01'." 
• .0.4. 11 
',t'a •• Jt 
• ,lIn 
',01'. Jt 
1.0 ••• " 
• tOt 4. ,. 
, .D ••• n 
• ,(14.,. 
·'(a4.U 
·.014.11 
• tOl" JJ 
• ,014. n 
',Olt. JJ 
• ,n. 
• ,18, 
, ela. 
, .r •• 
S!e006" 
S!C .. , .. 
S!COD7U 
S!COIU' Hconl. 
ssco,ua 
!Ce.o lS0 
sse.o '" s!COono 
SSCOIJ8I 
sscn"o 
SSC ..... 
ssca'!10 
S!COOfl2' 
sseou!" 
SSc.os •• 
S!COO-!O 
SSCOl"" 
sscnno 
sscaGna 
s!eo,e,,, 
5!eOl It., 
s!COo~ao 
S!tOO e 20 
!!CC0 0 30 
sseOO<:40 
s!eoo-,. 
S!eOO~fO 
S!COO~1O 
s!eooCIO 
s!eoo", 
s!catlJo" 
sseOIOIO 
S!CI!I02' 
S!COU!O 
S!eOI040 
S!COIO!O 
SSCOI060 
S!CDI 01. 
S!COIOP' 
SSCOt"., 
ssellu. :.. 
~ 
··*"11.£1 ssee ~t., •• , A LEEDS U"'£~StT1 ,·,.S£ f.I' 
"i:r f,... J . ~ 
.wnU5.t6.U.' JII.c'> 
", ... ltCt.14lft. '. 
.";: ..... 11.'2 f",. 
.. llUS ...... n 
... tr,J ...... ,~. ' 
.. usn ........ It 
.,' •••• 1'12' U 
.... "~.hl.U .... , 
"lttc~.ItUJ .. .... 
•• IUS_"·' . 
.... ues.UU 
MltnrC's.'" . 
.. Unes.lN' 
· .... :TtC5 • .,. 
DO .. , la., .. 
AHCne.U.,.ItIt WlI't'S.')~' AHCI •• ACI • .alCr'.PC-CI •• r 
f.7 C"'nut 
tIt1trtes,uet 
DO UII I:r,,"~ WCI ,.'''CI'·1'fl 
IFP IC n :FE e "'itO 
un ec .. rl"ut . 
"UTte'!,,., 
MUTU5 ... ·, 
0J).101l ,:I._F 
",,1I£15.11!' "u." ncr "FEClh'''UU" 
1811 COtrT uut 
l,fUT::C5.9" 
.... "tn.1I1t 
_",n.Il" 
IIIUT!C5.lOU 
.. UTU5."" 
c-----·--------··----------C CCIIO 
c--------------------------
.779 "OR~'''- utU IIC. c .. n a·.U" 
• .,,0 FO"~' TC - tl 'liar II"t,., ftLOCtTY CU-' :: • .'U • .,,, 
.,el 'o~'rc- Le'C PER ~NIT MID'" CFP' : '.01'.'" 
.782 'ORM,T,. TI'E CTC' s-.Ol'.'" 
"'4:V·' 
1lA4='fA.' 
LItRIC:'. P4A* IE 
LPICI ='·"'·16 
CALL P"~.C U 
C "Lt. C TIl,. "" C1 t A_a('HI~ •• 'I.C'-2.~O.'p~·'.I.l.00-'~ •• 
C'LL ~018.'( .. '.T'.FFI.FICI.F~I.~F •• F~.LW.1C1.O. 
C.LL ~Ol~.f('A •• H.A.AIC.A:.~a •• aW.LwaM.O. 
CALL to l,.fel\l'" .F!::",PIC! .Fe It"A "'W.L"~ II. O. 
,.STI:r,," 
rpU:lPT 
o,,..,,a:nOL 
OT"P'''· l" ~ 
.. , .... sU ;l1t •• 
I!CIUI" 
nUIUO 
S!CIII!' 
S!COU.' 
nUll!' 
S!Clllf' 
S!C'II" 
S!COlt" 
S!C'II" 
S!CII'" 
S!C .. ~ .. 
S!CIIU' 
s!ctln. 
S!'CCI!" 
S!C"'" 
SSC.UfO 
ucnu. 
nClu" 
S!CtU" 
SUet, .. 
s!eIlJl' 
S!ctl :sa 
s!UI'~1 
S!ttll •• 
Uell"!1 
S!CO. '" S!C,.,ft 
S!c:tl no 
ssco. ". S!CO., .. 
$!e •• ' .. 
!!COI'20 
SfeOl'" 
$!C •••• " 
S!COI.~' 
S!eOl4fIJ 
S!COIUO 
S!COI4~O 
S!CO"-o 
S!eOl'SOO 
UCO.510 
S!COI'UI 
S!C0I5JI 
S!C01'!40 
S!COI5"!8 
S~C01'=U 
S!C01'51O 
~!e0l5·" 
'l!COI,)10 
'!CC1E"" 
S!CI. ~ 10 
S!COJ<;ZII 
SICObJII 
!~'=OI"'" 
SSClI6~O 
'ILE: ssel 'caTII •• A LEtO! UNI,!R!I" ,.,.st 6 •• ' 
C S!C01"" 
c •• : ..................................... :: ........................... sa."C.l"O 
C S!CII'" 
OC I.'" .'.I •• T~' StCOI'~8 
C SSC •• '" 
C ......................... : ......................... : ................... !IC •• 'I. 
c 
" •• '.[8."'8.' IPT:' 
'C.(U-U·" 
.Sf·U,. 
DTOLaOTOLI 
C.LL !.2Be,,"' •• 'K'.'C!.TC.-,.0 • 
"".CP I'.Z- lft[U'"UUP' .... t .... ra.s.oe OaU2.0.· .. ",,.· re,. 
_tyEe,." .. 
_"tc~,"" 
MRITt.5 •• 'l.' ." 
..-1,t.S •• "2. TC 
.Rlft.S •• 'fl' U. 
~I'E'S •• ,tl' FP 
IIU'!C5.IOC' 
c-----------------------.·-c U-IT 
c-------·----_···----------1"U".LT.Ut., U~:~~. 
c--------------------------e C~ ... ISO .. S 
c--------------------------5.1 'ORM,Te' ".IOUS [STI""tS FC~ PCISSellS RA'IC CF .!-,. 
'01 FOR~'TC' -.S.,'""IN a •• CI •• ' •••• ·HCE. ='.01'.'" 
,.' 'ORNAT" •• ! •••• ='.01'.""""" :'.01 •• 7/. 
,,, 'OR~T" CI.' FO~ SURFAC~ L"ER ~SI'" 0'" 'T CUPT'" 
,.S ~OIl~A'I' e, •• FO. SVRF.et L"!~ LS:~' FCR~LAS ., tOOK! aNC·. 
C' ... NU .. •• 606 FO"".Te' C! •• FO~ RIGJD SU",",C! USUG ~CR"UU IY ",..TIII·, 
.ll 'OR~'TC- I'.' FOR ELASrIC !~R"C[S VSINC "~RT1I'. Fell~l'S" 
", 'OR~'fC' .~ •• '1R ELASTIC SUR,aCES USIN' FCR"Ull a1 S .. LES·' 
'0. 'OR ... TC' '.5.,'H"I" : NCt" =-.JI4.'" 6'9 'OR .. IT.- Cf •• '011 ~L'SrIC SVR~IC!S tsr~G FC~'UL' 8T "~~UN" 
610 FO,,~.rC' .J •• FOR !LASTIC S~PF'C£S USI'" FCII'ULA ., "IRRI.PUGH·' 
AHx=e4.0.'lH,.QSIIITCFP.· •• J!CO,,!,'IJ. 
CALL ~'2IeFeN.'.AK,.C •• " •• "'0' 
.,.=A' 
CALL £0288F ••••• PKI.PCI •• ' •• PD'.0. 
.~:.Y.'M 
POR ,:P:l"'. CO'OSGltU"p. ~I C 12. CO'F I· ••• 
UU=2.'O.'I.~""~·'" 
,,,,:,,p,e!:. 'U 
IF •• Y.G!.2.~I' H·:I.l'~00.el.OO'.Y ••••• @'5CI.P.CUU ••• "O., 
C(.,.,··.200. 
IF,IY.lT.Z.tO' " .. =1.3l5DO.CI.eO'e~£.pC.2~'OC •• ' •••• R.(Uue •• 6CO.' 
C(., .. ··.2CO. 
HeH:H-'. '9~C' 
"RIGIC=I.Z.,O,.VI.U·.-/FP 
!P=~/.'5!)0 
U.=WI.U",,::P.A. 
UCOIU. 
S!UI'" 
UUI"O 
SIC0I7!' 
ncol '"~ 
sseOl n. 
uell rei 
UCU'" 
UCU-" 
UCOHIO 
S!etllll20 
UCI1!lO 
S!Cn"40 
S!C.u,,~. 
Uett-" 
S!COl!JI 
S!t ...... 
nCOIU. 
UC .. • .. 
SStOl'U 
SSCOI"Z' 
Slett "31 
S!COl '4' 
SSCot,SO 
sscn ." 
SSCOt' " 
S SCU-80 
S!CII'.O 
U(OZ"O 
S!te2010 
S5C02020 
S5C02030 
UCI2040 
S!C020!0 
SSCU"O 
S5e0201l 
S!C020!1 
S!CI20" 
SSCI2110 
S!C02IU 
S!C02128 
SHUI !I 
S!C02140 
5!C021 !O 
S!C02UO 
S!C02I" 
S!eOUU 
S5C1:?I~l) 
StC.U .. ~ 
-~, f 
trt .. t: "ssea Fe..... A L£EDS U.!W!.trf' '~/'S[ ,.If 
",' "JIIIIHIICgt··.,·, " ' ~~.~ ••• CU1I ••• SPJI." ... ·.I!t •• IICN....-u .,..,. 
.... ~.~" •••• CUU •••• DI)/c ..... 2e •• 
c .... ..,.nu. 
....s.l.fO .... CU ........ ,c •• ··.ze •• 1ICf.' . ."..., .. MOe 
aw ...... .,.· 
,,",,_.cUlt'U 
e ,fret",., ..... Of' II" 
.... 1"" .... . 
•• utes ... .. 
_nus ... , ••• nlt' 
... nus."!' 
"If' B • .,.It .... IICH 
.. run.H" 
.. ntct .. '" ... IIID lfItuns •• ". 
".If!C5.r.,' a .... '"' 
.,.1f!:C5."" 
IfItlfEU.l.l. """'eMCH' 
.. IfH'.6'" MRrf~c"lll' " ••• ~. 
IfItITU!,6ICJ 
.Rlf~C'.'II' ~~".HC~ 
"'"EUd'" IfItlfECs.n, 
e 116' COIIllIIU! c---------... --------------C "et" 
c--------------------------E=,,!: F2 
" ""= ..... ,. 
IC","2 
KLla, n,a, 
.Aa.!:-FI 
"f."T:L·"!)·' 
OfL=JTOv"tItY 
c----------_·--------------C PIt!:SSH[ 
c--------------····---·_·--III FOR"6'C."' a·.Dlt.7,!!' 
.4 COlnUU! 
HtaH"U-l.C'.C.!··2"C2.0'.~' 
.A·ItO·F3 
oIC CU"f=2 
tel2=1 
• COIUI~U== 
,'llpl.!Q.l. ~lf~.~.118' ~O.~2 
C C SOLI1-' "~[SS~'£ FC~ 'RIAL Ht ~:,. C'2~a, 
c 
f'Csu,=o.cc 
Ie·l[ 
S!C'211e 
SS(02220 
!!COUll 
!!ClZZ'1 
nCI22'O 
"CI22ff 
S!C.22 •• 
S!ClU" 
SSCIZZ'!' 
S!CI2J11 
S!Cl211' 
!!CI212' 
S!CIZ.l!1 
SSCI2'''' 
S!C'Z!!I 
S!ClIlfO 
S!Cl211' 
$!C'2'~' 
$!f'lZ"1 
S!C02UO 
$!CIZU' 
$!(.24Z. 
SSCt,.~t 
5!CI2'" 
S!CI24~" 
S!C02U~ 
5!C'2'" $!C124.' 
S!Ctze" 
S!CU'S" 
s!elz,,, 
S!C02'<2tJ 
$!C.25JI 
5!CI2'4I 
S!C02~!' 
S!C02"1 
S!CG2'5JO 
S!C02'5tO 
5!C'25" 
$~CC'Et" 
S!C0261t 
~!ca2621 
S!Ct2E3e 
Sf C02';'" 
S!eO'65f) 
!":C02UII 
S:Ct2EJO 
$eC02E'!' 
5!(016'1" 
He027!!' 
S!C02 'I'» 
S!ee2UO 
S!C02 7~0 
S!COZH" 
s!eOZ 7!O 
, rL!: SSCII F(ltf~A~ A L£[~S UNltt-Slf, '~/8St 6.1' 
.... r-.t 
.1I=t CALL Cl2E .... C •• '.I.PCS.DTL.I.'C •• 1.PtDt ••• OUTpUr.M2.1' ••• 
I(L2=I(L2-1 
K" .saK" "-1 pc..-cs ... 
1",,( ... f.I.OI' GOT~ , 
'Fepc.,'.PT' IOTO • 
.. ,. , 
c 
c DEfta.I-I.' THE .EQUI'ED HI ~Sl'" erstC'lo" 
c 
s rf(~CCUlla,.E'.O' MlaNA/2.D. 
.lCOU~f=l 
...... -tIA 
10" • 
• r'I~COUII'.!'.I' "AaMA/Z.D. 
..cOUNT:t 
",.HI-HA 
10fO It 
, C~"TUlut 
c--------------------------C L "'0 ' 
c--------------------------12' 'ORNA" •••• CALCUlATED FP = ·.Olt.7.,a,·fOA at .',CI4.1.,., 
• .C E£ .'.CI0.3,· I .·.t~, 
119 'OItNAr,' ••• S"£C,fIEO F" .·.CI4.7' 
C C SOLfl.' LOAD capac,r, 'OR fRIAL It USI ... D.,EB' AND C.I,a, 
C 
e 
c 
c 
"CS( 11=0.01 
IC=.t 
O.=UU-X( "'Sf 
.11=0 
call oe2ESf •• C •• ',1.PCS.DTL,I,FCM,I.PEDERV,OUfPUT,M2.19, •• 
ICL3="Ll·1 
NPlUS=lIIsr., 
CALL tOISI" •• "SfCR!,NPlUS""C,!!.o' 
I(LI=I(L'-I 
,,,C=-f:PC 
IfIIPf.£8 ••• 60TO 1591 
!E:I'O.J •• e'BSIE£'/~PC 
wqI'~C5.12C' FPC,.£,££,KLI 
.,,, n~ (5 ,ll'!' f:lI 
U9l eOfWn"lU£ 
DIff=OABSCfP-FPC,/FP 
IFIOIFf.l~.F'T)lJ Goro 81 
IF.FP.Gr.FFC' 60Te d2 
If"P.lT.ifC' Gor, d3 
D£T~RHIfW 1"- IH£ "c:aUI RED II!: USUG II!!ECTI ~N 
82 Jf.tCCUllaT.£a.a, .,=_A/2.0. 
Iccu~r:. 
.,a.E ••• 
sscon6'J 
S!e021" 
SfCl2rllt 
sscan·, 
S!cD2~0I 
S!eoz~U 
$Se02nt 
S!C021i1S1 
ne.,·" 
S!C02'!0 
S!coze" 
S!CU·" 
S!CI2811 
S!CI2'''I 
SSC", .. 
5$e0291O 
$!el2'2' 
SSC02'3 • 
S!C02'" 
S!C02°'50 
S!e02"" 
$!C021!J0 
SSCl2"@' 
S!C02·~' 
HCllO .. 
s!eonlt 
S!CDl021 
S!COl' ~O 
SSCU'" 
s!CI]O~' 
S!COlCfO 
UCOl,., 
s!c"ell 
UC.l"O 
stell .. o 
S!C01l1O 
S!COlUI 
s!COll~' 
sscon,' 
SSCOH" 
SSCOlIE' 
S!eOH J. 
s!CO~IU 
S!COlnO 
s!ConOO 
S!C0121O 
S!C0122' 
S!(032~O 
S!C0l240 
S!C012!O 
$SCOlZ6I 
S!CG!210 
S!e032!t 
S!CO!2~" 
S'5CU3tO ~ 
,~~~~: $See ,C.laal. LtEOS ~~r't.sr" ,-/es! t.lt 
-" .. as .I.e ICCU'" .t.... aUAlI.D. 
.cau_'a, . 
.st·.t· ... 
"10 e. 
.1 tMyt_v( 
C ...... ••••· .. •• ..... --· .... ~--C. ,.UCUCI 
C .... -----............ -------.,~'., .. T' • ••••• H. t .... I. 'Alella. S£C'I"·' 
"_ ...... 
...... g •• ."el.e ..... 
"C.U ... oc~t 
".,_ I-ha" 
... 1 ... · 
IC •• '''. ttC·.,iOC.41. 
_..,. •• JIIC •• ""'.~'··J··"··e .,~ •• r.~'.t. ~,.O~C 
,."J ..... C •• H.£'CM ••• '.· •• c:.IM. 
... c.,,,,,!: 
C C SOLwl .. I"'£CNLS ,ca '1ICnU C""CVUn3" V$lU 011'" 
C 
ca .... C'I"'C •• '.'."LUS.FR2.'~I." 
,.,a-'R, . 
IFeNO.LI ••• C.' .,sOSIATC-H.~.,.e.-••• 
1,,",.af.O.C" .II=C:SQRf'Z.!,·M, •• , 
I'CN,.tO.I.e', M.rl!C5 ••• " 
Dt.I.H •••• , •• Z.'Cz.r •• ~' 
D!".H'.C.£··'J/".C'.~' I"H .... I ••• CO. '1_'.Cl.DI'C'.OO.", •• -c.'n'.CI.~""'­
CCOLO'C'HI-.l •• ' •• CH.-at •• '.,CC" ••• I •• I'.C .... f •• ".'.-
c,a:/Ct.I.I"ot"J. 1.'H •• Sr ••• o ••• 1~I.CI.D.,eZ.~'_~"'·CDSOR'C'.CO •• /M". 
CCOIT •• C_.I'I'I'-C.T •• e.~'X'I •• -C.I'C["I •• t'a[-' •• 
'~_C.%.U~"Pc,.c,ez.'.D"H.! •• I'I' 
c----..... ··· .. ---·--------c R!:LUflLU, 
c--·------------····-------662 'O_"",C. OIl D£C_tA!£D FOR Sl(BAL Pe£SSL_£ RfLJaeILIT' (NtC.·" 
'21 'O.~aTC. ~C. OF S,(PS DOU8L!D FO_ f' -!L:.8ILIT, C~£C.·" 
,.. ,o_"a'c •• C. Of S't.S DOU8l£O FeR ,. '£LI-EILI" C~£C.·" 
"1 FOR".T' ••• ' ••• PCL~·.12X •• P'£W·.13 •• ·.·.12 •• ·-.'IFF •• ,. 
,.Z 'OR"ATC' ·.I ... C01 •• '.ZI." 
"3 Fo.~aff. '.6'.·F':L:·.11 •• ·'P~~W·.I ••• ·P.DY'F.'" 
751 FO~ATC' •• ' ••• FRCLC·.ll •• ·".'.·.I ••• ·R.Olf' •• " 
, •• ,OR"&TC. ·.I •• 3COI •• 7.2.". . 
9" ,Q ••• 'C. _flIASILiT' C"LCKS C=~V!R'[ TO SP~CI'I~D 'CLE".~C!S·" 
'51 'OP~.'C •• eSOLUT£ :_L~' PRt!SU~£ 'ClE'A~C! _:JU!TEC'" 
952 ~O_"A'C' •• J ••• PfCL~·tll •• ·PT~£~·.II •• ··.~!FF •• '. 
'5l 'O'.A'C' ·.I •• 'C~1'.7.l.'" 
'.3 'G«~.TC. FI"L Ofl fOi ~£LJafILIT' CHtC.~ :·.C14.'" 
". 'O.~.TC. ~t'.L -a. ~f STEPS Fe' .tL['P.ILIT, C"fCK! =·.16" 
,., 'O~ATC. fCT.L .L~(. Of CIL .. S IC CIZEB' ='.IE/' 
S!CIl!U 
stClnll 
stelUl' 
"eftl1 .. 
neU!!1 
S!COl:fI 
neun. 
SI(ll1·' 
UClll" 
~!Cll." 
SICIS'" 
S!tl1'U 
StCU." 
SUu ... 
S!C"'~' 
sunuo 
S!CO!'U' 
S!eu .... 
SU."" 
st("~" 
nen'JI' 
!!eOJ"JII 
UeU53. 
S!Cl3!40 
stc.n!1 
sun,,, 
SfeU!" 
!!cn5'-D 
Stel3"O !!cnu, 
S!eflU' 
S!et!"O 
s!en':' 
S!C'3640 
uen.,o 
S!COl'" 
S!COl." 
S!C"EPO 
S!-:0369' 
S!eOl?OO 
S!ClJTlO 
S!eU720 
ssenuo· 
S!eOH" 
S!CIl',!' 
S!U"'60 
S!CelJ10 
~!COH~O 
S!COH'O 
,)!COl'!OD 
S!COJ·1O 
$!e:JJ~~O 
S!COJ838 
!!CO.1IlU 
nC03S58 
,. .. !: ssea eCRf.IN A LtED! U.I'ER!I" ,",est t.16 
c 
C STGI£ CV_RCN' 'RtS~[ ,aLutS 
C 
~OCI'.PS·CR[CI. 
DO .5.' 1-•• NSf 
".-r-I 
,.OC" •• _PS1CRtC"" 
.,,, COllnNV[ 
,,=. 
OJL:I)TL •• 11:' 
.st=,·ltST 
""US"'S,·. 
,.-CU-.UI'Sf 
Kalt 
PCSU ..... OI 
"I'="' •• '··"C'.O' ••• 
Fl2C .,=2.01""[ 
".1= •• 0. 
PC.-•• OI 
.. 1=. 
elLL CI2£"C.C •• I.I.PCS.Ofl •• tfC'.I.'EDERV.OUT'UI.~2.1'." 
C 
e .. GlAL ~.£SSlK RUI.UUff CHfCK 
C 
",TOL=" •• IC. 
p"IOa,.O' 
DO 76 I-han 
JI= .. I 
ICt: .. " ... 
PC=PSrcR!CJI. 
H.:H •• C.e •• '.'c,.CO ••• ·AM.PC 
I'CPC.GT.P~.C' 'll:PCI 
I'CPCI.CO.F-IO. p,,:pe 
IF(~C.Sf.P'.C' ".O:PC 
PClaPC 
"2CJ":'.CO·H.t/C~ ••• 2'-•• C',". 
IC=" 121·2 
IFeIC.N!.I. 'OTO '6 
J-J.l 
op=o •• scpc-P"OCJ •• 
IFCDP.sr.SF'OL' S(TO 7' 
,. eI)NTIflU£ 
.aTO JS 
" CftNTUUE 
IFCI~'.~Q.O' SC'C .", 
lI_lT~C'5.lOe' 
.,'UTECS,'''' 
.... !f!Cs •• sH 
IIRITEC5.<J ••• 
IIR!'~C~."4c. PPOC~'.Pc.,c.c, 
.... U<:C5.10G t 
6192 C~.TlIl.UC: 
NST=IWST/l 
G~T" II 
U CO.UPfU£ 
S!CUU. 
UC.3"" 
Utl!UO 
UCOl"" 
S!COS"· .. 
S!CO"IO 
sseo:su. 
uco,.,~. 
UCI!·" 
S!CU"~' 
UCU"" 
UC03'" $Seu". 
SSCI]'9t 
StCO"oo $leo .... 
S!C04U' 
S!CIIU]O 
sse ..... 
S!ct40!' 
ssc040n 
S!CO .. " 
S!ct40~' 
nco.no 
S!C ..... 
S!C04111 
ueo.u. 
S!C"I ~. 
$$CO' ••• 
uco •• " 
nc •• u. 
S!C ... " 
SSCO .. !. 
S!C"I" 
S!C .. ,OO 
$1".2 .. 
S!C04UO 
s!e!!.Z3t 
S!CO.Z40 
SSC04Z!O 
sse042U 
S!CO'ZlO 
SSCI.,80 
!·co.no 
s!e.']OO 
S~CO'31' 
SStUl2, 
s!eo.~!. 
S!C04~40 
S!co.]~O 
sseo.]" 
S!Co.] " 
S!e04U' 
sseO'390 
SSCl .... 
~ 
,rIL"t:SSca 'e......" LttO! Ur.!wr.S!Tt' '.'IS! I.IS 
~ _,,"Ufe :.u, "'USUR£ 'GL[ .... e! c"!"!:!) 
C;.,:. ,.' 
'Jtf~,..:.P'n. 0',-9'.SI.""""''''''· 1'."'1 •• ,."0.., .. IO'e lU 
"",i2 . '.' . 
,2.1 .c:ut_ 
",I.'.EI •• ' le,e .!l1 
.,.Une'"l"' 
_.-tl. s,.,SJ' 
.. n!·I~ •• 52' 
"I"'!h.~' """,.,OPT 
.. ~nn',lOtt 
6UI co., ,-",. 
IISJ:"'" OfL=lJ"'·U.C""''''''' 
"..". . 
UfO. 
Cclltfr'UE 122 
C 
" .. tU .. :Uff CHECI( C 
C 
:: 
S"OL=.l,.·,p,eL 
ea ..... tll&'* ..... SJOR".LUS.'PCO.EltltCtt to. 
,pCO=-" DC' 
.. paD •• S, "pCO-I'pU If'PCOJ 
IF,~~.~'.SFfOL' 50TO '1' 50'" U. 
'fU CO.'''\;[ 
l'.rpT.~Q.'J 50'0 6322 
... nt".uOt 
... u::n.,Cj I 
• 'U'~C·ltlZ1' 
.... n!C5.'.~. 
~lftC5.!44' ,pC.'PCD,Df~ 
",u'tC'S •• e .. 
6322 ".n'-UE 
OTL=DTL.u.ce 
IOTa 9 
121 tu,,,,ut 
C , .. R!:LIA81L.1t CH::(I& 
C 
.LUS:"S'·' 
caLL :0IwAF' •• F.2.~PLUS.F~c.[·2.01 
,A2=-FR2 
If,N,.LJ.O.CO •• f='SO~TC-""C~.~O ••• ' 
I.' 'H'. \iT.:I.;:O' "T' =,;solnc 2.;I·HO·'" 
I'CMa.£a.l~CO' WA!T::CS,4911 
D~~'=H'.'.I··2.'C2.CO.~' 
D£N2=HO ••• !··2.'C2.:0 ••• 
If'HO.lT.O.'O •• 1~T=Cl.CO/'2.)0.HO'.·C.'CO.Cl.~O'."· 
CCDL'&C'"O-" •• T'.CHO-X!.Xy"CCHO •• I •• ' •• 'HO •• : •• , •••• -
CC'I'J£~I·.£/C!~2'. 
~!C044" 
S!t044ZO 
S!UUlf) 
~!CI44.' 
sn04.~D 
S!C04461 
S!CI44" 
suo •• PO 
S5(144" 
~!C04'5" 
S!CI"",U 
S!Ct"5Z8 
S!CM5.1' 
S!«:04~4~ 
S!Ct"5~' 
$~tO.'!EO 
SSC04'5JO 
S!Cl4~1J' 
!!C04~" 
S!CO.~OO 
S!C04~1O. 
S!C04E20 
SStl4631 
S!C04S.0 
S!ca4~S' 
S!tO."O 
S!CO.'1O 
S!CO.'~I 
S5C04"'0 
S!CI4'et 
5!e0411O 
$St04120 
SSC" 13 • 
S!C,,4141J 
S!C041'!0 
SSCI4160 
$!(U.n. 
S!e04 '-0 
$SCl4''''' 
S!Co.cOO 
SSC04t!1O 
5!C04"20 
SSCO."~O. 
S'ZC04'!40 
$!C04'150 
S!r04"EO 
SSC04' ro 
ssc •• -1~O 
S41C"."oo 
$!CD4~0f) 
«;!C04 C IO 
S!CC.o 20 
HCO"H' 
:~CO.041J 
s!eo·'9'!o 
fiLE: ssel 'ell' ...... L£~D5 ~NI't .. SITl ,./8S[ E.l' 
'fC"a.G'.'.~o' .'NT=fl.DO/C2.Do."al.~COSORTC2.eO."/"I.e 
e,oA'AhC_.I/.'I,-eA'A.CX~'.'I'.-C.I'C[NI •• t/D£_2.' 
F"O="'.U~/'PCw'.'f.2.2.Dle~xt •• I-T' 
Df .. :DA8scc,-a-. R' /F - O• "eJ'R.5'.'~JOL. 10'0 329 
IOTil ". 
32' COltilf!IIUt 
IfeIPT.tt.I' 10'0 632.1 
.~lftc5.1'8 • 
II'UTt cs.". 
II1lITH5,'41! I 
.... Il!:u.n .. 
MIt,'EC5 •• 44' '~.fRO.DFR 
VAIT! .S.lOl' 
Ull CONUNU[ 
OTl=OTL.l0.CO 
lOTG • 
,,. CONTINUE 
IF"pr.!o.o' 5C'C .32" 
IIRtT!:'5. Q '.', 
""u!:, 5 .lOCI 
""UE(5.''H 
.... If!:CS.99H 
''':TE'5,'8~' ~TL 
MltIT£C5 •• e., liST 
YltITECS.9!!' KLJ 
"RHEes.IOU 
632. CONn IIUE: 
c--------------------------
C I'I.tD 
c--------------------------
C 
C ERROR [STINA1E fOR ,.aJ"u· P~£SSU"[ 
C Ell=OA8SC'F.l-P~.C./PMX~ • 
t22=OA8S'CF22-P~.C./P~X: • 
ERP=~.1·100.O' 
IF'£22.GT.£II. ~ttP=E22·10P.C' 
C 
e "INIMU" A~D Ct.TRAL FILM THICK'£SS 
C 
"vt~=HO·XE.·2/C2.CO·R. 
NI=H"I" 
DO I 'J1f I: I,NST 
.18=1-1 
XC=W·,.I8' 
PC=PSTOArC.,u 
HW=HO_,WC •• 2."Z.CO e R ••• '.FC 
IFCH •• ~Q.H~I". H-,=H. 
IFCH-t.~Q.~.' H-2="W 
'F'H •• LT.~~I~' .H"I~=.C 
IFCH •• LJ.H"'''. H":N=HX 
Hl=H. 
IFC.C.LT.O.CO' GeT~ 1.~ 
Pl=PC 
s!eo'''o 
5!C04910 
ssco • .,ea 
UCO"'o 
S5(1", 0 .. 
SSCO,." $lcnuo 
!SC05011 
$SC05040 
SSCOSO!I 
sse.so .. 
SSCl5U" 
$SCO"" 
S!C0'5090 
S!Ct"llOO 
S!C05111 
SSCO~120 
SSCI5130 
S!CIJ5141 
s~e051~O 
SSCU1" 
sse05170 
$~C05lt!. 
S!C(I'5I~O 
SSCI'521O 
S5(0'521O 
SSC0'5220 
$5e0'523O 
S!C052'0 
S!e0'52~0 
S!C052EO 
S!CO"l21O 
SSC4:52" 
S!C05298 
SS(O'U" 
SSC053 •• 
SSC05U. 
S ~eo'5 HO 
SSC(l53" 
$!C'5l~' 
S!C05.1EO 
SSCO'HlO 
SseO'5lU 
S!Clt5lCJO 
SS(0"540G 
S!C0'541O 
S!(0"l421J 
S!eO-41O 
S~C05.40 
~':(054'51J 
S!eO'i4U 
S~CO'5U!l 
sse054-" 
S!C0'5491! 
!!C05~08 
... ,., 
G\ 
,tw. ssee 
q..e 
ct •• 
."", .. 1 
Ft .. ,.... AUtOS UIIuttt!IU 'Yin h'6 
• ., ~n .. ·· 
.,. .. 1 ....... '. 
.. ~f_fl'. 
.. ' ......... 'H2.0 ... ' ...... , 
~.*t.~T •• " tere 7sal 1IC...e, . 
:m:n 
'Ul COMZ_ 
.c"I· 
ICI ... " 
7'" CORltllUl: 
tMCal ••• 0t-e'8ICfMC-MCZJlHCI 
'I·O •• s •• "~r'-M·I"M~I~' 
[2.,.esICMP1-""Z',"~lJ 
," ... u-.tt.Ct 
ItrltZ.Gf.tlt [MIIU!Z·IO •• O. 
£_""_01.5C'I'IH""-'''_0' 
ita nO.M"tlfItfC 
c--------------------------c CU'PU' c----------------_·----------1.' ,c_~'C ••• , •••••• I ••• • .. •• IS '.·CP·.11J.·H·/' 
c 
,.. 'ORNAf.' ·.I •••• OI ... 7.Z ••• I'.I.' 
10' 'OR~I'C. C'LCUL'T[~ LOlO ~I'.CI" .~~J .·,CI'.'" 
III FOR~A'" H' .·,015.18/' 161 FORNI". ~, ••••• CI4.1.8.,·tS'I·IT~O I !RRO_ =·,c ••• " 
I.Z FORNI"· ,.,.,.JION ~I-' ,at. .·.D2'.I~" 
191 FOR~ITC' "'1 • • '.CI •• 1 •••• ·~S't.lf!C • t~R~- .'.01 •• ,. 
1'2 'ORNAfC. Hct • •• ,DI4.7.a •• ·(S'I.I'~C • £RRo- =',0 ••• ,. 
191 FCRNI' •• H',"C :·,JI4." J" FOR~I' •• 'I~IL -C. OF $'~P! IN Ct"'.c' lOM£ .'.161' 
5.56 FO ••• ' •• ,,_'L O'l FO. ~2te' .·.01'.'" 
• 2Z FORNA'C' H' 'Hit' .'.01 •• "1 
'If FORM"'. F.IC'ION CCE"ICIE~' .F~' a·,CI4.'" 
• 91 FOR"I' ••• ~.l. = •• DI'.7" •• ·ESTI~ATEC lERRO- :'.'1 •• 1. 
510 'aR"I' •• 'J_~ CONY[RG~D "lU~S"" 
511 FORNAf" '.LUES ~IC" DEPt-C OM SM.LL STEP SI1£'" 
CONS'RUCTI" ,~t taJT PRO,JLES 
•• ,IU: •• ,JlCl 
•• £O .. !-,.·U 
I,P=-I.OO·,' 
DO •• J=l.rr'LUS 
1C=IfPLUS-I-1 
,,="-'W8 
.c",·.CIU 
"S"Rt'~':'S'O~!C •• 
.0 celllTtt.ut 
Of) 411 I=I.t.! 
.CI,· •• £D-"-I'·o. 
S!C""!II 
S!C''l'''' 
UCts"lU 
~!Cts·." 
sse I'''''' S!C'S!" 
ucn,,'" 
ucn'J.' 
ue." .. 
nC,'S6t1 
nets6" 
UC0'S6" 
uenESt 
UCI"" 
S!C'~6!' 
S!C.-S." 
ue.u" 
uets." 
S!C,5U' 
S!C05'" 
S!C05H' 
S!CG572' 
uCt"u, 
S!COS"O 
uen'" $!CO'lUI 
snnn. 
s!cn'~. 
SSC8'l1'9' 
S!CO""" 
SftOS·"I' 
ssen-zo 
!!CI5":S' 
S !Cft5"'" 
S!etss'!, 
S!t'05tt60 
S!t'05~" 
S!C058n 
SSCOS"" 
5$COOj"00 
$!CO~'U 
Uet,,·,,!) 
S!C'~"~o 
~'!cn""o 
0;-C'5·'1' 
SSC'O;"U 
S!C'S'fJO 
S!CI)5~(I' 
S!Cl5~tJ' 
Hcc'oeo 
SSCO"OU 
S!CC~D2" 
S!CI60.!' 
SSCo,.,o .. " 
SSC'.'!' 
ilL£: SS(8 Fe.TR.. • LtEOS UNt't-SI" '~'SE I ••• 
PlTtRtU .... D. 
.11 CCNT:Nut: 
.LUS= .. LU!· ... IIC.'· ..... 
I" •• ~C.£ ••• I" "'0 "" 
DO •• , r· •• .,LUS 
•• "LUS-I-I 
...... 
., ....... , 
PS,~! ... '·.I'C.t' •• 
.tz C..,NTI"U! 
ICU··I~ 
PS T :JR I:C U. 0 .0' 
.. "US= .... LUS.' 1It.,·",·.-1 
99" CMUtilut 
C C PRI""M' DIU .• , S .. rClnEO SP'CINt 
C 
e 
., • ..,lUi/U 
.. .. D·. 
IIRn(c5,'~' 
IIIU n: C5.,., • 
IIRITtI5.IIU 
DO 1 I: Ie .FLUS 
ICC=el/'II2'·-" l,ccrcc.Nt.I'.ANa.,r.II[.N'LUS'.I~.CI."[.I'.A'O.'I.ME.NC.'" 
_ GOro .J 
""O·,,-!)·I 
PCaP5TOliE' It 
xc: .... 
M.:MO·'C.-.'I".O'.~' •• ~·"C OOPD.CI2.D'.VI'U",'~I-.C •• 2'C2.0'.~J-A~.PC' •• 3' 
e.cc.e •• 2-.[··2"(2.~I.~'.A'.PC' 
IFC.C.G£ •• E. OCPt=O.DO 
."I,t.S.I •• ' .c.,e.CDPD." •• I.~' 
1 CON'U,U[ 
C f(l£O DATA 
C 
c 
IIR 1ft" .ao .. 
.'U'E n.", 
YRITECS.SlU 
W'lU!:('!.16U p·.o,~"P 
WIt If:::C S.1'JU ""l_,i:"" 
.~IT!C'."~~' 'M"I'II.taN" 
"_IT(.~.I'.' "C.EH' 
W~IT!:'5,I'J' A.TIC 
"" IT::: ( 5.'" 
W'tn~(5.1Oc) 
C CO"'EltGEJ OI'A 
C 
.,ltlT£C'5,9'U 
IHUTE (5 .!tll' 
nco",," 
ssc .. '" SSC.'''' 
sse .. "" 
SICI'IOI 
!SCIUto 
SSCKnl 
S!Cl61 J. 
nco .... 
SSCO"'!I 
IICI.U. 
nelll" 
nco.II' 
ssco~n' 
uea,'" $IC1621O 
SSCOU2t 
neen!' 51".2.' 
!CCO.,!O 
sseeulO 
S!COUJO 
nClu" S!elJun 
5 seen .. 
S!C06111 
sse'632' 
ncon" 
sse .. 1 ... 
SSCl,!!1 
UCI.!" 
5!CO'3" 
UC063 .. 
SSC06'" 
S!CO, ... 
SSCl .... 
SSC06.n 
SSCor...:s • 
UCO"" 
ssc" .. ~ • 
S!C064E' 
S!CO~U" 
SSCI'''" 
S!C06"" 
SICO~5'" 
SSC0651D 
S!C0652' 
SSt065!" 
S!C06'5U 
S!C06'l!" 
SSC065EO 
SSC065" 
S!C06SI!' 
SSC06"}'!) 
SSC06"1 
~ 
~ 
C 
C 
c: 
'11.£: SSCI ,.t .... 1111 • LEe,! ~~r.['$:T' .~I8S~ f.II 
i ~ 
~~ 
-.: 
MUTUS."" '.CD 
... "tn.lua ... 
.. nu,.u .. at: 
..,nEC~hWU If_!, 
tIIItTtn'.lJa 1I'1l0 
. .,.UE",;)· .. ~~, 
"tr!".~.J "1 C ---- ,., ...... ~---~~~ . ,..... 
C "~,'~.. , C----~~~~~...---~~ 
.-uel!'.' fC •• t.'"IO .... t"' .... 
t-----~·-.. ··.--.. · ... ·-· c "'c:'.,s.Ac." 
C~ ... ~-···-····-.·----c" C C,.,ITIC_." .ca PLeTt 
c 
".1=1 
1Q=IIIPLUSlII 
NTL=."N'.CT 
... =. O? 400' r=I.IIiIPLUS 
lec=' II'! ,._, 
IFC"CC.Nt_'t.'NO.".~.NPLUS ••• NO_C'.N£.~AV' 
•.• ,~.,r .• [.ltt SOTO •••• 
... = ... .,·1 
ac:a, It 
"C1IPSTOlltCU 
N_~O·.C'·4/C2.DO'R'.~·PC 
•• ,IUI'J=.C 
w' .... t:pe 
1"".'~(."'La CCTC •••• 
".1 :Iun., 
III ClCIC U=IC 
.... "',u, -... 
.... CO.TI~! 
p .... =p·.O·leIDe 
•• ES"I.lI-".CT 
PLOT".; USX', ,"OSTS' 
CILl P~PAC~C'.,I •• ' •• '.' 
C'Ll ~'P'O_.I ••••• I.' 
C.LL PlCTCSC_05 •• ~7.·H·.'t 
CALL PlOfC~I.4' •• Cl,-.',~t 
CALL PLOTC!C_~~ •• e7.'~'.lt 
CALL .. L:fCSC.4' •• 5 •••••• I' 
CAll PlCTCSC.23 •• 41.'T,-t =',It 
Clll T'P~~~CTC.4J 
Cill PSP.C~'.07 •• :' •• 05._" 
CAll ·IPC.f'C' •• I~.a •• H'.CTJ 
CAll 8'O~E. 
C.ll •• ~S 
Clll GO~P~' 
Call cu~v~cca.I,"".I.ICKlt 
!!C16611 
S!CO'sr.20 
SSC .. ",., 
S!CO& .... 
uco"..~. 
S!C'"'' 
S!ClUJO 
S!cM~'O 
S!C" ... 
S!C"1" 
lIeO.UI 
sse0E1:. 
$!Clt.J~. 
unr.141J 
S!CO'''' 
S SCO". 7'0 
S!CG§ "., 
S!tO(oUG 
$!to.'co 
$!ca6~" 
S!CC!6'J 10 
!!CC;'''20 
s!cr,,"" 
S!C06cU 
S!Cl""~' 
$SCO§~E' 
S!CO.8JO 
S!to",,~o 
s!c~nG 
S!cor.'.ICO 
S!CC"1tJ 
S!Co,ct20 
S!C'6~~' 
S!CC!6 0 40 
$SC06"0 
S!C06l60 
S!tO&<; ,It 
S!CO,c~" 
SSCG6°"l' 
S!C0100l) 
SSC01010 
!!C01020 
S!C(!llJ18 
SSCO")41) 
S!ClJl05' 
5!C01UO 
SSC01011) 
~!CO'O·O 
S~CO'Oo;" 
S!COl1 C"I 
S~COl110 
S!C01l20 
S!COl1!1J 
S!CO'141J 
S!C01I~1J 
fut: Ssel fCUlln • L£!OS U.t'E.~tT' './8S[ 6.16 
C.Ll IlKP!l SSCO'IEO 
CALL PSP.C~,_., •• ~".51 •• 93a S5ColIJ • 
CALL ".P ••• I ••• t •••• P~.J SSColl!O 
C~l I?IIO!' S!C011~O 
C'LL '.ES sscarz •• 
C.Ll '_lPt, S!C01~tO 
CALL CU.VEC •••• P;.I •• ~' S5C01220 
'.LL 'LKP!l $!C012~' 
C.LL ~~ •• E S!C07240 
CPV:C'UTI-C.OU' 55C01250 
U~'TE'5.6j41' CPU S5Co'260 
IPf=rPTS S!,,727' 
C S!COJ2~0 
(11 •• ===.===11==.=.= •••••• = •• ===== •• :=.=.=:= •• : •• =::.=.=.====.1I= •• ====: •• =55C072'0 
C $5C0130. 
II" CONTI'V! SSC07311 
C S!Ca"2' 
(===11========:==.=====.============== •• =:==.==.==.11=======1I.===.=::.====$5C0711. 
C SSC073 •• 
C.lL .-£Ne S5CO"5. 
CPU=CPUTI'C.CUJ S!C"JE' 
YlltTEc~",~eJ CPU S5C01310 
STOP 5SC073 •• 
£.D S!C013'0 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------55CI7 ••• C 
( 
SUBltOUT tN£ fCIIUC,PCS,F' 
S!C0141' 
55e01420 
S!C014JO 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------$!CI74_. 
'MPLICIT R£'L.4'I-H.O-IJ 
CO""OIll .c~'COt.PSTOREC~OOaJ 
CO""eN VI.L.,HO.R.A",I~,.'.C •• J!.NST 
DIMENSION FeS'IJ,FClt 
PC=PC~C U 
fcn=c12.00.VI .u"n .... ' IIC-.,." 2.00.R, •• "-P( J.-".-C .. C-.2 
c ... r.-2t/'2.C'.Rt.I~-PC' 
ll::fURfi 
EtWO 
S!C0745' 
SS(oHEO 
S!C07471 
S!Ct! 14 !O 
SSCI'." 
ssur500 
S!C01~1O 
SS(01520 
S<!C01530 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------S!C07540 c 
e 
sue_ourINE '~'PVTC.SOL.PCSJ 
sseOl 5'3 
S!C07 U 
S!COJ 10 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------S!COr5S0 I~PlICIT RE.L.~C.-H.'-Zt 
CO~"C' .'9(.O.,P~'GREC~OoOt 
CQM"JN VI,L~.HO.II,A~.X::.XI.C'.JI.N5' 
DI~[~SION FCSCIJ 
JI:.II·l 
ICJI,:xSOL 
PST~~~.Jtt:~C~CIJ 
.SOL:IC:;-.. I-'::'. 
IF(JI.EQ_N~" .SOL=.I 
R£TURN 
£1110 
S!C07~'O 
S!CClFU' 
S!C07610 
SSCIJ1620 
SSC076:!O 
S!i:01640 
SSCOH~O 
s~e016'O 
S!C01U" 
S!C016~0 
S!C016?1) 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------S5CI' 100 
" Go 
itl.£: isce ".,,,.. A LEEDS u't'!~SI" '-/15£ '.1' 
e S!Cll"1 
suaaCU,r.£ P'O("'.C.PCs.P~' S!Cfl?2' 
C  SSC'l'!1 
C·~---.. -----~-~·--~-·-----------------------------------------------S!C"'.' , .. ueu R£.V .......... U 
C3~~ l'fC •••• Ps,"t'~ ... . 
~.I .... , ........ ".I£ .... e .... I .. ' OllIlA". ",t..hlhPCSCU fIC-clCl t . . '. 
. . ,..,.1 •• .,..:.t .. ,t-r ...... ".-•. c •• U!t ........ t •• UII-24 ...... CtI 
CU ....... ,.a.U •••• A"'t-C ••• U . ItT""_ .. . 
£ItO 
FILE: Kssel EIEe "LEEDS u,r'[~SI" _~/e$[ '.16 
for batch running 
ICCffTAOI. au 
,IF &.t'~LAG £0 stACK DtSeuF 
,STACK II •• 2 51" 
ISUCIC fI • DISIe .SSC8 D.T. 
UUCIC 
'~T'CK '1 5 '!SK '5SCH ,af' C~£CF~ F L"£CL 121 8L~CK 120 
&ST.CK FI 8 OISK 8'~K O.T. 
'STACK '1 PLOTTER CISK P5!Ct PLot • '.[CF. , L"!CL 12' BLftCw 129 
,ST'CK 
(ItC SE'UP '~.TR" LOS' ~ • ., CCGHCST 
LOAO ssca 
;:;ElllIIOO 5SCS 
~.[C a.TCH 'EM5J' RUl S!C8 JO 'ILES 
5!CG1'!G 
S!Cll"" 
SSc.,,,e 
uetn'l 
S!.CI''' • 
S!C17411 
S!C"'''IO 
S~ClJ'!21 
ncar-"I 
'IL~: JSSCI E'~C • 
for connected 
LE~D! UNI'!'SIT' ,"BS( 6.IE 
running 
(J(EC StfUP F~~'R" ~DSF ~A5F CC&MC5f 
'1 4 ~.SI IS~C8 CITA 
F. 5 DISI USCI tATAClttt'" , La !:CL 12. tRl).CI UI 
, •• DISK 8' •• 0.1. 
LO.;) SSe8(CL~A'! 
~J(!C .L?fFIL~ PS!tl 
SiT itUP • 
SUU 
INPUT 
FILE: .ssce 
12 
.11898510-3 
,.fA • LE!:OS UIII"ERSt" , .. ,eSE '.1' 
.01 I. 16.0' .J ."Z •• 026' •• 
.02208' '!I. 
-.1 .. UII 
1.0-' 
.001 .1 .. 
.001 
I.IE-6 -.02 
.1 1.25 .01 1.02 
211 21 
I -1 
12 
.1 .2 .25 .5 I. 2. 4. 6. e. II. 20. ~e. 
.995 .'804 .'6" .8953 .125 •• 'l! .2' .1'~6 .1.30 .11 .'4~91 .'46" 
1.115 1.021 1.0ll 1.126 1.4.9 2.2~2 4.2.1 6.47. '.1" 12.16 ll.11 52.'3 
", 
o •• 15 .1 .15 .175 .2 .25 .3 .35 .3'5 .4 .425 .45 .475 .! 
.525 .55 .575 .6 .625 .E5 .615 .7 .11 .'2~ .7~ .76 .," 
.8 .825 .85 .865 .875 .89 .~ .925 .~~ .97~ 1.0100000001 
J19. 502. '26. 9~'. II~J. Il02. IEll. 2882. 248'. 25!1. 2496. 
2408. 2151. 1675. 1302. 1051. 929. 5'1. J!3. 23~. 1~3. I~O. 
151. 110. 116. 116. 12'. 116. l,e. I". 1, •• 12'. I~'. 1'1. 
18l. 21'. 2~1. 285. 33'. 
~ 
• ..
• ,. 
!oJ 
lit 
If' 
" E ,. 
~ 
.. 
-
'" r 
... 
• .. 
.-
:t 
.,. 
a 
'., 
10.1 
oJ 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
0 
lID 
u 
n 
CIt 
~ 
II 
" oJ 
... 
... 
oil 
.. 
• 
• 
W 
III 
at 
.... 
r ,. 
,II' 
,: 
III 
• ...
• .. 
• ':t
If' 
a 
bl 
,at 
.. 
• 
... 
:=.. Q. ... 
..... 
:»0 
o 
• t1 
.. 
.. 
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:S 
.. 
u 
.. 
~ 
oJ 
w 
.. 
-.. 
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.. 
.... 
... 
.. •••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 • 0 .0 ••• 00 ••••• 0 ... 
• ••••••••• O ••••••••• Q.o ••••• o.o.o.oo.o 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OOOOOo~uooonoooooonooonononooonooooono
•• uo •• o •••• ~o.eoooo~ooo.oooooo •• ooo.o • 
•••••••• 0 ••••• ~00.0.~000.o •• ooo.OOOOO. 
o.O •••• ft ••• oo~~o •• O.ft.Go.onOODO"OOO"OO 
•••••••••• o •• o •••• o.n.n •• oo.oonooooono 
••• ~ •••• ~o~.~.~.~.~.~.o~OO~O~O~~O.~.~. .,=~=~C~~~:;~~~~~~~~~~:=:~~:=::~=::~~:= 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
•••••• •••••••• 0 ••• 0 •••••• 0 ••••••••••• 
i ! 
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• 
• 
• 
c 
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c 
a 
... 
:t 
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:t 
a 
• 
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• 
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... ,~ tt, ... ' " ....... CoP ... '" 
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• • 
· , 
• I ,  
~ 
II 
-.. 
<I 
• C> 
O!! 
Ie 
W 
0 
r 
H 
• 
• I • I I , , 
I : 
I ==:===:=~~~~I 
• • • • • • • • • • • • a e;. c· 0 C P n I. c. Cl r , I I 
.' . I : . , , 
I I 
I i 
, i 
f • I 
• • • I I I 
I • J 
I : l ;i 0 I 
f : i 
1 ~ I 
I , 
• ,
• • 
• ,
: 
I 
• I 
I 
• I , 
• 
I 
" ..
a: 
.. 
" ..
oOw ...... OUQOcO"" 
•••••• o •• ooco 
o.oo.ouo •• oo 
•• c - ~ V· '" ..... u w".., 
.• '" P. N ~. 0'" '" 0 ...... 
.0 .... ~NN~nNON 
- ...... N."'''' ....... .., 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
·····1' ..... 0 
."'Olt.eooo., .... 
.00 •• 0.0 •• 00 
· . . . . . . . . . . , 
o 0 Cl c. c. r,o e:, 0 " '-' C" OO,",CSDDO~""~~,", 
.0··· •• 00000 OOoowooeoooau 
• ...... ", 0 n CJ >.IJ .. " Q _ .. 
ttl 0 '" It' It' .... '" '" 0 '" ... 
.. III OIl .' , ..... '" .... '" ... 
.''''.,.., .... h1 ........ ,.., 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
••••• 0 ••• 0.0 
••• ............. NNN 
•• OO.ooooo.n 
• • • • • • • • • • • • g8i~~~~ggggg 
0.00.0.000.0 ODWOO.oooo~u 
O~.,o.oC'o.OU" ::~::;:::g;: 
..NN.,. .. "' .... '.' ... N .... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• •• 0.000.000 
o 0 0 ..... N N '" fII '" .. 
•• Oooooooeoo 
• • • • • • • • • • • • t'lI:\Qt'loq~nnnCln 
"'''''''oatl'Otn",.cr- ... 
fII ................... :II.O.", 
O". ...... "'·"' ..... .,ofI 
",,,. ................ , .. 0"'0 O"' .................... ~"'i 
··"''''''''0''''.",0''' ... 
... "''''", ... ~ ... '''''''''~ .. 
• ••••••••••• I 
•••••••• 00 •• : 
• 
° • 
° 
.. 
-u 
.. 
w 
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r 
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.. 
, ft.b 'ISSei OUA A L£~DS u~t'!~SI" '-11$£ f.16 
t~I'UI_£lItf 'CLCCI" CU't. 11 
j ',-
.... 0 fI'E'"._ntucta , .. , 11 
I.IIS",.O\"'" 
l.ur".50·C'J 
~------~~~~~~------~---.~-.------------.------------------------------
.... 'OUS UTI"!' •. "~ POilU. "'.10 C,., 
n •• ,~. *_ttt·Uff,ttisrlle 0&11 .' .ofA A .... ~u,'U._ .. a ""A •• 1.15215210", 
, " ",4 '" . 
C2.' 'O"SfM'ACEuft. ustw 'O..,uus 'f .. c~.r 'U.O ..... ,," 
"~I~ 11 •••• ' •• ',D-.6 NetA 11 •• 'S"S9!C-16 
n.t '~'IU$lO st."aCt "SI'" FO.",," " "Itt, n 
""I. • HetA • 1.~12'Jt5o-•• 
••• , 'OR tLAsfre SU"'ACt. USING "'_TlfA. 'CR~A$ 
A 11 '.6l.5"10.'1 "Na. 11 1.'Jfll.,w-C6 
es •• FO~ !LASfIC S~~F'C~S USr~5 Fe~·tlA " S~AL~S 
KNI_ 11 O.II!1107C-06 "cr. 11 1.12552'JO-.5 
••• , 'OR [laSTIC SUR'AC!S USI~G 'C~UL. 8' va.~u· 
.... 1111 11 l.l .. ,3660-IS HCE' 11 •• 1JU<:26'-OS 
cr •• '0. !LISf!C SU.'aC!! USING FC.·ULA 8' "£RP~6.U'" 
""lilt • 1.115'."'-15 HCE. 11 1.ll~I"'O-I' 
----------~----~----------------.. --------------------------------------------
• II' Of' .. 
'.1611 OalO!)-01 1.0 I.e •• 336€'61'-0l , 
1.14U914!:1-1l •• 0 ••• '.2~101H'-U 13i 
'.1213"'0-01 1.0 I. I 0.1 !'1~!~"- n 272 
a.Una080-01 '.0 I •• 1.120~20Il-0l 401 
1.'6602020-12 1.1 I •• O.'5'1l"·~-tl. 5.4 
•••• 703210-.2 •• 1 ••• •• n~~~6 !I)-II. 6-e I. nal,4J.0-02 ••• 
._. I. 76!11J951~-I' 7l'J 
'.6."04'10-'2 •• 2"'6280·16 -1.3187211!)." 0.6""1010-06 '916 
0.""561'-02 O. , 266211;'-06 -a.2:!lo.'!40.,4 c. 705~21 ":~-O6 "'52 
•• 3l006 • .,0-.2 0_ID'!69!90·,J 
-1.1 !'! .. 2".0' D.72~U'2'-D6 1OP!~ 
•• 11108000-02 I. 12269280-n 
-0.' us; .!". ~IJ o. Hl"!.!CE"-C6 1224 
1.12091 ~~!)-'! 1.12<:66130·0 , 
-I. "~0~6£'."7 D.766C.!61"·06 1361 
-0.146';"'610 .. 12 0.1245;85D-O' 0.6'!o;'C;'!Eo·oe 1t.1 U <4c!~-0<;' 
.. 9E 
-1.3.5.i8 4 1:)-02 1.IU',H20D·0, '.141j2'OI~-0" 0.8J20'J8 "-0. 16.5. 
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VALUES WHICH OEP'.O O. S"ALL STEP SIIE 
PMal • '.1,96"'[-" 
H~I_ • '.'P.2~'4IC-06 
I""IN = •• 13512Il0-02 
Het. 11 t.,6".'2C-16 
~HC 11 •• 88'12'.D-OI 
E$TI~aT~C • [ •• 0 •• 1.31'6'120·" 
tSTY-I'ED I E.P~. = D.I •• 5113C-OI 
[STI.at~O • £R.OR • D.I~8"!10." 
[STI'.'£D I t~~o •• 1.25"1'''0·01 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I~I" CO_'ER"D .'LUES 
CALCULITED Loao CAPaCITY CF" •• 1.121""C.IS 
Nt =-1.9'.'.516'~.0613Jll0-1 • 
CIVI'ATI3N POI_' 'WE' = •• 1.J1a'.395'a'aal~I'0-02 
HI' eNli. = 1.'6.19510-•• 
FRICTro. C~[FFI(I(Nf "RD' = e."G2.,OIO-," 
FIIilAL NO_ OF STEPS 1111 C~.TaCT ze.[: 2001 
FINIL O'L FO. OllEaF 11 '.129""[-1' 
•••••••• CPU = '.ll!O-OZ 
-----------_ .. -----------------------------------------------------------------
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PART 2 
.11.£: ft.lSp .c.,.a_ A L££DI "1'E~SIT' .~,.sr •• a. 
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c . , PArer ~ 
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c .. ----•••• ~ ... -----------•• 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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C 
c 
c 
C 
fMC ICC-E'''' Of A AI.IC CILIN?t" SlIDI •• e. I lUeRICI'tD 
IUIUC .. ~. 1e,,"0 , •• ,,,.,, PL"!: IS 'PP"O.I~.T£:J 
aSA "'llE J\CUUO S.'ICf. mE ,va.te ... T n UCYtSCCUS. 
,Mt .. ~ ..... InOClff "f 'YCLIC TlPt ,I.I'II". 
II IS. ass~!c IH.T 'HE .IL' T"JC.~ESS '~RI'TI(' VIT" '1.( 
'CAli at ""' •• 1"."0 AS "tID'. 'foE Lt"GTH C:F TJo£ 'lUE 
.. ,.ter It ateUII SUCH , .. ., CPltI a.. IT ,:1 I!!.'" 2. 
'NCr.CLlII.fI •• tW fME ."'1It S".UCE IS CHOselil $uat THAT 
.,~. ,1ft I_Sln .. "tous CO.CUI US CIt LCID AIle .ELeeU, 
1M! ~rllr',,~ S'f'.' S"f( -'L" 'HIC.~SS rQUllS '~I' 
""tDI'TtD If SOlU"ONS '[.E~'TED USIII' ,~, 'OLU~. "CDEL. 
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caLL eOA~~' . 
CALL lICES 
CAll BuoE' 
CALL CURV~CCTT,FF.I,N' 
... ,,111UO 
PUOJa,. 
PUUa!!!O 
pUllno 
PU03' .. 
PUIS ... O 
PlIU'2G 
·UO.5-31 
!tUIl""O 
PUO.1-" 
PUU-" puas,,, 
PlIl341" 
·UU'''' punooo 
"LU.OII 
PUI."I 
'LIO.030 
'LI8U" 
"UC •• ~, 
PLI040EO 
puo.no 
PLl040-• puo.no 
PUo", .. 
'UOHI. 
pUO .. 2I 
PlI041 ~I 
pUt ... ' 
PUO .. " 
PLIO .. " 
'UGH? 
PlIO"~' 
PlI04l" 
PlU.a" 
PlI04ZIO 
ttUO'220 
Plt 0'230 
fllU'2411 
Plre42~' 
PltOaZEO 
PUO.270 
olU'Z!O 
PLIO'2'30 
ItlJO'lOO 
PlIOUlO 
"1.10"20 
PlIO.HO 
PUO'l'O 
PLIO.,50 
PUOal60 
PU04l1O 
PLlO'l" 
PUO'.l~O 
PUO"OO 
" ~ 
· •• n ""'w Fettlu .. , LUDS ... wnsn, ""SI •• 16 
CM.t. '''A~ 
·eALL'IL_'. 
CALLPSPacf •••• I ••••• l •• 
C'~ ~.·e ••• l ••••• I.1 
,CA4L ... 0'Cle ...... ,.·.,·.2. 
,tau.. IILcTC'e •• , .... ·T •• 1I 
~, ~CTCSC ••••• ".·~F·,2' 
, cau. "'''CI •• U .. ! •• ·,·.1I CILL ~"aet •• tl,.",." •• " 
C'LL ~C'.,"I •••• V" ... CALL loao£' ' 
c: ...... AUS 
CIL .... Pta 
c .... ,tva"tenT, ......... . 
c ........ t. 
cat. .... «e ..... U .. ,. .. ,u 
caL&. ...,.fI •• TPI .... " .... 
CALL ... er' 
CA", uU C..... ftle"ta 
CA", (""¥tun ", .. ,I.NI 
",.,.(0 •• ' ,=,. " 
c ..... I .. _tll 
........ 1 
.... , ... 
DO ... , ".I.u 
~·f,,-a,·e"/~" 
fPLlaT"" 
nae " .. I .... S'T"/..,.T •• 
H.=ttttUT» 
•• " ..... UTl 
~.~".e.!'fP/ •• T'.l 
• p ••• ,,,e~, 
...... !!ttPl " • 
00 ••• l lal.lI. . 
•• et'~-I.,.·et·I ••• '''X/~ •• 8MP./2.C' 
•• eus •• "tI. 
".CI'=P~CI."./t' 
".1 cOlinNuE 
",,"Z:FHZ'.I"[P' 
•••• X'1t 
fla.'."'ACT 
.2 •• 1 
'Z=HI 
lSa.IC~U 
rl=H •••• ··f".·I.£6',. 
•• =Il 
'.=1'1 
•• IP.-I.D.·".C, 
C.LL 'D."E 
CALL ,spaCEeO ••••• O •••• ' 
CALL ·A~CO •• l •• O •• l.' 
CALL PLCTC~C.a' •• 3,.·"·.I' 
CALL PLCTt~'.4, •• l'·'·,I' 
CALL PlCTC~C ••••• @,.·'·.11 
/ 
'U ••• I. 
" .. I ... " PU., .. ,. 
P .. 'O •••• 
....... '!. 
p .. I""' PU ••• " 
.. U ... !. 
PU ... ~. 
pU •• '!" 
PU •• , .. 
~tI.,1t 
PU •• ~l. 
·U"~" ~U •• .,5. 
'lIO • .,fO 
" ..... 5J1 
PU •• !·. 
PU.·"90 
PI.I •• 600 
-U •• '" 
'UO.620 
PU •• ,!. 
PU •• ", • 
'U'U!' 
PU •• ", 
~U"''' ~U'.lSn 
PU .... " 
PLI,4',0 
PU.411O 
PLlOn20 
pLI'4n • 
Fua.?U 
PU'.'" 
PLU.'-;6. 
PUO.,,, 
PU'.'~O 
PL18"'''' 
P1,J04-U 
PI.I0.81O 
• .. n.~20 
PUO.·,10 
'UO.~.O 
DLIa4·~' 
Pl to.-,O 
PLI •• ...," 
, 81Io.e-" 
PlI041J'0 
DlIO.'.O 
DlIO."I" 
Pl n. Q 29 
PLra4"~O 
oL to .... 4!) 
HIO.~" 
FlU:: PUSP Fe .. ,.a. A L[EOS U.I'tRSITY ,M/.SE 1.1' 
ca~l PLOTC! ••• ' •• 5 •••••• ,. 'LI .... '. 
call pLl'C! •• Zl •• ~I •• T ••••• PLIO."O 
CALL tyPE ,,! Cf Pl..... PU '."'. 
C.LL PS'.CEC.II •• !' •• 5I,.'3' PLI •• '" 
CALL "APe.'Ac' ••• IP •••• ~ac'. '"IO~''' 
CAU IOWDU PU0'51l0 
caLL ,.tS 'LI.'.Ja 
caLL BLIpt. ·LIO~Olt 
caLL cuawtCul. " ... hIlU PI. II'S 0'" 
CALL cultvtec •••• P ... h ... ' 'Ut.,.!!. 
CALL .L~t~ 'LID'5'" 
calL ".Lo'e •••• PMZ.'.'.22.. PLI0'5010 
CALL 'L~t. 'LIOS.,O 
caLL ,$P.CEC.I ••• 5' •• 15 •• .,. P .. II'O'. 
C.LL ".' •• '.CI ••• IP •••• "'A(I' 'LIO'5II. CALL !JItDt' PLIO'IIO 
CALL •• ts , .. IOSI2. 
caLL ILIPE' PLltsll' 
CALL ,osrn".It'u PU0'514' 
caLL J~I.e'2"J' "LI''SI!' 
CALL .IOINC'~.T3' , .. 105'1' 
CALL JOllle,4.'.. PLIO'I'O 
CALL IUPU 'U I"·' 
60.2 C~'fl'U[ "LI051'0 
" to.TI'UE ""10'2" 
CALL '~[ND ."10'52" 
srOP 'LI''522. 
£110' .lI0'S2110 
c---------------.. ----... ------------------------------------___________ PlIIS24. C PU'SZ!O 
SUI.OUTINE cwour PLIO"6. t PU0'52,. 
c-------------------------------------------------------------__________ PLra52f. 
"'PLlcn RUL.8C ..... O-Z, 'lll52·0 
CONHO. TOL,TOL1,HO.VJ,TP,~.R.T".WD.U.~P Pl1053a. 
COMNe. Pit, 201,41' ,pl-ZUDU .eHCUO' .8,,, .. 01 .. 1"".OU pua'5!JO 
CO""O •• EIE .. ,pO en It TOC,.,,"MCOlUU pua'Sl2 • 
CU""O' .rKCf@' •• [C.'8 •• ~IeE~ •• 'CI'E! •• 'KIC10 •• "CtCI04. PlIO'S!1I0 
CO''',O. AIt"'OOJ .FW.,,16' ,HltIC"1t hCl CE'" PUD514. CO,~O_ rF(10 •• ,FE.laa •• FP(la ••• T~.100' -lla51~' 
COMMO" TZ,"Z,UZ,'Pl tFl,Bl •• ~Z.xPlCZ.FR lt CHltCH2 .OTt8HZ •• " PUOS]" CO""O~ UE.4GO"FP ••• 00.,FUC4CO.,!F •• ao, .'~IC4a.".~M(.01' Plt1S31' 
CO"MON 'RIf4 •••• H'.OO •• HSTC2ao ••• UC.'pY.IC.RC.'.H •• C.. PLJa5JII. 
CO."ON .PER,N".l,.NSPlP,~'RT.IPRr.~p •• NPT.~."'4.~, •• ~ PlID5l'0 
98 'O.~ATC' '.1' PLI05.a. 
9' ,op.aT, •• , PlI05.10 
100 'ORNAT,' •• E"'fI~£.,13."hO"ll' •• ~" VEL'.12.. Pl105.20 
• 'FP',121.'SO vtl'.'O."L~NGTH.,'I."$LOP['" DlIOS·lO 
101 'OR~AT(' ' •••• '.DI •• ,.2."CI4.'. PlIaS4 •• 
102 fOR-a,c' ••••• CCNwtRGES TO !P~ClfIED TCLER'_CE ••••••• PlIOS.5. 
lOll FOR"ATC' ••••• ~ •• l"U" REL.'IY[ DIFFERENCE :',C' •• " PLIOS." 
104 FO~-'T(' ••••• NL~B[a OF STEPS PEo CYCLE :'.1.. DlI05." 
,.5 FO'''''U' ••••• DO£S r.OT ccr."ERGE fO S'ECIFIED TOURaNCE, ••••••• PLID5.n 
IIR IT::: 16. 'I'" PLIO'S4·0 ~IT£C,.10" PLlaS!O' ~ ~ 
'.u: ~I~ PCItt... • LEtDS tildV!UIT' .,.teS! ( ... 
.. rTCf6 •••• ' ".",.~,.~, •• ,." •• -, 
.. Ct' 1 "lIh'" 1, 
·1 ... ·"'·"" .. ·., 
,PLaO'·' 
..... ItCI. 
JUatKU' 
..... "It.lt 
.,.,.veu 
•• ..,Cll 
.".PII:' 
...... IIIIU. 
MRI'!.I.l.IJ TP~.IH'.IU •• Pp •• ~ •• ! •• , 
1 co"nut 
1"IPAT.ta.l' &0'0 4 
1".tHl.8'.'OL ..... CCN2 ..... 0L .... ,. 2 
IttUT!".'" 
MI .. f!U.UJ. 
• C:Olllnlll"( 
I"CHI.£O.'·.O .. 80fC .. 
II,Uf!:Ch99J 1I",,,u.I': J CHI 
... tf~U.JI.J "SP'" 
8010 3 
2 co .. nlllu£ 
__ ntH •• U!!' 
~ "n.,.. 
"1I e5 'ue 
~lIe5~IO 
• ,,"~~J' 
PU''''1" 
"LlG5S~' 
·uns,. 
'un"" ~un5,!' punn. 0" tiS"" 
PU'S!!JO 
PI.I.562. 
pl.ln&3. 
~un".' 
·un.s. 
ttl 1t'i'fO 
PU.5..,' 
0L IISf!!' 
PLIIS690 
pun101 
"lI''IYlIJ 
''"10572' 
PUOS1311 
°LYOSUO 
PLI051,O 
C>UI5160 
PLJl5no 
EN!) 
c--------------.--------------------------------------------------------PlID57-0 pu.,ne 
"lI05·00 
PLJl5~1O 
c sueAOU'I"~ WU~~f 
c-----------.. -------------------------------------------_______________ ~lIO~~20 C 
I"PLICIT 1t[.,,·"A-".G-Z' PU'~·JO PUI~-U 
"UI5It51 
"UOS'EO 
PlIOS"'O 
"U05!-' 
°U15S90 
~U05~CO 
PU.SIlIO 
PUO'H20 
"lIDS'l3' 
PLUS'" 
PlI05c~. 
PUO~"EO 
PUOso" 
PlfCS"~J 
"lfOO;9<;O 
Ol!Ol,OOO 
PlI060U 
°lI060~' 
oL1060!O 
PlIOt,OIllJ 
FUO.050 
cO"~C' 'CL.'CL1.~0 •• I.'P.t ••• '".vO.~.·P 
CO" .. O .. PIt n ..... ",,"lU.l' .8H' • .... "P ...... eH"c ••• t 
eo""'~ .t'( •• t·"~.'.TOC6.'.~~CCL(6.' 
CO'"O, .E.c6a' •• £c." •• p.r.' ••• PCI •• ".f.I'l •••• 'CI.10.' 
to""~N .~C4D.'.FW(2"'.H.IC(".H(:C!!' 
COMNO' T'(1 •••• f£.1 •••• FP'10.'.'~Cl0 •• 
COMMO' TZ.~l.UZ.'~l.FZ.Bl •• ·' •• ·tl.F"'.C"l.C"~.:T.P"l •• • 
CO""O" ur( ••• 'tFP~C.OO •• fUc •• o'.e'c.OO' •• ·I(.O.) •• -·C.OI. 
C:O""OI '_IC •• O""'.0 ••• H$f(2000 •• UC,FPY,8C,e~~'.H~,U.O 
eo"~c, ~~'.~".LF.~!F'P •• PRT.:~Rl •• ~'.~Pl.~P.~ ••• AF •• ~H. 
UCf)=UA.P.C'8!C:CC~C'2.~·P~'TP'.?" 
8" •••• CO.CS'.TCfF'.~.C'.OO-'OIS •• 2./C~.PI •• ,c'."0.et.~(.'P, •••• = ... UCT •• ~P'.W ••• "(12.~'.~!', 
• c 2.!)0.C •• '8C)/ (2. 00. HO ..... 8C' -!:LC 'H. CI-1-' ae,..." 
Y(Ho.ec.ep"=-l.OO.C'PT.~ ••• !.,'.!·ec •• :. 
PI=3.1'1~'4.5J5a71'l12~0 
fZ=O.:O 
HZ=H' 
UZ=UCTZt 
UC-=UZ 
CALL !02B~fC~F •• '~I.fC!.Tl.F'Y.=, 
C ... L !G2IJtlF ( ........ E ••• te.Tl •• ":;. 
~lL[: PL:SP FCRl~A. • LEtOS U~J.t.!ll' '"/8St '.1' 
c 
e 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
CALL t.~efC"".H.I.HCI.'Z.~".I' 
'PZa'" 
... Za2.D ..... 
'CRY:,"Z 
..----------CALL IrtCU' 
----------
.·Z·." 
.z=ec If •• "z.!e.c.ol' FZ:'CHl,az.cPl, 
I"."Z.".'.C" 'Z.fC'Z.Nz.ez.uztl'PZ •• -z. 
f=Tl 
Fe=FZ 
DO 1 1=ItN!'" 
H,=HO 
8,:,( 
U·'·CT/2.C. 
UC=UCTU 
CALL ~'28ef'~f'.fKI.FtI.Tl.FPY.O' 
CALL !02BeFc_~ ••• EK.X[C.TI,A'.O' 
CALL !028eF(_"4.".1.HCl.'I.~" ••• 
ID~'=2.DO." 
HO="V.COT/2.DO'·il 
-----------CALL INCLU 
---------.-IfCX".!0.O.CO'i2='CHO,8C,FPY' 
IF,W"_6T.0.CO. '2="TI.H,.eC.UC.F,Y •• 'J 
HO=H'.COT/~.C'.·'2 
-----------CAll nelU 
-----------IFC.~.(a.o_co. G3=T,HO.8e.FP" 
I'C.~.GT.O.CO' ".F,ll.HO.ee.ue,F.,.x·, 
'l='·CT 
UC=UCT" 
CALL ~'288F'~'.f.I.FCI.T •• cF'.O' 
C'll t028e'c,~ ••• EK.XEC.Tl •• ,.O' 
CALL E02a6FC'"'.HKI."CI.'1.~, ••• 
80~Y:2.CO'" . 
HO="V·O'·G~ 
-----------t.Ll :Nel.l' 
---------... -IfC.".£O.O.CI' G •• TCHO.ac.F'" 
IFC ••• ~T_O.CO' "=FcTl.~o,ec.uc.FFT •• " 
HO=H'.'OT/E.CO'.CG1.2.00.G2·2.~0·GJ.G" 
T=leCT 
UC=UCT. 
CALL ~02~PF'\F •• f~I.FC~.T.FP'.0' 
C.Ll E32~efC,,,,,'EK •• Le.T •• '.O' 
C.ll ~02B8FCNHIII."KI.HC!.T.~·.Ot 
80R'=2.CO·.' 
-----------C.U J,.CLU 
PlIUln 
DUO"" 
PU060·0 
PU060 •• 
puo"a .. 
PU06110 
PU16121 
ItU0613. 
,U061'O 
PUI,,5I 
'U161fO 
PUOU 10 
PUll"!' 
PUO,,·O 
PUIU" 
'UO(,2JO 
'U06220 
PltO"230 
PU062'O 
'l to62!0 
Pl1862EO 
DU062YO 
'1I062!!0 
'lU"2.' 
'Ult-lot 
PlIO"n., 
Pll06320 
PlU6HO 
PUO"!'O 
P~ro63~D 
'U06lU 
PlI06lJO 
FlI063U 
-lI06l.., 
,"10(,400 
DUO"'O 
°U06420 
FlIO".30 
PLI06 .. 0 
°U06'!' 
PlI06." 
PU064l., 
PU064!O 
FLI06'~O 
PlIO('5ot 
PLI06510 
PlI06'~0 
Flf06'5!O 
DLIO~'5'O 
PLI065!O 
PLI 06560 
PLI06570 
PLlO~'5~' 
"LI06'i""O """"" 
PU06EtG i! 
........ 
PJl,.t; p\.1S- FC-J~.'. LttDS V'IV!.SI" '~/.S£ t.16 
e ___________ Pll .. 610 
"c.~.! •.•. t'l ,e_,cN"IC ... ,' PL1166'O 
"C." •• I ••• t.' ,c*"" ..... ectUt ... H •• ,. PUI •• " IttU-N. PU.,4U 
veer,ave PLI"6~1 ~,. .. u.'''' ItU .,,,. 
""",''' "U'U"" 
.... , •• .c. . PU'UI!II I",el':-- "ll"'.' Fvcr."c PlI •• l •• 
1 eMTI.vl: PUOUII 
.. .~TUIW °ll •• 720 
(ItO I'll 06 1 !t 
C-------.--.... -.--------.... ---.--------.------------------------------.ll.67.' C ' "llt'1" 
sua-ourr., r.CL'" ollD61ft C PLI.",. 
c _______ ----------------------------------------------------------------·
LI
."-· 
'''"' ICI' It("-'U'" .e-l J PLIO.", PllO'-OO PLIO,"IO 
'Ut~·2' 
PUo."lO 
Jtu •• -tO 
"U06-~t 
PU06·~' 
JtU06-" 
PlIO'S!O 
"lI0611' 
CO~OI 'OL.TCL1.~'.'I.TP.E ••• T".VO.~.~ 
CO-"Oll ~C2' ••• I •• PhlC2.IJ.'"C.,.J.pFpc •• I •• e"Fc •• IJ 
ce~~e, J[CE4 •• PDC'.'.'O(' ••• ~-reL'E •• 
co .... o. g ....... (CUIJ ."Klu.,."(1 ,,, .. ,.IU." .FeIU." CO,",CII alUOII .F.U.I' .. Mrc ",. flCI H8. 
CO""'''I "«1""'[11 ""FPIIO ... '''flOII CO~. TZ.~I.UI.FPl.FZ.BZ •• ·, ••• CZ.FRZ.CHI.CH2.CT.!"Z •• " 
CO""O. U[C.G •• .,,,.C ••••• FUC ••••• ~c •••••• ·I'.t •••• '''C •• l. CO"",. FRIC ••••• "C.OO •• MSJC2100 •• ue.,.'.1C.8C.'.H •• U.O 
ec""" NP£' •• NALf."S.'P .... '.:Pltl •• P •••• '.~.lIa •• 'f •• ~. 
1 •• '~"'TC ..... D .as "OT ,CMlt'ED eUILI I_ ~EL'II'£ 'OLEA'.C[-. 
,.IaS.141"26'lSl9J91IZ0. 
IFCUC.LT.UPI. lOT' • 
... 0.0. 
IDO=I.0-3· .. • . 
00 1 1.1.5 .... 
0_0_'00 
C KseOU-u.ce·C/U.Coetf'IJ 
8C=80" -'"' 
ILS=CF"eH, •• ,./C1Z.0.- VI-tCeec.·2. ~ RS:C'H~/D' •• 2'.CDLO'Cl.CI-C,"~'-2.e'.C/C2.CI.H •• C" 
OlfF=XLS-"! 
IFCDIFF.LT.O.'O' SOTO 2 
.oro 1 
2 _£=AOCIO 
•• =l/ .. " IF, ••• GE.l.a8eJO. 6CTO 12 
"CRE.LT.l.C-ll' GOTO ~ 
c:c-.c, . 
AD!)=aCJ/4.CO 
1 eo"TI'IU! 
12 CO,,, 1-'''£ 
D=I. !:E 
"'UT~('.lOU 
COTO 9 
• .'t=O.Co 
·llO""" PUO ..... 
PlIO"'''cO 
PLIO'-!' 
PLIO."., 
I'Ll ,'-51 
"lI06oEO 
PU06'HO 
Pl106"eG 
I'Ll""" DLlonoo 
"lUrolO 
FLl01020 
PLI07030 
DLIOT040 
PL 107050 
PU010~O 
I'll 07"0 
FLlO'''-'' 
rllO"'" 
"LIOl1 0' 
PlIOTIiO 
°UOH:O 
DLIOH!O 
Plt01l4:J 
PU07l50 
'IL~: "LIS" 
IC=IOII' 
UTO •• , 
.-:D/le 
•• eOflTUU£ 
FCURA" A L~t~S U~I.[~SI" ,P/IS£ '.11 
PU.'UI 
PlInnl 
PU01Ut 
PUOH",' 
PlI012at 
.CTUR .. C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - ••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Pll.1210 
,.0 "tl.'22. 
FILE: ..,.SP [JI!C , LEEO! U~IVCRSIT' .-18$£ 1.1' 
EXEC SETU" ~ORTRAfi "AGF CC&HOST 
FI • JISK 8A~K OAT. 
FI , DISK IPSP OA'A 
FI , DISK 'PS" OAT. 
FI • DISK !TP!" C.T. 
LoaD PLISPCCLC." 
EXCC PLOIFILE PPSP 
$~T BLIP • 
SIART 
~ 
~ 
INPUT 
'1&.£: l.tIII D'U • L!tDS UNI¥ER!IT' './95[ E.lf 
•• • In'~'''''''':lI!l'!-'2 li,.,,, ••• n5U'~1I 
•••• , .. Ii"."U2~1~-.. -.9.U., •• ,'n.U3HI!-•• 
.~In""''''''H'H£''1 ""tl~"~U'U"~"~-1I 1!31"'.UfJ~.U4.~ 
.... ,.,,ss. 11 ",.12.6(-,. - ••• Ul""'.!! ,,'· ... !-Ol 
•• 25 ............... '·.1 •••• UlJ4! ••• "I.16~-U 1".411.401751."52 
..... IJJ."'.91 .. ".£-.. -.12"''''''22''''~''~-'J 
.'l'lft ..... 'UIG.n·" .'llU821' .... II .. ":;-12 '.n125.".' .. n6'~ 
. • "6.2"~H"44"'''[.'' -.I"""~2I""':teU~-.! 
.. 251.............. .1'I7S""'I5t'.Un~-.. 2"70~2.5lJUll!9" 
..... " .. U":IU.,~·.' -.I .... !"U31:!!I! n~-.! 
• 1S6'SO.n .. H......I.'tJU51UI2!S2 •• !-1I 1l24UI.I1UU I!I'~ 
·"·.4159.J7Ul.U;1 .. nt-H -.1 ',n,. n60~UZU O!-u 
.•• ',SOl" ..... U.... .IUUUlf.IU4'''I!-1I ~"'G" • .s:"""4E' 
• .u4'41~n.f"!"·Ulr: .... , -.212lIl,,,!Juun 1[-13 
.. ".,58............ .11tt4151 ••• tU5tlZ!:-1I 3:62.91."'1 ~1I"E: 
.23~' •• "54 •• ! •• '.![-., -.23!II18 •• "",,!,.t-.! 
.Z~"""O"OC"'" .I' ... '.", •••••• JftE-.1 If'''''''6''.'E2.'! 
.'11"lll'II".' •• 55£-" -."""9!c!201JlC4'~-I! 
.2.125 •• 00......... .1110.I'ff'~.f~.6.1!-.1 """5.'J2'J'!9r!J 
.2'U!UJ""~!UZ'£-" -.z.sn'UU69l"1l9~-U 
.JI2S ••••••• ",.... .11'fll" •• I.,4.,.9t-.1 'f'I'f!.'!l"""'~ 
.'_''' •. ,,1,2')6,.''1£-16 - • .sa6l926'OIS!"'Ucr-.! 
.• j4J" .... H"..... .IU ... ,.~'''' •• u.:-.. '"nnd"'Sl!I'U 
.lSl21,r •• 31: ••• ,54£ .. , -.11~1'll'Jl"J!1Z'3~-" 
• 31' •••• 00 ••• C..... .1".'SO'ltU! •• I'!I£-CI .' .. 5.Z.5""""51 
••• 1"'2!.'51!'.'15t-0. -.3"!'!'!12ef"~,,,r-., 
•••• 25 •••• '00eo.... .1.!!.1".'!~.12.@£-.1 ".5!16.'56,.421'14 
.'S1"IS3Z'l1661'18!-" -.3421"6IGI2!6!2!'I:-03 
•• 3'51 ••••••• C,.... .1"'2"2"lJ2':~2'0!-11 "6I.15 •• 0821'.32!" 
.'U!!I"S08l1U95.E-Ot -.S2E2!I47~40U2I!'!!!-O! 
•• 6B15I.0I01IflUOI. .I'8120845U!ZO"3l!-0I !~'5cu.on'o'!IZ"~ 
.5'''''.3' •• 6'!2!!''!-'' -.2""6"!0IJOfO!5~r-., 
.!tOUOIU •••• OO.... .11 '''''''''UU' 2'Z!-'1 3.,.586 •• 213:'19." 
.53104."322J',,411£-0. -."24!'9Z!"EII'46'~-'S 
.5SU5010100000 •• 1O .lIU'.'U'HlZIZ1£-.1 2"'Ur.1l41'JII!llU12 
.554S218'80l5'13G2J£-0' -.I"I •• ~'C'~!~"103~-03 
.'62500000000COO.00 .'7~!!Zl'4'6'7'9'63E-02 2.5JCZ •• OEZ'@421000 
.'.5Z'661l11164'!1,E-OE -~15'~!1301~1!14'C!!£-0! 
.593J~OOOOOOOOO'000 ."~2'~142'3!J2SEOO!-02 "'1'2".'~6'@2~~'I! 
.60S44,e40151100Zi:l5£-06 -.10025602"26"0' "::-'0,.,, 
.'25000'0000000"00 .655'!2~'IJ18'~JC~'!-02 1'2'~79.4!"!'02'1@ 
."I'!21124!~8~eO'~9E-06 -.71020.681101600!60!-04 
.656'50000000((ODOO .59G~"5:!52'~'9!!8E-Q2 'J'3'6.2'~2'2:0Z8" 
• 5J22366:51S0"IE~1!-'f -.514!!S2111~~610~0'!-~4 
• 68150000aGoo,,00GO .5"E8i102~Z2DI~'1~!-02 '14189.'S!5112I'O'2 
•• 9l1S.31oi61.42'56t-0. -.'~':1"5E1Z"2612E!-0' 
• 1Ia'50CG~000.a.000 .55"6'5:,.~e"414Ir-02 '!'~JO.12~'11141'OJ 
."4""112541:J65!5£-06 -.50"4'60!Ql!"1!ll~-04 
.'50~O~OOOOOOCGOOOO .5162"OO"'!6!6!23£-02 E!."2.e3 •• ,ee'!60E 
.e02209122'5.,!'D55E-O' -.44!!'192E5'E,e'~E':-'4 
.181'50000000"'000 .52'J;!;!3121!!407~!-'2 '!555&.5aE"EJO"Q~ 
."51'~'~Si~95101'IJE-OE -.'5'.6"'!21'2E~!~!!-34 
.812500GOOOOO,00000 .60'40g12'16413~"1:-02 4E"".~8!9':04!~De 
.46&i39061~05~!9;41~-OE -."O!~~211~~~!~'!S'7~~-0. 
.S431'OOOQOOtCO.OOO .601~lell:IE!'G49"~-02 !f2631.9J!111It14.! 
, IU:: ' .... IC e,y, • LEtD! Ull'E"IT' '-/SS! E.16 
.5'.18'3lZ.'SC1.5l,[-a • 
..15 •••• e.'0.1 ••••• 
•. 665'''''':' 1112 lua.E-" 
.'.'250aGlI.OC'.10. 
•• 9.'.'11134.21:584t-•• 
."'~'OOOOO"CG'IOO 
. JI.'" 13 .... 1119"[-.. 
."8r5 ••• 0 ••• ,, •• 0. 
• J02,.118lZ.9t., •• S£-., 
1.0.a~ ••• o ••• c ••• 0 • 
.6I28 •• IOZ1.32".1'Z£-0' 
-.59'4., •••• 521.'!"!-" 
.56'2"""124!IJ"~-'2 
-.Sl'3f2i"'.31.,!.e!-... 
."I,!e14'2'1"I~'2~-'2 
-.'.:I:.8J.'.:IJI'6Jt-•• 
.65'~'61!2J2'J""'~-02 
-.1.f241"'."'2!22'4t-, • 
•• a.2"'I'.'!6.'16'!-.' 
-.'8IEJ5~"OZ241"I'!-0 • 
.JS"'91S521JI!54"1~-02 
-.'0'2'5"'I'S'13'42~-" 
INPUT 
FIL~: XPSP UTA A L~EDS UNI'E~SI" ,"/sst 6.1' 
.005 .54.199230-6 2. 5 16 16 I 2. f I 
•• 1 I. 16.~6 .3 .OC24 .12E5 
.010d'S51 .... 10"'510-1 
-.061 ".J .001 .2 
19 
J"6".61011'1".23 
.f2116.1]".2038'21 
10Z.I' •• ,e.,0 •• ,." 
112"J'.""IZ2~'32 
12""'.',":."161 
O •• 05 .1 .15 .1J! ., .25 .3 .S' .3J' ...... " •• 5 ."5·.! 
.525 .5' .5J5 .6 ••• 5 .65 .61' .J .11 .", .J' .1' .J15 
.8 .825 .85 .965 .815 .8' .9 .925 ." .", 1.0000 •• 0001 
JJ9. 51Z. 126. 99'. Illl. 1302. IEll. 20~2. 2.". Z!!l. 2'-6 • 
2'Oj. 2150. 16J~. 1302. 10'1. 92'. ~~O. J~3. 23'. Ie!. I!O • 
150. 110. 116. 116. 129 •• 16. I". 1'1. 1". I". 1:1. I~O • 
18l. Z11. 2~1. 2E'. 33' • 
II 
'" ~ W 
OUTPUT 
IIftl.t: ""SI' O"A , LEEDS u'r'tRSIY' '-Ies[ 1.11 
-------------------------------_._---------------------------------------------
-_. J." u , O.A Y • _ .. 
-----------.-------------------------------------------------------------------
IOL .IOL[R,.cr fCR 5S "0 ST£,. !Il~' ••••••••• 
.. , UlInr'L fU!U ,:1It Me 'I n-[ l~·'!' ••••••• 
~R c~ •••• 0. Cf CfCL~S ,t SA~£ STt,. 511£1 •• 
.... L' ... ax ..... " STtII SIZ! "'L"_sSt ••••••• 
~,p CI."J~ .c. CF St£PS Pt- CfCLE •••••••• 
~"T ,NO. ~ 'T!PS P~I.Y[D Pt~ C'CLtl •••••••• 
IPa, Ico .. ta.£_c£ ,.al.' GPTIOII •••••••••••••• 
.... CIC. C, ~[s!. ,.,s. 'RJ_TtD Pt. DJST.' ••• 
~, •• 0. O'PR[$!. Olft. F~I'T[D' •••••••••••• 
.... '"t .. , OI"IC'S 'OR PAtS!. DIS'.' •••••••••• 
WI ''''SOLU't .,seeSI'" •••••••••••••••••••••• 
I,. IP£IItIOD ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
E etLaSTIC ~ODULUS Of La'tR, ••••••••••••••••• 
a .~tDUCtO .'DtLS' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'" CLA". '"IC."SS' ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 0 1410T" 0' CO"ACT, •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
U.~ .''''Llf. Of t.f. '[L •••••••••••••••••••• 
POlS .POlsSeNS '.fIC ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
U~I 'LOM~R LI"lf 'OR [I'. W!L.' •••••••••••••• 
.,.Ct 'SCALt FAC'CR fC_ PLeT" ••••••••••••••• 
",aCT 'SCALE 'AefeR fOR fILM PLCtS ••••••••••• 
'~'C' .scaLt faCfOR fC_ ~RIC'Ie_ Pl~TS' •••••• 
MFACT CSCALE FAC'CR fCR FILM PLCTS' •••••••••• 
"'A~T CSCALE FActO. fC. 'RICTIC. PLOTS ••••••• 
..,Tt : ". SS TClER'~C~ [QUAlS .,.TOL 
oA" BANIC 
TO X£ PC 
'l 
'.0 O. 7!80~'HO·02 '.12"1591"'-" 
'.3I25000l-01 '.190163810-02 '.1530058!J-'7 
0.6250000:::-01 0.U'6t!JD·02 •• 1""'020.07 
1.93151000-01 O. 9Jl61 020-02 0.2D'il12EO·01 
0.1251J0C~J·OO 0.1I01!61!>-0l ".24171J!!~-01 
1.15(2500).00 '~106'H12:J·01 '.2J244!2-::·07 
•• lS75000)·Co 0.11 !09 OJ~-)1 o. ! 04! co;o;.,. 07 
'.21;15U~·OO 0.l1l!d415D-0 I O.3!62E'91:::·07 
0.251!"OD::·OO 0.12.0677:-01 O. !E64''''~. 07 
I.Z812500O;:·JJ 0.111 00200-0 I ••• C Q!o ClEO-:n 
'.112S00n·oo 1).1 Hd11 1i)-lJl ' •• '521 ~7e".01 
O. 3.3750C;:) -00 '.14211'07~·01 0 •• !5 C l21J·07 
•• 5 ...... '·., 
•• S4I".3C·" 
II 
! 
I' 
" I 
21 
• I 
'.Ullce"'-'l 
•• 1 CDO'COO." 
.... 0 .... 0·0. 
'.!CCOrCOD·OO 
•• ' ...... 0-0' 
'.2n.,CO!]·" 
..u e"'!lO-1i 
..no.cooo." 
1.1O'''~~10·;U 
·0." ".~r:: -:)1 
•• !7UCOOE.01 
o.,.,.nfj~-Ol 
O. !UOCGO!.OI 
•• 2 ..... 00.0. 
"'COL 
O. 6P2 f041~· 06 
0.E.E2.'.'-06 
0.60 ... !.~-r6 
0.!4'427!!)·O6 
O.4S4E774'J-Ofi 
0.'1'5cJ71~-O' 
0.l!4C404~-Or. 
0.2!210H~-C6 
O.~l !211 (':'-01 
0.221 !!8 !!!- 06 
O. 302!e. 3~· 06 
•• !5::.age:::·G' 
t 
2 
! 
4 
! 
E 
7 
e , 
lC 
11 
12 
FILt: 'PSP ealA A L£!DS U_lvt.Sl', VMI8SE '.1' 
'."'!I'OOOO·O. 
•••• 625 .. 0. •• 
••• l15.UO.II 
••• "nUl ••• 
.. , ...... ,) ... 
1.5J12SOIO-0. 
•• 56n ••• o.,. 
'.S9S75IO~·" 
• •• " .... 0 ••• 
•• "62S1CO.O. 
.... 15H.O ••• 
•• 71~7511O." 
•• lS ... OOO ... 
•• lI12S .. 0 ••• 
• •• USltlO ... 
•• un"c!).o. 
•• U5 .... 0 ••• 
•• 91'15000·00 
•• 'SU ... O-O. 
'e968"000.0. 
•• 1 ...... 0·.1 
..14 .. ,.u0-.1 
..,,»uro·ol 
•• 14.,2.120·01 
'.U!JU'D-Ol 
'.11!6eIlO·tl I.U,,'''O·II 
'.972.)U.0-'2 
1.7782 .. 30 .. 2 
'.'559U~-'2 
•• ''''14'0·02 
•• S41,Ii'SO-.2 
'.'5""'0-02 
'."629700-02 
1.'247235a-., 
'.'""'30-12 
I.' DUU.O·O 2 
I.S122!1J0·02 
•• '0173.,0·.2 
..,!.S .. 'O·OI 
..6182"20·02 
•• r~"5'40·'2 
•• .,"5UO·" 
'.''''l5170·'' 
' •• "32150·.7 
l.l.45013!)·" 
•• SU65"O." 
'.IJl06~I'.t7 
•• uuu.o·.., 
'.14419:&.0-" 
•• 1024J''1'·'' 
0.e305"30·" 
•• 71U 'i100." 
•• 73.«:lGl'·I' 
•• '346 f21!]. I' 
'.'S"!1!!:)e" 
•• en neoo." 
1.8626J200·06 
•• 7'52IiU'0.', 
•• eU1IU'·" 
1.102019'0." 
'.1l2n",·" I. ,,9 ... nD." 
'.'"!S4S~·16 
•• 43"1l:0·06 
.... ': ... 0·" 
'.51114631)·" 
..5nC .. JO·" 
'."4!2H:)·" 
•• 5152'670- " 
1.6I3U9ID-16 
•• '1O!2770-16 
•• !n:&3""-16 
'.4'1115430·" 
•• 3414" 3'·" 
.... 22.""·" 
•• J57!l7!0·" 
••• "~!"!)-,, 
•• :U 1!7 !!J- C6 
•• iE5 lU,O·" 
0.""2'710·" 
1.11.19170·" 
1."2UU~·" 
• ... IUUO-16 
13 
14 
I! 
If 
17 
11 
" 21 
21 
22 
2! 
24 
2: 
u 
2J 
Ie 
n 
3' 
SI 
32 
l3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
",,. 
""' 
Leao FF 
• •• • •• 0.lSU'.03 1.12792450·05 
, 
0.50000·01 O.:OOOC-01 0.'5020a·O! C.lS,.3.10·0' 2 
0.10000·01 •• 10010·., 0.72600·0! 0.2U76230·., 3 
•• 15010·00 C.l'IIO·., o. ,~.,.c. O~ 0.37622640·0' • 0.1750oeO' 1.lnoo·oo 0.11!!0·" 0.42754J2C·" S 
'.2000~·1' 1.200.0.01 •• 13120·04 0 •• '5132U::.O! , 
•• 2500D.0I 0.2'oac·00 0.16070·04 e.'''41'5I,!·'5 J 
•• '0000.00 0.3000C· •• 0.20UD·a. 0.1!",,,1J-0, • 0.J5000·" l.l:OOO.O. •• 24.ge·0. 0.93924530.'5 4) 
'.ll5'0·" '.31500·" '.2:!1a.04 •• 9"9.5I1J •• S II 
0.41101>+00 1.4aO.D·:'. •• 24HO·" 1.9.Ut!UO·O~ 11 
•• 42500.00 C.42500-00 0.24080·04 0.'Joen~2e·0, u 
•• 4500JeGO 1 •• 500C-Oa 0_21~CO·04 '.81U2"C·I~ IS 
0.47500-00 0 •• 750e-00 0.16150-a. 0.6!207'5!!!!-05 14 
0.50000·0. 1.50aOD.0. l.llI20·04 0 •• "S20.0.0S I' 
0.52500.00 0.52~OC·'0 0.10:10.0. 0.3t;'60!f~·'! IE 
0.55000·00 1.:5000·0. O. '12900. O! •• 35056600·0S 17 
0.o;1'5!J0·00 1:.~750C·OI O.'5OjO.,C·O! 1.222641 :C.OS Ie 
1.60000.08 G.60100-01 O.3~!0!J. O! 1.1l.J2or~C·05 
" 0.62500·00 C.'2~0~·30 0.2!!CO·0! 0.'''81132C-04 20 0 ... 5000.00 0.6500C·aO 0.lI!30"·0! 0.6'J056EOO-04 21 
0.6750)·')0 O."~OC·aa '.I!U'·O:! o.~UOJnC·G4 22 
0.70000.00 O.JOGGC·GO 0.15000.0! 0.5660377"·0. 2! 
0.71000.00 C.7100C-00 0.11Cae-O! C.6.150040-04 24 
0.12<;01)·00 G.,,!tOO-OO O.IUO"- O! 1 •• HJJ'5I!O-O' 2: 
0.150!lO·OO 0.75000·:0 0.11E0~·0! O •• J77l5eC.04 26 
0.76000·00 1.16aaC·aO D.I2'EOC·O! 0 •• e67'12~C-0' 2J 
0.7150'·00 O. JlSOO.O 0 0.1I60~·"! 0.4l"J')8!:·04 2P 
0.30000·00 l.eooOt-OG O.I7COO.O! 1:.641509.0.0. U 
CONTINUES 
•••• 
~ 
~ 
OUTPUT 
FIL~: S,p~p D". • LEEO! ~.IVE·!IT1 '~'8S[ E.I' 
,ena"'ed START for Input into P.rt 3 
.5.2.'2'l'.'6:t9'J~E-O' 
.5"2s"la4'6J~~'55[-O( 
.'.b2~~4994.IJEI!~6t-O' 
.5'1261,]aZ041424'~~-06 
.5J4';1412120t"~!'E-06 
.'l417J"l988!~I']'t-OE 
.5JI2,.95039121149,[-U6 
.52e~~'~"'-.0~11]0It-OE 
.52.~ I' .. s~,.c 18 ... 4E-06 
.5~~082166;I'fE'6~5t-06 
.~JI5241'56'~fEG432[-OE 
.5J211033.4624.4e'3[-0 • 
• 52i66'~6J'66:6:J37E-06 
.52'2d2"J261:f'~21~-OE 
.52r65~"2."f~554j~-OE 
.5~231'097"'lDI25.E-OE 
.5'J2~;2r"87G~9]J8E-O' 
-.25'04125.'82:~:I'I[-Ol 
.iJ'~216J~12~1"262[-OJ 
.11']4J51'OI,:e'E~0[-OE 
.,r'4,60J'9.a:,'l8JL-IJ 
'" 
~ 
~
F.26 
PART 3 
'R.t: TCA 
.., 
"CIl".'~ LEns u.nEHI" '-IMt C.16 
C-··j··· ..... ··--~~~~--·-----· ... --.. ---------------------------'C •••• I' C ~AK' ~ 'C. CO.,. 
e It ~ • A '" I C CO L U ". "C 0 t: L TU".". C Tea .. 04, c _______ .... ___ ·_ ... ______ ... _____________ • __ • .. ________________________ C •• O.~.
I~LICIT .,JL-!C.~ .. ·z, 
.I~£!I!IC. "C4 ••• F£ ..... ,.~IC •••• '·c4 ••• 'ar' •••• 'CIC ••• 
DIII,asrOll .,.1 ••• " ••• C2 .... "'~'20" h .. SU ..... .",,.16 .... 
DIMtas.OII CF.le2 •••••• SI12 ••••• ·.e2!I •• PPOC' ••• 
DI .. tlSl~ UU ..... ",. ...... ·.UI6 .... 
OIIllC •• l_ .'2." .£.SC2"' .... -eSI 24'''''''124 ..... sula. 
II.fI!:ltSlOli "ICSU .... .,.,u ....... sU." 
olnltS!" I ••••• fIIM .".M U "fMC lit ... ftll I ... 
.EAL'.: •• UU,,,, ••• mOGl.,"",C20IO' .Pf'CZOH ".,.ct .•• !'tfW AC' ......... 
• 'AL •• ITI' ••••• .,.14 ••• ' .... 2 ••• .uUI24 ••• FPf'Cl4 •• 
.tAL-. ~".'.fP-••• "ACT,.JI •• ~.IJ3 •• ~ •• 'JI.'~2.'~!.'~. 
CO .. ~O ••• ,c ..... ,.C! .... . 
co~~c. "-.'·.'I.'2.~'CL ... 'CL.PP'CL 
c, .. ~o. WI.~ ... "O ....... &E •• I.e •• 'p 
CO--?~ E, .... TH.H .. : ... ~.,.[ •• [c.,C 
CY"' .. O,,'OC , •••• u ••• ,p.I •• ' ... -eeLh,., .HeC6 ....... U61! ..... eI6!. 
CO~-CN .uc.'.J •• E.CE •••• ~C(E ...... I("'.PCI16 ••• ".116 ••• "CIC ••• 
co~o" ~S' •• I, .... I~',12.NC.V •• S •• "4 
UCT"( .. I.·2·T .. £' •• ~"C' ... le •• c ••• -Ojl!CCeOSCC2.D.·~I/TP,., •• 
CALL S!:TTI" 
Plal,1415'~65!SS'J?!IZ" 
t----------~---------------------------e IN"UT 
c--------------------------------------: 
c '''OM CHA •• EL • 
: 
• EA~C4"J VI.'P.E,R,T",WO,"" 
READC4, •• ".TttE,a._, 
REIOC4.-, ~-o'la 
REA~C4,., '1.'Z.'l,'. 
RE'JC ••• , ~ •• ~al.ll.ltST.12.ll 
R!:'OC4 •• , CfCl.PTCt..FPTeL.fnOL 
IItE.,e •••• "CL,~"~'.'~P. 
ItE.0(4 •• ' CFUL 
ItEADU •• , ij ... 
ItE.'C4 •• ' 'F'C'.~.CT.f"C' 
REA'14 •• ' I"'.~'GN 
• !AO(4.·' ., 
Rr'J(4 •• ' Cr"'CIJ.I=I.°lf" 
1t!:.OI4 ••• C'EII'.I=I,~. 
IItEA!)",., .H 
no,. eH •• "£L 2 
DO 41~1 I =1t"f4 
~£.~C2,.' tCCI',."I',PB(I •• "~Clel'."BCll 
81S1 cc"nNU:: 
TCC~H.='OC.~ •• I.caoCoooaOOOI~O 
TU"'" 
,c .... le 
Tca""1 
TC ..... ~. 
'C .... IOI) 
'UHIIt 
'eao.u. 
'C."I!1 
'U.U411 
,caous. 
,caoouo 
'C'OOI" 
'C'"I" Te ... I90 
Tcaoouo 
tca00210 
'UOOUO 
TClIO?]1 
TCAlG2 •• 
TC.0'2!0 
Tcaa02E. 
'C.ot270 
'U0021'1 
tea.02'O 
'CU0301 
TC.OOlUi 
"'caOOl?O 
TCAOO' ~. 
Teaoo HO 
,ca",!, 
Ha00]60 
HUOHO 
TC.OOl!' 
TCADOHO 
TC.004 .. 
TCU04l1t 
TC.0042IJ 
T(lOO.30 
TC'0l'44" 
TC'004~IJ 
TC.00.6" 
H'c)04ltJ 
TC.004 11 1} 
TCIOO""!:' 
Tf:'OO~O" 
fC.OO"51'J 
Tel1J0'20 
"c.el""" 
TCA 'Jl' ~4? 
TCaoO~!O 
'ILE: 'CA ,eRUAN A 
C fRON C".~R'L 1 
C 
.'''all'_1 
DO 1311 la ... ," 
ItUOU, •• HSTC It 
1161 eo.,UU[ 
IEAOU ••• ~'D4 
.[ADU •• ' .. ·O.s 
KADeJ •••• "1:2 
~E'OU ••• ""DI 
LE~D! U.I'~-~I" _-laSE '.16 
c--------------------------------------C c.tca 
c--------------------------------------
,., FO.M,,," • 
99' FORR.'C' " • II' .~ATC • • __________________________________________________ e, 
. ,-------------------------------,. 
III FOR~.T'· ---------------------------------------------------- •• 
•• _-------------------------------------------------------____ I"~ 
114 
115 
116 
In 
FOA"'. TC' 
'OR""C' 
FO" .. ITC· 
FORNAU' 
·.4W.·T/'''·,10W,·'I .. t·,' •• ·ltIC·.11.,·FP·'' 
'.II,lCDI1 ••• ZK.,C ••• ,.18, 
•••• I'" U' caT. • ••• '1' 
•••• G U , P U' D I T I ••••• ,' 
e 
C 
uu 
1312 
1512 
1413 
C 
C 
FOR"'" ' 
'OR".'" 
FIJR"'I" , 
fCRNAre' 
1400 fORMAre' 
1401 fORMA'" 
1412 'OR".'" 
un fO_"AU' 
1404 Fa"".", 
140~ FOR""'" 
1406 FOR ... TC' 
1407 FOR~'" 
1408 FO"". TC' 
1409 FOIt,.UC' 
1'14 ,0" .. UC' 
IUS fOll ... re' 
1416 F'JRII.re' 
1417 FOR ... U' 
141' FO''''.''· 
141" 'I,)R,.. T(' 
1519 FOR"A'" 
1420 F?~"A TC' 
1421 Flit"'.'" 
1422 F )11"1'" 
1522 F 1)11"'. " • 
14Z4 F'lP"'.rc· 
IU5 F')~". rc' 
144!b F")R". rc ' 
""e. 
""03 
""U. 
"PCI 
ISO. 
(SQ. 
(SO. 
CSO. 
VEL. 
"EL. 
Ul.. 
VEL. 
'I'D" 
FR" 
FltCIi 
'RC. 
1'"'4 
1-" 1-2 
I-I 
TIlE 
T1"E 
TI-E 
TI·£ 
STEP' 
stEP' 
STEP' 
S1[P' 
. .......... . 
•••••••••••• 
.........•.. 
•••••••••••• 
VI C.BSCLUT!: VrSCC!IT" ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
If ,'ERICO' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
E eEL'STIC MOOULU! Cf' C.RTIl.G£' •••••••••••••• 
R CREOUCED R.OtUS' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'h CeaIlTIl..G~ THIC.~~SSt •••••••••••••••••••••• 
"' CUIJ'H OF .NKlE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
p~ 'PCISSC~S RATle •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
R1 (T.LUS R.OIUS' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ThET. CA~GUla" AMPllTUC£ IN =tGRE~S' •••••••••• 
XI CI~lET 80LNO.~" ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• 
H-CII' (~~CII IF H~CI ~IUALS lE~O ••••••••••••• 
FI CHi:hO.Fl. I~!tlal HO :.CAE_ENT, ••••••••••• 
F2 C •• =.~F.F2. !~ITI.l .!F I~CREM~~T' ••••••••• 
,~ CH~D.I=H"OI.Fl. l~tTI.L "~D I~CRE~EN' •••••• 
F4 e.,=K~.~4. I.ITIIL IE I~C-~.~_T' ••••••••••• 
~. (I~IT. ~O. OF !tEPS ,T CU~R!~T rI'E STEP' •• 
NXI (~,. OF SUH-ST[PS I~ FI~ST ST£P ••••••••••• 
II (~C. ~F PT~. f~I.TEO AT CURRENT TI"[ StEP' • 
NST ((NITI.l. N? Cf ST!P~ FO~ PRCflLE •••••••• 
12 (~J. CF PTS. P~I_T~D FO~ PRCFllE' •••••••••• 
:~ C~~. ~ PT~. flCTTED' •••••••••••••••••••••• 
(tel Cl~ITI.L .8SCL~T~ tr.l~A.~ct FOR t02~tF' •• 
PtOL CREL.TIVE INLET PII£SSU~! tCL!".NC!' •••••• 
FfTCL (RELIT:Y! l~aC CIFaCIT' TO~~RANCE' •••••• 
• .014.lJ 
• .014. H 
• ,014. n 
',014. Jt 
• .014.U 
• .01 ".It 
·,014.H 
• .014. U 
• .014.H 
• .014. U 
• .014." 
• .014. U 
• .014." 
'.014. U 
• .014.1. 
, .Ot4.1t 
• .014. U 
• .014.Jt 
• .:J14 01' , .u. 
• .!8. 
·.re . 
• .18' 
• ,18' 
'.!8. 
• .:Jl •• " 
• ,JI4. It 
'tOl •• U 
'eaoo". 
TCAD051. 
TeaDO!I!' 
,caoos,. 
'CU0601 
TCAIOUO 
TC'OIn. 
TCUOUO 
'CAO •••• 
'C.,"!!, 
'C ... ". 
'c • ..,n. 
TC ...... 
Te.006n 
'CU01" 
TellO lI' 
'CUOU. 
TC"'l~' 
'CIOOU. 
TCAon~o 
Te.1016' 
TcaO"JJIJ 
TC.OO U' 
TCaoo"O 
TC"O~OI 
TCADOen 
TCUOS:iI 
TCAooell 
reADOl'.' 
TCADO .!. 
TCaoO ... 
reADO!" 
'c ... /!., 
TUOO~'" 
TCl009 •• 
TCUO'" 
TCAI.'2. 
TCAOO<J!tt 
TCA"'40 
TClO"'!. 
TC'OO'" 
TtAO.'''' 
TCUO'IO 
TClOD9" • 
TClOlOlO 
TCJOIOII 
TC'OIOCI 
TClOIO!tt 
Je.Ol 0.' 
'C.OIO!G 
TUOl on 
TC.Ol" JI 
TCIOI0!O 
TC • .,107. 
TCAOlIOi 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,a.n ftA n.'.... A LUOS U.:",ttU" W'l8S[ f.1I 
.5a. 'eRNAfC. ,.~ C~Af'V£ .ttlCTlo. ,.[.F. 'CL[~.'C[' •••• 
.. ,. ~~'C. "CL CTIR! STtP Tell-.lcr ••••••••••••••••••••• 
ara. 'Ol~fC •• , C'llf'AL Ie. Of f'-' S'['!' •••••••••••••••• 
.1'. , •• ,f •• ,p cite. ,,- 'INE !'lP$ , •• "t." ............... . 
-,0'4." 1ca.lll. 
• .014." Tea.1I2' 
· .re. Ita.II" 
• •• -. lea.ll" .~.. T(.'II!' 
• ,:)'4." lca.116. 
.,014." lC •• 11IO 
• ,!:I'.JI .('111'" 
• .tl4.'" 'C.III" 
• .c ••• 11 TeAll'" 
-.rt. Icat.211 
',11//. 1(AII'20 
nat.2l1 
1ft. 'OIl""'." •• 1tO". ~ "ESS .. CISY .. ,-",to •.....••••.... 
a.2. roa~.". C.Ul .LI-If OM CPU "-£ •••••.••••.•...•••••... 
1511 ,~, •• U" eLo.t~ L'MI' Fe. tWf. 'tl.' ••••••••••••••• 
'611 .oc .. ,c • .,ac, CSC"" FatIca .e. PLe't ••••••••••••••••• 
I.JI .0 ... '" Mf.C' CSCALl .AC'" ••• 'Il- Ple's, ••••••••••• 
Ill' ••• ". Ff,n eSCAl' 'ACf. Foa '''ICtUI .. l.(TS •••••••• 
1.31 F •• NA'C. I" ,PRI" aPTl.I feR CC"!-""!' •••••••••••• 
1531 .~."A' •• -, •• CP'I~f DPfJOI 'OR C.r "-, Sft.' ••••••••• 
Itl2 'ORNAf' •••••• "ft :.". 
.'3JFORMA'" CI •• I •• NC ~I SMCULD I! ['t.LT :1"SleL! IT •• ,. 
,.3t 'C.",f •• C2.' fl .~c 13 ,",aLD .C' [IC£[D _./2·" '01124' fC.IU50 
.C .. 12fO 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
•• 3' 'OR"'C. C! •• I' SHC~~ ICT [.ettD 2·'$'·" 
'tJ6 'OI~Af" C4 •• ,a' 5S 'OLtR.lctteVAlS .1·"Ol·'. 
•• 37 .OI""C. C~.' ~f' "D IF. INOULC c:"ct If E't'l'·" 
2"2 '0.H.TCII12 ••• ·0.,. ,.IK·I" 
"'3 'OR""C' •• ' ••• Ie •• I ... ·.t .. I ...... C.,".,'~·.I'.,.HI". 
"'1 FO.~'Te· -., •• 5'CI •• ",·.,'I. 
"'1 .=R~.'CI/'2 ••• ".£'rcus eYClr·,I. 
at,. 'Oft"A" ... • ... ·,. 24" F~~~"" ·,1 •• 014.7.11. 
_ITEC,.IOI' 
~n!:C5,lU' 
lI"ntc~ ,101' 
,..0 .. C .... UL 3 
uUTEC5,12I2' 
Iftitnte,.uu. 
IIIIIUEC,,15'U 
lI'IfEC 5,UU' 
IIIIIIT£e,,99. 
II,UfEe"UII 
FAO" C"Alilln 4 
N"Ot 
"·D~ 
.. -CI 
.. -u 
IIIIIIT£.5.1400. _I 
1I_IT~'5.14'1' TP 
IIfItT!:C5.I4I2' E 
_tTEC5.I'O~' • 
IIItIT!.",.,4. TN 
MIt'T[eS,14e!' II~ 
IIPII~'5,14D" p~ 
.,IIIITEC,,140l. RT 
III11II~.5,I'Cf. THEIA 
III11IT£C'.I'O~' .1 
IIRIIE.5,I"" HMD.II 
_ITECS.I.I!' FI 
IIIIIITE«S,I •• E. FZ 
IIRIT!«"I"I. '1 
Te •• u" 
'<JOI2(1O 
'CAI12~' 
'ClOl~" 
tOOIU' 
YtlOIUe 
tUI1"I 
,ca .. ," 
TU"J!O 
1('0'360 
reJOlno 
TUIll .. 
TClItHI 
teao14011 
TtaelH' 
TC .... 20 
TUOI4~0 
"UOI4" 
TUtI4!O 
T(1014'0 
TClOl4JO 
'c.ouu 
lCAOI4" 
TelOI !OO 
TCI015 10 
TC'OI"~' 
T(aOI53G 
TC.t9IOS4" 
TeAlI"O 
T(lOI '!fO 
TeIOI! 70 
TC.OI'·O 
TClOl~'!O 
TC'0160" 
T'I"61" 
T':lOllZO 
T"IH.!O 
TCA0164., 
TCIOU" 
.11.£: Te. ,c.t~al a I.ttDS V_Iv£ttS", ,"'ISt '.1' 
c 
~1'!:C5.141" ,. 
~I'~C""I" •• 
_IT(C,,15.' •• Xl 
IlAlltC"I'~" II 
..IIIIT£C5.14:'. MSf 
"1'tC5"'~2' '2 
..1't".I';;' IJ 
_lfECS,14;.' Dyel 
_lfE.5,1';" PTC\ 
'-l'tl',";" f"OL ~II£CS.I';" '~'OL 
..-ITtCS.162E. "Ol 
M.I'£C~.l'af' I' ~1'£".18~" "TP 
~I,[(,.l~~" W .. I 
..-ITte',20;1. CPUL 
MR1I!C5,":O' UH' 
URIT~C"I'~" IF.CI 
"-IT[C,,"~I' MF.CT • 
.~ITt'5.18~O' fF.CT 
.RrT!:,~,'4Jl' IPI 
.~IIE'5.1':I' "I'. 
"'UTtC',14U' 
IMITE' '.14~n 
IIIUT!(5,14:4' 
l"UTEC5,14J~' 
.'UTtC5.'4~U 
IMlTEtS.IUU 
"" nu, .'''' 
""1IE(5.IO" 
DO 1001 1=1,. 
'FCI.=T"C t •• I~ 
'~IC U=FEC It/..., 
1101 COIIT IfIU:: 
IIIUTt""'" 
IIIUT((5,1I4) 
00 1002 1="'" .~IrEC',ll!t T~'I.,I.CI',F[CI •• F~ICI.,I 
lOU COII"flU[ 
, 
C Fill!)" C".NlWEL 2 
C 
"" ITt (5 ,2412' 
IIRUECS.Z4'!' 
DO 100] 1=1,'" IIRIT::'5.2.,I. lO.I',X8.J •• pect.'~~COL.I)."8.1'.' 
100] COr.TIflUE 
C 
c FRO" C~ANNEL ~ 
C 
.... tT!:C5.241H 
II" IT:: C5 ,z.,EJ 
00 100' 1=1,"-
1"'=1-1 
'C.0I610 
TClOIno 
'Cl1161!1t 
TCU16U 
TC'" nt 
TUII ... O 
TCatl120 
TCAOI J~O 
TC.,I "'0 
TCI01"0 
".01160 
fC'01111 
TClotlU 
TCADI no 
,calll!110 
TCAII !lIJ 
fC.,ll2t 
TClot"" 
fUOU4fJ 
'CJOle~o 
TC'01I!161 
"aOl!!" 
,caOIIlO 
'ClOlno 
TCUI'9" 
'CAOI 'HI 
TC'0192. 
1,,"'30 
tc'I1~40 
TCUla,. 
".ot'6O 
TCJ01~ro 
TClOlolIO 
TCIOI , • ., 
ICUZIDI 
TCIOZOID 
f(AOZ020 
TCao20~0 
'(AU040 
'CUZ050 
TC.,20Et 
TCAl201. 
'CA020!O 
TCUZO"H' 
TCaGUOO 
'C.021 to 
TC.OZ121 
TC'81110 
TCI02140 
TCUZI "!t 
TcaozuCl 
T(J02110 
YCIIZ!!O 
Tc.azHO 
TCaoZ'!OCI "" ~ ~ 
",u: tu ,,,'IlA. a LtED! U.:'!.SI~' ,",!s£ t •• , 
.""UCU.24Jn "STen"", 'U02211 
aJ.p .. f:'llflIlU!: '" TUIZUI 
.. 1;£(.",,,,,. TC'OZZlt 
""TUS,,,, Tr.IZ~.' 
_If£c~,.... TCAU2!1 
,,:TE($_Il" Tca022E. 
IIIIU1US .• lIJ'. TUIU" 
'".. • .--.... --;.....;,---.... -------... ------ 'C •• 22-. 
C ,.UUI. TUIZ!!" 
c~----~~----.. --------.... --.. -.--.. TCI.,,'. 
CALL PAPER." '('~231' 
CALL c,~.,el' T"02321 
,PtS-t" 'C"21~' 
N~ll.~STC"" TCA02~4' 
DMN'I='.D' Tca023!O 
CPUI".~' T~"2!'C 
., •• .,.. TC"23" 
~ •.• M.. T('GZ~~' 
LVR •• , • .,." TC.023'. 
L ... 6 ..... IE Te.~24GI 
CALL E'18'fC_'.'F.FPI,FK:"(I.~F4.FW.lWRK.G' TC.1241. 
(AU. !.I'." ..... Tc •• e •• EIC.X!( .... 4 ..... Ui· .1. T('''Z421J 
CALL E •••• 'UH.rO,Pe.PICI.pU, ... 4 ..... U'It.tt TU024'" 
CALL E.18.'C~~.'O.".CCL."P •• ~-c.~~4 •• ~.lWR.'. T(aoz •• o 
CALL ru • ., .IIH. TO .... e.H.U .HCI .......... LIIIII ,I' ,ca02451 
.... L'.l TC.OZ4E-
ET:O.C' TCAI2.'0 
"os-I.eo Tta'2.~G 
.sTIII=MST TcaGZ.~' 
":":~I TC'GZ"O 
DT=t".T T('OZ'I' 
llCL1:TTOL'.1~O TCAOZ". 
C ::: ••••••• :: ••• :.: ••••••••• ::: ..... : =_: ••• : •• ::-:: a:.==.= a:::. ==:: ••.• :T C aI2'3. 
C TC.G2~.G 
, , I "l C, C L [ laC' 5 T • " T TCAI2~!!1 
t: 1('02560 
C:==: ••• ==:::==:=.:::::====:=:::.===::=:=.::=::::===:=:::=:=::.:::::::::T(.12"0 
1550 F~~~'TC" '.6 •• 'T:~t.,~ •••• I' FIt- T~·.4 •• ·& T.U~ !RR'.7w. TCac?~!o 
• ,~., _!L'.,.,'S8 V(l',9.,'le.C PfR ~~., •• 'FRIC COtFF'". TC.02'~0 
"'I F?P.~ATC· ·.I •• 1eel •• l,2X •• I.. TC'D2~00 
'922 FORMATell' '. TC.02610 
'II' CONfINU! TC.'2E:0 
KT.:~T"P. TCI026~O 
M"~=_T/·TP TC'02~4' 
l,e~.lF.~G.2' WRITEC5.IOI. TCa026'G 
IFC"'HAl".!'.2' GOTO lG60 TC.026E" 
IFCIIHALF.!G.IJ W_IfrC5,"22' TCA026'G 
"~O'.:"-04 TCI02E~~ 
"~03l=H~03 T('12690 
h~C22=h.C2 TCa02Te~ 
"~Oll:"·Dl TC'02110 
"~fll="·TI Te'02120 
3'.0 CONTI'ut TCI02'~' 
TO:O.OO Tc.n21.~ 
U~=UCTO' 'C.'21~0 
f IL!: Tea fUT ..... LttD! ~'I_ERSIT' ,",85£ t.I' 
c 
c 
C 
I'CUN.lT.UPI. U".~I 
U-SCI':"" 
C.LL [028.' "" •• '"I",C: .fl ,'P.I • 
"SCI ':"P [TSCl.· •• D. 
'_STIl'·f'''' NUts""Tl 
tr.tOSC It "'''tI 
n:. 
IF.MM.Lf'.N£.Z' MRITEe5,"'I. 
1"":Clf'K"".'''"'' 
IfeN"AL".N!.2' WRITE.5,"'l' T.,""Tl,!T,U".H~DI.,p,'RD,IT 
..... : ........ . 
DO ,." IT .... T 
............... 
TC=U-DT 
IfCIT.£'.~".' IPI.I 
TCI02161 
TCA02"., 
TCA02'" 
TC.02 '91 
TCAI2UO 
TCAn~1I 
TCA02 .. ,. 
T(l02113. 
TU.2140 TC.02·,. 
T(aU!!" 
TC,..2 .. " 
I(lOZ!U 
TC.an" 
TC'I2-00 
TCI02'1O 
TCAl2'20 
TC"2~~' 
c ••• : ••••••• : ••••••••••••••• ::: ........ :::.: •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ::T(.02· •• 
C TC'OZ-SO 
C-------------------------------------- TCI'2~'1 C ,~£, TC'02~'0 C-----·-------------------------------- ,e.02' •• Z" f'o~"aTC' TJ~r :'.CI'.'.4X,·!'T ,rL :'.01 •• '.41.". :'.DI4."" TC'02'~' 
211 'OR~TC' •••• rl~E SftP ITERATICN •••••• ,. IC.03000 
Z.2 FO~"'TC ••••• PRC'llE ITERAllCN ••••• ,. TC"3~1' 
U~:UCTC' TC'Ol", 
[FCU-.lI.UPO' U~=U~O TCIO]O!O 
'ALL £.28e',_' •• '.I,FCI.TC.".I. TC'0304 • 
IFCIPT.!Q.G. '~TO "I' TC'G]O~' 
WRITEC5.". TC.1306. 
.~IT!C,.200' rC.U'.FP TCI030'0 
111. CQ_TINU£ ,ea.30PI 
ICCU~T=2 TC'030'0 
KL1:G 'C.13100 
KLl=' TCI03111 
H"D.I:D.BS'~~Dl •• 'l TCA0312' 
IFCHMOI.EQ.G.C •• "~Cal="~D'I' TC'Oll!O 
IFCIPT.EQ.G. GOfO 16" TeaOll •• 
WRIT~C5,101' . TC'Oll!O 
WRITECS,2G.' 'CI03IE' 
W~ITEC,.101' TC.03110 
169' 
C 
CONTt_U( TCIO~l!O 
TC'031~0 
TCI03200 
Tca03210 
Tca.3220 
TC'032!' 
TC.03240 
TC'032~0 
TC.Ol2ED 
TCI03Z'0 
Tca032!D 
TC.032~0 
'CaG3'00 
C 
C 
c 
FIN~ING STEleTsr.T! PROfIL£ 
CALL SUOU 
1£:1(EF 
1':X!.F4 
P'=PTCl.P"" 
IFtIPT.!Q.O.' 
lilt ITt C5.10 lJ 
~IT::C'j.201J 
IIRIT;:C hlOlJ 
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.. 
•• aleTca 
'CAU'I' 
TC"'!II 
teAun. 
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,ca.ss, • 
'CA,,'.I 
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,c •• , .... 
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c 
e 
c 
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c 
c 
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•• 
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•• 
.Eou.,a2 
.... "lI •. D. 
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COIITUUt: 
CGUI"U£ 
ICL.-IIL'·' 
IfCl~'.E'." 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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.. 
: 
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• 
WRIT!e'.III" ~'.IeL' 
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"IIDA a".O& I (DIIlINU[ 
........ 
........ 
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OPSle:.=12.:0.VI.CU •• eF.T-F.[ •• ~~D.e.c-.t"/C"~T.F"' •• 3 
IfSlCJ ':Ie 
5511 CO"TUIU:: 
ft."'f. 
TCA"'" 
TC .. n.~' 
TUn'" 
"C'OJ~" 
TCl1)51' 
,el.,,52. 
,caU51. 
TCIOl~'1J 
fUUS" 
'CU35ft 
TUUS" 
TCl035@1 
'ca,"!" 
,cau"t 
,ca'U" 
'ClUUG 
'CU:J,lI 
TClnnl 
fta.s.50 
TCJ03HI 
'U.S611 
TCatl6t!O 
,,,.,,,. 
TC":"" 
,e..,llll 
TC'O.J12G 
TcaUl~1 
TC.OSf40 
'UUJ50 
"0:"03160 
'C''',110 
·r'fJlll!/) 
H'Ulo;O 
'CIG3·" 
TUUtllO 
'~'U·20 
't.Oltl~O 
TcaG!".O 
TClOSS51 
FlU: ,ea Fc".a. A LItO. L •• W'ISIT' ,-'IS' '.1' 
C.LL C.l • .,'.SI.DfS' ... ~l •• CI.£EI ••• 
Ie&. ,a" L '.1 
lIIaNC •• 
atEa.t·OI 
c C .2 •• ~E.AI.C[ •• ' cc.,ac' zO.' 
C 
DO II , ..... 
.Caltt.U-U·D. 
'.TaH' •• C.·2'C2.e .. It.~~ 
I,ewe.&., •• f" CAL&' r"~'.C."T' 
DP$II'.'2.C •• VI •• ~ •• ,.,-,.'JeHNC •• IC-lt.'/."·'·f.' ••• J 
ISena.C 
11 co.n .. ut 
caLL C'I'A."S.DPS.'I.~C.t!'." 
ICLlaICLl.I 
PC...c·~CI 
EEa, •• See[[I·[[2."(' 
IU"L2.' 'fC:~T.!'.I' •• IT!C'.II" "~C.~C.[t.IIL2 
IfCPC.LT ••• C •• &OTO '5 
I'(~C.I'.~" GCT' ~ 
.IOTO , 
c C O£TE.~ININ. '.E RtOUIRtO S1UEIIE.WELOCI', USIN. IISECT.C • 
C 
c 
e 
I .FCJCOu .. '.E ••• t "'0'~0A/2.0' 
oICOU"T=1 
""0=""0"'"" COTG I 
• IFCJCCUNT.r .. l' "~DA:H~DA/2.D' 
«OUN':O 
""0=" .. 0 ...... [1 
80TO • 
c [VALUATOR - flllllSH :::::::: 
C 
, co,nnUE 
IFeIAC.".~C.l. GOTG 15'1 
c 
e CORttECTC~ 
C ""T="~TI.CCT/2 •• 00 •• C'.DO.H'C.l'.CO." .. OI-5.0D.H~02."~OSJ 
c 
e CONVE.'!NCE CH£C~ FCR CORRtC'CI 
c 
TT~~.='TOL •• aOI'. 
D"=O.eSeeH"-~·'O.'""'J 
IFCJH.L£.TTCLA, lOTC ,.,. 
H·TO:"-' 
GOT':' ~ ••• 
to" CONTI"U~ 
DH"T:H"T-H"'P 
£T:l00.00.1'.OO.C.BSCOH.T'/C.'D.OO·H-TJ 
,un,,' 
'UU"" 
,c.nUt 
'Clun. 
YCIDHIt 
,t'U'1I 
'C.u-. .. 
'CAll'!' 
'c',n" 
Tt.n". 
,ca.,." 
,cau,,, 
n .. """ TUU'" 
TC ...... 
TC.O.OII 
'C"'U' Tea •• .,. 
'C ...... 
'U"'!' TU ... " Tca .. n. Tca ... .. 
TC ... ., • 
TCA04I11 
TClD4I11 
T(I',U' 
TC"'lS. 
YCAO .... 
TC'I4I'5' 
TC"'If. 
TU041 " 
TC".n. 
YU"l" 
TUO.ZOO 
T(lOUn 
TCaoe220 
TC"'U~O 
YC ... 2 •• 
TCaoU~O 
TUOU60 
TC"'271 
TCaoetll 
TCIOU,. 
TC.OelOl 
TCUe310 
Tca .. l2. 
TC'04l~0 
TcaO.,.!) 
TCao4l5. 
TCao4lEO 
TCao.,l. 
TC'04SU 
TC'O.SC, 
TCIOUDO ~ ~ 
HLE: tP .C"-" & LtEOS u'1¥c~sr" ,~S, '.I~ 
.'D&~·I 
.... " .. 
.... C ... "It'" c-···-·-... -----·~--...... --------I.~" c 
c--·------·---------------· .. --------la. , ...... , ••••••••••• e' .. cu ... "I ". .',ca •• "J .. ,,.el 
• Ja.'e Jt .-,tl'.I,' I ,-,II' 
11' ,.AM 1e' •••••••••• W!:C 1F r(D ,. a' .Dl". ,. 
"CUa'." ISleUall!: 
... ·1 
00 ........ ". le(:el/.'" 
,'e ICC."!:." acre III' A.A.' CALL t"."CIS.OPS,r,pt,EE," pc_c-pca 
IL1·e"3-' 1$.eJu .. ~eu 
",.au:" 1111 ,a."IIu£ 
C C SOL'III' ,,'AD CA'AC!ty ,~ TIIJ .. It USl'. t •••• , 
, 
e'LL C.II.'C.S •• 'S • .a ... ,.PC.EE,.' 
IlLI=.ll-. 
.Ll=.1.1-. 
.. ,C=·f'''C 'E.IOO.CO-C,esctE~~C' 
I'CI"T~Ee.a, .CTC l~" 
~ITtt~,'2'. 'PC,_r.EE,CLI 
Ylilutn.llH 'P 
lSI. t;CItTIIIUE 
DI":DAiSC'P-FP('," 
l'fCDlf'.L!.""lCU GCTO tl 
IFeFP.IT.'FC, lOTC 12 
l,e,p.LT.,.,C' ,'TO II 
c C DEtEA"J-J~1 l~E R!O~I'!' IE USl~ IlS£CTICN 
c 
.2 IF,rC:U~T.~'.l' .,:,A/Z.O. 
le,","T=' 
.t:lt .... 
IOTO Bot 
.J I"ICCU~T.£Q." ... =,A/2.0, 
ICCW"'=l 
It1tlt-lI" 
'''.TO 8 .. 
III C3.n:NU! 
c--------------------------c F~ICTH_ 
c--------------------------
"$z"fC'V 
00 192'1 1=1_"'. 
IE .',D ••• " 
rc .... .. 
Tt ..... ~. 
Tcao •• !. 
lCa ••••• 
T(a ... '!. 
,ca' •• 6. 
TCAM.'. 
TC •••• '. 
tcaO •• 9. 
Tea04'l" 
fC".511 lU'.-" 
'UIt'U' 
?ca".5.' 
,cu.'!!. TCI.'!'. 
tca •• ! ,. 
'CAO."U T" •• '" TeIO.'" 
,caO.IlO 
?ca"'20 
Tca04'~O tuo.,." 
Te.o.oS" 
T(I"6" 
TC.'.'lt 
TClO.61O 
Tca •• ,,. 
Tcu.no 
TUO"' .. 
.( ••• 12. 
te .. ".'" T~"'.140 
"I'.'!' 
'c&O"'U Tc ••• no 
TC.,,·'ftO 
H'O. no 
TC.'··CO 
TCA"l!lt 
TC.tI.!~, 
TC'O"'!. 
Te ••• ·." Tcaa'A~fJ 
TC"O'''''' 
Te".e JO 
TC .. O.··.., 
TC'C. A" 
fC'O'"'''' 
'C.O."IO 
'(1(."'20 
TC'I!'CI~. 
TC"04 au 
'C'O,CI~' 
FILE: rca ,.,.T." a LEED! U'I,[.SIT' ,",BS[ '.1' 
..... -1·1 
...... 
DPSC.,·.5 •• " 
• SCIUt.~C." 
'92' co.nllut: 
•••••• 1 
ISCll·lt: 
UPsu.· •• ". DO '926 1= ...... 
_calScrt 
,.., ..... JIC •• 2/u.e .. " .... " 
IF.IC.Lt.I!-' caLL '.",C.C.F.T, 
"SC:M"T.flT 
.,.r.£o.l. "IE:HSC 
'1ICI,aZ.o,e,leU-/HSC-NSCet.SCI./Z.D. 
"26 COftnIlU[ 
DI,-ol 
'211 COIITlflUt 
118.= cltell./Cltr 
1.£3".£-0.'-.. 88 
-$="C"" fl8P:N88-. 
1" .. 8P.G£ ••• '3TO 12'7 
~IF:D"/2.tI 
'OTO UJI 
.,77 CONTI" .. t 
DC) J921 1:"N8" 
IC:I.~D·eI-I.-~" 
'IT:HO •• CeeZ/CZ.C"R'-H" 
IF'IC.LT.IEF, C.LL ,.,pexc,F.T, 
"5C=,I' ... "' . '.2.t'''Z.OG·'I-U~~.tIC~C.-2' 
I2CH:.C 
"21 CONTINUE 
caLL COla"FCls,'.ltNIP,FR1.[~l,G' 
caLL C'lla'C.2t'X2,~8P.~R2.E~2,O' 
FlU =-'''1 F"2:-F~2 
fReOIW=FRIIFPC 
f"CAV=~RZ/F'C 
,,,:FRCOIW.FFC'V 
c---------------·----------C Rf;UAeJLlTY 
c--------------------------662 FORM .. TC' NC. OF 51£ps DOUBLED FOR PR£SS. RELI'BILITY C"(eK'" 
lZl f~R".TC' NC. ~F S1EPS '~U8L~C FC~ FF .ElrA~ILr1' C~ECW'I' 
'.8 FOR"ATC' 11(. CF STeps OlUBLEe FCR FA .ELIA~ILIT' C~ECK'" 
"1 FOP-AtC' ·tr.,·POLO·.12.t·F'EW·tI3't·'-t12W"A.~tFF.·/ 
'.2 FJR~ATC' ·'1~ •• CD1 •• 1,2.t/t 
941 FOP~"TC' '.E •• ·FPCLC'.'lX,·FP~~W'.IO.,·R.OIF'.'/ 
151 FaR~ATC. ·.6 •• ·FRCLC',111.·FAN~W·_lO.,·R.)tFF.'" 
9.. FCP"ATC' '.11.lCC1 •• 1,~"/ 
951 FO~~AT(' .. eSCLUT£ lIlL£T PPESSUR: TCL£RA'C~ "D~U~TEC'" 
952 trO~~"TC' •• 71.'PTOL",11.,·PT~!We,11.,·R.OIFF.·'. 
951 FORM.tC· ',l •• J.DI4.1,l.'/ 
TUI.'" 
'UO.,,1O 
nll'-" TC ... " • 
Tc.n .. o 
TUI'S ... 
na.,ne 
TUQ'§UI 
TU" .. ' 
'CAG5Q~O 
Tcan.,.' 
Tuno" 
TunOll 
TtJO'I'" Tue ... 
TUG"" 
TCAO'lUO 
TC"",ll' 
T(11I5'" 
TClO'§l!1 
TU05UO 
'(10511' 
lCAO'JU' 
TCAO'ucl 
TCA05201 
TCAOUU 
T(lI'5221 
T(l05231 
TU0'52" 
TCA0525. 
Tc.nZEI 
T,a05210 
TCA05U. 
T(l052" 
TCIO'SlOG 
TCAO'310 
TCI05.JZ' 
TC",'5J30 
TC'05HI 
Tcat5l~O 
TCAOS361 
TCIO"I3'0 
T(l0531O 
TtlOS]'" 
fCA05''I' 
TCA05.10 
TCA05.20 
Ttlll'!l"O 
TC'O'5.'" 
TClOS.51 
TelOS.'" 
TtAO'lUO 
TCAOS.fI., 
TC'05'~' 
'C""'UI 
'" ~
Fat: fea FCIT •• ' I LEtDS u.r,[.SI" '·,!S! 1.16 
c . 
c tfoat C"",,£ln .'!:SSUIlt VAUIES C .. . DO .,a, ,."A 
,.OCI.·Hel. 
.,., C""Me 
c C DIDBLI" .u-.r. ., "tPS 
C 
...... , 
c C SOLW'" -.cSSUAt DIS"rlU'I01t U!I~. 01.,1' 
C OII.ur""!IUII. 
D •• ·OII .... 
.""I·"U-. 
...... c .. 
( C Cl.' SUI-OIVICED ',.S' STEP 
e 
DO f.,' I- ••• IP' 
le.lt-n-I.·CII 
FI'="'_.C •• 2/C2.Dte-'-H~ 
IFCIC.LT.lt'. CILL r"T"IC,'.T. DPS.'I'=ll.DI_VI •• U •• C~IT-F.r,."~o.'.C-.["""~T".T'.-l 
XSIIU:IC 
, ... CO"TUU~ CALL C"GIFC.I',OFSI.~P •• '( •• t£ ••• 
IlL.J=I(L1-. . 
tIIIs"'c" 
x,,:·.t-Ol 
C C C2.' '£~II'OE' Of CeMIICT lC'f 
C 
DO ,ui 1=1t". 
lIt=wtt·U-U·DX F.T="0.IC •• 2/(~.oe.·'-HIIII 
IFCX~.LT.ltFJ CALL I.T·CIC.~IT' DPSCIJ:12.CO.WI.C~.('XT-F.E'-"~D.I.C-XE"'C""T.FXT' •• 1 
• seY':I' 
, ... (O.TI"UE 
1'.:0.00 psn,-o.oo 
.Sltelt:.!: 
.... =. DO lOU I=I ••• 
ICC=CII"·. 
IFIICC.,t.I' ECTC lCOI 
.. L=.It.-. 
CALt COIGAFCIS.OPS.I.PC.tt.o. 
I'C=PC-PCI 
I(Ll=ICL1·1 
.S"CoILa :.scn 
PSCoIU=PC 
IF(PC.Gl.P.' ~.='C 
"Inn' 
TC""'!I' 
,U"'U' ff.r,a, •• 
TC.ft'~' 
Teln ... 1 
teln'" 
,c .. ~'" nl.'n .. 
TCA"'" 
,c •• " .. 
feln621 
,UIS63'J 
TCln'.' 
TC"~.!I 
nll'''o 
T(II'UI 
nU56" 
"11'6" T':""'" TC .. 5710 Tca.,no 
Tcal5UO 
TtlO'''O 
TC.,51'5' 
TC.05168 
"IO'U1I 
TC'.5''!' 
TCII'''I 
fCl"·OO 
TeI.,,"IO 
Tea0'5!20 
lel15U. 
Tca.'S· •• 
Teaf!)!" 
TCI'5"" 
Ttl""" 
TUO'S!'-. 
Te105A'0 
Tr'O~"1J 
'ClO~'" TC"5"~' 
TCl05'!'lO 
TCI05~.0 
TC'0'5'J50 
Tt'05~6IJ 
TCI05~ 10 
TCI'!'';!O 
T<;'O,'9' 
TC'ono" 
TU06010 
T,='O~O" 
TC'O~O" 
TC'0;O.3 
TC'I6.5. 
FlU:: TCA feaT.,' I LEtO! ~.I'£ItSIT' ,"/SSE '.1' 
JI" CD.UllUt 
C ( SLOIIL PatSSl" .lLII.ILITJ C"lCI( 
( 
C 
C 
Sl'fOL .. ,·.ae' IfC~.!'.U'" IPTCL'" 
.TOL •• ' 
.. ·1 
"'''~L-l 
DC "'. I-a.",," 
1(=1-1 
1It=lstC.' 
pc=PSCIl' 
IC=cl In.! 
IF'IC.llt.l •• OTO "" 
....... 
DP •• OA.SCPC-PPcc .... 
I'CDP ••• T.S,TOL' GOT. '1 
76" CO"T.llut 
IOTa 14 
n CO"Tnut 
.,CIPI.EO.O' GOTO 16'1 
.,RITEC5 ..... 
.,.UTEC'.". 
.,IUTE I !5t66:' 
lilt ITE C5 .9.1' ~ITtC5.'.:' PPOCoI •• PC.IC.CPI 
"IIIITEC5."" 
'651 COl" l!IIut 
GOTO 8 
,a COlllI'U[ 
c 
C AaSOLUTE TOLERA"CE FO~ IMLET ,,[SSUIilE CHECIL 
C 
121 
'652 
,T"aPI.PlOl 
OPT=O.8S'CPTN-'T"PT". 
IFCDPT.Gr.'IoL' lOTC f23 
&OTO 122 
CON"Nut 
IFCIPI.Eo.e. StTC "'2 
MUTEe5.tOC • 
IIltIT!:C5."51' 
"ltrTE(5,,,'a 
"~ITLC5."5~' PT.Pl.,OPT 
.,,, IT£: C5 .UG, 
C "NT :.,UE 
..=11 .. '2 
PT:PT' 
6.)TO 8 
(C"UUE 122 
C 
C SOLVI~& LaAD CIPICITY USI~ COIGl' 
C 
C 
C 
SFTOL=FPTOL •• I~O 
IFCU~.~Q.u~o. SflCL=fPTOL 
TCIt"" 
TU06"" 
TU060i. 
TCA'!"'" 
"AD"IO 
Te .. UII 
T('06U' 
Tuoun 
TCJl".1 
TUOIU' 
T(A061 .. 
TC .... " 
Ttl06"1 
TCIOU,. 
"IOUII 
T(AO'~IO 
TCUUII 
T(UU!O 
TCA06240 
T"062~0 
TtU6261 
"U6no 
TCAI6UI 
TC'Cl62~' 
nuu" 
HU6311 
T"oun 
TU06HO 
T('061.1 
TCA",'!G 
TCA0611' 
TCUU" 
TCA06.181 
TCIUl'" 
T(lO'.O. 
T(U6." 
TCU6.n 
TCA06." 
TCIO' •• ' 
Tea"·!' 
TCI0646' 
T("6U' 
TCI06.-" 
TCI06." 
TC""" 
TCI06"!U 
TCI06521 
TCAII6530 
TCIOf.t'lU 
T(106~~' 
TC'065fO 
TC'0651O 
TCU65!1 
TCl065c , ~ 
rcID"" ~ 
~ 
FILl: leA Fcat... I L£tOS U.I~S'" ~e5! t.al 
C 
...... fO&. 
C.LL : ••• "e.s._ps_~"ICD_E"O.-" 
......... , 
IL3IrCL,., 
"tlQa"'lfIlCO 
C "p tttUdlLln CttECIC 
C ,C 
"P_O •• SCCFICD-'lCt"PCO' 
1F' ...... '.1"01. ... ,. 119 
.. ', U. 
", CMntIVE l'U",.te ..... " ,." lI'UTles.n,l 
.-UUS_H. 
lflii tf!:CSC. 12 It 
.. nEC5.~·!f 
.. rTtC,.9 ••• ,pe"peD.~~ 
... ntC'h"" 
,.53 co.nllUI! 
• en • 
721 C'JlltflltUE 
C 
C ,. R(LI.IIL'" tHEC-
e 
liS-lilt I., 
DO nzt I-hNI 
oI:Nx-r.k 
IC ... ·' 
.'$CIC'=ePSC ... 
XSCIC.t.S.", 
1921 cOIltT: .. UE 
uP:,x-, 
XSCU:lt 
DPSH .... l. 
09 "Z6 lat.UP 
ac.ueu 
'.T=HO •• C·e2/e2.~0··.-"· 
,FCIC.LT •• EF. CALL I_TP.IC.FaT. 
"SC=H';"-"IT 
l,cr.~O.l' ~J'="SC ~'lCI'=2.D •• 'I.U'IHSC~SC'CPS'I"2.CG 
I9Z, COIIT."fUE 
D.':ClI 
8281 COIITIflUi: 
NII8= .. :: •• I.,OX" 
•• ::;':I::-DII,f ... 88 
"S='IIcay 
MlP:lltS8·1 
IF'~8'.~(." ;CTC 8211Z 
D.'=JI"/2.CO 
GOTf) ';:"1 
IZ82 C()IIU'U:: 
00 '''2' 1-1tltSD 
aeaa.~O.CI-I'·C.F 
TC •• ". ••• 
'e"'"2. fC •••• ~. 
TUI66" 
'C ... 6S. 
TC.(l661. 
TC •••• ,. 
TC""" 
TCA •• '" fe ... '" 
" •• 611. 
,u •• n. 
TCA"'" TU16'''' 
TU"''!' 
TUI.'" 
TU •• nl 
'U .. , .. Tca .. ,,. 
TUO'~" 
TCAO"·" 
TC .. ,e20 
"U'!l' 
TCU,@" Tcae,"'" 
TCa'ft'!" 
TU0611'O 
Te.'ft!'" Tcal.-'" 
"a"'!I1I 
TU"'''IO 
"aO~'!I20 
TCA06C;~O 
TU"'.' 
TUlI6.", 
TUlnl') 
fean"" 
TCIO,on 
TCAI",g 
TC.,1OOt 
TC""lft 
TCao 70 2IJ 
'caeu.!o 
TC.Ol?" 
TCII"'50 
'CIUOEIJ 
'C101070 
TCA.1O·" 
TelO 70" 
HAOHOO 
T(lOlI10 
TC.1J1I21J 
'CAOll31 
11:'0714'1 
TCU 11!:0 
,ILE: 'CA '('T.... LttDI UMI".SIT' 'Ri8S[ 1.1. 
'.T.H •• XC··'/C2.0.· •• -H~ 
I'Cle.L'.U" CALL I.TPcac,n • ltSe:,.'·H.' '.aCI.·a.~.·.I·U,.".E/C~c •• a. 
.Z ... ··e 
1ft' c,.n."E 
CALL el"A".S."".",'RI."'," 
CALL t.l.are.a."a., ... "a."a •• , 
~R,.-'''a F"'·-"-Z neOll-flllfPCO 
'RCIW.'.Z/fllce 
~'D:,.callte'ltca, 
DfR.,18S.C'''O-' •• ''.0. 
"cO,,,.,Y.,.TDL. 5OTO ~29 
sen u, 
~Z9 CO." .. u£ 
I'CIPf.( ••••• 0fO 632S 
MU'US,lOU 
"in f:: C 'J. '" , 
UUYUS.'.'. 
""UEC'hnl • 
URITEC'.' •• ' fR.fRO.OF' 
VRIT!:n ..... 
63Zl COM"NU~ 
GOTO ! 
n_ CON""U£ 
c------------------------------------C OUTPUT 
c------------------------------------"90 FORMAT" RHI.BUIT, CHECICS SAlISH SP!:CI"I£O TCL!UNCES-/, 
121 FO."UC' 'IUl IIIC. ff' STEPS fOil pq!:,SS~RE INTEGIt.TlCNS :' .UII 
IZl' 'OIl •• T.' FI~aL Ne. OF STEP: FO~ LeA~ INTEG~TICN :'.18/' 
'.5 fORMIT.' TCTll NO. OF 'CALlS TO OOIGAF IN TI"( ITER'TI(fIIS a',le/' 
12Z '9R~'TC' ·.lCOI •• J.2X'.!8.2 •• r~. 
12l Fe ... IT" ·.J •. ·.·.I! •• ·P'.J! •• ·H·,. 
12ll FOR .. IT./' ST'P Ne. :'.1", 
12 •• FOR ... TC' TIllE ,Tc) :·.014.JI. 
12' FaRMAT.' "INI~U~ Fll~ THICK~ESS 'H~" :-.01'." 
125 ~'~"A'e' S'UE~lt VELOCITY .""~) :'.014.'" 
121 fORNATC' ~CClfIER TER" CO"MT. :'.014.'" 
128 fOR~AT" C~RR~NT TIME STEP vaLUES'II, 
129 fORMAT" [SlIM'1EC I TRUltC. ERROR I~ "NT :·.OIO.l/' 
15~ FlRMAT.' FRICTION CCEFFrC:£~T ,~qO. :'.01 •• 1, 
1'5 FeR .. ITe/' CAvIT.1Il .. 80UNO'''' e.!' :'.01 •• 7. 
~1' F"~AT(' SS CAVIT'TION'AD C.~F. :·.CI •• 7'. 
IfC.~HAlF •• E.2 •• '~0.CIPT.EI.O'. GOTO '890 
ICCT=eIT/KTI,eKTI 
IfCICCT.It::.IT. GaT? '~90 
l'eIP'.~Q.O' G~TO 1~98 
"" IT ~ e 5 .1 0 1 • 
IIl'tlTi:(5."~O. 
...- n:: e5,121' "'. 
IIR!,(e~.127'. JL 
"RITt'5.~d!' .Ll 
,uell" 
TUOlln 
Tu,n ... 
TUOn!O 
TUI7'" Tu,nu 
Tca Of 120 
TUOUl. 
TCII".' 
TCUn51 
TC .. UII 
TCI.nll 
TCUUIt 
'UOU90 
TUIl! .. 
TUO"" 
TeA01n • 
Tc .. n~. 
TCU'''' 
TCI07~!O 
'C"'''' TC'OllJO 
,cao,," 
TCIOUIl. 
TClt,4" 
TCAn ... 
TCAOH20 
Tuonu 
Te''''.' 
'ClOn!1J 
"."u. TCU14" 
TUO,." 
TCAOH" 
Tcun .. 
TC''''51O ' 
TCl075U 
TCA01'5l' 
TC1075.0 
TCI01!:'O 
TC'07561 
TC101'51O 
TCI01511 
TC'01' •• 
TCI01600 
TCA07611 
TC101620 
TC'016~O 
TeU".O 
"'=A07650 
TC101660 
'CAO"1') 
TCI076f10 
TCIOU.G "-
'CI07101 ~ 
~ 
FlL£: 'ta .. C.T.a. A L£tDt UIII'''!:It!:n .. nu 6.16 
... Ute5,'U' 
",n:.:n,n' 
,.,. CO.lI.ut 
~IT!CS,12:3' 'T 
__ If~eS,l'44' 1C 
.,.nU5e111' 
.. . 
or 
e KIlEAAn .. p'fnu: . 
C 
,.,a'ltA' . 
DO IlIlh .... 
IC.URCn 
'.T.H •• ,C •• J'C2.C .... ~ 
I' •• C.LT •• !" CALL I.'P •• C",T. HI fI.a .... T.'.' 
UI2 C~.""Ut 
C C CO.STRUC':" TNt t.t, p.u'IL! 
C 
Dx=,.t.-O. 
118aue+.ltlC. 
IItOa.t-CX"'! 
.,pa-I.Dt·" 
00 ,. lal.oIL 
...... ·'.1 
":IC'''. 
'SA,oI':IS" ••• 
"C"laPSe" • 
HS,,,.aHSUU 
,. CO"UNUE 
IIS:.C'" 
DO '01 %al." 
aC= •• ~O·'I-I'·O. 
IS"CU=.C 
psct.:e.DO 
,aT:HO .IISR cU.,2/C2 .00"" -H-
l,e.C.LT •• EF. 'ALL INTP,K"F.T' 
HScr':FIT."~T 
'al CO,,'UU£ 
oIL=;'L-"B 
ffCAv=p.a+l 
IFc •• ta.£Q.alP' ,eTC 9tZ8 
00 .02 1=&.oIL 
K=.IL+I-J 
01=1(·1 
x;Jt.J,:::XSqCl" 
rs • .I' apse IU 
"S'J' =H~(I() 
402 C~ .. , I!IiI",E 
ISIUI':.IP 
'$ (11=0 .JO 
"SC1'="0 •• IF.'2/C2.~O'R.-",."~T 
"L=JL'l 
.c.,=I\oCAV., 
992. CCIIo"""£ 
TCI.lll. 
nAIl'" 
'CAIIU' 
fC."U. fU..,"" 
TuOn •• 
TC.'JU. 
ttlll'" 
TCAI""O 
TC." .... 
Tca"~11 
Tel,r-2. 
,c • .,u. 
TC.l1'e .. 
TtlIln. 
T(AOJU' 
" ..... " 
'C'O'··' Te',,'" Te'Of~.fJO 
TCII791. 
·CI"~20 
TCII7930 
ltl07CJ1.0 
Te',,95. 
TC.Ol"60 
TC,O,HO 
,C.."',,. 
TeIO"" 
TC'O'''OO 
TC""OIO 
TCao"U' 
Tca'8'lO 
TClt'~I9" 
T(I"'O~O 
'C"·OEt 
TC.OII018 
TCAO~O"O 
felt·no 
Tcaoeloo 
TeIO"11I) 
T('8'120 
Tca08130 
TCU-I'O 
"IO·I~O 
TCUoIUO 
TC.OII!IlO 
TC'U·I~O 
'ca~'H'O 
TCI'1'1100 
TCIO~210 
TCIO-220 
TCiOS 230 
T .. IC'Z'" 
T(lOn50 
, 1t.E: TCA Fe.'It.. A LEEDS ~.I'[.SIT' .~,.S[ 1.1' 
c 
c rlt,.,,", ~aT' .T .P£CI'I£D SP'CI'" 
C IM,,!".U:. 
lIlaA/" 
"..oaO 
DO 2222 1= .. oIL 
U;c: n ''In ·"3 l'CCICt.IIE.I •••• O.CI.NE ... L ••• ~.el.~.l ••• ~.CI.~.MCAV •• 
• aOTO 2222 
,,-o=.roO·1 ~ITtC~.122' .S.C:'.PS'IJ."!Cr •• I.~·e 
2222 U.Tl"U£ 
IIU'~C'5.'" 
IIIUTU!t.nu 
c C PIt,.TlNe CU.RE.' flMt SftP "ALUES 
C . 
, 
.. UTECS.12U 
MltIT!C5.12!' H-D 
WR:T~(~.12.' "" 
""IT~".12C)' !T 
.. 1t,TEe,.I'" F"O 
""tT~e,.t2" OHM' 
"'''Tte5.8J!' 1£ 
WltIT~(5.~rf' .EF 
.,IUTEn.lOU 
C CO.DIT'ONIN5 fOR ~"HICS 
C 
IUU=O 
.I=..IL/U 
,.,. 
C N1=1 IFCIT.EI.e. _1=1 
NNP=O 
HTL:HFACT ••• 
00 ... 01 I=I • .JL 
Icc:eI/NlI'" 
IFCCICC.NE.t •• ANo.eI.NE."L'.'.O.CI •• E.~CAV' 
•• A~O.CI.N[.I.' &OTO .000 
.. V= .. IIoP-I 
.C=ICSRCU 
... ",.p,de 
PPC NflP' =PSC U 
HI:N!; CI' 
If'HX.GE.HlL. ~O'( .000 
"1(1:1(1(1-1 
"1I1CI(U:l(e 
""(I(ICU="-
.. 00 COllo'UUE 
D" .", l=l ..... P 
.,99 CONTINUE p.,. .. :o"·l.ltO 
•• r:=·l.CO· .... CT 
Tuonu 
TCIOItUO 
TcaOU" 
TC""U' 
TCAlU" 
TUG"U' 
TUlln. 
T(.flt13. 
TCAOI,. • 
TC .. Il'. 
'C .. Uft 
,caOfl]1O 
TUtn .. 
TCII"3'" 
,clOueo 
TCII8410 
TC •• 842. 
TcaO!." 
TCUI' ... 
TeAt-'" 
Te'01ll450 
TUOll'TO 
TUtl .... 
TelOU10 
TeI08~" 
TCU"~I' 
TeIO"520 
TU0ll53. 
TU08~" 
fCI01!I~'0 
,c&on" 
TCIO"51' 
TC108'580 
teA085" 
T(I'-'OI 
TCao·.1O 
Te"IJ62' 
TCAO~63' 
TCAOI640 
TCU"'50 
TCUl!IU' 
TCAOS'" 
" .... 61t 
TCU8690 
telOIJlOO 
TCAO"71O 
TCAOIl 720 
TCUI 7!O 
tel 0''''' 
TcaOOl!!O 
teAO"J60 
TUoelJ' 
Teae" no 
TUGlnO "-
TU08808 ~ 
'IU:: teA ,c.t.&~ & LE!DS U_IWI.SI" .·/I.! '.11 
C C ,..,otTltle US" ... ~st .. 
yea,"!lI f(""-2' 
TC''''U' 
T~ .. :t~4' 
TC.e~"'50 
TC'M'.' 
Ye'lln. 
C tau. !\.,,~. 
CALL .S'ACt« ••• I ••••• l •• 
C~L • .. ' ••• 1 ••••• 1 •• 
CALL 'LOfeac •• , •• :,.·"'.I. 
CALL PLCfC!C •• 7 .. rl.·.·.l. 
U .. LPLOTCU.es ... " .... ,I • 
""L PLOTCff;..' •• '.,···.I. C&LI. n;'CU.Z1 ... ,,'U-c .',JI 
~L T"';:. eYe: , •• CaLP',S,acu.n •• !I ••• , .... 
tALL ~.~C.'ACT ••• ~.' •• ~AC'J 
CalL 'OItO::II . 
CALL A.n 
CAL&. ,It..,,!:' 
CALLeUItY! "'ll."" •. I,-U u.-.. uu 
, .. I=H'.Cf ••• " 
CAL&' ~osr'.c ... I,' .. I' 
IoU'.'" 
T..z· .... CU 
taLL JOJ ....... ,.T .. 2t 
..,1, .. 11 .. '" If 
, .. ' ....... "n 
calL POSIT,C.J3.'Jl' 
.... :,. .. J 
, ... a, .. 1 
CALL ~t~C."4,'''4. 
caL" IL"P£ a 
C ..... PSPAc£'.or,.~' •• ~ ••• ~!· 
(ALL' _.P,IFlct ••• ! •••• p-". 
CALL acltoc:. 
CALL AIt!S 
CALL "lIP!" 
CALL cU~W~CC' •• PF.l,~NP' 
TeA"'·" Tcal"'.' 
TC •• •• •• 
'U.,."" 1'CIO!)920 
T(.o"-l' 
,cao"~'" 
'CU4!f5t 
'(.ttI"" TC •• ')." 
TC'O·~'I 
TC .... 9'. 
Te.o~IJO' 
TUO-t • ., 
"U0102tt 
ftao'o!" Te",O," 
'U0'20~0 
TC"~"O 
1'('0"'0" 
TC'O""~I 
fe .. ',," 
TC'I"IOO 
"'0"110 
TC'OoUO 
TC •• ·UO 
'C'O~I40 
TCao ... ,. 
Te'Olltff 
TCAOonO 
TCAO"t!!'O 
tALL F·A .. !: 
c_::aaas:::::::::.::a::::a::::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::TCIooI9. C TCIO~?OO 
C T r .. ' c, C L E L 0 C " Fl' IS" TC'0921O C Tcao0220 
c:::::::::a :::::::_.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::='C609230 ~'9' :1~TI~U! feAco2.0 %".=(rT/~~"."-. Tca,02!0 
HCtV""LF.;:,.2' GilT":' U12 TC.O<'lU,O IFC'I"~._~.IT'.A'C.CIPT.~g.O" 'CTC 'J12 TC.09270 
I'HPT.!O.I. IflfffEC!.'" "(,a0111 0 
WRIT!C5.15!lJ 'C.~.l,tT,U'.~'C.f,,'PC.tT TC'O'Z9' 
I' (lPT .~Q.I' WRIT::"",. T,=ao~~OI) 
.,12 C~_T!~~E TCAO~'10 ~D4="V03 TcaO~'20 
HMCl=Hv t2 Tcao~330 "-C~=".~l ·~lr~340 
"-Ol="MJ TCaO~3~~ 
'IU:: fCa ,e., •• N a L~tOS U.!V[RStT' '"test '.16 
... ,,=""f 
DH·U:"' .. ' 
Nsr:.!TlN 
111:11':-
LaIT •• 
,esl ... :,e 
""SIL""" 
,..SCU:", 
HeLl:"'" 
uscu=£, 
""OS C U :ttfI t 
1"U~.t'.U." ,.0-,.0. 
Fltsrcu=F.' 
1~':r~fS 
C~U6=CPu'r'c.ou' WRIT!'.,., 'T,CPU' 
TU"''''' 
TUO·"" 
TUO"" 
fCl09nl 
TCU"'" 
fC.0-41O 
tcll'U' TCI.·.3' 
TeU·"O 
TU.,451 
'CAO"" le&O"'O 
TC""U, 
TU .... '. 
TU"~" 
TClO~'J1O 
C aa .... ::= .. :aa=: 
TCI"~21 
TC"~'J30 
tca0954' 
TCU"'J!' 
9116 CCflU"UE 
C aaa::aaaaaaaa 
C caaaaaa:aaaaa .. a.: •• a:a:.a ••• _:.:a •• :.a.:::::.:::a.::a-::==::a=::=:a:a.:TC.O~'J'O 
C TCI095'0 
C---------------------------.. ------- 'c •• ,~e. C 'f£AD' StATt T(I.95'0 
C------------------------------------ fca.~, •• '~51 FO_MAfell' ••••••••• ~ •• :.U~·~tLITt't OI"ERt_Ct :·,Ol4." Tca.'6,0 45~J 'O.~.t" NU·SER Cf ST!P! :.,t,. tCaO·620 
32.' FORHAT", •••••• CPU = •• ~ll.". TCAO"!I 
,FCN"'Lf.!1.2' 'OTO 't81 T(.O".' 
NT, •• '.1 Tca'''650 
ON:O.C' fC •• '6" D~ .819 If:l •• fP fC •• ~67' D"I:O.BSCC~CrT.-HSTCIT.'/HClf.' TeA,9'tl 
IF'OH1.'f.CH' O":CHI fC.'~"O 
,." CONTI~Uf 'C'09'00 
CPU:CFUT,-e,OU' 'CA.·'IO 
DCPU:CPU-CFUI TCA.,720 
PCPU=CPU.OCPU TC.q'73~ 
CPU1:CPU TCA.~7.0 ¥RIT~'5.1~!!' aH fCA097!O YRrT~C6.15~3' 0" TCIo076. W~If!C5,"'J TCA.o"O URI'ECS,.~~J' _T Tcao"~. Vqlr~C'.12." CP~ 'CAO~l'O 
,fCOH.L£.T1CLl' ""ALf=2 TcaO~881 
IF(eOM.Lt.TTOL1 ••• ~'.(PCPU.'T.C'LL» GOTe e •• a TcaO'@11 D~ '811 If:t,NTP 'C.O~~2' 
"STeIT':"Ctl) TC.O~·~O ~all CONTI.U~ lca09~40 IFCPCFU.G~.CPUL' ~~'O 8l8~ 'C'O~~50 
IFC'H.Gl.llCL1' GOTC '890 ,caO~A'O C--------._-------------------------- TC'01~lO C R~LI~EIL!" Tca09deO C------------------------------------ fC'OQ~'~ 9221 F~"ATC/. ~'EP SIZ~ IS ",~.(g." 'C'G~·O' )., ~ 
'1Li:: YCA ~(.l_&'. LttDI U'I,!-SIT' '~/.S[ '.I~ 
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
6a91 '''M'." •• • • 6292 Pett .. U"· •• • 
_ntn."." 
tIMaC."*l 
DO'S lie' C •• ~!·., 
to ... t w • ! S •• • '1" 
l.fE ..... AU .. " S' WE" F. nR£ STE~ SIZE MA" WlU 
, .... ., .... ,S.ca.!:tf 
,lf2'·'.·'."·" Tllu • ., .... :n 
,"Ct.a" 
.. U, ..... :J •• 
IfIItU .... -'OJ.! 
H .. U ..... "2 
HIt.tUH-oU 
CALL t'l'A'I •• ' •• HR.~K~"C ••• "_ ••••• I' 
TIllE Sf!" SUE H'UIU 
"'.2*'" Dl.,,,,.T 
T" •• TP-,.:l •• CT 
'''2.'~D' CALL !i2dSH' .HIUC tltltC .rR ...... c •• U 
CALL ['28ef".HR.,"ItC"It,.~C2 ••• 
.... Ol=" .. ::22 
"'DI:H"~l1 
""TI=N"TlI 
"'1 C 
.OTO tasl 
co.nllU[ 
C 
C 
"III I'lL" 'H '£LI.IILI" CHECI 
",pl=IIT-1 
,,·1 ON·,.t. 
00 ,a!2 1'=.'''''. 
ICT=UTl2'·~ 
IFCtC'.~E.Il' 50'0 98'2 
01="-' DHI=CaeSCCh.'T.-HST.J •• /"C'T •• 
I'(O"I.'T.C~' ~"=CHI 
' •• 2 co .. , nu£ 
C~U:CPUTl" nou. 
YR'T~C5,15!Jt ~" 
IIIt:T!CS.9'J; • 
WflIH:C5 •• 5~!' '" 
WPIT!C5,J241' CPU 
IFCJH.LE.T'CL' W~Ir!C5,62~~t 
l'caH.~T.TTCl' ~~IT!r5.b29It 
IF'DH.G'.T'~lt GOT~ a~.~ 
:------------------------------------c eU'PUT 
•• • "" TC'I.'.I 
n .... " J(""~' Tue,'.' 
lCAP'" 
1'( • .,.6' 
'C .. ,,,. 
,c .. ~·., 
'U,"" 
TUIl .. '
,c ...... 
TCA.'''I 
,e'U,l. 
'UIU." Te.nn, 
TC.lOUI· 
TCAIO'" 
TC .... •• 
TC .... " 
T(UOIOIt 
TU.1111 
TcallUI 
'C.llll' 
TCA10.40 
T(.IO." 
T(UOl"· 
TCAIOUI 
TC'IIHIt 
'C'IO.!O 
TC'nUII 
TC.1021O 
T(UO?2It 
'(UU~O 
T(UUe' 
'(un,. 
TCAlan 
TClU2l1 
TCAI02" 
Tca112'J1t 
TC'IO~OI 
TC'lOll' 
TcalO321 
,c.n330 
'C'IO~eO 
'CAlO~~1 
'CAI03EIt 
TC'IO!lO 
TC'lOll''' 
TcaID3C;~ 
'C"'eO'! 
TC'IO". 
TCU'.2'J 
TCIIO.30 
Te'IO .. 1t 
c------------------------------------5'1. FOIUU"'" •• , ••• ,;.t ••• II.· .. 11\I '!L" r .. ·.6 •• ·FItICT!':!\I·'" TeUO." 
FlU: 'c. ,e.,R.. • LttDS UIIlt,RSIT' '~'IS[ 1 •• 1 
,.11 ,aa .. ,e' ••••• JeCI •• J.2 •• ' 
C C Pit,." .. " •• L "C"I , 
!TSCU='.O' 
1IIt,,!n.IS!" 
00 UI I-hll". 
11It=!-1 . 
'" •• C:M/KN' ••• ~~ I'CCI"IIt • .c.r ...... c •• ' •• t.I •• GOTC '"~ 
W_I,tC,.I;!l' rCS'I',"CI,.E'SClt.u"SClt,""OSCI'.'~SCI'.'RS'(I"I" 
Sf. COlin IIue 
c 
c 'INAL IItApHleS 
C 
c.u .u~u 
'~I·'~ 
00 " •• 1:1,,'1'1 
fTC It ='CSC" 
",,"C IJ=HC tJ 
FRItClU,RSlCU 
UUC!' sUltSC II 
,P,CI,=,,,sn. 
611' CONTI '-U[ 
U"A.:O. 
FP".II:I. 
DO ,aol I=I.,.TP' 
IFCFPP.I •• "-,PN.X. " .. aX=FP,(I. 
I'(UU.I •• GT.U"' •• U~AX=uucr. 
"01 CONTtPfUE 
,,"AX=F, .. A,-I.I 
u" •• =U" •• ·I.l 
C 
C 'LO"I.' USI~. ,"OST80 
C 
CALL ItlICP(a 
CALL F~I"E 
c.ll FSPACE.I •• I •• O.,I.' 
call "AF(O.,I •• O •• l~' 
C.ll PlO'C!C.Ol •• ~7,·"·.I' 
CALL PlOrC!C •• ' ••• I,·TIME· ••• 
CALL PlO'C!C.0' •• ~7,·F·.I' 
tALL PlCTC!C •• , •• , •• 'Tllltt·, •• 
CAll P~P.CEC.O".!1 •• 15 ••• ' 
Cill ·AFCO.,'PI.O •• ~f.C'J 
calL 8CItO~" 
CALL UtS 
CAll ItED"L~ 
tAll CURV~CC"."".I,~TPIJ 
call BlI(PE" 
CALL PSP'CE'.Ol,.51 •• 54 •• ~l' 
CAll ·.PCO •• ,P1.0 •• F,.'T. 
CAll 80ItO~" 
'ILL AWES 
C.~l U:oou 
TClU,,1 
TU"'" 
'c,,,,,, 
TU .. '" 
'C'IO"" 
,ea .. "" 
'CAln21 
T( ... .,!. 
Te'''''' TCIIOS!' 
"CAlOSil 
'CA In" 
'CAU!!" 
Te'IO!" 
TCAUCOO 
TCAl,ut 
TCUOUI 
"Alout 
rc.u," 
TCAU'" Te.uut 
'CAIOUO Te.unl 
TC'I06'" 
TCAU lit. 
TCAlO "I 
'CJlf'l21 
rcau 7!' 
TtUOU, 
TcalO'" 
TC .. 1760 
T (I lit 7'l1t 
"Al'7" 
T(I1It n. 
TCU' til 0 
TCU 0 lit lit 
TUU821 
T(.tlft31 
TCUO'!4It 
TCAlOt!~1 
TC"I~Et 
TCAlO!JIt 
TCAIO'!!' 
TCAlOl!'!l 
TCAlO'JCIJ 
TCAII~IO 
Tcua'!2" 
TCAl"30 
TCUO .... 
TC'.IOe~1t 
TCUO." 
TClIO~71t 
TCIII Q 80 
TCAl~·'!" 
TCIUO .. 
" ~ 0'\ 
"IU: tca ~t".A. A L'~D' u".!*!lf' .,leS! ,.1' 
CAlL eu~.£(eT'.F ••• a •• TPl. 
«LL F· ... t 
CILL .t_tt 
calL P'paC!f ••• a ••••• a., 
CaLL ·1.C ••• I ••••• a.' 
elL&. PLOTC!f •• l •• ll.'U'.a. 
CALL .L.Tcsc •• r ••• a.·TlNE' •• , 
CILC. nctesc •• .".a,. 'f',", t2. 
C.1L .LOfc'e •• r •• ! •• ·TINE •••• 
CltL '~~Ic,e •• ".!"."'·" 
CILL .~ ••• T~a ••• ,~ •• " 
CILL to",t. 
CALL axES 
CALL .tDPtJ 
CALL CUIW!Cf".UU.l •• TPI. 
CALL 8llCflta ' 
CALL P!PICfC •• , •• S1 •• se •• 'l. 
C'L~ _.pe •• ",a, ••• "~.· 
CALL eo-O£' 
CALL AlrtS 
CALL ,::"PU 
calL CU_WEC,T"FP',I.NTPIJ 
TCUUIt 
TU .. .,G 
,'! ... UI 
Ttau, •• 
'CUltS' Tca ..... 
Teau", 
TUU'~' 
Tf.U'" 
Tt:aUltl 
nault' 
TeIlIU' 
,cauu, 
TealliU 
,uun. 
,c. tllEl) 
TC.IIHO 
TCUII". 
TClUlc. 
TUll :tOO 
'UIU" 
TU1I22. 
co .. nll,,( 
•••• C 
.. ,u,,- lit. srlATUS .ALU~ 0 .. C ..... 'I1:L , 
Tca1l2" 
TCUI248 
Tcall'~O 
'C1I121O C 
C 
DO •• ,' 'Sl •• '. 'C'II'" V~IT!C'.e' NSfCI' TC.112PO 
••• , CC.TI'U! TC'112" IFC~'LF.~[.2J 'OTO eas. TC'I.," 
•• ITtC,.e' ~.C" 'C'llllO 
YRIT£e, ••• ~~Cll Te'II'2. 
VAITEcr,., H-D22 TCIIIl~1 V~IT~C' ••• ",Dll 'C'1Il4' 
10fO 8'85 TC"ll~' 
••• , CC.TI'~~ 'C'II]60 V~:T[CI.e, ~O. TC'II]JO 
WRIT;C"e, ~.C3 TC'II]~O 
""IT!: u,e ..... ::2 TC'1I3'" 
VRIT!(I •• ' H~OI TC",400 
•• a5 COMTI~~t 'C'II.10 
CALL 'R!~o TC"1'20 STOP TC'll'll 
END TC'll4,e 
c--------------------------------------------------------_______________ ~CAll.!. C TCAll4EII 
C 5 l; e • IJ UTI" t ! TC'll'lft C TC'll'·O 
C-----------------------------------------------------__________________ TCl114 a O 
C------------------------------------------- TC'11~~1  e ll "
SU9RCUTI~~ !~.F 'C'lt~2~ 
C 
c---------------_·--------------------------I~.LICIT R£.L·~ •• -~.O-z. 
TCI" "!.!O 
TClltr.411 
TC'1l'550 
'IU: Tea' ,c"... " L[!OS U'IItISIT' ,,,as[ 6.1' 
Dl~!.SIO •• esel .... z.l.2 ••• ,.' •• , •• • 
CO~NO •• C51 ••••• '.l!IO ••• 
CONNON ~,F •• '1,'2.DTOL.'TCL.'Pl(L 
CONRON ,1.U-.H •• I"N.IE.II,C.'" 
CO ""ON t.".'".H"C.~l.F.£"[·.TC C~~- 'oel ••••• e' •• , .. C6 •• '"~~Le5.',M •• 6 •• ~-lc6e .... WCC.'. CO"~ON ., ••••••• , ••••••• ECC •• J,'.ICI ••• 'CI ••••• H.' ••••• "CIC ... 
CO-"O ... ST.~I,,..,IPT.12'NCA ••• S,~, 
[.'E .... L fCt.'EDt •• ,OUTPU' 
" f'OI~'TC'" II. 'O_MAT •• ______________ ------------------~-----------------t. 
. ._-----------------------------"1 
c--------------------------C PtttP 
c--------------------------ICOUNT::2 
ICLl::' 
ICll::. 
N"~=' CAll !e28BFfN~ ••• (I •• £C.'C.I£,.0, 
calL t'288FCNH.,PkI.PCI.'C,F~,Q. 
CALL t028!f eNH. ,HII tHn .TC ,,,. ,0' 
•• s.['·'2 A~:eTH/~.eCI.OO-2.D.e(PR •• 2'/Cl.nO-PR" 
PT=PTClePN 
oTL=CTOlep. 
c--------------------------c PRE:$SlIlE 
c--------------------------II' FOR~.TC· He s·.Ol •• J.18. 
•• CO"TJ~UE 
",=He·~1 
.ICCU"T:2 
ItL2=1 
• COIilT nut: 
IFCIPT.!Q.lt WRIT~C,.118' ~0,~l2 
c C SOLVIN' PRES!UII[ :lISTRlBUT:ON FCR T~UL HO USING C02EBF 
C 
PCSC .,:0.0. 
XC=xEF 
O.=U-I!F 
.11=1 
call C02~eFc.C •• I,I.PCS,'TL.I,~CN.l,P£J£R'.aufPu',~2,2I,O. 
KL2=KLZ·I 
klJ=ICLJ·' 
PC::PCSlll 
If(PC.lT.O.CO' GOTO 5 
IFepC.GT.Pl' SOTC & 
GOTO If 
C C O£'~R~ININ' THE ~~QU~q£O HI L!I~ eI~!CTI:N 
C 
5 IF(JC:U~'.£Q.O. ".=hl/2.00 
.ICOUltilT:I 
TU1Hft 
TUll ~" 
TUll'!U 
Tel1l~" 
Tt.Il.11 
TClIlUO 
TCIIU2. 
TCIll6!' 
fUl1640 
TCUlE!O 
,ell"" T(IIUJtJ 
Tcal"" 
TC."'" 
'ClU701 
TCAtllll 
TUI112. 
TCIlI '!O 
TUU14. 
TCJlll51 
TCUll60 
TCAll no 
TeIU ... 
TeAU 7'J' 
HIlU •• 
'CAll !10 
"All no 
TCln elO 
TCAll e •• 
TCAlI !!O 
TCAlI~U 
TCAllon 
TC'l1~U 
TCIUI!'St 
TClll "It 
Te.u 91., 
Te'll~n 
TCIll"!1 
Te'IU40 
Teln 05' 
Telll"" 
TCAll "YO 
Telll ,eo 
fCAll '" TCIl2000 
TCI120n 
TC'.2021J 
TC'120!0 
TC'120'8 
TC'120!!) 
TC'UGED 
'012070 
TC'12,0~fI ~ 
TCI120';o '1 
TCIl2100 ~ 
':t 
.. I.E: lea ,e.f'.. A Lt!DS ._IV[.SI', .-/ISE '.1' 
........... 
eon II 
• I'CoI4:OU"- .£ •• 1' .... HAlI .... 
oIeCV .. T •• 
........ HA 
.o'" f 9' COlIn ... 
c .............. --.--.----......... 
C .. ft. 
c--.. --------... ··---.... --II. '0."'.' ••• CALCULAfED I'P ••• ~I'.',!I.·,oa .E' .·.tl'." 
• sa.'e [! .·.~I'.l.· I ,·.Ia. II. , .... ,c· •••• IP((IPIED ~ .'.014." 
C C .... u •• LOIlO C .... CI" 'OIl fill ... X!, USlr.$ DeI!I' alia (IIU" 
C 
.-esc U.I,D' 
«axt,. 
DX.exl-.£" ""ST 
.11=1 CALL o.2£8' .. C.&'.I,pcS.OTL.I.'e •• '.P£Dt .... 'UfPUT.U.2 •••• 
I(L3=I(L3-' 
WLUS • .,Shl 
C.LL :.I&AfC •• ' •• ~LU$.'P(.E!.'. 
I(LI=l(l.-1 
FPC=-'PC [ta" •• e,.e,eSCE£IFPC' 
I'CIP'.~OeC' GeTC I~'O 
IIItntc~.I2I.' fPc: •• (,.£E.IlLI 
.IIIUEe5.1'" ,. 
ISII CCI"UU~ 
alF' sDA8S efP-fPC .IIP 
IFCOI'F.L£.FPTCL. iCT~ 81 
I'C'P.GT."" GOTe !2 
l'e,p.LT."" 'OfC 13 
e c DEf!I"I'I~ f~E IEQUIRED X~, USI.' 8ISEeTIC~ 
e 
12 l'eIC~u"T.£I.I' .,=.A/2.0. 
I(CutlT:O 
.EF:.t,-.A 
SOTO @. 
IS IFCICCU"T.il.O •• A:,&/2.DO 
ICCUNT=I 
.[FUEF-XA 
&CTO •• 
81 CO .. TIIIIU:; 
c--------------------------C IttLIAI!!LIH 
c----------------·_·-------662 'OAMAT.' O'L D~CR~A![O FOP SL:AAL ~RESS~~~ R~LljellIT' CH~CK"J 
'21 F1".IT" ~C. ~~ !'EPS ~CU8L!D FOR FD a!LI&9IL!" C~EC"/' 
,., FC~~ATC' •• J.,.PCL~·.12.'·P~EW·,ll.,·X·.12 •• ·A.CIFf •• 'J 
"2 FOR~ITe' ',l."'C,4.1.2 W'/ 
'41 f~R"AfC' '.E.,'FPCLC·,11X.'fPllr y·.'CI.'R.aIFF.·/' 
l(lUUO 
TUUUe 
'-('UUO 
fcaUl4" 
TCAI2I~' 
TCAI2U' 
'CAU'" 
tUI2I" 
TC"~I9I 
'(,'1~2" 
TcaU211 
'UI222D 
TCIU2!' 
TC'12240 
TCA12251 
TC .. ZUI 
'UUlJO 
TClU'~1 
,e.uno 
TCAU!OO 
TCAU) .. 
TClI2]2' 
T('UH' 
TC112341 
TCAUl~' 
'CAUl" 
TCAl2lJI 
T(Al23"0 
'CIUHO 
T(I124" 
T('lZ"U 
"(112420 
TCII2UIt 
'C.I2UI! 
TCAU'~' 
T(112460 
TCII2410 
TCIIZ4~O 
TCAt,,,O 
TCAI 2'Ut) 
TCAI2!!I' 
T(II2'20 
TCA'2'5~O 
Tt:II~'540 
'!"'115~O 
TCAl25EO 
T'=Al2~10 
T(Al2~I!O 
TC112'590 
"C1I2600 
T(.1261O 
TCAl:!!.ZO 
TcalZ0;31) 
TCII2E4a 
TCAl26~O 
fIL£: tea ",IfUIi I LEtO! UIII.£RSIt •• ",8S~ '.'6 
, ... '."".T,' '.I_,leOI,.1.Z.". 9" 'OR~'Te' Sl(8AL '[L:'IILITI a'D tIseR!TE tR.C~ e~Ee.ED·I' 
tt. '''-'TC' Cell.ERsES TO SP£CI'I~D TCl~II'NCES'/ 
." ,~~aTC' Af!CLUTE l'l~T P.[SIUR! TClE.a.Ct 'DJUSTEC'/, 
.S2 f~"ATC' '.,I.'PTOLO'.11X"'TII[M·.111"ReDI"·" 
.5S ,0.~aTc' ·,I •• SC01 •• "z •• / 
911 'O.~'TC' f.aAL Ofl ='.01"'" 
••• ,0R"aTC' -c. GF l'tPS TO S.TIS" SPECI'IED 'OLE.AIICtS =',.". 
'1' 'ORNATC' laC.EISlas IIUNfttR e, STEPS 'C' ,CCURlfE·. 
• • PIIOFIL£ I~TE.POLaTIOII·,. 
C 
e STOlt! C".UII' F.!SSIME ,ALUES 
C 
.. ,eU=FICU 
DO 4,.J 1= .. 115' 
L=:'1 
"OCLJa' •• U 
45.' C.,NnIlUE , 
C D[CP~ASt OTl .ao OCUILE NST 
c: 
DTl=:JTLe.lC. 
Nsr=a·_ST 
( 
C SOLWIN' PA[SJURE OISTRI8UTIDII USI~' 012£8F 
C 
NPLU!:NST" 
DI= .. I-I£' .,NSf 
IC=.E' 
PCSc, •• ,.DCI 
.11=' CALL CD2£IFelc,ll'lePC$.OTL,'.FC:"l,P[D~RV,DU'PUT,wa.20", 
c C ILoa.L 'R~SSLRE -[lIAIILITY ,"ECI( 
C 
P"AX=O.!)O 
"=1 
SPTOl=.lOO·'T 
DO 16 1=1tUT 
L:I-' 
XC=XCL. 
PC='XCU 
If(PC.GT.P~AI' P"'X:PC 
IC:CIIl,e2 
I,etc.,,[.r. GOTO ,-
01="'1 ·DP~==A8SCPC-FPJe~ •• 
IFC~PR.~T.SPT'l' GOTO 11 
'6 CO~Tnu~ 
GOTO n 
11 IFCIPT.£Q.O. SCTC l~OI 
.... :T~C'.'OG • 
WR I E( ~hft6CJ 
.w. IT~ C h'l41 , 
M~ITEC5.".1 pPJe~'.PC,.C,CF. 
Tun6" 
TeAI26" 
TCAUI" 
TCAU'9I 
TClUUI 
'CU2.,.0 
'CAun8 
TCAUJ3. 
TCUn, • 
Tcau J~' 
TCAU'" 
TClUnl 
TCAU'" 
TUUne 
rcAU'" 
TcaU1!1O 
TC.I282. 
fUU! !e 
TC.I2 .... 
TCA12~~O 
TUU"" 
fCAUPJO 
TCH2UD 
TCAI2891 
TCAla"O 
TC.I2°10 
'ClI2'21 
TU12'" 
TCU29.' 
TCAI2"~O 
TeAU'" 
TC'I2°1O 
TCAI2'" 
TClI2'~O 
fCUlDlO 
TCAUtlO 
TCAl.J02D 
TeAl10311 
TUll040 
TCAUI'O 
rcll30E0 
Tcauno 
Hauno 
TCUlO-O 
TCAlllOO 
Tca.,l to 
TeAlllZO 
TC'I31 30 
TCIUIU 
TCAllI!!' 
TeUllED 
'CAI3I10 
Te'l H-O '-
TC'llICiO '1 
TCI'320ll ~ 
~ 
~lLlt tCA ,e.T~a. a LItDS V'1'!~Slt' 9Ml8st f.IS 
"'T!,'hllU 
••• IISTs.$Tl2 
"fO' 
,. CO.TUut 
C .. SOLUT! rou-I"e, '0' '.LU .II[S .... Cf'tC. 
.: 
c 
~ 
,. 
" 
", ... " ..... 'CL 
DPfsallsce"'-Pf'''''.' 
I~C~'f.lf."CL' laTe lZJ 
.oro 122 
'2J IFel,,_t ••• , .'f. I~'J 
IIUT!:e! .. "" 
W'tlfEn"!1J 
Wf'lftn •• 5H 
"-lrtc5.95~t "r.,' •• CPT 
lffurU5,UU 
ntl Co"nNU! 
OTL=O'L_I •• CI.'T./PT 
."dSU2 
PT.-tN G,," , 
722 COIIn"v! 
SOL,I" LCIO capac IT' USINI 0115a' 
"TOL=.I00·"'~L 
caLL to.&a,c •• ' •• '~LUS."Ct.!R~e •• o. 
F'C~=-FPCO 
,,, REL.a.lLl11. C~tC. 
DFP=~18$ee'PCw-FPC."PC~' 
IfCDF-.Gr.!'ToL. G~1C 119 
Ion 120 
'19 IFCIP1.!Q •• ' I~TC 15.2 
YRITU5.IOU 
lI"n£(5,r21 , 
II" IT £: C5 ,94l • 
w"!T~C5,'''''' fPC,'PCO.~FP 
.,UTE C5.100. 
1502 OTL=~TL·l0.tO 
"f? 8 
72. CONTINuE 
""INTI~G FIN'L ~TL .~C NSf TC SAT!SFT SP!ClfI!' TCL!~'~C~5 
IFC~ ••• !Q.l' G~TO l!b~ 
IFCIF1.EQ.. Ct .CTC UOCJ 
WI' IT!: C5.i". 
wUT£c:..lOC •. 
IIRU;:CS.,"c;. 
"ltIEC'i.9U. 
.. "IT~C5,9~!. ~TL 
"RlrEC5.)~4. ~ST 
TUIHIt 
"caUlCO 
~UI~?~t 
TCII·"·' 
TUUl!t 
TcalUU 
TUIU" 
fUUl" 
TUUl~' 
Tua,,.1 
TcaUl .. 
"cauue 
,cau'" 
~C&u~ .. 
TC&Ul~1 
TCAl'~EO 
TUU"" 
TC'U3!!0 
Tcau". 
TUIHOO 
Ttlll'" 
Tunu, 
TUIl'~O 
TcalH4' 
TC'l"~' 
Tu.,4EO 
'(111410 
TCAlH~O 
TCAU4" 
TCAIl~OO 
TeAU510 
"CAll'110 
'C'Il~l' 
TC'13540 
Ttl1l5~0 
TC'13~EO 
TeAll'?O 
Tcall~1!O 
TC'U5'J0 
TCAl~"OO 
TCI13610 
'C&I.5620 
TCAl16~O 
"t'U"'O 
TC'1.5650 
TCAlH~O 
H"I,U 10 
""'1 H~O 
TCAl3&'10 
TCI1HOO 
te'llHO 
"C .. 1720 
Hall no 
T~.t J '''0 
TCA1H50 
f lL!:: TCA "ItTIt.. .. L!:!:DS U'l1'!~Slf' 'M/~St 1.1' 
II'tITEC5 ,"It 
lSi' COIIITI'u!: 
" •• CCllfUut 
c C INtIt£aSI~ .SI F~. acCURATE •• 0'11.1 laT[APOLATIO' 
c 
C 
,'eN-M.!' ••• "fC ''''I 
.ST~'!T·" I'C •• '.E •••• aCTC l'tS 
_ITEn,"" 
.... 'T[(5.9If. 
_utn,,,1t 
1515 COIITl"U!: 
NlIt":1 
'0'0 • 
9"61 CONn liVE 
c 5EII£RATt PROFILE 
C 
""IN=I.O' 
DO 92 1=1tHLUS 
IC=JC( I. ' 
PC=FXCU 
'.X:HO.'C"2/CZ.C,e U.I!"·PC 
IFC'.I.Lr.~"I~' "PI." •• 
fUU=F •• 
'2 CONnIlU!: 
00 "1 Isl.aPLUS 
F.CI'~f.CI.-"PIN 
191 CONn t.ut 
c--------------------------C OUTPUl c---------------------·-----
.00 ''J,,~aTC' ·.E •• ·.·,l' •. ·~.C .. ·,'. 
.01 FOA~.T(· ·.2C01".1.~ ••• !'. 
986 FOR~a,c' FI.aL .0. CF STCP! =·,I!/. 
ll01 FC~~.'(' FINIL ~o. Cf C.LLS '0 C02!!f =',I!/, 
IFC1PT.~Q.O' Go,a 1~07 
IIUT!:C5,l00 • 
~IT!:C5.'~E' liST 
IIRIT!:.,.1l.l. KLl 
IIRIT!:C5.1DU 
1507 C:JNTINUE 
H":::H"IN 
P" :::p"a. 
ffe=Clc:f.U "e. 
U£J=X::F-CI'N! 
ItP:-l.'-'O·II! 
DO 40 !:1 ,IIPLUS 
K=NPLUi-l.t 
.. =t(·"8 
1l(.n:::UI(, 
fllC.'" =FlICU 
4!1 C"t>4TP;U:: 
00 '01 !=l.t.a 
TCIl"" 
TcalnlO 
TCUlU' 
Tcun" 
"Iunl 
Teall-to 
TUU~n 
TUU-l' 
TCAllU' 
T(.13·~1 
TCAUUI 
TCAUIt" 
te.U-.. t 
TCUl-" 
TCU~-DI 
TCAl3'1O 
TUll'2t 
TCU3'30 
TeAll'''' 
TClll·!O 
rCUl~" 
T(',.5"" 
TC&IHIIJ 
TUU"'" 
TCUU" 
T(Al"OIO 
TCAl402. 
".l40~' 
Tcal"O"1 
TUIU!' 
TUl40Et 
TCU"" 10 
TCUUIJO 
TeU409. 
TCUH" 
TC'14110 
T(U412' 
TCU4ll0 
TCA14,40 
TCAl4, '!I 
TCUHEO 
TUl41111 
Te'I"!!O 
TC'14. '" 
TCAl"20' 
TCI"'21O 
TCAl"220 
TCU42:!O 
'C""2"0 
TC"'2!" 
TCat"2EO 
TCIl"21" 
TCIl42eo 
TC""2«:0 "-
Ttal"]01 ~ 
'() 
• n.t: teA ntlflll,., LKOS UUW!:IlSlY1 ,,,,ast •• , • 
• n •• "':I·U-It-Dil 
• atl'.~·.tt.··2'tl.D"-'-h~l~ 
••• U.f ,,,.' ' 
• ,,"hW\.ft ... 
lie •• • ... . IfrCl.U.!' ....... TO .,. 
80 4U Uh ..... US 
• "LOS·a-J 
....... 
....... 'IC. 
•• C ..... acll. ' 
'12 CI)~n...,£ 
•• u·aIP 
.1'1'*"'.'IP··21'2.:"~'-MPJ. 
IIPLUS.¥LUS., 
lit " •• .,C ••• I 
"21 COII",",[ W= .. "U' le ..... 1 
", •• 112 
"C!Pf.!O." lOla 15" 
.-UtC5.,,. 
"'IT£"."" DO '5 lsi •• " 
ICC.' JI'-' ••• ' 
Jf •• ,CC.II!.t, •• lo.el.-£.IIPJ •• ND •• I.-E.I. 
•••• ?.F.eI ••• £ ••• c.'."'O'CI •• E •• C.v •• GOIO .! 
.-lr£e5.6'1' 1.1 •• '.11',% 
'5 CO .. TnuE 
Vltn!(5.'·' 
... nTU5."1t 
1511 cOlln"u£ 
tlnu·" 
[110 
c----~--------·------------------·----------C 
C 
SUI".UT'''[ fe"c.c,pcs," 
c----.--------------------------------------I"PLICIT RE'L'Bel-H.a-z. 
ca""c ... e5C'OO'.F~c~I.O" 
CO"~CN "" ... '.Fl"2.:TOL.PTCL.fP TOL 
Co-~,. VI.l'.~O ••• I".E •• r.C'.F" 
CJ-~O. !.P~.TH,".C.h.T.'.E,'Ef,TC 
COMMO~ TOlf •••• 816 ••• P8C6 ••• ~~CCLC6 •• ~e.6 •• ,~·ACE~.,~·CC6~. 
C3~M'N IWI4G",wE.CE~ •• ~CcEa •• p.:c~! •• PCI.'· •• HKrC.3 •• HCIC'.' 
co~o~ _ST,~I,-".IPT •• 2.NC'~'~~'."' 
Dl~~~SICN FC!Cl,.c CI. 
pc:p csel' 
'Cl'=C12.'O •• I.U.'CHo.exc •• 2.'CZ.:O.R ••••• DC ••• , •• CC.C·.2 
c-.~;··~,/e~.co·p.·A~·PC' 
RETUA~ 
£~D 
c-------------------------------------------C 
Tca, • .n. 
fCIl4 n • 
YU14111 
TCI", •• 
TCA1.'!. 
TCAI.'.I 
TU'.'lI TeA'. ,. • 
Tca .. , .. 
TU ... .. 
TCA1 ... . 
TU ••• 21 
fC .... ,. 
TU1'.'1 
TUI4.,. 
TCA ••• u 
TCAUUI 
TtI"'''1 
TUI4 ... 
TCA,., .. 
Tc:a,.~ .. 
,cu.n_ 
"a14~~' 
TUH'!4. 
TeAl"!!) 
,UI.'!6. 
TrU'5l1 
,eu.,,,o 
TC."~,, 
Tca •• "o 
"Al'611 
TU"UO 
ftll4631 
TCI,4S4O 
".1'650 
TeAl.66. 
rCIHUO 
TCAlHI!O 
TCI1.6'. 
H.l., CICt 
YUI4l1O 
Tt:l 14 720 
,cI"no 
TCI14HO 
TU'.'!I 
TeU.,,1J 
TC114170 
·OI.7!0 
TC.\479" 
T':IHIIO" 
.('.\4 11 \0 
TCI14"2" 
TCJl'·~G 
TCI1.~41J 
TCII. ~~O 
n .. t: TCA "a'R&" I L!taS U"t'~~$I" '~/8St I." 
1V._O~TI.t 'UfPUT •• SOL.PC! • 
c 
c ..... • ....... ---------------.... .-...---------........... 
1"~ICIT ~E.L.fC._H.O-,. 
CO""OI •• ~' ..... 'aC! ••••• 
eo.~:. H·.F •• '1.'2.cTOL~TeL.~TcL 
co~. VI.LP.Ht ••• AM.I!.al.C •• -P 
CO--ON [.P'.f"."PC.~T.'.t"(fr.'C 
CO~NCI TC.' ......... .,. ••••• "~(l.6 •• '" •••••• "M ••• e •• H"Cc.,. 
CO~OI .~t •••••• £ •• ,.J.ltc ••••• P.I.I ••• PCI ..... KKIC ... ,HCI .... 
CO"~o. 'Sf •• , • .,.IP,.12.IIC'V.~,.". 
OI"E.SICN fCSC1' ot'a.n., 
••• n •• ISOl. 
'.'otl' ."esc II ISOL=U" .. leCI 
,f • .,I.tl •• ,T •• SOL.II 
"nultr. 
nD 
c-------------------------------------------C 
C 
SUBROUTINE 'EO!~.C.C.PCs.P~. 
c-------------------------------------------IMPLICIT R(.L.SCl-H.o-Z' 
CO~"O' .c~tG •• ,., •• !OOOO. 
co,"e. "·.F~.'1.'2.C'CL.PTCl.-P1CL 
COMMON VI.L'." •• ~.a~.x! •• I.C •• 'P 
C~~NON [.P'.T"."'O.~~T.'.t •• E'.'C 
CO'~ON TCC'4 ••• II6".P816 ••• ".eClC"""."4'.""KC,e'."~(16~' 
C3M~ON AWC •••••• [.e's.,.£C.ES •• '.IC6 ••• PCIC •••• H.IC6l •• NCI.'I. 
COMMOI Nsr.~' •• p.IPT.I2.Nt.V,MS •• ". 
DI~~_SIC~ '~CI.l •• PCS.l. 
'C:PCSCI. 
PYC.,I.=12.C'.V:.~.&·.C"o-.Ce.2~ ••• 'O ••• (' •• 2/~-2.0.elMePC., 
C'C"O·.C··2/C2.00·~'.I"PC.··" 
R£TURN 
£N~ 
c------------------------------------------. C 
C 
SUBRour I"E ""PUC.f.n 
c-------------------------------------------I~PLICIT ~E .... !e.-H.O-Z. 
COM~ON .c,cOOO'.'.I,OOO" 
co.~o. H".~~.'I,'2,CTOL.PTCL,FPTCL 
CO""eN VI.~'.HO,R.A" •• ( •• I.C'.FP 
CJ~~ON ~.PR.TH,""C,""T.F.( •• E~.TC 
CO~~ON TOCE4 ••• 8.6.',PBC6.).~~COLc6 •• ,"eC6.',"'Kc6e •• H~CC6!' 
CO""ON .IIC .00' ,I(!.C E8., llEe CU •• PICIC Eet. PCICU. ,".y C6'Jt. Hcr CG'H 
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